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INTRO_v

INTRODUCTION

The Catalog of Apollo 17 information on the sample, as dissection and allocations of
rocks is a set of volumes that well as some unpublished the samples is preserved in the
characterize each of 334 information. References Data Packs in the Office of the
individually numbered rock which are primarily bulk Curator.
samples (79 larger than 100 g) interpretations of existing data
in the Apollo 17 collection, or mere lists of samples are Where possible, ages based
showing what each sample is not generally included, on Sr and Ar isotopes have
and what is known about it. Foreign language journals been recalculated using the
Unconsolidated regolith were not scrutinized, but little "new" decay constants
samples are not included. The data appears to have been recommended by Steiger and
catalog is intended to be used published 9_0.!y.1in such J[iger (Earth Planet. Sci.
by both researchers requiring journals. We have attempted Lett. 36, 359-362); however,
sample allocations and a broad to be consistent in format in many of the reproduced
audience interested in Apollo across all of the volumes, and diagrams the ages correspond
17 rocks. The volumes are have used a common with the "old" decay
arranged geographically, with reference list that appears in constants. In this volume,
separate volumes for the all volumes, mg' or Mg' = atomic Mg/(Mg
South Massif and Light +Fe).
Mantle; the North Massif; and Much valuable information
two volumes for the mare exists in the original Apollo
plains. Within each volume, 17 Lunar Sample Information THE APOLLO 17
the samples are arranged in Catalog (1973) based on the MISSION
numerical order, closely intense and expert work of the
corresponding with the Preliminary Examination On December 11, 1972, the
sample collection stations. Team. However, that catalog Apollo 17 lunar excursion
The present volume, for the was compiled and published module "Challenger,"
South Massif and Light only four months after the descending from the
Mantle, describes the 55 mission itself, from rapid Command Service Module
individual rock fragments descriptions of usually dust- "America," landed in a valley
collected at Stations 2, 2A, 3, covered rocks, usually near the edge of Mare
and LRV-5. Some were without anything other than Serenitatis (Figures 1 and 2).
chipped from boulders, others macroscopic observations, It was the sixth and final
collected as individual rocks, and less often with thin landing in the Apollo
some by raking, and a few by sections and a little chemical program. Astronauts Eugene
picking from the soil in the data. In the nearly two Ceman and Harrison Schmitt
processing laboratory, decades since then, the rocks spent 72 hours at the site,

have been substantially named Taurus-Littrow from
Information on sample subdivided, studied, and the mountains and a crater to
collection, petrography, analyzed, with numerous the north. The site was
chemistry, stable and published papers. These make geologically diverse, with the
radiogenic isotopes, rock the original Information mountain ring of the
surface characteristics, Catalog inadequate, Serenitatis basin and the lava
physical properties, and outmoded, and in some cases fill in the valley. The main
curatorial processing is erroneous. However, that objectives of the mission were
summarized and referenced as Catalog contains more to sample very ancient
far as it is known up to early information on macroscopic material such as pre-Imbrian
1992. The intention has been observations for most samples highlands distant from the
to be comprehensive--to than does the present set of Imbrium basin, and to sample
include all published studies volumes. Considerably more pyroclastic materials believed
of any kind that provide detailed information on the
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Figure 1: Apollo and Luna sampling sites on the near side of the Moon. $84-31673

pre-mission to be substantially from a landslide from the characterize and document the
younger than mare basalts South Massif. The traverses site. Descriptions of the pre-
collected on previous totalled more than 30 km, and mission work and objectives,
missions, nearly 120 kg of rock and soil the mission itself, and results

were collected (Figure 3). are described in detail in the
The crew spent more than 22 This total sample mass was Apollo 17 Preliminary Science
hours on the lunar surface, greater than on any previous Report (1973; NASA SP-330)
using the rover to traverse mission. An Apollo Lunar and the Geological
across the mare plains and to Surface Experiments Package Exploration of the Taurus-
the lower slopes of the South (ALSEP) was set up near the Littrow Valley (1980; USGS
and North Massifs, and over a landing point. Other Prof. Paper 1080), and others
light mantle in the valley that experiments and numerous listed in the bibliography at
appeared to have resulted photographs were used to the end of this section. Many
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Figure 2: Apollo 17 landing site region showing major geographic features. AS I 7-M-447

of the rock samples have been of the order of 1400m thick, valley fill and part of the
studied in detail, and some, The sequence consists of nearby highlands. However,
particularly massif boulders, several different types of they were found to be not
have been studied in co- basalt that cannot easily be considerably younger than
ordinated fashion in formal related to each other (or other Apollo volcanics, but
consortia. Apollo 11 high-Ti mare only slightly younger than the

basalts) by simple igneous valley fiU. These glasses too
The valley floor samples processes, but instead reflect are high-Ti basalt in
demonstrate that the valley varied mantle sources, composition. The orange
consists of a sequence of mixing, and assimilation, glasses occur in the rocks
high-Ti mare basalts that were Orange glass pyroclastics only as components of some
mainly extruded 3.7 to 3.8 Ga were conspicuous, and is the regolith breccias.
ago. The sequence is perhaps unit that mantles both the
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South Massif

Figure 3: Apollo 17 traverse and sample collection map.

The sampling of the massifs chemistry to first type, but is which formed meter-sized
was directed at coherent more aluminous and much clasts or individual boulders),
boulders and some rocks, and poorer in TiO2. It contains a as well as more evolved types
are dominated by a particular much greater abundance and including gabbros and
type of crystalline impact melt variety of clast types. Opinion felsic/granitic fragments.
breccia. This is found on both still differs as to whether these Feldspathic granulites are
massifs, and is characterized aphanites are a variant of the common as clasts in the melt
by an aluminous basalt Serenitatis melt or represent matrices (both aphanitic and
composition and a poikilitic something distinct. Both poikilitic) and occur as a few
groundmass. The samples are aphanitic and poikilitic melts small individual rocks.
widely interpreted as part of seem to be most consistent Geochronology shows that
the impact melt produced by with an age of close to 3.87 many of these granulites and
the Serenitatis basin event (+/- 0.02) Ga. A few rare pristine igneous rocks date
itself. A second type of impact samples of impact melt have back as far as 4.2 and even
melt, dark and aphanitic, is distinct chemistry. Other rock 4.5 Ga. The purer soils of the
represented only by samples and clasts are pristine igneous South Massif contain more
from the South Massif rocks, including dunite, alumina and only half of the
stations. It is similar in troctolite, and norite (some of incompatible element budget
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of the dominant impact melt Schmitt H..H. (1973) Apollo The first digit (7) is the
rocks, demonstrating that the 17 report on the valley of mission designation for
massifs, representing pre- Taurus-Littrow. Science Apollo 17 (missions prior to
Serenitatis material, have a 183, 681-690 Apollo 16 used the first two
component not well digits). As with Apollo 15
represented in the larger Wolfe E. W. and others and 16 numbers, the Apollo
collected samples. (1981) The geologic 17 numbers are grouped by
Conspicuously absent, and Investigation of the Taurus- sampling site. Each group of
not the "missing" component Littrow valley: Apollo 17 one thousand numbers applies
in the soil, is ferroan landing site. U.S. Geological to an area as follows:
anorthosite, common at the Survey Prof. Paper 1080.
Apollo 16 site and widely The first numbers for each
believed to have formed an area were used for drill stems,
early lunar crust, drive tubes, and the SESC.

NUMBERING OF Drill stem sections and double
APOLLO 17 SAMPLES drive tubes are numbered

BIBLIOGRAPHY from the lowermost section
As in previous missions, five upward.

Apollo Field Geology digit sample numbers are
Investigation Team (1973) assigned each rock (coherent The last digit is used to code
Geologic exploration of material greater than about 1 sample type, in conformity
Taurus-Littrow: Apollo 17 cm), the unsieved portion and with the conventions used for
landing site. Science 182, each sieve fraction of scooped Apollo 15 and Apollo 16.
672-680 <1 cm material, the drill bit Fines from a given

and each drill stem and drive documented bag are ascribed
Apollo Lunar Geology tube section and each sample numbers according to:
InvestigationTeam (1973) of special characteristics.
Documentation and
environment of the Apollo 17
samples: A preliminary report. Sampling Site Initial Number
U.S. Geological Survey
Interagency Report: LM, ALSEP, SEP, and samples collected
Astrogeology 71. betweenStation5 andthe LM 70000

Apollo 17 Preliminary Station 1A 71000
Examination Team (1973)
Apollo 17 lunar samples: Station2 andbetweenit and theLM 72000
Chemical and petrographic
description. Science 182, Station 3 and between it and Station 2 73000
659-672

Station 4 and between it and Station 3 74000

Apollo 17 Preliminary Science Station5 andbetweenit and Station4 75000
Report (1973)
Aeronautics and Space Station 6 and between it and the LM 76000
Administration SP-330

Station 7 and between it and Station 6 77000

Bailey N.G and Ulrich G.E.
(1975) Apollo 17 voice Station 8 and between it and Station 7 78000
transcript pertaining to the
geology of the landing site. Station9 andbetweenit and Station8 79000
U,$, Geological Survey Rept.
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7WXY0 Unsieved Paired soil and rake samples In as much as possible all
material for each sampling area are samples returned loose in a
(usually<1cm) assigned by centuries starting sample collection bag or an

7WXY1 <1 mm with 7W500. The soil sample ALSRC were numbered in a
7WXY2 1-2nun documented bag has the first decade. In the cases in which
7wxY3 2-4 nun decade or decades of the rocks from several stations
7wxY4 4-10 nun century, in conformity with were put into a single

Rocks from a documented bag the last digit coding for rocks collection bag however, the
are numbered 7WXY5 - and fines (as explained soil and rock fragments were
7WXY9, usually in order of above), and the rake sample assigned a decade number that
decreasing size. documented bag uses the conforms to the site for the

following decades. For largest or most friable rock.

Sample number decades were example, 71500-71509, The other rocks in the same
reserved for the contents of 71515 were used for the sieve bag have numbers for their
each documented bag. In the fractions and six rocks from own site, generally in the
cases where the number of the soil sample in DB 459. second or third decade of the
samples overflowed a decade, Then for the companion rake thousand numbers for that
the next available decade was sample in DB's 457 and 458, site.
used for the overflow. For 71520 was used for the soil,
example DB 455 contained which was not sieved, and the
soil, numbered 71040-71044, 38 >1 cm rake fragments were
and 6 small rocks numbered numbered 71535-71539,
71045-71049 and 71075. 71545-71549, etc., to 71595-

71597.
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SOUTH MASSIF ROCK

SAMPLE INVENTORY

Sample Type Mass Station Description Page #
(a) _rams

72215 B 379.2 2 Aphanitic impact melt breccia 3

72235 B 61.9 2 Aphanitic impact melt breccia 21

72255 B 461.2 2 Aphanitic impact melt breccia 33

72275 B 3640. 2 Fragmental polymict breccia 55

72315 B 131.4 2 Micropoikilitic impact melt breccia 93

72335 B 108.9 2 Micropo'ddlitic impact melt breccia 101

72355 B 367.4 2 Micropoikilitic impact melt breccia 105

72375 B 18.2 2 Micropoikilitic impact melt breccia 109

72395 B 536.4 2 Micropoikilitic impact melt breccia 113
72415 B 32.3 2 Cataclastic dunite 127

72416 B 11.5 2 CataclaslSc dunite 137

72417 B 11.3 2 Cataclastic dunite 139

72418 B 3.6 2 Cataclastic dunite 147

72435 B 160.6 2 Micropo'ddlitic impact melt breccia 149

72505 P 3.1 2 Impact melt breccia(?) 161

72535 R 221.4 2 Microsubophitic impact melt breccia 163

72536 R 52.3 2 Microsubophitic impact melt breccia 167

72537 R 5.2 2 Impact melt breccia(?) 171

72538 R 11.1 2 Impact melt breccia(?) 173

72539 R 11.2 2 Microsubophitic impact melt bre_a 175

72545 R 4.1 2 Impact melt breccia(?) 179

72546 R 4.9 2 Impact melt breccia(?) 181

72547 R 5.0 2 Impact melt breccia(?) 183

72548 R 29.3 2 Micropoikilitic impact melt breccia 185

72549 R 21.0 2 Micropo'ddlitic impact melt breccia 189

72555 R 10.5 2 Impact melt breccia(?) 193

72556 R 3.9 2 Impact melt breccia(?) 195

72557 R 4.6 2 Impact melt breccia(?) 197

72558 R 5.7 2 Micropo'tldlitic impact melt breccia 199

72559 R 27.8 2 Granoblastic impactite 203
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Sample Type Mass Station Description Page #
(a) _rams

72705 P 2.4 2 Impact melt breccia 207

72736 28.7 2 Micropoikilitic impact melt breccia 215

72737 3.3 2 Impact melt breccia (?) 219

72738 R 23.8 2 Microsubophitic impact melt breccia 221

73145 P 5.6 2A Impact melt breccia(?) 225

73146 P 3.0 2A Cataclasfic troctolitic anorthosite 227

73155 79.3 2A Impact melt breccia 231

73156 3.2 2A Impact melt breccia or granoblastic

impactite 235

73215 1062. 3 Aphanitic impact melt breccia 237

73216 162.2 3 Impact melt breccia 277

73217 138.8 3 Impact melt breccia 281

73218 39.7 3 Impact melt breccia 291

73219 2.9 3 High titanium mare basalt 293

73225 P 3.7 3 Impact melt breccia(?) 295

73235 878.3 3 Aphanitic impact melt breccia 297

73245 P 1.6 3 Granoblastic impactite(?) 309

73255 394.1 3 Aphanitic impact melt breccia 311

73275 429.6 3 Micropoikilitic impact melt breccia 335

73285 P 2.6 3 Glass-coated polymict breccia 343

74115 15.4 LRV-5 Friable regolith breccia 345

74116 12.7 LRV-5 Friable regolith breccia 347

74117 3.7 LRV-5 Friable regolith bre_ia 349

74118 3.6 LRV-5 Friable regolith breccia 351

74119 1.8 LRV-5 Friable regolith breccia 353

(a) B=sample of boulder R = rake sample P= picked from soil in laboratory
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BOULDER 1, STATION 2
Sample 72215; 72235; 72255; 72275

Boulder 1 at Station 2 was one of Boulder 1, Station 2 is a 2 m boulder Some closely spaced shear planes
three boulders sampled on the lower with a uniquely foliated or layered and open cracks cross-cut the
slopes of the South Massif. The structure (Fig. 2). It was embedded boulder normal to the layering. The
immediate urea is a strewn boulder in the regolith, projecting 1 m above surface of the boulder is rough and
field about 50 m above the break in the soil line, with a well-developed grainy and has a light, spotty patina
slope at the base of the massif, and fillet about 30 cm high on the uphill of the type that develops on friable
has a slope of 5° to 10" to the north side (fillet material was sampled as materials as they constantly shed
(Fig. 1). The boulders probably 72220, 72240 and 72260). The small particles (Marvin, 1975).
came to rest on the light deposit surface of the boulder had five
after rolling from the upper portions roughly parallel layers, studded with The astronauts took four specimens
of the massif, although none had knobs ranging in diameter from 1 to from three different layers in the
tracks leading to them. In the field 15 cm, giving the appearance of southeast face of the boulder (Fig.
the light blue-gray color of Boulder being highly eroded. The knobs 2). All four samples are complex
1 appeared to match that of blue- were reported by the crew to be polymict breccias, and show that the
gray materials observed near the top mostly free-grained clasts eroded boulder is unique in several respects
of the west portion of the South from a more friable fine-grained other than its morphology. Each of
Massif (Schmitt, 1973). The matrix. The crew also reported dark the samples was a prominent feature
boulder lay approximately 35 m elongate clasts parallel to the on the boulder (Marvin, 1974).
southwest of the LRV parking spot layering, but these are not 72275 stood up in bold relief at the
(Fig. 1). discernable in the photographs, top; 72235 was a black knob from a

Figure I: Location of Boulders at Station 2. The view is approximately to the south into the South Massif, showing
the horizon at the top of the mountain_ The distance from the LRV to the farthest boulder is about 50m. (AS17-138-
21072).
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lower portion of the same layer; and four samples of Boulder 1 were Indomitabile reports, Vols. 1 and 2,
72215 and 72255 were gently conducted by theConsortium 1974;and the special issue of The
rounded bulges on two different Indomitabile, led by J.A. Wood (see Moon, Vol. 14, #3/4, 1975).
layers. Most of the studies on all in particular the Consortium

Figure 2: The southeast face of Boulder I, Station 2 prior to sampling, and showing sampling locations. The
foliated/layered morphology of the boulder is clearly visible. The gnomon has a height of 62 cnt (AS17-138-21030).
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72215
Aphanitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 379.2 g

INTRODUCTION centimeter across (Fig. 1). The clast A slab cut lengthwise across the
population comprises a wide foliation of 72215 (Fig. 2) made a

72215 is an aphanitic, clast-rich variety of lithic and mineral types, comprehensive petrographic and
impact melt that the crew sampled The bulk rock has a low-K Fra chemical study possible. Detailed
as a rounded clast in Boulder 1 (see Mauro composition that is a little maps of the exterior surfaces and
section on Boulder 1, St. 2, Fig. 2). more aluminous and a little less the slab based on the macroscopic
Its groundmass crystallized about titaniferous than the coarser observations, as well as descrip-
3.83 G-aago. The sample, which is poikilitic Apollo 17 impact melt tions of the sample allocations,
nearly 10 cm long, is irregularly rocks. Laser Ar-Ar ages show an were given in Stoeser et al. (in CI
shaped (Fig. 1), tough, and medium age of about 3.83 Ga for the 2, 1974).
light gray [N5-N6]. The exposed crystallization of the groundmass.
surface had many zap pits with Sr isotopes did not equilibrate

glass linings, between melt and even tiny clasts, PETROGRAPHY
showing that the high temperature

72215 proved to be the most period was very short. Rare gas Specimen 72215 consists of
coherent of the four samples analyses suggest an exposure age of coherent material, with a rounded
collected from Boulder 1. It is a about 42 Ma. knob encmsted with a polkilitic
f'me-grained, foliated and anorthositic breccia at one end

heterogeneous, medium gray Most of the studies of 72215 were (Marvin, 1975; CI 2, 1974).
polymict breccia. A few of the conducted by the Consortium LSPET (1973) described the
clasts in 72215 are more than a Indomitabile (leader J.A. Wood). sample as a layered light gray

broken
and

fresh 4-4,00

%

t

Figure I: South (arbitrary)face of 72215 prior to slabbing. Most of the upper part visible is the freshly broken
surface; the lower part visible was exposed and shows patina and zap pits. S-73-23563.
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poikilitic ANT breccias). The latter
are essentially large crushed clasts.
Most of the sample consists of the
melt matrix material.

Domains 1-3: Domains 1 and 2

were distinguished because of
megascopic differences, with 1
corresponding with dark sugary
gray material and 2 corresponding
with light sugary gray material.
Domain 3 was distinguished from 2
only because of a hiatus in the
sampling. All three are very similar
in thin sections, consisting of dark
melt breccias with a variety of
clasts including globby dark clasts
of material similar to the matrix

itself. The darkest globs are
vesicular. In domain 3 the material

to the left of the dashed line (Fig. 4)
is denser, darker, and more
vesicular than that to the fight.
Defocused beam microprobe
analyses of the matrix domains
show that all three are very similar
in composition (Table 1).

Figure 2: Slab cut from 72215 in 1974. The slab was further subdivided. Domain 5: Domain 5 is darker
S-74-21189. than the others, and has a more

vesicular groundmass. In some thin
breccia; Simonds et al. (1975) and as a partial rim on the knob. In sections it appears to be continuous
listed it as a fragmental breccia thin sections the colors and textures with the denser portion of domain
(clast-supported); and Stoffler et al. are virtually indistinguishable. 3. It is distinct from the other melt
(1979) and Knoll et al. (1979) Typical matrix is shown in Fig. 3a. domains in its greater abundance of
included it among their granular It consists of angular to rounded granitic clasts (Table 2). The
crystalline matlix breccias, a mineral and lithic clasts with a defocused beam analyses show that
product of crystallization of a sedate grain-size down to about 20 the bulk composition of domain 5 is
fragment-laden melt. The most microns. The host melt material is also distinct in being far more
detailed descriptions of the very fine-grained with pyroxenes potassic (Table 1). Silicate mineral
petrography of 72215 are given in and plagioclases less than a few analyses for domain 5 (Fig. 5) show
Stoeser et al. (in CI 2, 1974) and in microns across; Simonds et al. populations similar to those of

Ryder et al. (1975), although these (1975) quoted less than 5 microns other Boulder 1 melt matrices.
refer to the sample as metamorphic for both phases in the groundmass.
rather than impact melt In some places the clasts include Domains 4 and 7, Catadastic
(nonetheless noting the obvious obvious dark blobs of essentially feldspathic granulite: (cataclastic
shearing, areas of melting, and similar material (Fig. 3b). granulitic ANT breccia of Stoeser
fluidity of the sample during the et al., in CI 2, 1974; and Ryder et
high-temperature phase). That the Stoeser et al. (in CI 2, 1974), on the al., 1975). Domain 4 consists of
groundmass texture is that of a melt basis of macroscopic observations brecciated material that is crushed,
was recognized later (e.g. James, and a set of thin sections from the t-me-grained feldspathic granulite,
1977; Stoffler et al., 1979). slab that traversed the entire strung out into a lenticular mass

sample, subdivided 72215 into (Fig. 4), and mixed to some degree

The main mass consists of gray seven domains (Fig. 4). Four into domains 3 and 5. Following
breccia that ranges in color from domains are melt matrix (referred cataclasis, annealing was sufficient

to by Stoeser et a/. as dark matrix to eliminate porosity. The feldspa-light chalky to dark sugary gray
(Figs. 1, 2). The darker material, breccias) and three are cataclastic thic granulite is Freer-grained and
which is more coherent and poikilitic/poikiloblastic feldspathic more heterogeneous than the

uniform than the rest, appears as an granulites (referred to by Stoeser et poikilitic variety in domain 6. A
irregular band through the matrix, al. as cataclastic granulitic and
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a b

e d

Figure 3: Photomicrographs of 72215. All plane transmitted light, all about Imm width of view.
a) 72215,184, typical dense dark groundmass, showingfine grain size of matrix and abundance of small clasts.
b) 72215,193, blobby groundmass in Domain 1.
c) 72215,107,poikilitic feldspathic granulite (lithology GA) and crushed equivalent that is Domain 6.
d) 72215,184, basaltic-textured melt clast (left) andfeldspathic breccia (right) in Domain 2 groundmass.
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Figure 4: Photographs and sketch maps of traverse through 72215 (from Stoeser et al., in CI 2, 1974), showing
domain designations as circled numbers. The knob is to the left.

dcfocused beam microprobe found an equant bleb of kamacite include pyroxene, olivine, spinels,
analysis (Table 1) shows that it is that contained both carbide and silica phases. Examples of the
also less feldspathic than domain 6, (cohenite) and residual taenite. The anorthositic breccia and a basaltic-
with a lower rag'. The domain 7 Ni content of the taenite is higher textured fragment are shown in Fig.
granulite is very similar to that of than that in the metal of iron 3d. The latter, some of which
domain 4, and has a sharp contact meteorites; the Ni at the alpha/ contain small pink spinels, are
with domain 6. gamma interface indicates probably at least mainly impact

equilibration down to about 500 melts. Defocused beam analyses
Domain 6, Cataclastic polkilitie degrees C. show that they are aluminous,

feldspathic granulite: (cataclastic olivine-normative fragments (Table
poikilitic ANT breccia of Stoeser et Stoeser et al. (in CI 2, 1974) lc).
al., in CI 2, 1974; also Clast 4). tabulated a survey of clast

Domain 6 consists mainly of a populations in the melt domains The granitic clasts in Boulder 1,
cataclasized, coarse-grained, (Table 2). The populations of each including those in 72215, were
poikilitic granulite 3 (Fig. 3c). are similar, except that domain 5, described by Stoeser et al. (1975)
Equidimensional chadacrysts of which is comparatively darker and and Ryder et al. (1975), with
plagioclase (An90_96) are more vesicular, has a much higher photomicrographs of some clasts.
embedded in pyroxene oikocrysts proportion of granitic clasts. The Those in 72215 show the range of
(En74_77Wo3.5) that are more than populations (clasts larger than 0.2 petrographic features typical of
4 nun across. Augite and olivine nun) are dominated by feldspathic those elsewhere in the Boulder.
are present but minor. Some of the granulites (-20%), anorthositic They are characterized by their
plagioclases contain small spherical breccias (-8%), and plagioclase high K20 (6-10%) and SiO2 (70-
inclusions of marie minerals. (including devitrified maskelynite) 80%) as shown by defocused beam
Modally the granulite is an fragments (-25-40%). Stoeser et al. analyses. Some clasts are glassy,
anorthositic norite, as also shown (1974, in CI 2) reported bulk others crystalline, the latter
by the microprobe defocused beam analyses by microprobe defocused consisting mainly of potash
analysis (Table 1). Domain 6 also beam for several of these clasts feldspar, silica, plagioclase
contains some minor clear brown (Table lb); they show a range of feldspar, and pyroxenes. Some of

and finely devitrified glass and compositions with mg' varying those in 72215 show feldspars in
freer granulitic material, from 0.63 to 0.80. Other lithic the forbidden region of the

fragments include various basaltic- compositional field (ternary
Goldstein et al. (1976a,b) analyzed textured ones (-2%), granites (4- feldspars) (Fig. 6a). Pyroxenes are
metal and cohenite (Fe,Ni)3C in 23%), ultramafics, and norites (less iron-rich angites and pigeonites.

72215 melt (from domain 2). They than 2%). Other mineral clasts
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'ilSt I • 72215 Domoin 5 B/GCBx0 •

a. An% 9_o 8'0 7b 6'e

72215 B/GCB×

i1 "b. == I =1
,oo 9'0 0o' 7'0 6o' _'o

Mol % Fo

D Hd

_ 72215

• • " -._ Domain 5

i"_".°° . .

Fs

1J 72215 Domoin 5 Motrix

o_
iz *

•." . .,._"..". .-
• ".-.'.%_. --.,: • ._,.

d. 0 """

•." . •. .
••% _! • °_ : : ." .:. . : .

°.

e. oi , _ i i , ,
0 OI 02 03 04 05 06 07 018 0'9 I()

Fe/ Fe + MQ

Figure 5: Compositions of plagioclases (a), olivines (b), and pyroxenes (c,d,e) in domain 5 (from Ryder et al.,
1975). Most of these analyses are for mineral clasts, rather than for the tiny melt-crystallized phases.
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I(_SAMPLE 72215

c) pink spinel troctolite basalts.

794CI 794C2

ol-pheno. FS 7.1 2.2
PSTB basalt WO 5.7 2.6

OR 2.1 0.6

WT. % OXIDES AB 4.3 3.3

AN 57.3 50.1

SiC2 48.17 43.67 ILM 0.7 0.4

TiC 2 0.36 0.20 CHR 0.I 0.1

AI203 22.30 18.86 QTZ ......
Cr203 0.05 0.04 COR ......
FeO 4.73 6.73 AP 0.i 0.2

MnO 0.07 0.07

MgO 9.07 17.24 COMP. NORM MIN.
CaO 14.44 11.31

Na20 0.51 0.39 OL: FO 78.4 82.3

K20 0.35 0.09 PX: EN 65.3 66.3
BaO n.d. n.d. FS 18.0 14.4

P205 0.06 0.09 WO 16.7 19.4
PLAG: OR 3.2 1.0

TOTAL [00.ii 98.71 AB 7.1 6.6

AN 89.7 92.4

CIPW NORM

atomic Mg/(Mg �ã�|�_�0.7730.820

FO 2.2 25. 1 MgO/(MqO+FeO) 0. 657 O. 719
FA 0.9 7.8

EN 19.5 7.7 NO. of analyses 12 12

Table 2: Clast populations of 72215 matrices; percentages by volume, In three size categories
(from Stoeser et al., in CI 2, 1974).

DOMAINS 1 + 2 DOMAIN 3 DOMAIN 5

0.2-0.5 0.5-1.0 >1.0 TOTALS 0.2-0.5 0.5-1.O >I.0 TOTALS 0.2-0.5 0.5-1.0 >i.0 TOTALS
mm mm mm _ mm mm mm _ mm

ANT suite (26.1) (5.5) (3-7) (35-3) (52.6) (7.7) (1.5) (41.83 (51.9) (/1.33 (2.6) 138.B)

ANT breccia, (4.4) (1.83 (2.0) (8.2) (5-7) (0.5) (0.5) (6-7) (7.8) 17.83
marie 0.6 0.2 0.2 1.0

gabbroic 2.1 1.1 1.2 _.4 4- 3 0.5 0.5 5-) 7-8 7-8

anorthositic 1.7 0.5 0.6 2.8 1.4 1.4 - -

G,anuZitie ANT (15.5) (2.3) (I.03 (19.83 (16.33 (6[2) (I-O) (23.5) (,8-13 (4.3} (2-6) <25.01

gabbroic 13.6 2.3 0.8 16.7 13. 9 6.2 1.0 21.I 16.4 _.5 2.6 233

anor thositic 2. 9 - 0.2 ).i 2.4 2.4 1.7 1.7

Poikiloblastic ANT 0.6 0. 3 - 0. 9 1.0 1.0

Poikilit i¢ ANT 0-9 0.2 0.2 1.3 5-3 - - 5.3 2-6 2-6

coarse ANT 3.1 0-9 0-5 4-5 4.3 1.0 - 5-3 3.4 ).4

Unclassified ABT 0.6 0.6

Ult ra_%a f ic particles 2.0 0.2 0.2 2.4 1.4 1.4 1. 7 1. 7

Basalts (1.63 (I.I) (0-9) (3-6) (1.43 (1.4) (0.9) (0.9)

Ol.-r_rm. pig. has. 0.3 0.5 0.8 - - - -

pink sp. tzoct, has. 0. 9 0.6 0.2 1. 7 1-4 1.4 0. 9 0.9
_fic troct, has. 0.2 - - 0.2

uaclassif led has. 0. 5 0.2 0.2 0. 9

Microgranltes ).4 0.6 0.2 4.2 8.6 2.4 11.0 19.8 ).4 2).2

Civet Cat _rite 0.2 0.2 0.9 0.5

)suit rif led maskelynite 12.0 1.7 0-3 14.0 8.6 1.4 I0.0 2.6 2.6

Glassy claets 0.2 0.2 0.4 -

Mineral fragments (38.3) (2.13 (40.4) (31.53 (2.5) (_.03 (30.2) (2.6) (32.8)
Plagioclase 23.4 i.I 24.3 16.7 L0 - 17.7 19.0 2.6 21.6

Olivine 4. 9 0.2 5.i 6.2 0.5 - 6-7 1.7 - 1.7

Pyroxene 9.8 0.8 10.6 8.1 1.0 9.1 9.5 9.5
ChE_ite 0.2 0._ - --

Silica phases 0.5 0.5

TOTA5 % 83.6 11.4 5.5 100.5 84.6 13.0 1.5 100.l 87.1 10.3 2.6 100.0

NO. OF CLASTS 547 72 33 652 177 29 ) 209 i01 12 ) 116
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Figure 6: Compositions of minerals in granitic fragments from 72215 and other Boulder 1 samples.
a) Plagioclase feldspars, b) Pyroxenes. Ryder et al., 1975.

Spudis and Ryder (1981) showed
photomicrographs of clasts in
72215, including granoblastic ones
and clasts with accretionary finds.
They noted the differences in clast

to' ' ........ ' ' ' ' population of 72215 (and other
Boulder 1 samples) from those of
the coarser poikilitic melt breccias
from the site.

Q)
•,_ CHEMISTRY

"O
Chemical analyses of bulk melt

0 matrix are reproduced in Table 3,
,_ t0_. arranged according to sampling

0 ...__ _ domain and description. Rare earths

for these analyses are plotted inFig. 7. Analyses of the poikilitic
"_"_ "-_" feldspathic granulite (= anorthositic

gabbro, poikilitic ANT breccia,
lithology GA, domain 6, and clast

03 4) are reproduced in Table 4, with
the rare earths plotted in Fig. 8.
Table 4 also reproduces a partial
analysis of an "anorthositic" clast

t0 , _ , , , , , , , , , _ _ separated from a different area.

La Ce Nd SrnEuGd TbDy Ho Tm Yb Lu
Table3andFig.7 show thatallthe
differentcolored/texturedmatrix

Figure 7: Rare earth element plots of matrices/bulk rock samples of 72215. domains have essentially the same
Solid line and dots =,64; spaced dotted line = ,60; close dotted line with composition. The major elements
open circles = ,47; dot-dash line = ,92; all Blanchard et al. (1975). Dashed are in substantial agreement with
line and crosses = ,22; Palme et al. (1978). the compositions determined by

microprobe defocused beam
analyses (Table 1), except that the
latter have slightly lower alumina.
Two partial analyses of darker



12_AMPLE 72215

Table 3: Chemical analyses of matrices/bulk rock samples of 72215.

Slab: average matrix (ordinary brecgia OB) Do_ 2.3 ......................................................................... I Slab; d_rk sugary matrix (DSG) Dora 1

164 140 _22 r39a 139b r68a 168b _60 r39 _34

Spill wt % Splil wt.%
SiO 2 45.1 46.7 44.9 SiO 2

TiO2 1.0 0.70 0.9 TiO2

A1203 20.7 20.3 21,2 AI2&3

cr:_03 0,265 0.243 0.25 Q_.c3
FeO (a) 8.45 10.3 (b) 8.49 FeO
MnO 0.133 0.117 0.12 MnO

M80 9.81 10,3 11.5 MgO
CaO 12.0 12.5 11.9 CaO

Na20 0.500 0.475 0.524 Nw20

K20 0.323 0.214 0.235 K20

P_o_ 0.236 P7O5
ppm ppm
Sc 18.9 18.5 18.4 Sc
V V
Co 23.8 26.9 29.5 Co
Ni 120 I54 170 120 158 Ni

Rb 4.88 6.65 5.02 Rb
Sr 160 139.1 Sr

Y 90 Y
360

Nb 25 Nb
Hf 9.4 9.11 9,9 Hf
Ba 299 Ba
Tit 4.5 3.94 4.298 3.768 4.656 4.327 5.5 Th

U 1.36 1.16 1.185 1.023 1.272 t .170 1.520 U
Cs 0.100 0.216 CS
Ta 1.4 1.14 1.4 Ta
Pb 2.387 2.122 2.658 2.344 Pb

1_ 26 28.1 30 La
Ce 73 72.0 81 Ce
Pr Pr
bld 45 Nd
Sm 13.0 11.2 14.5 Sm
Ett 1.34 1.34 1.41 E/a
Gd 15.5 Cad
Tb 2.3 2.47 2.6 TO

Dy 17.2 Dy
Ho 3.77 Ho
F= Er
Tm 1.56 Tm
Yb 9.6 9.29 10.7 Yb

Lu 1.32 1.26 1.45 Lu
Li 12.2 Li
Be Be

Ix gC
N N
S 320 S

F 18.8 FCI 14.0 1

Ixr 0.0281 0.05 0,0286 Ixr
&a Ca
Zu 1.8 1.6 Zu

ppb ppb
Au 2.26 An

Ix 5.02 Ir
I I
At At

Cm 3900 Ga
Ge 141 144 Ge

As As
Se 68 72 SC

Mo Mo
Te Te

Ru Ru
Rh Rh
Pd Pd

A 8 0.451 0.464 Ag
C.d 3.6 3.0 CA
In In

Sn Sn
Sb 0.66 0.92 Sb
T¢ 3.32 2.5 Te
W W

R_ 0.372 0.380 Re
O_ Os

Pt Pt

TI 0.53 0.63 171

Bt 0.14 0.32 Bi

(1) (2) (3) (4) (4) (4) (4) (1) (2) (53

Refetenocs and methods: No_s:

(1) Ixlauchard et aL (1774); AAS, IIqAA (a) AAS; INAA = 8.45%
(2) Higuchi mad Morgan (1975a). Morgan ¢.t al. (I975). I_r_ogcn et aL (1977); R.NAA (b) A.AS; _AA = 8.7-5%

O) Paime ©t aL (1978); XILF, MFB, INAA, RNAA (c) AASI INAA = 837%
(4) N_mes mad Ta_umoto (1975); IDMS (d) AAS: INAA = 8.19%

(5) Com_ton et al: (1775); X1LF. IDMS (e) Poor Th o_a,zn_tion data.
(6) lovanovic and Reed (1974, 1975a,b,c_d, 1980); INAA (0 Com_/_.d leach and restd_ fi'acfia_s.



SAMPLE 72215_13

Table 3: Continued

Slab; dark sugary breccia (DSG)----:----I Slab; light gray bre,c_ a (LB) ......................................................... [ Knob; gray brec_a ........ I
t61 tSla r:51b t47 t44 tlSa 115b-1 tlSb-2 r92 tSS

Split wt % Split wl %
SiO 2 45.1 43.6 SiO 2
TiO 2 0.7 0.8 TiO2
AI2C 3 21.4 20.9 /0203

Cr203 0.251 0.224 Cr_O 3
FeO (c) 8.35 (d) 8.44 Ib..O
MuO 0.129 0.125 MnO

MgO 1 t .3 t 0.1 MgO
CaO 12.0 12.3 CaO

Na20 0.548 0.504 Na20
K20 0.195 0.253 KIO

P205 P_05

ppm ppm
Sc 18.5 18,5 Sc
V V
Co 31.6 23.0 Co
h'i 250 146 140 136 Ni

Rb 2.83 3.88 Rb
Sr Sr
Y Y
Zr Zr

Nb Nb
Hf 9.9 9.4 Fff
Ba Be

Th 4.871 4.635 4.8 _c) 4.633 _¢) 4.081 5.084 3.1 Th

CU 1.315 1.290 1.32 1.408 1.232 1.369 1.62 Us 0.115 0.198 C$

Ta 1.4 1.3 Ta
Pb 2.936 2.987 2.464 2.716 Pb

la 30 30 La
C_ 76 79 Ce
Pr Pr
Nd Nd
Sm 15.0 15.4 Sm
I_ 1.44 1,34 EU
Gd Gd

Tb 2.7 2.6 Tb

Dy Dy
Ho Ho
Er Er
Tm Tm
Yb 11.1 9.9 "Co
Im 1.47 1.25 Lu
Li Li

Be Be
B B
C C
N N

S S
F F

CI CI
Br 0.0222 0.0344 Br
Ca Ca
Zu 1.7 1.8 Zn

ppb ppb
As 2.06 1.76 A_

Lr 5.34 3.92 lr
i 1
At At

Ca Ga
Ge 117 124 Oe

AS AS
Se 49 71 Se

Mo Mo
T¢ Tc
Pm 8 Re
Rh Rh
I'd l_

Ag 0.562 0.466 Ag
CA 3.8 5.3 Cd
In In
Sn Sn
Sb 0.64 0.71 Sb
TO 2.4 4.9 Te
W W

Re 0.397 0,279 Re
Ca 21 O_
Pt Pt

H_ H_
T[ 0.41 0.46 TI
Bi 0.29 0.45 Bi

(6) (4) (4) (1) (2) (4) (4) (4) (1) (2)



14--SAMPLE 72215

Table 3: Continued material picked from 72215,104,
from the knob area, differ in having
extremely high Rb. Possibly these

_ob:_ _g_ b_ ....................................., represent domain 5. The melt
1100 t104 i_ra_, t104 dk a t104 dk b

Split wt % Split wt_ matrix compositions are similar to
s_o2 s_o2 those of petrographically similar
TiO 2 TiO2
,,12o3 A1203 materials from the other Boulder 1
_o3 c,_c_ samples. They are a low-K Fra
FeO FeO

_o mo Mauro composition, (K20 -0.2 -
_o r_o 0.3%), and differ from the coarserCaO C.aO

_o r*_o poikilitic melts at the site in beingK20 X20
P2o5 0.57 P2os slightly more aluminous and less
pp,, pore titaniferous. The siderophile
Sc SC
v v element ratios are also distinct from
co co those of these coarser melts;Ni Ni

Rb 4.05 44.19 43.98 Rb Morgan et al. (1975) placed 72215
Sr 149.7 162.2 161.0 Sr

_Y along with other Boulder 1 samples
_ in a meteoritic Group 3L, distinct
r_ from the common Group 2 atBa Ba

rh _ Apollo 17. However, Blanchard et
U 3.1 U

c, c_ al. (1974, 1975) and Winzer et al.
Ta Ta

Pb eb (1975) emphasize the similarity of
L, all the melts at the Apollo 17 site.Cz C*

Pr Pr

Nd Nd

s_ s_ The data of Jovanovic and Reed

_ mc_ (several publications; see Table 1)
Tb _ include analyses for leach and
Dr DrHo ao residue fractions for some
Ex Er

Tm Tm elements; these are combined for
,co _ Table 1. They discuss some of theirLu Lu

_1 _ data as suggesting vaporclouds
Be Be

B B being responsible for the leachable
c c materials, and with varied parentsN N

s s for the non-leachable materials.
F 129 F
CI (0 58.8 CI
Br (0 0.732 Br
Ca Ca

z_ z_ RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES
ppb ppb
Au Av.
_z Ix

_ i Schaeffer et al. (1982a,b) used laser
At At

o, c_ AS-AStechniques to determine ages
c, c, of clasts and to infer the age of theAs As

s. s. melt in section 72215,144,
Mo Mo

ro To providing 16 analyses (Table 5).
Ru POl

Rh Xh MOStof the ages were for
r_ plagioclase and felsite ("feldspar-

AS AS

Cd Cd thoid") clasts. The felsite clasts
In In

s_ s, give the youngest ages; averaging
sb sb 3.83 Ga; the higherages for theTe Te

w w plagioclases range up to 4.02 G-a;
Re Re

o, some of these plagioclases are in
P_ P_ noritic lithic clasts. The age of ther_ H_
-n ra felsite clasts, which probably
Ri Bi

degassed during melting, is the best
(,) (s) (s) (s_ estimatefor the age of the melt

groundmass, which is therefore
about 3.83 Ga old. (The felsite
clasts were preheated to 650 de-
grees C. The ages are total release,
hence K-As, of the greater than650



SAMPLE 72215--15

degrees C fraction. Assuming there
Table 4: Chemical analyses of poikllitic feldspathic granulate and is a well-developed plateau above

other anorthositic materials in 72215. that temperature, the ages are
reliable).

Domain 6 (C_st 4) ............................. I An daat

t76 189 f102 154

sp,t wt _ splitwt _ Compston et al. (1975) reported
s_o2 44.7 sio2 Rb-Sr isotopic data for whole-rock
TiO2 0.5 TiO 2
_c_ 27.3 A12C_ samples of matrix and an
c,2o3 0.126 _o_ "anorthosite" clast in 72215 (Table
FeO Ca) 4,80 FcO
mo 0.067 _o 6). The matrix and anorthosite clast
CaoV*° 14.9719 c_oV_° fall on a mixing line of about 4.4
N_o 0.483 s,2o Ga, and the Sr isotopes did not
K20 0.113 K20

P205 0.12 P705 equilibrate on the scale of the
ppm ppm plagioclase crystals (< 0.1ram).
Sc 7.68 $c

v v Thus the time for high-temperature
co 11.9 co assembly was very short. The darkha 50 56 ha

Rb 1.48 o.86 Rb gray matrix fraction has a high Rb
Sr 164.6 Sr

v content that presumably reflects
_._ _ microgranite. This fraction forms a

2.4 r_ precise 3.95 +/-0.03 Ga alignmentBa Bit

a_ 1.3o _ with the anorthosite-depleted
Us 0.52 0.5900516 cU_ matrix fractions and BABI (Fig. 9);
Ta 0.310 Tit this age is a well-determined agePb Pb

La 7.3 La for the granites, and is not sensitive
Ce 18.3 C_

_, to even quite large errors in
r_ estimating the Rb/Sr ratio of theSm 3.36 $m

1.0o _ granite. These granites are older
Gd Gd

_o o.66 Tb than the breccia-forming event.
i>/ I>/
Ho I-1o

r_ r, Nunes and Tatsumoto (1975)
Tm Tm

3.1 ,_ reported U, Th, Pb isotopic data for
Lu 0.44 La 6 matrix samples of 72215, deft-Li 9.2 Li

_o _o ving some age parameters (repro-
B B

c c duced as Tables 7a,b,e). The data
N N

s s are shown, with other samples from
F F Boulder 1, on Fig 10, a lead con-CI (b) 10.2 C1 "

Br 0.0290 (b) 0.052 Br cordia diagram. All data, corrected
ca ca

z_ 1.3 z_ for blanks and assumed primordial
ppb ppb Pb, lie within estimated uncertaintyAn 0.793 Aa

I, 2.95 i_ of a 3.9-4.4 Ga discordia line,
I 1.6 I

A_ At typical of many lunar highlands
c_ ca rocks. Nones and Tatsumoto (1975)42.2 ca

_ interpret the 4:4 Ga intersection as
S¢ 14.5 S¢

Mo Mo merely representing an average of
T, To events older and younger than 44Ru Ru "

R_ Rh Ga, and the 3.9 Ga intersection
Pd Pd

Ag 0.502 A8 representing differentiation or
i_cd 6.7 _cd metamorphic events at that time.
so s_ Braddy et al. (1975) reported thatSb 0.31 Sb

To <5.4 T_ they measured P and U fission
W W

o.187 _ tracks in whitlockites and zircons in

PrOS Ptca 72215, but presented no data or
r_ H_ results. They found zircons largeT1 0.59 Tl

Bt <o.71 m enoughtodateinsections.
(1) (2) (3) (4)

(1) Blanchazd et al. (1974y, AAS, INAA

(2) Higuehi mad Morgma (1975a), Margma et at. (1975). I-lertogen et at. (1977); RNAA
O) Jovanovic and Reed (1974, 1975a,b,c,d.1980); INAA
(4) Camtmtoa et al. (19"15); IDMS

(a) AAS; INAA = 4.59%
(b) Combined reaidue and leach fractiolm



16_SAMPLE 72215

Table 5: Laser microprobe data for materials in 72215,144.
Recalculated from Schaeffcr et al. (1982a,b).

Phase K% Ca% Ar40139 Age CJa
..............................................

K-spar* 3.1 2 35.85+/-0.49 3.905 +/-.040
Plag 0.27 3 35.68 0.72 3.847 .039
Plag 1.2 6 36.82 0.34 3.897 .027
Plag 0.05 1 38.06 0.88 3.949 .044
Plag 0.10 1 39.85 0.91 4.022 .043
Plag 0.14 6 36.14 2.26 3.867 .103
Plag/comp 0.07 1 36.56 0.61 3.885 .035
Pyroxene 0.03 2 30.49 1.17 3.602 .064
Matrix 0.12 2 32.98 0.33 3.723 .027
Felsite* 6 <10 34.66 0.99 3.847 .042
Felsite* 6 <10 31.10 0.75 3.682 .050
Felsite* 9 <10 35.03 0.60 3.868 .043
Felsite* 3 <10 35.40 1.80 3.885 .088
Felsite* 3 <10 33.77 1.30 3.810 .070
Felsite* 8 <10 34.29 0.55 3.835 ,041
Felsite* 5 <10 35.76 0.80 3.899 .050

(Samples degassed at225 degrees centigrade during bakeout after sample loading)
* =preheated at 650 degrees centigrade

................................................................................

Table 6: Rb-Sr isotopic data for samples from 72215
(Compston et aL, 1975).

Sample Mass mg Rb ppm Sr ppm 87Rb/86Sr 878r/86Sr
.........................................................

,54 gray 12.0 5.02 139.1 0.1042 0.70572+/-3

,54 11.2 0.86 164.6 0.01514 0.70006 2
anorth

,104 gray 15.8 4.05 149.7 0.0782 0.70424 3

,104 dark 14.7 44.19 162.2 0.7893 0.74534 3
gray A

,104 dark 13.9 43.98 161.0 0.7915 0.74513 4
gray B

................................................................................



SAMPLE 72215--17

Table 7a: Concentrations of U, Th, and Pb in 72215 samples
(Nunes and Tatsumoto, 1975).

Concentrations_ of U, Th, and Pb in some Apollo 17 whole-rock samples from Boulder 1

Sample Description Run Weight Concentrations _sz'I'h/g3gU 2asU/204pb
(mg)

U Th Ph

72215,15 Dark clast (GCBx) CI 46.1 1.408 (4.633) 2.987 (3.40) 2801

72215,15 Light-gray C1 46.0 1.232 (4.081) 2.464 (3.42) 3227
breccia (GCBx) C2 • 85,5 1.369 5.084 2.716 3.84 1890

72215,51 Sugary dark gray CI 48.8 1.316 4.871 2.936 3.82 2069
breccia (GCBx) C2 a 98.1 1.290 4.635 b 3.71 b

72215,68 Ordinary breccia CI 55.0 1.272 4.656 2.658 3.78 1010
(GCBx) C2 a 101.8 1.179 4.327 2.344 3.79 2480

72215,39 Ordinary breccia CI 47.1 1.185 4.298 2.387 3.75 7353
(GCBx)

72215,39 Light-gray breccia CI 41.3 1.023 3.768 2.122 3.81 3322
(GCBx)

72275,170 Pigeonite basalt CI 38.6 1.635 6.255 3.047 3.95 3045
clast (PB)

Totally spiked sample data; other data were spiked after solution aliquoting.
b Underspiking and uncertainty in the sample 2°8pb/z°°Pb yielded poor Pb concentration data.
Data in parentheses uncertain owing to poor Th concentration data.
All 72215 samples are competent breccias with colors ranging from black to light-gray.
C-concentration run (GCBx)_gray competent breccia (PB)=pigeonite basalt.

Table 7b: Isotopic composition of Pb in 72215 samples
(Nunes and Tatsumoto, 1975).

Isotopic composition ol Pb in some Apollo 17 whole*reck samples from Boulder [

Sample Description Run Weight Observed Rabos e Correcled for Analytical Blank n
(mgl

e_6pb 'OTpb _u_pb _uspb _Orpb _O_pb _oTpb :_spb

72215.18 Dark clast P 498 _402 786,6 1369 4491 2508 4323 0.5584 0.9625
IGCB×} CI 46.1 I I18 628.7 2730 t528 0 5596

72215,15 Light-gray P 405 1593 837.3 1545 (36540) (19073} {34980_ 0.5220 09573
breccia CI 46+O 1040 549.3 3016 t58t 0.5226

IGCBx) C2 t 85.5 1382 714.6 1755 996.1 0.5162

72215.51 Sugary dark P 47.3 505.7 293.2 498.1 6860 3960 6684 0,5772 0.9744 ::
gray breccia C[ 48 8 1010 5801 2094 1198 0.5720 :•

{GCBx} C2 • 98+[ 1059 627.6 1219 721 6 0.5920 z

72215.68 Ordinary P 37.2 933.0 514.2 902.2 2899 1586 2759 0.5471 0.9520 z_
breccia CI 55.0 662.9 366.9 979 1 539+3 05508

(GCBxl C2 a 101.8 1716 891.5 2311 1199 05186

72215,39 Ordinary P 38+3 1207 635.2 1180 3952 2066 38t5 0.5227 09656
breccia CI 47.1 1629 855.5 6892 3599 0.5223

(GCBx)
72215.39 Light-gr&y P 390 1383 763.3 1332 1117311 (6432_ (11145) 05483 09500

breccia CI 41.3 IO96 605.3 3197 1756 0.5492

(GCBxl

72275.170 Pigeonite P 38+9 2360 1079 2387 1342871 115592) (344201 0.4547 I 0038
basalt clast C 1 38 6 1299 597.2 2672 t220 04568
(PB)

P composition run; C :-concentration run; (GCBxl=gray competent breccia; (PB]=pigconite basalt.

Totally spiked ru_s from solid sample splits; other r_tts were obtained from samples which were divided from solution.
" Pb blanks ranged front 1.4 to 2.1 ng for the solubon aliquoted data and were 1.05 ng for the Iotafy spiked data.

0
" Raw data corrected for mass discrimination of 0.15% per mass unit. _ _Pb spike contribution subtracted from concentration data
Data in patcnthesc_ subject to exlrcme error owing to Pb blank uncertainty.
All 72215 samplc_ are competent breccias with colors tanging from black to light-gray.
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Table 7c: Age parameters and single-stage ages for 72215 samples
(Nunes and Tatsumoto, 1975).

Age parameters and sinsl_stag¢ ages of $om¢ Apollo 17 Boulder I whole-reck _mplcs

Sample Oescriplion Run Atomic nllios corr_'t ed for Single-stage ages x Io• yr
blank and primordial Ph

_O_pb _oTpb _O_pb _Oapb _o6pb 2o_pb _O_pb _Pb

72215.15 Dark clast CIP 0.9726 74.73 0.5573 0.2740 4380 4394 4400 4895

(GCBxl CI 0.9713 74.70 0.5577 4375 4393 4402

72215,15 Light-gray CIP 0.9344 67.23 0.5218 02612 4253 4288 4304 4690

breccia CI 0.9317 67.13 0.5226 4244 4286 4306 _.
(GCBxl C2 a 0.9299 66.36 0.5131 4218 4259 4279

72215.51 Sugaw dark CIP 0.9985 78.47 0.5699 0.2466 4464 4443 4433 4455

gray breoeia CI 1.008 79.14 0.5696 4493 4451 4432
(GCBx)

72215.68 Ordinary CIP 09657 72.61 0.5453 0.2421 4357 4365 4368 4367
breccia CI 09596 72.17 0.5455 4337 4359 4369

(GCBx) C2 1 0.9286 66.09 0.5162 4234 4271 4288

72215.39 Ordinary CIP 09351 67,22 0.5214 02397 4256 4288 4303 4343 __
broccia CI 09360 67.30 0.5215 4259 4288 4303 - _.

(GCBx) :_

72215.39 Light -gray CIP 0.9616 72.64 0.5479 02395 4343 4365 4375 4340
bre_eia CI 09596 72,49 0,5476 4337 4363 4375 =
(GCBx)

72275.170 Pigeon[te CIP 0.8776 55.00 0.4547 02228 4061 4087 4100 4065 _"
basalt clast CI 0.8747 54.82 0.4545 4051 4084 4100

IPBf

Concentrations determined from totally spiking a seParale sample. Concenlration and composition splils were divided from perfect solutions prior to
spiking for all other analyses.
All 72215 samples are competent breccias wilh colo_ ranging from black to tight-gray,
P :compo_ition run: C_concentration run: IGCBxf=gray compelent breccia; (PB)= pigeonite basalt.
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Figure 8: Rare earth element plot for poikilitic Figure 9: Mixing line defined by 72215,104 dark gray
feldspathic granulite in 72215. Blanchard et al. (1975). and other samples. The mixing line determines the age

of the microgranite, which dominates 72215,104 dark
gray, because the microgranites are so radiogenic. The
4.03 Ga age is calculated using the "old" Rb decay

constants; using the constant ofl.42 x 10-11/yr gives
3.95 Ga.
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Concordiadiagram(Wetherill,1956)withBoulder1datacorrectedfor blanksandprimordial
Pb.Alldata for 72215(circles)and pigeonitebasaltclast72275,170are from thisreport; all other
72275(squares)and 72255(triangles)data are fromNuneset al. (1974a).U/Pb errors of 5-2_ are
shownfor the twomost extremeanalyses,but are omittedfrom the other data points for clarity.
Individualanalysesare labelledwith their subnumbers.LB= light-graybreccia;b.y.= !09yr. Ar_or-
thositicbrecciaclast72275,117is consideredto lieoutsideof error belowthe3.9-4.4b.y. discordia

line;all othersamples,includingmatrixsample72275,73,liewithinerror of thisline.

Figure I0: Concordiadiagramfor 72215 and other Boulder 1 samples (Nunes and Tatsumoto, 1975).

The Shaw method suggests an feature near 0.6 microns. The
EXPOSURE AGES averaged large field of 0.41 Oe at lighter breccias differ from the

4.0 Ga at Taums-Littrow. This is darker ones, with the latter (,58)
Leich et al. (1975) measured the similar to the size of the field having weaker pyroxene and
isotopic compositions of the rare determined from carbonaceous plagioclase bands, more-nearly
gases He, Ne, At, Kr, and Xe in chondrites; the authors suggest a equal shoulders, and a flatter slope
threematrix samples from 72215. field of solar origin. Cisowski et of the continuum.
Trapped gas abundances are very aL (1977) noted that 72215 did not
low, with only small to negligible have hystereris characterization
solar wind components. The available, and did not have the PROCESSING
cosmogenic Kr isotopic spectra minimal requirements of a single
give an exposure age of 41.4 +/- 1.4 phase NRM. Thus, they did not The details of the processing of
Ma, in good agreement with that of accept the paleointensity 72215 were given by Marvin in CI
72255. It is lower than the exposure measurement as meaningful. 2 (1974), with detailed allocation
age of 72275 (52 Ma), probably information. During PET in 1973 a
because of differences in shielding. Adams and Charette (1975) and documented chip was used for thin

Charette and Adams (1977) sections, and others were later
obtained reflectance spectra for taken for varied purposes. Marvin

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES chips and powders of 72215 (Fig. and Agrell made detailed surface
11). All the samples have maps (July 1973). A single saw cut

Magnetic data for 72215 samples absorption bands near 0.9 and 1.9 was planned to section all features
were reported by Banerjce and microns, from Fe2+ in of interest across the foliation;
Swits (1975) and Banerjee and orthopyroxene. The anorthositic during sawing (1974) the knob
Mellema (1976 a,b,c), with the aim gabbro curve (poikilitic feldspathic broke from the main slab,
of determining paleointensity granulite), 72215,101, is producing several subsamples (Fig.
(Table 8). The average direction characterized by deep pyroxene and 2). Two thin subslabs were cut
of NRM was the same as that in plagioclase Fe2+ bands; a high left through the original slab, and
72255 and 72275,while the stable shoulder at 0.7 microns relative to devoted to thin sections (Fig. 12).
components differed in direction, right shoulder at 1.1 microns; and

the absence of any absorption
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Table 8: Paleointensity determinations for 72215 samples (Banerjee and Mellema, 1976)

Sample Number of H s.d Range
# determinations (Oersted) (Oersted)

................................................

,56 7 0.55 0A0 0.74-0.44
,46 7 0.41 0.17 0.60-0.21
,93 8 0.28 0.07 0.37-0.18
.........................................................................

• [ , . r • . :

722[5.101

SLAB

/__'_ KNO__]A

LB ' I ' 3C8_ DSG

ols .... ,!o'' ' ;5' ' 2'o' 'i-_
WAVELENGTH (_m}

Figure 1l: Spectral reflectance diagrams for 72215 Figure 12: Dissection of the original slab to show the
samples (Adams and Charette, 1975). source of the thin section transect (,31; ,36; ,34) and
,101 is poikilitic feldspathic granulite (anorthositic other sample numbers (from Marvin, C12, 1974).

gabbro); ,45 and ,90 are light to medium-gray matrix;
,58 is dark matrix; and ,63 is matrix intermediate to
dark and light.
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72235
Aphanitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 61.9 g

INTRODUCTION impact melt with numerous clasts. PETROGRAPHY
The light material consists of

72235 is an aphanitic, clast-rich feldspathic granulites, other 72235 consists of a coherent knob
impact melt interlayered with feldspathic breccias, and other of intedayered dark gray-to-black
feldspathic clast material that was lithic types including plutonic and white breccias, with a piece of
sampled as a resistant knob on KREEP norite. The aphantic melt adhering light-gray friable matrix
Boulder 1 (see section on Boulder appears to be a low-K Fra Mauro similar to that of 72275 (Marvin,
1, St. 2, Fig. 2). The knob has a composition, contaminated with 1975; CI 2, 1974). LSPET (1973)
patch of adhering medium light- meteoritic material. No isotopic or described 72235 as a layered light-
gray [N6-N7] friable matrix similar exposure studies have been gray breccia. Simonds et al. (1974)
to 72275 (Fig. 1). 72235 was given conducted, listed it as a fragmental breccia
the name "Dying Dog" during (clast-supported). The most
processing. The knob is about 4 cm Most of the studies of 72235 were detailed descriptions of the
across and angular; its dark gray conducted by the Consortium petrography of 72235 are given in
[N3] and very light gray [N8] Indomitabile (leader J.A. Wood). Stoeser et al. ( in CI 2, 1974) and in
materials are tough. The exposed A slab was cut perpendicular to the Ryder et al. (1975). When 72235
surface is brownish gray with a few layering in the knob for broke from Boulder 1, it proved to
zap pits. comprehensive petrographic and be a clast of roughly layered gray

chemical study (Fig. 2). Detailed and white breecias almost wholly
The dark and light layers of the maps of the exterior surfaces and enclosed within a gray-black,
knob appear to have been crushed the slab based on macroscopic aphanitic rind. Marvin (1975)
and fluidized; veinlets of dark observations, as well as described the dark and light layers
material intrude white layers, and descriptions of the sample as appearing to have been crushed
veinlets of white layers intrude the allocations, were given in Stoeser et and fluidized under confining
dark material. The dark material is al. (in CI 2, 1974). pressure, with the two phases
fine-grained, almost glassy looking, mutually intrusive. The rind varies

Figure 1: Bottom (arbitrary)face of 72235 prior to slabbing. The topmost visible part was exposed and has patina
and zap pits; the remainder is freshly broken. Scale in centimeters. S-73-23589 B.
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Domain I: Domain 1 is a

feldspathic polymict breccia
consisting almost entirely of
unshocked mineral fragments of
plagioclase and pyroxene, with
some fragments of dark melt
material and feldspathic granulite.
The monomineralic fragments
appear to be the crushed remnants
of an anorthositic lithology with an
average grain size greater than 100
microns and with 10 to 20% marie
silicates. The contact between

domains 1 and 2 is sharp.

Domain 2: The rind, domain 2, is
the darkest of the melt breccias in

72235, and the least porous. It
contains few clasts larger than 0.5
ram, and is poorer in clasts than the
other domains (Fig. 3c). A
defocused beam analysis indicates
its general low-K Fra Mauro

Figure 2: Cutting of 72235 in 1974. ,13 and,ll are end pieces; ,6; ,14; composition (Table 1, col. 8) and
and,15 are matrix pieces that broke away; ,16 is the slab piece. Apart from similarity to other Boulder 1 melts.
a thin section from ,6, all further subdivisions and allocations were made
from ,16. Scale in centimeters. S-74-20429. Domain 3: Domain 3 is a

monomict breccia consisting of
in thickness from less than 1 mm to The set of thin sections from the fragments of feldspathic granulite
5 nun. slab revealed that the central clast is in a crushed matrix of itself (Fig.

composed of a nmnber of different 3d) with a porosity of about 10%.
The adhering light-gray friable breccias with a complex structural It is similar to other granulites in
breccia contains numerous angular history. Stoeser et al. (in CI 2, Boulder 1 except that is appears to
fragments of aphanitic gray 1974) divided it into 6 domains contain more iimenite. Defocused
material and a few yellowish (Fig. 4). beam analyses indicate that it is
patches that are possibly pigeonite chemically similar to domain 5

basalt. In thin sections it varies Domain 1--anorthositic polymict (Table 2).
from very free-grained and porous breccia.
to blobby (Figs. 3a and b). It Domain 4: The core of 72235 is a
contains a variety of lithic and Domain 2--dense dark matrix complicated polymict breccia
mineral fragments but no pigeonite breccia (impact mel0. consisting of lithic clasts (including
basalts occur in the sections, melt breccias and feldspathic

Domain 3---white feldspathic granulites) and mineral fragments
In the hand specimen the rind looks granulite breccia, that are crushed and intermixed.
markedly darker and more vitleous The core appears to have been
than any of the interior layers. Domain 4----"core" polymict formed in a turbulent environment.
Macroseopically it appeared as an breccia. Some of the melt breccia clasts are
annealed breccia with several very dark and somewhat vesicular.
percent small angular inclusions. Domain 5---monomict noritic Defocused beam analyses of such
The white layers appeared to be anorthosite breccia, materials show the common low-K
"cataclastic gabbroic anorthosite" Fra Mauro composition (Table 1,
with 10 to 20% yellow and brown Domain 6----Markmatrix breccia cols. 9 and 10), although the core
mafic crystals plus traces of metal (impact melt), appears to have more titanium.
and troilite. The white layers

include a few dark gray aphanitic Domains 2 and 6 correspond with Domain 5" Domain 5 is a narrow
clasts and at least two prominent the rim, and domain 1 lies outside zone (Fig. 4) of monomict breccia
holocrystalline lithic clasts of these domains. Domains 3 to 5 are containing no polymineralic
coarse marie silicates, the interior of the knob. fragments. The parent consisted of

about 75% plagioclase and 25%
pyroxene, with small amounts of
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Figure 3: Photomicrographs of 72235; all plane Figure 3b: 72235,86 blobby fragmental matrix
transmitted light, all about I mm width of view. a) showing dark melt blobs and mineral fragments.
72235,9 crushed fragmental fine matrix, dominantly
mineral fragments.

Figure 3c: 72235,59 rind (domain 2) of knobby clast. Figure 3d: 72235,61 cataclastic feldspathic granulite
(domain 3).
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CHEMISTRY

Chemical analyses for matrix and
clast samples are given in Tables 5
and 6, with the rare earths
diagrammed in Fig. 7. None of the
matrix samples in Table 5 are pure
impact melt, but are mixtures of
melt and white clast material. ,46
and ,48 am the domain 4 polymict
breccia from the interior of the

. clast: ,11 is the entire end-piece
"ii _._ consisting of all the domains. The

_ chemistry is consistent with a
mixture of melts similar to those in

72215 and 72255 (as suggested by
the refocused beam analyses in
Table 1) with dominantly
feldspathic granulites. The
analysed materials are obviously

Figure3e: 72235,52 fragment of KREEP norite, contaminated with meteoritic
siderophiles. The anorthositic

pink spinel. A defocused beam (1975) and Ryder et al. (1975); breccia (Table 6) is the more pure
analysis (Table 2, col. 12) shows some mineral data for the granites material of domain 3, feldspathic
that it is very similar to domain 3 is given in the catalog section on granulite; it too is obviously
feldspathic granulite. 72215. They include glassy and contaminated with meteoritic

holocrystalline varieties, siderophiles. It is far less enriched
Domain 6: The rind represented in incompatible elements than is the
by domain 6 is similar to that of A distinctive clast in 72235 was a 3 bulk rock (Fig. 7).
domain 2 except that it is a little mm fragment of KREEP norite
lighter in color, contains larger (Fig. 3e) that was yellowish-brown Higuchi and Morgan (1975) and
clasts, and is slightly more porous, and embedded in feldspathic Morgan et al. (1975) placed the

material. It was recognized meteoritic signature of 72235 in a
Stoeser et al. (in CI 2, 1974) maeroscopically as distinct, with group 3L with samples from 72215,
reported a survey of clast coarse anhedral brown pyroxene and distinct from 72235 and 72275.
populations in the 72235 melt and gray translucent plagioclase They suggest a heterogeneous
phases (dark matrix breccias; (Stoeser et al., in CI 2, 1974). Thin impacting body (they assume the
domains 2, 4, and 6) (Table 3) for sections show that the KREEP siderophiles are derived from a
clasts larger than 200 microns, norite consists of equal amounts of single impacting body).
Few clasts exceed 1 nun. Comp- plagioclase and pyroxene, with
ositions of olivines are shown in about 1% accessory minerals that
Fig. 5. The clasts in the melts are are mainly ilmenite and troilite, PROCESSING
dominated by feldspathic materials with a trace of phosphate. The

(varied feldspathic breccias and silicate grains occur in interlocking 72235 was left intact during PET,
piagioclase fragments), but there domains up to 1 mm diameter. The and was mapped in May, 1973. A
am significant contributions from compositions of silicate minerals chip of dark aphanitic material fell
basaltic (mainly impact melts?) and are shown in Fig. 6b. The Or off and was mainly used for thin
granitic fragments (see also Spudis component of the plagioclase is sections. In 1974 a 1.5 cm thick
and Ryder, 1981). The basaltic uncommonly high. slab was cut from the center of the

fragments include olivine- large clast, after a chunk of the
normative pigeonite-bearing basalts Stoeser et al. (in CI 2, 1974) note friable matrix broke away. The
and "troctolitic" fragments beating that the textural relations of the main cutting is shown in Fig. 2.
pink spinels. Defocused beam materials in 72235 are inconsistent The slab ,16 was cut into 3 pieces
analyses of these basaltic fragments with simple plastering on of a find (Fig. 8). ,28 was used for thin
are in Table 4. Most of the olivine- to anorthositic material in flight, sections, and ,29 for other
normative pigeonite basalts in the Both lithologies were fluidized and allocations. The remaining piece
boulder are from 72235, and the intermixed with rotation. The ,16 was not allocated.
mineral data given in Fig. 6a are origin is somewhat complex.
mainly from 72235. The granites
were described by Stoeser et al.
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0 O,5 t.O

f I J i J I I _ i L I
cm

® .

SAO 803

Figure 4: Photograph and sketch map of thin section 72235,59 which is a complete section through the 72235 knob.
The circled numbers on the sketch map correspond with the domains. Dark matrix (melt) materials are indicated by

barbed lines. From Stoeser et al. (in C12, 1974).
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Table 3: Clast populations of 72235 dark matrix materials. Percentages by volume in three size categories.
(From Stoeser et 02., in CI 2, 1974).

0.2-0.5 0.5-1.0 1.0 TOTALS
nlm mm him

An suite (46.4) (8.6) (0.2) (55.2)
ANT breccias (17.5) (3.1) - (20.6)

mafic 0.4 0.2 - 0.6

gabbroic 13.0 2.3 - 15.3

anorthositic 4.1 0.6 - 4. 7

Granulitic ANT (24.8) (4.3) - (29.1)

gabbroic 22.9 4.3 - 27.2

anorthositic 1.9 _ 1. 9
Poikiloblastic ANT

Poikilit ic ANT -

Coarse ANT 3.1 0.4 0.2 3-7

Unclassified ANT 1.0 0.8 1.8

Ultramafic particles 1.6 - 1.6

Basalts (1.8) (0.6) (0.6) (3.0)
Ol.-norm. pig. bas. 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.6

Pink sp. troct, bas. 0.8 - 0.8

Unclassified 0.6 - 0.6

Microgranites 4.5 0.8 5-3

Civet Cat norite 0.2 0.2

KREEP norite - 0.2 0.2

Devitrified maskelynite 10.8 1.2 12.0

Glassy clasts 2.3 2.3

Mineral fragments (19.8) (0.4) - (20.2)
Plagioclase 12.3 0.2 - 12.5

Olivine 1.8 ~ 1.8

Pyroxene 5.7 0.2 - 5-9

TOTAL % 87.4 11.6 1.0 i00.0

NO. OF CLASTS 450 58 5 513
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SAMPLE 72235--29

Table 5: Chemistry of polymict materials Table 6: Chemistry of feldspathic granulite (domain
of 72235. 3) interior clast material from 72235.

,46 ,11 ,40 ,45 f36 f37
• _bladE mdl Split

Split
wt% wt%

SiO2 44.6 Si02 44.5
TiO2 0.8 TiO2 0.8
A1203 23.1 A1203 25.8

Cr_O_ 0.21 _03 0.146
BeO 7.28 _ 6.19
MnO O. 111 M_O 0.080
MgO 9.9 M.gO 8.52
CaO 13.2 CIO 14.4

Na20 0.514 NI20 0.42
K20 0.20 0.218 K20 0.11
P205 P205

ppm ppm
S¢ 15.4 Sc 9.84
v V
Co 24.0 Co 43.7

Ni 190 186 195 Ni 500 307
Rb 8.57 5.10 Rb 1.41
St Sr
Y y
7.r 2r
Nb Nb
Rf 9,5 Hf 2.2
Ba Ba
TU 4,0 4.67 Th 1.6
U 1.15 1.690 1.350 U 0.430

Cs 0,332 0.220 Cs 0.0746
Ta l,l Ta 0.5
Pb Pb
La 22.7 La 7.2
C_ 58 Ce 20

Nd Nd
Sm 10.6
Eat L25 Sm 3.66
Gd Ea 0.92
T'o 2.4 C,d

Dy Tb 0.80
Ho Dy
Er Ho
Tm Er
Yb 8.9 Tm
lax 1.20 Yb 2,9
L_ L_t 0.41
Be IA
B Be

cN
S N
F S

CI F
gr 0.134 0.0361 Cl
Oa Br
Zn 2.0 1.8 Ca 0.0434

ppb Z_ 1.3

Au 2.46 2.77 ppb
It 7,16 7.51 Au 4,89
I Ir 17.6
At I

C4 At
Ge 169 124
AI C-a
Se 67 48 G¢ 210
Mo A_

Tc S¢ 25
Ru Mo
R_ Tc

Ru

A8 5,17 0.448 Rh
Cd 7.4 3. l Pd
Ia Ag 0,357

Sn CA 4.4
Sb 1.13 0.65 In
Te 3.5 2.2 Sn
W 5h 0.86
Re. 0.530 0.524 Tc 2.7
Os W

Pt Re 1.19
HI_ Os
T1 2.80 0.57 Pt

Bi 0.26 0.12 }_
TI 0.38

(1) (2) (3) (3) Bi 0.33

References and me_hoda: ( 1 ) ( 2 )
(l) Bl_achard etal (1975); INAA,AAS - also in C1(2)
(2) Tmeh_r _ (1975); f_ ray Referents and methods.

O) Higuehi ad Moyen (1975);, RNAA (1) Bl_aeht_ etal (i_5); INAA,AAS also in C.I. (2)
Meyer eta] (1975) (2) Higuelln ad bioyen (1975); RNAA

Meyer et al (1975)



3(_AMPLE 72235

lit 72235 B/GCB_
Ioo 90 80 70 60 _o

MoI% FO

Figure 5: Compositions of olivine in the dark matrix material of 72235. From Ryder et al. (1975).

Olivine -Normative

51 Pigeonite Basalts%0 m---- . .m m m, i = ,

%Fo 50%

"_5" 5°0

Fs ^ ^ ^ ^ Hd Olivine-Normative Pioeonite Basalt • ,=_L._,_ 0

Pigeonite Basalt °/oAn

°o °_ * °

• j_.....

En Fs

Fs

°_°°

b KREEP iNotite \0 v "il"

7'o eo */.An 90 En

Figure 6: a) Olivine, plagioclase, and pyroxene compositions for olivine-normative pigeonite basalts, mainly from
72235. b) Plagioclase and pyroxene compositionsfrom the KREEP norite clast in 72235. From Ryder et al.
(1975).
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72235
]_ I I I J I I I I I I I I I

"D

0

0
\

_ .

LaCe Sm Eu Tb YbLu

Figure 7: Rare earth elements inpolymict breccia
(solid line) andfeldspathic granulite (dashed line) in
72235. All data from Blanchard et al. (1975).

[] lljf
I

,28

Figure 8: Diagram of cutting of slab and subdivision of
slabfrom 72235 in 1974.



SAMPLE 7225_-33

72255
Aphanitic Impact Melt Brecda
St. 2, 461.2 g

INTRODUCTION geneous, and polymict, with color probable crystallization age of 4.12
varying from medium light gray Ga. Other clasts include aphanitic

72255 is an aphanitic, clast-rich IN6] to light gray IN5]. The melt blobs and fragments,
impact melt that was a rounded exposed surfaces show a f'um dark anorthositic breccias, feldspathic
mass or bulge on Boulder 1 (see patina with some zap pits (Fig. 2). granulites, basaltic/troctolitic
section on Boulder 1, St. 2, Fig. 2). impact melts, and granites. The
It may have been part of a single 72255 is superficially similar to melt groundmass has a low-K Fra
large clast in the boulder (Marvin, 72275, but is more coherent. It is Mauro composition similar to
1975a). Its groundmass crystallized fine-grained and heterogeneous, others in the boulder. Rare gas
about 3.8 Ga ago. The sample, with prominent clasts and a zone analyses show an exposure age of
slightly more than 10 cm long but rich in chalky white lenses and about 43 m.y.
only 2.5 cm wide, is subrounded on stringers. The most prominent clast
all faces except for the freshly in Fig. 1 is the Civet Cat norite, a 2- Most of the studies of 72255 were
broken interior (Fig. 1). 72255 is cm cataclastic fragment with a conducted by the Consortium
moderately coherent, hetero- relict plutonic texture and a Indomitable (leader J.A. Wood). A

Figure 1: Top (arbitrary)face of 72255, the broken interior. The dashed lines show the location of the cuts for the
slab. The prominent clast between the lines is the Civet Cat norite. The area to the right (east) is a zone rich in
chalky white lenses and stringers. Scale in cm. S-73-23726B.



3_AMPLE 72255

recrystallized submatrix". The dark
breccia material is polymicL with a
groundmass that is a t-me-grained
impact melt (e.g. James, 1977;
Spudis and Ryder, 1981). LSPET
(1973) listed the sampleas a
layered light gray breccia. Simonds
et al. (1974) described 72255 as a
clast-supported fragmental breccia,
with both matrix feldspars and
matrix marie minerals smal/er than

5 microns, and some angular clasts
larger than 30 microns. Knoll and
Stoffler (1979) described 72255 as
having a dark, fine-groined,
equigranular crystalline matrix that
contains some areas of lighter,
coarser-grained matrix.

The thin sections show a melt

groundmass similar to that of
72215 (Fig. 3a, b), polymict and
dense. The fine material consists of

:_ abundant small monomineralic and
lithic elasts in a crystalline melt
groundmass that consists of
plagioclase, pyroxene, and
disseminated ilmenite tablets.
Magnetic data show that the matrix

- has about 0.76% metallic iron

(Banerjee and Swits, 1975). The
monomineralic clasts are

plagioclase, olivine, orthopyroxene,
clinopyroxene, and sparse-to-trace
pink-to-red spinel, chromite, and
ilmenite. Compositions of the
olivines and pyroxenes are shown
in Fig. 4; at least most of the
olivines are clasts, not melt-
crystallized phases. The olivines
include examples more forsteritic

Figure 2: Slab cut from 72255 (center). Lower is west end, upper is main than those in the anorthositic and

mass, showing exterior patina, and location of other chips. The slab was granulitic elasts. The only lithic
further dissected. Scale in cnt S-73-32620. fragments in the sample with such

forsteritic olivine are the basaltic

slab was cut across the sample to troctolites. The magnesian
include the Civet Cat clast (Figs. 1, PETROGRAPHY pyroxenes have no counterpart in
2), providing samples for any lithic fragments from the
comprehensive petrographic, Specimen 72255 consists of boulder. The mineral compositions
chemical, and isotopic studies, coherent material that is dominantly in 72255 have compositional ranges
Detailed maps of the exterior a dark matrix breccia (Marvin, in similar to those in 72215 and the
surfaces and the slab based on CI 1, 1974; 1975a;Stoeseretal.,in dark breccias in 72275. Ryder
macroscopic observations, as well CI 1, 1974; 1974a,b; Ryder et al., (1984a) analyzed olivine fragments
as descriptions of the sample 1975b). Stoeser et al. (1974a) in 72255, finding that many have
allocations, are in Marvin (in CI 1, calcium contents high enough
1974). suggested about 60% matrix,

although what constituted matrix (0.05-0.15%) to be consistent with
was not clearly defined; it was having an origin in shallow, rather
described as "small monomineralic than deep, plutonies.

and lithic clasts in a finely
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a b

e d

Figure 3: Photomicrographs of materials in 72255. Width of field about 1.5 ram, except for d) which is about 300
microns. Figures a and d are crossed polarizers; b anc c plane light.

a) 72255,89; general matrix showing dense dark impact melt with angular to subrounded small mineral and
lithic clasts.

b) 72255,130; contact between Civet Cat norite (right) and groundmass (left). The contact is extremely sharp
and straight, without evidence of reaction.

c) 72255,123; Civet Cat norite, with deformed plagioclase (top) and crushed orthopyroxene (bottom).
d) 72255,123; orthopyroxene in Civet Cat norite, showing its lineated features.
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Table 1: Defocused beam Table 2: Ciast population survey of particles greater than 200 microns

analyses of groundmass of 72255 in diameter in 72255. Percent by number, not volume.
(Stoeser et al., in CI 1, 1974). (from Stoeser et al., 1974a).

3 4 Clast type 72255

72255_ 105
72255_ 95 Civet Cat Granulitic ANT breccias 31.3%
matrix rind Granulitic polygonal anorthosite 6.3

Crushed anorthosite 5.2
Devitrified glass 13.8

SiO 2 45.1 46.5 Glass shards --

TiO 2 0.6 0.9 Ultramafic particles 1.5
Cr203 0.2 0.2 Basaltic troctolite 2.2
AI203 20.0 21.4 Pigeonite basalt --
FeO 7.7 8.5

Other basaltic particles 1.9
MnO 0. 1 0.1 Granitic clasts 2.6
MgO 9.1 9.4
CaO 12.7 12.3 "Civet Cat" type norite 07

Na20 0.5 0.3 Monomineralic plagioclase 19.3
KoO 0.2 0.2 Monomineralic mafic silicates 14.5

P205 0.2 0.4 Monomineralic spinel & opaques 0.7

TotM 96.4 i00.2 Number of clasts surveyed 269

Fo 4.3 1.9

Fa 2.8 1.2 microns thick around pyroxenes compositional field (ternaryEn 17.3 20.8
F s 10.2 12.1 and olivines, and reaction rims feldspars), about An55Or40.
wo 4.3 o. s around spinels and granite clasts. Defocused beam microprobe
Or 1.3 1.3 Some of the granites have partially- analyses of anorthositic breccias,
Ab 4.1 2.3 melted internally, and all the troctolitic basalts, and devitrified
An 53.9 56.5 glasses are devitrified, including glasses are given in Table 3;
Ilm 1.1 1.7 those of feldspar composition that similarly-produced analyses for a
Chr 0.2 0.3 were presumably once maskelynite, basaltic particle and a granite are
Qtz 0.0 0.0
Cor 0.0 0.0 All these features demand a high given in Table 4. The analysis of
Ap 0.5 0.8 temperature (more than 800 or,900 the Civet Cat norite in Table 4 is an

degrees C), but lack of total estimate (see Table caption).
equilibration shows that the high
temperatures were not maintained The Civet Cat ciast that is

The chemical composition of the for long period£, conspicuous on the broken face of
groundmass (including small clasts) the sample (Fig.l, 2) is an angular
derived by defocused beam A wide variety of lithic clasts is fragment about 2.5 cm long with
microprobe methods is low-K Fra present in 72255. The clast light lenses and streaks in a dark
Mauro basalt (Table 1; see also population (Table 2) is similar to groundmass. The rock is a
chemistry section), similar to other that in 72275, but lacks the cataclastic norite, essentially
samples from the boulder and volcanic KREEPy pigeonite bimineralic and with a grain size
differing from coarser Apollo 17 basalts. Other basaltic fragments originally of 1 to 4 mm (Stoeser et

impact melts in its lower TiO2 and are present. The dark gray melt al., 1974a; Ryder et al., 1975)

higher Al20 3. Goswami and clasts/blobs are abundant, but the Orthopyroxene and plagioclase
Hutcheon (1975) using fission track anorthositic clasts are relatively (Figs. 3b, c, d) have very narrow
methods found that U was small and rare. Most of the latter compositional ranges (Fig. 5). The

uniformly distributed on a 10 are pure white, sugary, and plagioclase (An92.94Or0.5_l.0) is
micron scale. Some of the matrix granulitic. The types of material are partially transformed to
areas are lighter-colored, and more described in Stoeser et al. (in CI 1, maskelynite and otherwise
feldspathic, and contain clasts of 1974; in CI 2, 1974; 1974a, b) and deformed (Fig. 3c). The
dark matrix breccia, visible on the Ryder et al. (1975b), mainly orthopyroxenes (En72-74Wo2-4) is

sawn surfaces. In thin sections the without specific identification of commonly kinked, and contains
dark clasts are difficult to those clasts from 72255 except for abundant small brown plates of
distinguish from the grotmdmass, photomicrographs. The granites ilmenite along the cleavage planes.

and evidently are of very similar were described by Stoeser et al. Rare angite is present as small
material. The groundmass has (1975) and Ryder et al. (1975a). grains and lameUae. Accessory

reacted with the clasts, producing They include varieties with minerals include cristobalite,
re-equilibration rims up to 15 feldspars in the "forbidden H baddeleyite, ilmenite, chromite,
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38_AMPLE 72255

Table 4: Defocused beam analyses of recrystallized (?) intersertal basalt and Ishii, 1975; Takeda et al.,
(col. 1), and a granite (col. 2). Column 3 is an estimate of the 1976a,b, 1982; Mori et al.,

composition of the Civet Cat norite, from the mode of 60 +/- 10% 1980,1982). They used microprobe,
orthopyroxene and 40 4-/- 10% plagioclase, and using two defocnsed x-ray diffraction, and transmission
beam microprobe traverses (2mm x 100 microns) in orthopyroxene- electron microscopy methods.

and plagioclase-rich areas whose modes were determined. Takeda and Ishii (1975) noted
(from Stoeser et al., in CI 1, 1974). intergranular recrystallization with

exsolution of (001) augite from

sioo 47.0 7i. 2 50.3 pigeonite well below the pigeonite
TiO_ o. 4 0.1 t. S eutectoid reaction point line; the
Cr2b 3 0.2 tr. 0. S clinopyroxene inverted to
.AI,_O 3 14.7 12.7 14.4 orthopymxene (Stillwater-type).FeC) 15.1 0.6 9.6
_tno 0.3 tr. 0.3 Takeda et al. (1976a,b) reported
.xtgo 7.2 0.1 l 5.7 microprobe analyses for augite
cao 13.9 1.1 7.9 (En46W044) and orthopyroxeneNaoO 0.2 0.2 0.3

_:25 o. 1 s. 5 o. 1 (En73Wo2), and single crystal
P205 0.0 tr. 0.0 diffraction results. The pyroxenes
BaO 0.1 0.6 -
s _ _ _ showed very weak reflections of

Total 99.2 95. x loo. 7 secondary pigeonite, as well as
minor augite, with pigeonite having

vo 1.2 o. 0 o. 0 (100) in common with host
Fa 2.1 0.0 0. 0 orthopyroxene. The diffractionEn 16.5 0.2 39.0
rs 25.0 1._ 15.I SpoTSwere diffuse because of
wo 12.7 o. 0 o. 6 shock. Augite was detected as
Or 0.6 53.3 0.6 lamellae as well as rare small

Ab 1.6 1.4 2. 5 discrete grains. Mori and TakedaAn 39.3 5.8 37.5

nm o. 7 0.2 3.4 (1980) in single crystal diffraction
Chr 0.3 o. 0 0.0 and TEM studies found diffraction
Qtz - 36. s _. 2 patterns for orthopyroxene similarCor - 1.3 0.0

Ap - 0.0 0.0 to those in the Ibbenburen eucrite,
Troi - - - but also diffraction spoTSof

pigeonite. Mori et al. (1982) and
Takeda et al. (1982) reinvestigated
the pyroxenes using ATEM for

0.._ _ _ comparison with eucrites and other
• .r. lunar samples, determining the

; composition of exsolved augite.' C,vetCot Not_le

[c_ _\ The pyroxene differs from that in
\o _o the 78236 lunar norite in that many

/ , _ grains have abundant augite

/ k_ o lamellae (although some have very
// _ _ Civet Ca, Norite (CN) \_(3 few). The lamellae average 0.2,

_ ¢o _o 9o microns thick, but are as much as
0.4 microns thick. Opaque

Figure 5: Chemistry of pyroxenes (left) and plagioclases (right) in the inclusions are in the lamellae. The
72255 Civet Cat norite. (From Ryder et al., 1975b). host consists of alternate layers of

orthopyroxene and clinobronzite;

metallic iron, and troilite. An (presumably Civet Cat) on there are abundant fine clino-
exceptional phase is niobian rutile diagrams of Mg' (low-Ca px) v. Ab bronzite lamellae or stacking faults
(Marvin, 1975b); two analyses have (plag) and Mg' (liquid, calculated up to 20 tun present with (100) incommon. In some areas wide clino-
19.7% and 18.5% Nb20 5, making from opx) v. Mg' (plagioclase). bronzite slabs intrude the ortho-
it the most Nb-rich mineral (The actual data is not tabulated nor

analyzed (at least by 1975) in any its source described.), pyroxene with a comb-like texture.There are no Guinier-Preston
extraterrestrial sample. Ryder et al. zones. Takeda et al. (1982)
(1980a,b) analyzed metal grains in The pyroxenes in the Civet Cat
the norite, finding them to be Ni- norite were studied by Takeda and attribute the presence of the clino-
free, with 2.1 to 4.0% Co. Hansen his group, to assess the thermal bronzite lamellae to shear trans-
et al. (1979b) plotted data for an history of the lithology and formation in shock deformation

Mg-rich plutonic fragment in 72255 compare it with eucrites (Takeda from impact. The exsolution
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lamellae are20x thickerthan those J0, ....... , .....
in theJohnstowneuerite, andarea
productof cooling at depthbefore
shock. The microprobeopx-aug
data suggestlast equilibrationat
900 degreesC, andthe ATEM
host-lamellaestudies suggest 1000 O_

degreesC, suggesting thatthelatter "_
results from thermalannealingfrom ,_
the shock evenLThese authors
suggesteda model-dependentdepth 0 ,

,_ L_..:.:-=SS......
of 10 to 70 km for the equilibration. U l0 _.._.:_::..,_........ :7:_:: Y"-_...... . -

i.
The apparentprimarytexture, the _ _":_7------'7::_- ........

widepyroxene solvus, the narrow _ , ",
compositionalranges,theNi-free r,._=:::_ ,_,
metal, and the bulk and trace _ -- _."
element composition (including _ _
lack of meteoritic siderophiles) (see _O
below) are consistent with theCivet
Catnoritehavingbeen a plutonic
igneous rock. James (1982) and
James and Flohr(1983) classedthe 10_ , , _ J J i , I * i I i t

Civet Cat norite with the Mg- La Ce Pr Nd SmEu GdTb DyHo V.rTmYbLunorites on the basis of its
mineralogy and chemistry. Figure 6: Rare earth element plot for matrix samples of 72255. Solid line

without symbols is data of Palme et al. (1978); other data isfrom
Blanchard et al. (1975, and CI 1, CI 2).

CHEMISTRY

Chemicalanalyses for the matrix
are given in Table 5; for the Civet t0' . , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
Cat norite clast in Table 6; and for
other materials in Table 7. Rare
earth plots for the matrix are shown
in Fig. 6, and for the Civet Cat
norite and others in Fig. 7. _ _02......................

_\ f.._ ............................. _...F..4

The average of the matrix analyses _ --+_-_----.__,'_ /
is very similar to those of other '13 __+__
melt matrices in Boulder 1, 0
including majorand trace element ,_
chemistry. However, the small U to' / i
samples analyzed by Blanchardet _ / _
al. (1975, and in CI 1, CI 2) show a _ / i
range, presumably because of _ .......

unrepresentative sampfing(i.e. _ ......................
varied clast contents). (One sample, _ _0_ ..................
a subsplitof ,52, is distinct in Gq
chemistry, being less aluminous
and more ferrous; it is also lighter
in color.) Both Blanchardet al.

(1975) andWinzeretaL(1975a) to-, , , , , , _ J , , , , , ,
emphasize the similarity in
composition of 72255 with all other La Ce Smgu Tb YbLu

Apollo 17 boulder melts, despite Figure 7: Rare earth element plot for Civet Cat norite (solid line, in center)
the higher alumina and lower and the rind (upper dotted line) and core (lower dotted line) of clast #3. All
titania of 72255. The g abundance datafrom Blanchard et al., (1975, and C11,CI 2).
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Table 5: Chemical analyses of matrix and bulk rock samples of 72255.

r2 1731a) t79Ia) _521a ) 1521d_ 164_al t691dl t69_a! 144 153 t52
Split Split
wl % wl %

SiC_ 44.8 45.0 49 45.0 45.1 44.7 46 46.72 $iO2
TiO 2 0.9 0.9 1.4 0.75 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.76 TiO2
A[2C'3 19.4 20.7 14.5 20.4 21,9 20.5 19.8 20.82 A1203

Clio 3 0.630 0.234 0.22 0.232 0.231 0.308 0.46 0.240 Cx203
FcO (b) 9.05 (c)8.31 14 (d)8.55 (e)7.42 9.5 9.8 8.1 FeO
MnO 0.127 0.129 0.163 0.129 0.12 0.108 0.lll 0.117 MmO

MgO 10.3 11.3 9.7 11.3 10.7 10.5 10.4 9.9 MgO
CaO ll.5 12.0 10.7 12.0 12.4 12.3 12.3 12,56 CaO

_4a2© 0.495 0.584 0.32 0.563 0.496 0.400 0.38 0.48 Na20

x20 0.218 0.221 0.393 0.214 0.27 0.231 0.268 0.280 0.25 0.198 :<20

P]O_ 0.252 1'205

ppm ppm
Sc 15.5 18.2 19.8 18.3 17,3 19.5 18.8 SC

V V
Co 2330 28.9 28 25.6 26.0 21 24.5 Co

hrt 7700 260 150 180 150 222 227 N*
Rb 4.98 6.85 5.8 Rb

Sr 151 Sr
y 100 Y
Z_ 400 Zr
Nb 28 Nb
]-Y 9.1 11.2 9.8 10.4 9.9 13.1 10.30 HI"
Bat 328 Ba
Th 4.80 4.4 6.6 5.4 5.8 4.3 4.31 Th
U 1.28 1.20 1.41 1.820 1.790 U
Ca 0.18 0_287 0.240 Ca

Tit 1.5 1.6 1.0 1.27 Ta
Pb Pb
La 25 31 31 35 26 43 31.7 La
Ce 62 79 80 94 69 95 83.3 C_

Pt ll.1 PT
Nd . 51 Nd

Sm 11.7 15.7 15.5 16.5 13.2 20 12.86 Sm

]_ 1.26 1.45 1.49 1,44 1.32 1 36 1.39 ]_
C_ 15.6 Gd
Tb 1.9 2.8 3.8 3,0 2.2 4.7 2.83 To

Dy 17.7 I)y
Ho 4.00 Ho
Er 11.1 Er
Tm 1.68 Tm
Yb 8,55 10.5 l 1.6 12.3 9.04 14.8 10.50 Yb

1ll0 1.34 1.69 1.66 1.15 2.25 1.42 La

L/ 12.8 L/
Be Be

B B
C C
N N
S 375 S

F 28.0 F1 10.2 CI
Br 0,03 0.104 0,101 Br
C_ 3.01 C_
z_ 2.43 2.2 2.8 Z_
ppb ppb
An 2.6 2.95 2,00 An
lx 7.01 5.28 It
I I

At At

(lit 3660 Ga
Cc <100 174 C.¢
AI 86 As
Se 67 77 Se

Mo Mo
T¢ To
P,u Ra

Kh Rh
Pd <10 Pd

Ag 3.03 0.57 Ag
CA <50 6.8 8.1 CA

Sn Sn
Sb 1.74 0.77 Sb
Tt 3.3 4.7 Te
W 630 W

Re 0.3 0.503 0.498 Re

CA 06
Pt Pt

TI 2.18 1.18 T1
Bi 0.67 0.21 Bi

(l) (2) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (4) (s) (8)

d
(1) Prachl_r eta] (1975); gamma-ray
(2) Kcith etal (1974);, gamma-my
O) Bianchard etal (1975k Q(1), C1(2); 1NAA, AAS

(4) P,lme et,l (1978);. ESAA. RNAA. XRP

(5)Margin etal(1975),I_tu,_iand Morgan (1975);P.NAA C(1).
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Table $: Continued

141 t$9A(_) 1$9B_RI 1591h_ t$3_h_ 1$3{I} 167Ii_ ,S4_i) t6OIk_ IS2
Split Split
wt % wt %
$iO2 SiO2
TiO2 TiO2
AI203 _203
c_o_ c_o_

FeO
MnO M_O
MsO MsO
CaO {e)12.0 CaO
Na20 Na20
K20 (¢)0.276 K20
P_o_ 0.25 _o_
ppm ppm
Sc Sc
V V
Co Co

Rb 14.95 14.63 9,79 5.69 5.78 Rb
Sr 145.6 141.7 141.2 137.0 141.2 140 Sr
Y Y
Zr 376 Zt

B_ 324 Ba
Th 4.222 5.724 6.362 Th
U 1 1.145 1.536 1.663 1.42 U
Cn Cs
Tl Ta
Pb 2.4"/8 3.080 3.540 Pb
Lt Lt
Ca Ca
Fr
Nd
Sm Sm
Ea Eu
Ed Gd
Tb _e
Dy
He He
Er Eg
Tm Tm
Yb
La tn
Li 11 Li
Be Be

g
N N
S S
F 41 p
Ca (09A Ca
Br (00.082 Br
Ca ca
Zn Zu

ppb ppb
An Aa

P 0+
At At
Ca Ga
Ge (3=
As As
Se Se
Mo Mo
Tc Tc
Pat >20
P.h
F_ Pd
A8
Cd Cd

Sb Sb
"re "re
W W
Re Re
Os 17 Oe
Pt Pt
Ha Ha

Bi Bi

(6) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (s) (s) (s) (9)

(6) Jowmovicam[Reed(1975b,c,d, 1980 a); IN'AA
(7) Comlwtentit[ (1_r75)_ID/MS
(8) Nan¢8et al (1974); ID/MS
(9) I.¢ich¢tal 0975); ircadgalicqa/MSCK,Ca), othersID/MS
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Table 5: Continued Table 6: Chemical analyes of the Civet Cat norite in
72255.

Nawa: f42 t42 r42
(a) ,73 Sawd_t Split

,79 Interior CSip wt %

,52 Whit_ to light gray mamx SiO 2 52
,52 Gray to n_dhtm gray maudx TiO 2 0.3
,64 Medium gray material AI2& 3 l 5.5
,69 Derk materiel
,69 Dark maauiel C_O_ 0.16

7.4

Ca) _AA; AAS = 9.38% MmO 0.122
(0 INAA; AAS = 8.48% MgO 15.9
(_ INAA; AAS = 8.35% CaO 9.1 Ca) 13.0
(e) ]_AA; AAS = 8.0"2°m Na20 0.33

(f) Combed dast _d residuefractions K20 0.08 (a) 0.17
P205

(D Gray fr_fi_ ppm
09 Light gray frac_o_s Sc 13,2
(0 Dark numax V

(i) Lighter matrlx Co 29
_) Mb_d darkmd llghtmaalx Ni 4
(1) Revised f_m CI(2) Rb 1.27

Sr 139
Y

Zr 132
N'o
I_ 5.5
B_t 172
Ta

U 0.240 0.45
Ca 0.058
Ta
Pb
La 16
Cc 46

Nd

Sm 7.6
Ea 1.75
Od
Tb 1.9

i>/
Ho
F_
Tm

Y5 6.6
In 1.01

D
Bc
B
C
N

S
F
C1
Br 15.3
Ca

ZU 4.5

ppb
Au 0.008

0.0040
At
Ga
Ge 61
As
Se 280

Mo
T¢

Ru
Rh
Pd
A 8 0.76
CA 5.0
In

Sn
Sb 0.26

T¢ 14.3
W

Re 0.0068

Pt

S_
T1 0.30
Bi 0.30

{1) (2) (3)

References and methods:

(1) Blanch_d etal(1975)and C1(1), C1(2_ INAA, AAS

(2) Morg_u ctal (1974, 1975 a, b), Higuchi and Morgan (1975); RNAA, C(1)

O) Leith _ (1975); Lwathation,MS (K, Ca), others ID/MS

(a) mvmed from (21(2)
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Table 7: Chemical analyses of white core and dark rind on clast #3 and other clast material in 72255.

t4s (.) _4s (b) tS9 (e) ,S3 (0 ts3 (8)
Split
wt %

S£O2 43.0 45.7
TiO2 0.65 1.2
A1203 33.8 19.7

c_o_ 0.003 0_63
FeO (c) 0.13 (d) 9.O5
MnO 0.003 0.136

MsO 1,43 11.3
(_xO 18.9 11.5

Na20 0.631 0.542
K20 0.118 0.277

P_O_
ppm
Sc 0.45 20.1
V
Co 0.33 24.9
Ni 140
Rb 1.11 5.52 5.57
Sr 140.6 319.7 190.6
Y
Zr
Nb
I_ 0.10 14.2
Ba
Tn 6.6
U
Cs
Ta 1.7
Pb

I_ 1.15 40
Cc 2.68 102
Pr
Nd
Sm 0.39 18.8
E_ 1.39 1.53
C_

Tb 0,08 3.4
Dy
Ho
F_
Tm

Yb 0.202 14.2
Lu 0.030 1.88
Li
Be
B
C
N
S

Br
Cu
2_

ppb
Ir
I
At

C_

Mo

h

Sn (1) Blanchard eta] (19751 CI 1; CI 2); INAA, &AS
Sb (2) Compston et_ (1975, CI 1); ID/MS
Te
W

bY.o_m

Pt Co)tlack
(c) INAA

ItS (d) AAS; INAA = 8.77%

TI (e) _oz_aoJi_ clut
Bi (0 dear plasioclase

(1) (1) (2) (2) (2) _ shoc,ke,:lpl,_iodue
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of the bulk rock as measured by
gamma-ray is lower than that of the o 2 , E _ _ [
matrix samples (Fruchter et al.,
1975). Palme et aL (1978) noted o_
that their analyses of 72255 and
72215 matrix material were similar

to some Apollo 16 samples (i.e. _ o os

68516) except for the siderophile _ q___
elements. Higuchi and Morgan
(1975a), Morgan et al. (1975), and ]--0.02 3

Hertogen et al. (1977) assigned the L___
matrix to their siderophile Group
3H (assigned with 72275 to 0o_ ,
Crisium by Morgan et al., 1974a,b).

4.2

The Civet Cat norite (Table 6; Fig. 8 9
6) is quartz-normative, and its >_ 7 I
chemistry is consistent with itbeing -Q 3.8 _--
a cumulate plutonic rock containing _" J20 to 30% of trapped liquid that o
would be evolved, approaching _, 34
KREEP (Blanchard et al., 1975). a.a 72255, 52

o_

The norite lacks meteoritic < 30 5
siderophile contamination.

2.6

Blanchard et al. (1975) analyze d
22

the dark melt rim and the interior 01 0 2 o. 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 1 0

white material of clast #3 (,45; Cumulativefraction 39"At released
Table 7, Fig. 7). The rim material is

similar to the general matrix; the Figure& Apparent age and K/Ca data from 72255,52 matrix (Leich et al.,
white material is very anorthositic 1975a). The ages shown correspond with the "old" decay constant;
in major and trace elements, but has recalculation shows that the two highest plateaus correspond with 3.93 Ga,
a high mg' compared with typieal andstepsll and12 with about 3.83 Ga.
ferroan anortbosites. Rb and Sr

analyses for other materials appear which probably degassed during Schaeffer et al. (1982a, b), and the
to represent varied mixtures of melting, is the best estimate for the [eich et al. (1975a) plateaus must
feldspathic material and matrix, age of the melt groundmass, which be compromised by the plagioclase

is therefore about 3.85 Ga, the age clasts that did not completely
of the most precisely dated of the degas.

RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES AND felsites. (The felsite clasts were

FISSION TRACK AGES preheated to 650 degrees C; the Compston et al. (1975) reported
ages are total release, hence K-Ar, Rb-Sr isotopic data for matrix and

Schaeffer et al. (1982a, b) used laser of the greater than 650 degrees C small clast samples of 72255 (Table
At-At techniques to determine ages fraction. Assuming a well- 9). For split ,53 the total rock and
of clasts and to infer the age of the developed plateau above that plagioclase clasts are well-aligned
melt in section 72255,134, temperature, the ages are reliable), on a 4.30 +/- 0.24 Ga "isochron"
providing 20 analyses (Table 8). which should be regarded as a
Most of the ages were for Leich et al. (1975a) reported Ar-Ar mixing line rather than a true
plagioclase or plagioclase- analyses for a matrix sample of isochron (Fig. 9). The clasts are not
composite clasts; two were for 72255 (Fig. 8). Leich et al. (1975a) cogenetic, and the data for 72215
felsite ("feldsparthoid") clasts. The believe that the intermediate- shows that the clasts and matrix did

two felsites, the most K-rich temperature (800 to 1000 degrees not reach Sr isotopic equilibration,
fragments, give ages generally C) and the high-temperature (1400 and so 4.30 Ga does not date the
younger than the feldspars. The degrees C) plateaus are reliable assembly of the breccia. Split ,59
higher ages for the plagioclases, indicators of the age of the sample; materials also fall on a mixing line
some of which are in noritic lithic these plateaus give an age of 3.93 that is the chance result of mixing
clasts, range up to 4.29 Ga. Ga. However, the age of the 1000 unrelated anorthositic material,
Schaeffer et al. (1982a, b) suggest to 1400 degree release is the one unidentified old "basaltic" material
that the age of the felsite clasts, that agrees with the age inferred by (i.e. low-K Fra Mauro source
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Table 8: Laser microprobe data for materials in 72215,144.
Recalculated from Schaeffer et al., 1982a, b).

Phase K% Ca% Ar40/39 Age C-a

Plag 0.02 8 37.31+/- 0.333.917 +/-.027
Hag 0.02 3.4 38.56 1.73 3.970 .076
Plag 0.04 8 33.60 1.28 3.753 .065
Hag 0.02 3.5 36.25 1.73 3.872 .079
Plag-comp 0.09 3.6 47.04 0.62 4.288 .032
Plag-comp* 0.30 <10 43.43 0.99 4.161 .050
Plag-comp 0.05 1.3 43.96 1.00 4.179 .044
Plag-comp* 0.04 <10 37.92 1.42 3.924 .069
Plag-comp 0.04 3 38.72 0.61 3.976 .034
Plag-comp* 0.04 <10 40.07 10.00 4.082 .350
Plag 0.19 15 36.31 0.50 3.874 .032
Plag 0.05 4 40.70 1.52 4.055 .065
Plag-comp 0.12 3 38.85 0.31 3.981 .026
Plag-comp* 0.16 <10 36.02 1.24 3.912 .065
Plag 0.02 3 33.36 0.73 3.740 .041
Matrix 0.10 4 37.02 0.35 3.905 .027
Matrix 0.27 5 34.07 0.19 3.774 .024
Matrix 0.32 12 37.60 0.32 3.929 .027
Felsite* 3.9 <10 34.63 0.57 3.846 .043
Felsite* 2.3 <10 32.75 2.75 3.767 .135

(Samples degassed at 225 degrees centigrade during bakeout after sample loading).
* = preheated at 650 degrees centigrade

Table 9: Rb-Sr isotopic data for samples from 72255
(Compston et al., 1975)

Sample Mass mR Rb ppm Sr ppm 87Rb186Sr 87Sr/86Sr +/-se

,59 gray A 16.2 14.95 145.6 0.2967 0.71693+/-6

,59 gray B 16.8 14.63 141.7 0.2983 0.71695 4

,59 light gray 19.7 9.79 141.2 0.2001 0.71116 4

,59 anorth clast 4.3 1.11 140.6 0.02275 0.70050 8

,53 lt-gyl 29.0 5.69 137.0 0.1198 0.70664 6

,53 lt-gy2 14.0 5.78 141.2 0.1183 0.70642 3

,53 plag 1 (dear) 0.8 5.52 319.7 0.0499 0.70223 11

,53 plag 2 (shocked) 3.1 5.75 190.6 0.0871 0.70450 8

se = internal standard error of mean

,59 gray = plagioclase ciasts in opaque matrix
,59 It gy = plagioclase clasts smaller, subrounded, matrix texture variable
,53 It gy = coherent uniform matrix with angular plagioclase and small
anorthosite clasts

A,B -- duplicates from reasonably homogeneous powder
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Table 10: Concentrations of U, Th, and Pb in 72255 samples.
(Nunes et al., 1974b)

Concentrations (ppm)
Weight

Sample (rag) U Th Pb +_2Th/2_U _U/_°'Pb

72255,67 matrix
(dark) 132.5 1.145 4.222 2.478 3.81 1,414

72255,54 matrix
(light) 98.2 1.536 5.724 3.080 3.85 2,998

72255,60 matrix mixture
(dark and light) 196.7 1.663 6.362 3.540 3.95 2,135

72255,49 Civet Cat clast plag.-
deficient 51.6 0.3874 1.216 0.9448 3.24 195

72255,49 Civet Cat clast plag.-
enriched 35.7 0.2151 -- 0.6939 -- 177

*Concentration run divided from solution; all other analyses were Of splits from crushed solid
material obtained prior to spiking.

BOULDER1, ANORTHOSITE CLASTS AND MATRIX

JS
59 tiGHT GWAY o _ 52 t_lt

710 *'S,/ '+Sr ', '\

; _ _ROGRANITIE

j 4.4 AE MIXING LIN_EJ_/ '

GABSROIC ANORT_'_SITE END-MEM_*t:R?_/ O_ 53 UG,_I GRAY

706 54 OSCAr ,:.

m 72275

0 72255
10J. GRAY _ ° S3 PLAGIOCL4SE2

_ 72215

702 / o53 PLAG_OCLASEi

/.o 59 ANOt_:_OSltE
ItRb 'l+Sr/

4 54 ANO*tKOm+E0.O5 0"10 0"15 0 20BABI I I I i

Figure 9: Mixing lines generated by anorthositic clasts within breccia matrix samples and an unidentified gabbroic
anorthosite end-member; and between gabbroic anorthosite and microgranite, for 72255 and other Boulder I
samples, lf anorthositic samples are cogenetic, the line marked 4.4 Ae defines their igneous age. Using new decay
constants, this line has an age of 4.31 Ga. (See also 72215, Fig. 9).
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Table 11: Isotopic composition of Pb in 72255 samples.
(Nunes et al., 1974b)

Corrected for blank

and primordial Pb Single.stage ages in m.y.

:c_pb :ovpb _o_pb -'oapb :c_pb :o_pb :o_pb :ospb

Sample Run :_SU 23sU 2°rPb "-3vFh :3SU 23_U 2°'_Pb "_'h

72255,67 matrix

(dark) CIP t).9906 77.36 0.5667 0.2459 4,480 4,486 4,489 4,503

CI 0.9873 77.22 0.5676 -- 4.469 4,484 4,491 --
72255,54 matrix

(light) C1P 0.9321 66,41 0.5170 0.2324 4,285 4.331 4,353 4,281

C1 0.9317 66.13 0.5151 -- 4.284 4,327 4,348 --
72255,60 matrix mixture

(dark and light) C1P 0.9745 74.53 0.5550 0.2349 4,427 4.448 4.458 4.322
C1 0.9743 74.61 0.5557 -- 4,426 4,449 4.460 --

72255,49 Civet Cat clast ping.-

deficient CIP 1.065 92.15 0.6281 0.2499 4.717 4.664 4.64I 4.570

C1 1.069 90.76 0.6159 -- 4,732 4,049 4.612 --

72255,49 Civet Cat clast plag.-

enrichedt CIP [.464 147.8 0.7326 -- 5,382 5,050 4.916 --

CI 1.443 169.7 0.8533 -- 5.867 5,146 4.865 --

*Note: Concentration and composition splits were divided from solution prior to adding the -'°RPb

enriched spike. All other analyses were of splits from crushed solid material and the concentration

portions were totally spiked prior to dissolution.

tThe gross difference between the CP and C only calculations must be because of an heterogeneous

splitting of this sample prior to spiking---calculated U/Pb ratios from the concentration only data (i.e.

where only the 2°*Pb/2'ZPb ratio from the composition run was utilized) are the most accurate.

Table 12: Age parameters and single-stage Pb ages of 72255 samples.
(Nunes et al., 1974b).

Observed ratiosf Corrected for analytical blank_

Weight zoepb 2ovpb 2oSpb 2Oepb 2o_pb 2oSpb 2oTpb 2oepb

Sample (rag) Run 2Otpb 2O.pb 2O4pb 2O4pb 2OVpb 2O4pb ZO6pb 2Onpb

72255,67 matrix

(dark) . 100.8 P 1.596 908.5 1.526 2,815 1,601 2.682 0.5685 0.9527
132.5 C* t,092 624.7 -- 1.405 802.5 -- 0.5711 --

72255.54 matrix
(light) 124.1 P 2,089 1,085 2,023 3.296 1,709 3.186 0.5187 0.9666

98.2 C* 1.734 898.9 -- 2,803 1,449 -- 0.5171 --

72255,60 matrix mixture

(dark and light1 190.3 P 1,987 1.107 1,909 2,212 L233 2,128 0.5573 0.9619
196.7 C* 1.897 1.060 -- 2,090 1,166 -- 0.5582 --

72255,49 Civet Cat clasl

plag.<leficient 66.2 P 185.7 120.9 163.5 198.2 128.9 173.3 0.6505 0,8743
5t.6 C* 199.2 127.2 -- 217.6 138.6 -- 0.6369 --

72255,49 Civet Cat clast 32.9 P 204.9 153.2 148,8 245.4 183.3 173.3 0.7467 0 7062

plag.- enriched 35.7 C* 160.0 138.5 -- 180.5 156.4 -- 0.8663

*Samples totally spiked prior to digestion.

"t2°SPb spike contribution subtracted from Pb concentration data.

*Analytical total Pb blanks ranged from 0.59 to 1.96 ng except for the 75055 composition blank

(2.9 ng), and the 74220 concentration blank (2.8 ng).

P = composition data; C = concentration data.
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Table 13: Fission track analysis of whitlockite in 72255

(from Goswami et al., 1976a). Track density in cm -2 x 107. The table differs from that in Goswami and Hutcheon

(1975) in that the observed track density has increased from 30.2 and the row labelled "spallation recoils" has been
added, exactly accounting for the increase. Goswami and Hutcheon (1975) also mislabelled the density units as

being multiplied by a factor of 10 -7 instead of 107.

Track contributions 72255*

Observed track density 36.3 -+1.5
Fe-group cosmic rays 1.0--+0.5
Spallation recoils 6.1 -+0.6
Reactor-induced fission 1.65+ 0.06
Lunar neutron-induced fission < 0.15

+ 1.7
High-energy cosmic ray-induced fission_t 3.3 - 1.0

+ 1.7
Spontaneous fission tracks 24.2_ 2.2
Tracks from -'36Ufission 16.1 -+1.1§

+ 1.8§
Tracks from 2"Pu fission 8.1 2.4

+0 10
Observed PP./pu 0.51 "-0.14

*Ooswami and Hutcheon (1975).
fThis work.
_Assumes Th/U = 12:].

§C. = 71 ± 4 ppm; track retention age = 3.96 G.y.
¶C. : 83 ± 4 ppm; track retention age : 3.98 G.y.
Calculations use the following decay constants: a_:J'= 703 x I0-*' yr -L (Roberts er

al.. 19681; A. :_ = t.55 × 10-'° yr-J (Jaff©y et al.. 19711; Ap:_ = 1.045 x 10-" yr-_ (Fields et
al.. 1966); Ao_"=850x 10-_yr -' (Fields et al.. 19661.

Table 14: Rb-Sr data for the Civet Cat norite in 72255

(Compston et al., 1975).

Rb, Sr, and STSr/SgSrfor samples of the Civet Cat clast 72255,41. Total-rock samples are independent
fragments rather than homogenized aliquots, so analytical differences are expected due to sampling

effects. Mineral separates are grouped with the total-rocks from which they were separated

Weight Rb Sr STRb/s6Sr STSr/S6Sr±se _
(rag) (ppm) (ppm)

Plagioclase-rich total-rock (1) 5.2 4.20 219.5 0.0552 0.70250±7
Plagioclase-rich total-rock (2) 4.3 3.96 226.5 0.0504 0.70222±3

'Mixed' total-rock (1) 15.8 2.56 101.4 0.0729 0.70348±2
'Mixed _ total-rock (2) 14.6 3.02 100.9 0.0864 0.70443±2
Plagioclase (1) 4.5 3.59 224.6 0.0461 0.702035_3
Plagioclase (2) 4.6 3.60 221.2 0.0469 0.70202±3
Plagioclase (3) 3.6 3.29 209.5 0.0453 (0.70168±8) b
Plagioclase (4) 3.7 2.89 198.0 0.0421 0.70175±3
Pyroxene (green) 8.8 1.09 16.12 0.1956 0.71080±15
Pyroxene (black) 3.7 0.74 22.08 0.0972 0.70518±6

Pyroxene-rich total-rock (1) 15.5 5.68 79.8 0.2053 0.71148±3
Pyroxene-rich total-rock (2) 14.4 5.75 99.7 0.1662 0.70919-4-4
Plagioclase (5) 5.6 6.67 147.1 0.1309 0.70743±3
Pyroxene (green+black) 4.3 1.80 19.16 0.2721 0.71498±8

a Internal standard error of mean.
b Strong anomalous isotopic fractionation - discard.
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material), and granitic material (see
72215, Fig. 9 fat diagram). U,Th-
Pb isotopic data and age parameters o _ _ _ _ J _ T _ t
for matrix samples were presented
by Nunes et al. (1974b) (given here

0.05

as Tables 10, 11, and 12, with data
o

for the Civet Cat norite), and also u
discussed by Nunes and Tatsumoto
(1975). The matrix data plot within 002
error of concordia in a 4.24 to 4.44 _--

G-arange (see 72215, Fig. 10). _
Although these Boulder 1 data can o.o_ I I I t ! t
by themselves be explained by a _ i _ L , t _ J _
simple 2-stage U-Pb evolutionary a.2
history whereby -4.5 Ga material

14

was disturbed by -4.0 Ga event(s), _ _ _-_Z__ _o _ _2 j,other intermediate events could be _ 40

masked by the uncertainty of the Jdata. Hutcheon et al. (1974b), o 3a

Braddy et al. (1975b), Goswami
and Hutcheon (1975), and _ 3.6 72255, 42o.

Goswami et al. (1976a,b) used <

fission tracks to assess the age of a 3_
whitlockite grain in the 72255 3.2

matrix (Table 13, Fig. 13). I ! i _ I ! i I
Adopting 71ppm U for the 0.t o2 03 0.4 us o_ o7 o8 o9 _o
whitlockite, the la'acks are in excess Cumulative fraction 39*Ar released

of those from 238U alone, and the

excess is assumed to result from Figure 10: Apparent-age and K/Ca data from 72255,42. (Leich et al.,
244pu. A (Pu/U) o of 0.020 gives an 1975a)
age of 3.90-3.93 Ga for the
whitlockite (Hutcheon et aL,
1974b); if the ratio is assumed to be
the same as that of the St. Severin

meteorite, i.e. 0.015, then the age is

3.96(+0.04,-0.07)Ga. Sucha "_ _ 72255,41 CIVET CAT CLAST //
track retention age of the _ '

/j

whiflockite most probably refers to "s_ _s, _ ._, ....the last high-temperature event.

oo ....Cat norite clast were investigated

by Leich et al. (1975a,b) (At-At), _o_ [MOOEL4.4
Compston et al. (1975) (Rb-Sr),
and Nunes et al. (1974b) and Nunes 1

• 05'• - • AE r

and Tatsumoto (1975a) (U, Th-Pb). ,0, ._o/J ............. / O-6992 3-T-7 /
The At-At release data are shown __ L
in Fig. 10. From 800 to 1200 ,o: o°.......................
degrees Centigrade the sample has / .............
an apparent-age plateau of 3.93 +/-

0.03 Ga; the plateau includes 57% ,oo a/_AB_
of the total 39*At. The 1400 "Rb/"s'

degree centigrade fraction has an ooo olo_ ' o_,0 ' _ ' 'o 15 _2o

age significantly higher (-3.99 Ga)

and contains 25% of the total Figure 11: Isochron defined by total-rock fragments and low-Rb
39*At. The Ar isotopic data as a plagioclases from the Civet Cat clast (72255,41). The age with new
whole suggest that the plateau age constants is 4.08 Ga; the model line corresponds with 4.31 Ga. (Compston
is reliable, and it is consistent with et at, 1975)
the disturbances indicated in the Sr
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and Pb isotopic data. The Rb-Sr EXPOSURE AGES: greater than 1 cm was good, but not
isotopic data for the Civet Cat are at less than this depth (Fig. 15). The
given in Table 14, and Figs. 11, 12, Leich et al. (1975a,b) measured the disagreement could result from
and 13, and include many mineral isotopic compositions of the rare small-scale (ram size) cratering
separates. The six "bulk" samples gases He, Ne, At, Kr, and Xe in a event late in the boulder history.
alone define a perfectly fitted matrix sample and the Civet Cat MacDougall et al. (1974) had
isochron of 4.10 +/- 0.06 Ga, with norite in 72255. Trapped gas placed an upper limit of 15 to 20
initial 87Sr/86Sr of 0.69919 +/- 8 abundances are very low, with only Ma on the exposure, but noted that

(Fig. 11). Compston et al. (1975) small to negligible solar wind erosion was in any case a problem
interpret this age as the igneous components. The cosmogenic Kr for interpretation; such track ages
crystallization age, because (1) isotopic spectra for the matrix do not necessarily date the time that
these entitities were created during sample gave an exposure age of the boulder rolled into its present
an igneous event (2) the intitlal Sr 44.1 +/- 3.3 Ma. (Leich et al., position, but only some later
isotope ratio is low whereas the 1975b, tabulated preliminary Kr spalling event.
Rb/Sr is quite high, and (3) ages of 44.6 +1- 2.9 for the matrix
metamorphic equilibration in the and 36 +/- 10 for the Civet Cat, but Yokoyama et al. (1974) noted that
sample is limited to smaller in Leich et al., 1975a, no Kr age 72255 was saturated in 26A1,
volumes. Including the plagioclase was tabulated for the Civet Cat requiring an exposure of at least a
separates refines the age to 4.08 Ga. norite sample because there are few million years.
Some separates do not fit the "bulk" large uncertainties in the cosmo-
isochron (Fig. 12), and the pattern genie 81Kr/83Kr ratio). The age is
resembles that of response to a similar to that of 72215, but lower PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
younger heating event; however, than the exposure age of 72275 (52
re-eqnilibration was not complete Ma), probably because of differen- Magnetic data for 72255 samples
on the scale of less than 0.2 nun. ces in shielding. The less-precise were reported by Banerjce et al.
An age of 3.81 +/- 0.23 Ga Ar-Ca exposure ages (48 Ma for (1974a,b) and Banerjee and Swits
approximates the time of mineral Civet Cat, 56 Ma for matrix, +/- (1975). Samples from the Boulder
disturbance. A detailed discussion about 25%) are consistent with the were oriented with respect to each
is given in Compston et al. (1975). Kr age. other (accurate to within about +/-
Alternatively, if the Civet Cat was 20 degrees). Two samples from
not a closed system during re- Particle track data bearing on 72255 had the same direction (Fig.
heating, then those separates richest exposure were reported by 16), and within error of those from
in Rb might represent Rb gain. MacDougall et al. (1974), 72255. The two 72255 samples had

Then an alignment of black Huteheon et al. (1974b), Braddy et the same intensity of 1.2 x 10-5
pyroxene, plagioclase-rich total al. (1975b), Goswami and emu/g. In an attempt to separate
rocks, and other plagioclases give Hutebeon (1975), and Goswami et stable primary NRM from unstable
an age of about 4.36 +/- 0.13 for the al. (1976a,b). The track density secondary NRM, the authors

maximum possible original profile was produced from thick attempted thermal demagnetization,
crystallization age. sections 72255,30 and ,32, using avoiding oxidation; however, from

SEM and optical methods. The the continually decreasing NRM
The U,Th-Pb isotopic data of interpretation is complicated by (Fig. 17), it appeared that perm-
Nunes et al. (1974b) for the Civet correction for exposure geometry anent damage was done to the
Cat norite are in Table 10. The (assumed equivalent to present-day magnetic carriers and the procedure
Civet Cat norite contains excess Pb

exposure throughout) and was nnadvisable. AF-demagnet-
relative to U, plotting well above uncertainty in the erosive history izatlon showed no zig-zag patterns,
concordia. The excess probably (assumed as I mm/Ma). The and the NRM direction after
reflects transfer of Pb from the external surface of the sample is demagnetization in fields at 80 Oe or
matrix, which is relatively Pb-rich, saturated with craters, suggesting a greaterare stable and primary;
into the clast during breccia recent exposure of more than 1 however, these fields differ in
formation, although other times are Ma. Hutcheon et al. (1974b) using direction from those in 72275 by

possible. The two analyses are too a simple one-stage exposure model 130 degrees (Fig. 18). Banerjee and
uncertain to yield an accurate age calculated an age of 19 +/-2 Ma. Swits (1975) presented data for
determination (Nunes and The uneven distribution of shock paleointensity, suggesting a field of
Tasumoto, 1975a). alteration effects could be a 0.35 Oe, different from those of

complicating factor. Goswami and 72275 and 72215 (suggesting 3
Hutcheon (1975) added more data different events, as also suggested
(Fig. 14); they found that if by the differing directions of NRM
normalized to the Kr exposure age under AF-demagnetization).
of 42 Ma, then agreement at depths However, given the problems of
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obtaining and interpreting magnetic
data for lunar samples then neither
the directions nor the intensities can

be said to have known meanings
(see also discussion by Cisowsld et
al., 1977).

Adams and Charette (1975)
reported spectral reflectance

measurements for the 0.35-2.5 "_ _ PYROXENE- RICH TOTAL ROCKS jj I

micron range for a gray noritie _ AND MINERAL SEPARATES _'tbreccia that was heavily _,_ CIVET CAT CLAST °_ _"°
contaminated with saw-blade metal ] __ _xEN_

(,74). The reflectance curve may ,,2 i /_" "_ _E-be artificially flattened by the • :

tOTAL I
presence of the opaque 7,ok _EEN
contaminant; it shows little | P_o_

absorption at the 1.9 micron band _o8-that results from pyroxene and that

is typical of other highland rock ,0_L _ _oc Ass
samples, r ///-_ _-4_7_

704 PYROX_N_
i

PROCESSING _o ,2 ,. _ _8 _o 22 2. 2_ 28

The details of the intial processing Figure 12: Rb-Sr mineral data for the pyroxene-rich fragments of the Civet
of 72255 were given by Marvin in Cat clast. With new constants, the "3.9 Ga reference line" corresponds with
CI 1 (1974). Three documented

3.82 Ga reference, and the 4.17 isochron to 4.08 Ga. The reference
pieces had broken away during
transport, and partly used for thin isochron corresponds with the time of redistribution of 87Sr and/or Rb after
sections. The sawing of a 1.5 cm- original igneous cooling at 4.08 Ga. (Compston et al., 1975).
thick slab (Figs. 1,2) was
accomplished in July, 1973. The
slab, 72255,10, was removed as a
single piece and,11 broke off along
a pre-existing crack. Some chalky [

white material was sawn from the _- _OXE_ER,C__1_ MAXIMUM AGE ESTIMATE ,o,_ ,o

east tip (,18) and used for thin l G,EENmO×E_o_sections and chemistry, and surface _,o CIVET CAT CLAST

chips were taken from elsewhere . ,_ox_,__,c.

on the main mass (Fig. 2). The slab z0_t- __J ,o,,_

was subdivided, with the main [_,XIMUMAOE445 _ ._ P_,oc_divisions as shown in Fig. 19. zo__ *2 _ MtXINOUNEI
Many thin sections were made from : o i

BLACK PYROXENE

slab materials. A second slab and _ _ _ °_x_o

related pieces were cut from the [ o._'/PtAcaoctme RIC.TOT_rOV'L_oc_main mass 72255,23 in 1984, but _o2_-
studies of them have only recently // 4 PLAGIOCL$4._S

commenced. 7oo

02 04 06 12 14 16 18 20

Figure 13: Maximum age estimate for the Civet Cat norite (4.36 Ga with
new decay constants). The diagram assumes that new Rb entered the
pyroxene-rich component during deformation and shearing at breccia
assembly, but that all plagioclase separates and black pyroxene were
unaffected. Then the "4.2" Ga (new constants give 4.11 Ga) becomes a
mixing line of no simple time significance. (Compston et aL, 1975).
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Figure 14: Measured track densities in 72255,30 and ,32 plotted as a
function of distancefrom the exterior surface. SEM and optical data,
without normalization. The solid line is the best fit through the data points.
(Goswami and Hutcheon, 1975).
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Figure 15: Observed and expected track density profiles for 72255. The
solid line is taken from Figure 14; the dotted and dashed lines are
calculated for two different exposure ages. (Goswami and Hutcheon,
1975).
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Figure 16: Absolute NRM directions of samples of Figure 17: Decay of NRM intensity on thermal
72255 and 72275. Average directions for each sample demagnetization of 72255 and 72275 samples in zero
are denoted by the larger symbols. 95% cones of field and in an H2.C02 gas-buffered furnace.

confidence are indicated. (Banerjee et al., 1974a). (Banerjee et al., 1974a).
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Figure 18: Main subdivisions of the first slab cut from Figure 19: Changes in NRM directions on AF-
72255, in 1973 (from Marvin, in CI 1, 1974). demagnetization of 72255 and 72275 samples. The

numbers refer to peak AF values. The stable direction
for 72275 is average of points 75,100, and 150; that for
72255 for points 75 and 100. (Banerjee et al., 1974a).
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72275
Fragmental Polymict Breccia
St. 2, 3640 g

INTRODUCTION shapedwithroundedcomers. After and lithic fragmentsconstitutinga
collectionit brokeinto several fragmentalpolymict breccia. The

72275 is a fragmentalbreccia that pieces (Fig. 1). The exposed sample is not a regolith breccia. A
may represent the matrix of surface had a thin patchybrown few of the ciasts are more thana
Boulder 1, although it stood up in patina, with a few zap pits on some centimeter across, including a con-
bold relief on the top of theboulder surfaces (N, E, B). Splashes of spicuousrimmed clast (Figs. 1, and
(see section on Boulder 1, St. 2, black glass covered some of the 2) labelled Clast #1 c_ the Marble
Fig. 2). It is predominantly light sample. An opposite face, tilted Cake clast. Other conspicuous
gray [N7], fairly friable, and down toward theboulder, had a clasts are the Apollo 17 KREEPy
encloses severalprotruding powdery covering that was layered basalts (-3.93 Ga old) unique to
subrounded coherent knobs. Most and ripple-marked, this sample, many dark melt-matrix
suchknobs are darker colored breccias, and varied feldspathic
(medium gray IN5]). The sample 72275 is a porous aggregate of granulite and other feldspathic
was 17cm long, and irregularly angular mineral, devitrified glass, breccias.Numerous rock types,

Figure 1: Reconstructed 72275, with documented pieces mainly on the right, and undocumented pieces in the
foreground The exposed north side shows thin brown patina. Clast #1 (Marble Cake clast) is prominent on the front
face. Scale in centimeters. S-73-1607Z
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PETROGRAPHY

72255 is conspicuously polymict
(Figs. 1-5). LSPET (1973)
described the sample as a layered
light gray-breccia. Simonds et al.
(1975) listed it as a fragmental
breccia. The most detailed

descriptions of the petrography of
72275 are given in Stoeser et al.
(1974a, and in CI 1, CI 2, 1974),
Marvin (in CI 1, 1974), and Ryder
et al. (1975b), who described

72275 as a light gray friable
breccia. The Apollo 17 KILEEPy
basalts were described in particular
by Ryder et aL (1977) and Salpas et
al. (1987).

Mapping of the sample before and
after slabbing (Marvin, in CI 1,
1974) showed four main lithologic
types (Fig. 3a, b)

1) the light gray matrix with minor
darker gray zones, appearing as a
friable aggregate of mineral and

. lithic clasts with a range of sizes up
.... to about 0.5 ram. Plagioclase and a

few percent brown and yellow
mafic silicates were identifiable,

with sparse grains of pink or ambe_
spinel, and metallic iron.

2) anorthositic clasts of which the
most conspicuous is clast #1
(Marble Cake clast), with a black
tim. Smaller white clasts, with and
without rims, occur throughout the
specimen. Clast #1 is not pure

_ _ . white, but has 10 to 20% yellow
marie silicates, and appears to be a

Figure 2: Initial slabbing and slab dissection of 72275, leaving irregular fluidized cataclastic breccia,interlayered with gray breccia and
surface, and exposing the dark clasts #2 and #3. Clast #1 is to the left. black rim material.
Cubes are I inch. S-73-34463.

3) Dark gray aphanitic clasts,
such as other basalts, granites, and petrographic and chemical study including clasts #2 and #3, which
impact melts, are present as smaller possible. Detailed maps of the are hard, resistant dark gray
fragments. Rare gas analyses exterior surfaces and the slab based materials (later identified as
suggest an exposure age of about on the macroscopic observations, as aphanitic impact melts). These
52 Ma, a little older than 72215 and well as descriptions of the sample clasts contain small angular
72255 and suggesting a two-stage allocations, were given in Marvin fragments and thin white streaks
exposure history for the boulder. (in CI 1, 1974) (Fig. 3a, b). Two indicating that they are polymict

new slabs parallel to the fast were breccias. Small fragments are
Most of the studies of 72275 were cut in 1984 (Figs. 3e, 4, 5) for new common in 72275.
conducted by the Consortium consortium studies (leader L. A.

Indomitabile (leader J. A. Wood). Taylor). They were described by 4) Basaltic clasts and zones, which
A slab cut across the sample (Fig. Salpas et al. (1985). are the relics of the Apollo 17
2) in 1973 made a comprehensive KREEPy basalts. Most of the clasts
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are rounded, and consist of white Table 1: Population survey of clast types in 72275 light gray matrix,
feldspar laths and yellow pyroxene, excepting the dark impact melt breccias. % by number, not area.
Most conspicuous are clasts #4 and (Stoeser et al., 1974a).
#5 on the slab pieces. The clasts
are embedded in zones of fine-

. -=7_grained basaltic debris, but these Clast type -7-v_s
zones are difficult to delineate

macroscopically. (Other basaltic Granulitic ANT breccias 48.3%Granulitic polygonal anorthosite 3.5
clasts were later found and mapped Crushed anorthosite 5.1
on the newer slab cuts by Salpas et Devitrifiedglass 7.9
al., 1985, 1987). Glass shards 0.4

U]tramafic particles 1.6

Three distinct lithologic units in the Basaltic troctolite 2.0
1984 surfaces were recognized by Pigeonite basalt 5.1
Willis (1985). A darker and coarser Other basaltic par{icles 2.0Granitic clasts 1.6
unit separated two lighter, more "Civet Cat" type nbrite 0.4
fine-grained units. Each is distinct Monomineralic plagioclase 15.0
with respect to clast sizes, Monomineralic mafic silicates 5.5
abundance, and types. O,e of the Monomineralic spinel & opaques !.2
lighter units consists mainly of
basalts sitting in crushed basalts, Number of clasts surveyed 254
whereas the other changes from
breccia clasts (mainly dark melt
breccias) to basalts towards the ropy glass clasts, nor their (Marvin, in C_ I, 1974; St_ser et

tinterior of the rock. The dark coarz_e devitrified equivalents that are aL, in CI 1, 1974).._ he clas m are
zone consists mostly of dark melt characteristic of regofith breccias, rounded, with prominent white
breccia clasts. In all the units the occur in the light-gray friable feldspar and yellow mafic silicates.
average clast dimension decreases matrix. The range of mineral Few of the relict basalt fragments
from the first face exposed to the fragments (Figs. 7-9) is similar to are more than a few millimeters
last. the range in the dark aphanitic across; rare examples reach one

melts (Figs. 9, and 10), with centimeter.
Stoeser et al. (1974a, and in CI 1, plagioclase, low-Ca pyroxenes, and
1974) and Ryder et al. (1975b) olivine predominant, llmenite, Most of the KREEPy basalts clasts
considered that the sample had two tloilite, Fe-metal, pink spinel, have a mesostasis-rich subophitic to
major llthologic types, that of the chromite, and trace amounts of K- intersertal texture (Fig. 6e) (Stoeser
gray polymict breccia, and that of feldspar, silica, zircon, and et al., CI 1, 1974; CI 2, 1974,
the KREEPy basalt (which they armalcolite, are present. The 1974a,b; Ryder et al., 1975b, 1977;
referred to as "pigeonite basalt") differences in lithic clast Irving, 1975; Salpas et al., 1985,
breccia; the latter forms about 30% . populations preclude the possibility 1986a, 1987). Most have a medium
of the exposed surfaces. The light- that the light-gray friable matrix is grain size (silicates 500-1000
gray friable breccia is composed of a crushed version of the dark microns), but there is a range down
porous, poorly-sintered matrix, aphanitic melts. The lack of to fme-grained equigranular and
with angular mineral and lithic equilibration rims and lack of glassy vitrophyric varieties, which
clasts (Fig. 6a, b). A clast extensive sintei'ing suggest that the are less common. The textures are

population survey was tabulated by light-gray matrix was not subjected homogeneous, and the fragments
Stoeser et aL (1974a) (Table 1); to high temperatures for any great contain no xenoliths or other

however, this table omits the dark length of time. features suggestive of an impact
matrix breccias (the aphanitic origin for the melt phase. The
melts) that are the dominant clast A17 KREEPy Basalts: t,'hemical evidence (below) also
type. The dark aphanitic melts, The KREEPy basalts, originally suggests that these basalts are
which resemble samples 72215 and referred to as Pigeonite basalts volcanic. The range in grain sizes
72255 in petrography and (Steeser et al. in CI 1, 1974, and and textures suggests that a
chemistry, are themselves polymict, 1974a,b) occur as fragments and sampling of both flow interiors and
containing all the other clast types breccia zones in the light gray exteriors was obtained. The
except for the KREEPy basalts, matrix (Fig. 3a,b). They have not dominant subophitic basalts consist
Materials similar to the Civet Cat been found in the dark impact melt of approximately equal amounts of
norite and granites appear to be bl"eccias, nor in any other samples, plagioclase and clinopyroxene
dominantly, if not absolutely, The brecciated zones consist almost (mainly pigeonite), with 10% to
confined to the dark aphanitic entirely of crushed basalts, and are 30% of a complex fine-grained and
melts. Neither glass sphemles or clots or bands up to 2 cm thick, opaque mesostasis (Fig. 6e). A
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Figure 3: Slabbing and mapping of 72275. a) Sawn surface of the main mass (,102), and the slab (,42). b) Surface
of clast #1 and the east end piece (,27). c) 1984 reslabbing of main mass ,102. Cube is I inch.
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Figure 4: Exposed west face of ftrst 1984 slab (,328) after removing irregular surface left in 1973 slabbing. Most of
the surface visible is that exposed in Fig. 2; another large clast has been exposed Cube is I inch; rule scale is
centimeters. S-84-45540.

Figure 5: Exposed east face of second 1984 slab (,337) and its subdivisions. There is an obvious lack of large clasts
compared with the earlier exposed faces. Cube is I inch; rule scale is centimeters. S-84-46145.
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a b c

d e

Figure 6: Photomicrographs of 72275. All plane transmitted light except c), crossed polarizers. All about 2mmfield
of view.

a) 72275,13: general friable matrix of undocumented chip, showing feldspathic granulite clasts and schlieren
(right), clasts or blobs of dark melt matrix breccias, and numerous mineral clasts.

b) 72275,134: general matrix of 1973 slab near clast #5, showing rounded dark melt breccia pieces, mineral
clasts, and small fragments of KREEPy basalts.

c) 72275,138: anorthositic brecciafrom the core of clast #1, the Marble Cake clast.
d) 72275,145: matrix of clast #2, a dark melt breccia.
e) 72275, 147: clast #5, a monomict breccia or cataclasite of KREEPy basalt.
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Figure 7: Compositions of pyroxenes in 72275 light gray friable matrix samples. The large outlined area is the

range of compositions of pyroxenes in the KREEPy basalts; the smaller outlined areas are the ranges for
anorthositic breccias, a) b) are general matrix, c) is a white streak in the matrix in ,128 a) from Stoeser et al.
(1974a). b) c) from Stoeser et al. in CI 1, 1974.
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Figure8:Histogramsofoliv_compositionsin72275matrixanddasts.
a)monomineralicolivinesin generallightgraymatrix,b) olivinesfrom
feldspathicgranuliteclasts,c) olivinesin clast#1and the whitestreakin
,128.d) olivinesin thetroctoliticbasalts(impactmelts?)and theKREEPy
basalts(= pigeonitebasalts).Stoeseret al.(1974a).
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"_I al., 1977) Clinopyroxene, which that form the other Boulder 1encloses plagioclases, is elongate to samples 72215 and 72255, and

,0 ] 72275 Morble Co ke BCBx tabular. Many are twinned; none were similarly eventually

are sector zoned. The first pyroxene recognized as aphanitic impact_. t • , to crystallize was Mg-pigeonite; melts (e.g. Ryder and Wood, 1977;
8o 6'o orthopyroxene such as is common Spudis and Ryder, 1981) and not

5 9_ 70

in A 15 KREEP basalts is absent, the metamorphosed breccias
722,5 Gcsxcrofts Zoning to more Fe-, Ca-rich originally suggested (e.g. Stoeser et

i pyroxenes is commonly erratic, al., 1974a, Ryder et al., 1975b).
They are also similar to the Station

o __L • • • The silica polymorph is a late-stage 3 samples 73215, 73235, and 7325580 70 60

i',"' phase,andcomposes as much as (e.g. James et al., 1978). The dark5% of some clasts. It has the breccias were described by Stoeser
mosaic fracture pattern et al., (1974a,b, and in CI 1, CI 2,

_ characteristic of eristobalite. Some 1974), Ryder et al. (1977b), and
grains are laths (poorly-developed) Spudis and Ryder (1981).
and up to 500 microns long. Most of the dark melt breccias are

! Chromite is a euhedral to subhedral less than 1 mm, but some are much
early-crystallizing phase, most less larger, including Clasts #2 and #3

_o _ ./o _o than 50 microns, that is aluminous exposed on the sawn faces (Fig. 2-
O:oA_ and zoned to titanian chromite rims. 4). Clast #3 was not allocated, but

Figure 9: Compositions ofolivines Olivine is rare, small (less than 300 clast #2 was allocated for

in 72275 lithologies. Marble Cake microns), and a compositional petrographic and chemical studies.
is clast #1; GCBx are the dark range from Fo69-64. It appears to The Marble Cake clast (clast #1) is
impact melt breccias; LFBx is the have survived by enclosure in other a complex rimmed clast (see
general light gray matrix. Ryder et silicates. The mesostasis forms below). Clasts # 1 and #2, and many
al. (1975b). interstitial triangular patches of the smaller dark breccias, have a

several hundred microns across. "globby" nature, with rounded and
silica mineral (cristobalite?), minor There is no evidence of irregular outlines (Figs. 2, 4, and
chromite, Fe-metal, and very rare immiscibility, although it is 6a, b). In thin sections they are very
olivine are present outside of the heterogeneous, appearing to be dark and dense, with a very fine-
mesostasis, q"ne mesostasis consists more Fe-rich adjacent to pyroxene grained groundmass enclosing a
of ilmenite, Fe-metal, cristobalite and more silicic adjacent to variety of clasts, usually small
(?), plagioclase, ferroaugite, plagioclases (Stoeser et al., in CI 1, (Figs. 6a, b, d). The lithic clast
phosphate, lroilite, potash feldspar, 1974). The mesostasis rims are not population consists of feldspathic
zircon, and a Si-rich glass. Both Fe- all sharply defined. The bulk granulites, other feldspathic
metal and troilite occur as veins, composition of the mesostasis is breccias, some basalts and coarser

Fe-, Si-, and P-rich, and poor in K impact melts, and sparse granites.
The compositions of silicate compared with many other lunar Monomineralic clasts are mainly
mineral phases are shown in Figs. mesostasis compositions. Fe-metal plagioclase, but oil.vines and
11, 12, and 13, and analyses of and (less common) troilite occur in pyroxenes are also common. Some
metal grains in Fig. 14. Representa- the mesostasis, as veins, and as dark clasts have vesicles. The melt

tive microprobe analyses of phases blebs in early-crystallizing phases, matrices are fine-grained, mainly
are tabulated in Stoeser et al. (in CI Their low Ni contents are plagioclase and probably pyroxene
1, CI 2, 1974; 1974b; Ryder et al., consistent with lack of meteoritic commonly less than 5 microns, and
1977). Phases in the relict basalt contamination and thus, a volcanic the melt fraction is probably about
fragments and the brecciated zones origin for the basalts. 50-70% of the volume. Composi-
show similar ranges (e.g. Figs. 11, dons of monomineralic silicate

and 12). Dark Impact Melt Breecias: phases, mainly clasts, are shown in
Materials originally labelled "dark Fig. 9b (plagioclases) and Fig. 10

Plagioclases, which form an matrix breccias" (Stoeser et al., in (olivines and pyroxenes). The range
interlocking network of laths, is CI 1, 1974) and later gray to black in compositions of mafic minerals
zoned normally; the trend towards competent breccias (e.g. in Ryder et is greater than that of anorthositic
extreme Or-enrichment in al., 1975b) are a distinctive feature breccias (e.g. granulites), and
plagioclase appears to be unique of 72275. They are the dominant indicates that a wide variety of
among lunar samples. Some of the clast material, and occur as discrete lithologies contributed to the dark
plagioclase borders contain glassy clasts and as finds to, or intermixed melt breccias. However, no
or microcrystalline silicic globules with, feldspathic clasts such as fragments of the A 17 KREEPy
less thanl0 microns in diameter, feldspathic granulites. They are basalts have been found in these
possibly trapped magma.(Ryder et similar to the dark matrix materials melt breccias. Defocused beam
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analyses (Table 2) show that the
dark matrix breccias have low-K aaecc._CLASTS

Fra Mauro basalt compositions n r_ n r_, _ []] _ m ,n _q7
similar to those in 72215 and 72255 90 Bo 70 so 5o

(see alsochemistry section), '] -- -_ • - I..a- .suggesting a common source, %0 _o _o _o "_o
although there is some variation. .0,_ F.

Clast #1 (Marble Cake): ...... ,,

The distinctive 3 on clast visible on ,o (_\.:.

slabbing (Figs. 2-4) was described ,o i\/

by Stoeser et al. (1974a, and CI 1 _o / _-and CI 2, 1974), Marvin et al.
(1974), and Ryder et al. (1975b). It ,o . S • :"

consists ofalight-coloredcore / _-_ _ • _ z _ _ _Ea so ao ro 6o _ 40 _o zo Fs

(white, with about 10 to 20%
yellow minerals) with a dense .........................................
envelope of dark breccia material -/ ....

that also is crudely interlayered / • ' ;_'_":with the core. The rim and the core "' "''" :
have been fluidized simultaneously. '" " "

• :'b';_' •
Part of the clast was thin sectioned ..........
and mapped (Fig. 15). ' •
Compositions of marie mineral
phases are shown in Fig. 16. Figure 10: Compositions of olivines (a, b) and pyroxenes (c, d) in dark
Defocused beam analyses of some impact melt breccias (GCBx) in 72275. a) Stoeser et al. (1974a), b),d)
clasts are given in Table 3. The Ryder et al. (1975b), c) Stoeser et al., CI 1.
dark breccia consists of an

aphanitic impact melt, similar to other samples, but are actually clasts were described by Stoeser et
other dark breccias in 72275 except unique. Some exsolved pyroxene al. (1974a, and in CI 1, CI 2, 1974),
that it is darker, more vesicular, and fragments that are 200 microns and by Ryder et al. (1975b) under
higher in K and P than most (Table across (hence bigger than those in the now-obsolete acronym ANT
2, col. 9) (Stoeser et aL, in CI 2, the ilmenite microgabbros) have a (anorthosite, norite, troctolite).
1974). The core material is a composition similar to those in the Some are several centimeters in
complex mix, dominated by a ilmenite mierogabbros; their source size, and are petrographically
coarse-grained feldspathic Ethology could be a coarser-grained similar to those found in other
that has been crushed (Fig. 6c). equivalent. Other clast types Boulder 1 samples and elsewhere at
Some of its fragments are include an orange glass (spinel the Apollo 17 site. Recrystallized
granulitic, and more than one troctolite composition), some fine- varieties (feldspathic granulites,
feldspathic rock type may be grained "basalts" with quenched both poikilitic and granulitic in
presenL The parent rock was appearance that give the impression texture) are most common. The
plaginclase-rich (more than 80%), of being impact melts, and compositions range from noritic to
and contained olivine (Fo60_68), microgranites. The latter are fairly troctolitic anotthosites. They have a
bronzite, and angite: a cataclastic common, range of mineral compositions (e.g.
troctolitic ferroan anorthosite. Fig. 17), though most individual

Iimenite microgabbros are small Feldspathie Breceias: clasts ate fairly well-equilibrated.
igneous (or possibly metamorphic) 72275 contains a variety of The ranges are not unlike those
fragments that are fine-grained and feldspathic lithic materials ranging reported for other feldspathic
not reported from other lunar from cataclastie ferroan highlands breccias; they do not
samples; they consist of 43-57% anorthosite-like materials to include marie minerals with Mg'
plagioelase (An65-80 Or5-15), 25- feldspathic grannlites; some of much higher than 0.83, and the

them reach several centimeters plagioclases are dominantly very
46% pyroxene (Mg' about 50; see long. Apart from the dark melt
Fig. 16), and 9-18% ilmenite. They ealcic.breccias (in which they are a clast-also contain minor amounts of
cristobalite, troilite, and metallic type), they are the most abundant The samples described by Stoeser
iron. They are more similar to sodic clasts in 72275; they also occur as et al. (1974a, and in CI 1, CI 2,
ferrogabbro fragments at Apollo 16 discrete fragments in the light gray 1974) and Ryder et al. (1975b)
(Roedder and Weiblen, 1974) than friable breccia. The feldspathic
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\ CHEMISTRY
...
...
,.t.%" - _5 *0_..,,_ . - A large number of chemical

a _(REEPy Pigeonitm 8oSOlI(PB) "_*'_'4_... \,. _ analyses have been made on 72275
ro 8o _o matrix and its clastic components,

ranging from fairly comprehensive

fC _ analyses to analyses for one or two

15 LAST [ elements as part of

-% geochronological studies. The
chemical data are given in Tables
5a, b, c (light gray matrix and dark

.. _ \ melt breccias), Tables 6a, b

(KREEPy basalts), Table 7 (Clast
Or n # 1, Marble Cake, lithologies), and

Table 8 (feldspathic breccia clasts).

15t-aASA L.TiO, A The data given by Jovanovic and

Reed (several papers) includes
some combined leach and residue

5 data.

b n Light gray friable matrix and75 85 Of dark melt breccias:

The several analyses of bulk friable
Figure 11: Compositions of plagioclases in A 17 KREEPy basalts, a) Ryder matrix show some variability at the
etal. (1975b) b)Salpasetal. (1985, 1987). Clasticreferstoplagioclasesin seale of therather small samples
comminuted zones, generally analyzed (less than 50

mg) (Tables 5a, b; Fig. 19). The
were classified as uurecrystallized, monomict, consisting of about 95% chemistry differs from that of the
granulitic, and poikiloblastic anorthite (An95.1.97.1) and 5% dark melt breccias and from other
"ANT" breccias. Poikilitic pyroxene (augite and pigeonite; boulder matrices at the Apollo 17
fragments are rare to absent. The Fig. 18). The pyroxene occurs as site in being less aluminous and
unre_n-ystallized fragments have small (less than 100 micron) grains more iron-rich. The chemistry is
porous fragmental matrices, and interstitial to larger plagioclases, consistent with a mix of dark melt
appear to be crushed anorthositic Salpas et al. (1986b, 1987a) also breccias, feldspathic breccias, and
igneous rocks. The dominant part described six feldspathic granulite KREEPy basalts. The latter
of the core of the Marble Cake clast clasts from the 1984 slabbing. Their component is seen in the very high
is one such fragment. The granulitic characters are summarized in Table Ge content of the matrix (Morgan

fragments are characterized by 4. In general they are composed of et aL, 1974, 1975), as high Ge is a
triple point textures typical of rounded to angular fragments of distinctive character of the
recrystallization. Their plagioclase and olivine in KREEPy basalts. The matrix
compositions and textures are granoblastic or poikiloblastic analyses reported by Salpas et al.
varied. Poikiloblastic fragments are matrices of plagioclase and (1987b) are identical in all respects
distinguished by their small pyroxene. The amount of olivine is with the KREEPy basalts
poikilitic pyroxenes enclosing rather small (<5%). The textures of themselves and these samples must
smaller plagioclases, set in a the granulites suggest that most are have very low contents of
mosaic of much coarser brecciated assemblages which were feldspathic granulites or melt
plagioclases; all are fine grained, subsequently recrystallized, breecias. Their abundances of
with even the larger plagioclases incompatible elements (Fig. 19b) is
rarely more than 200 microns. 72275 also contains small amounts higher than most other matrix
Salpas et al. (1986b, 1987a) of other lithic clast types, ranging samples and similar to those in the
described an anorthositic clast from from olivine-normative mare KREEPy basalts (Fig. 20).
the 1984 slabbing that they referred basalt-like fragments, ultramafic Of the dark melt brecclas, only
to as the first Apollo 17 ferroan particles, troctolitic basalts clast #2 (Table 5c) and the Marble
anorthosite; however, there are (probably impact melts), and Cake rind (below) were analyzed,
other candidates for that honor granitic fragments (Table 1). apart from the defocused beam
(including the core of the Marble microprobe analyes (the defocused
Cake clast, which is certainly beam analysis of clast #2 agrees
closely related). The small tolerably well with the atomic
fragment (less than 5 ram) is absorption analysis except for its

higher normative feldspar). The
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al. (1974). b) Ryder et al. (1977). c) Salpas et al. (1987)
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problem in the Ryder et al. (1977) study.

72275, 142
MARBLE CAKE

[_ ANORTHOSITIC BRECCIA

_'_G__ _ _ DARK MATRIX BRECCIA_

[_CATACLASTIC PLAG/ANORTH

E_ GABBROIC ANORTHOSITE

tLMENLTE MICROGRABBRO

E_ GRANITIC CLASTS

[_ "BASALT"CLASTS 2 5/I 6

[_ ORANGE GLASS PARTICLE O II 2
_ GRANULITIC ANT BRECCIA I Imm

Figure 15: Sketch map of the interior of clast #1 (the Marble Cake clast). The white areas consist of a mixture of
finely-crushed gabbroic anorthosite and ilmenite microgabbro. Uncrushed remnants large enough to map are
indicated by clast type. Stoeser et al. (in C12, 1974) and Marvin et al. (1974).
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Table 2: Defocused beam electron microprobe analyses of dark aphanitic melt breccias in 72275.
Key: 5) 72275,128, average of 10 analyses of 2 clasts. 6) 72275,134, average of 21 analyses of clast. 7) 72275,12,

average of 5 analyses of rind around anorthositie elasL 8) Clast #2, average of 15 analyses. 9) Dark melt material of
dast #1 (the Marble Cake clast). (Stoeser et al., in CI 1, 1974).

5 6 7 8 9

72275, 128 72275, 134 72275, 12 72275_ 146
DMB Dl_m vesicular clast #2 72275, 140

matrix matrix rim matrix DMB

SiO 2 49. 7 47.7 43.9 47.0 46.6
TiO 2 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.3
Cr203 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
A1203 18.8 20.3 22.9 22.8 19.6
FeO 10. 0 10.6 8. 7 8.9 11.0
MnO 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2
MgO 9.0 10.0 12. 1 8.7 8.2
CaO 11.4 11.5 11.6 12.9 11.4

Na20 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.6
K20 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.5

P205 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.8

Tot:d 101.6 102.7 101.7 102.9 100.4

Fo 0.0 3.4 16.5 4.5 1.6
Fa 0.O 2.7 8.8 3.3 1.5
En 22.0 19.5 6.1 14.8 18.2
Fs 16.3 13.9 3.0 9.9 15.5
Wo 2.1 0.7 0.0 0.8 1.1
Or 2.0 1.3 1.6 1.3 2.9
Ab 3.9 4.2 5.4 4.9 5.5
An 47.5 51.1 55.1 57.4 48.7
Ilm 2.1 2.0 1.6 I.8 2.5
Chr 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Qtz 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cor 0.0 0. O 1.0 O.0 0.0
Ap 1.1 1.0 0.6 1.0 1.8

CATA.ANORTH. DI/ .... \HD 72275, CLAST #1
ILM MICROGRABBRO/ _ /55 \ MARBLE CAKE

EXSOLVED PX / _ _A40
[_ GRANITIC CLAST$/ _ 40

"BASAL,S" /
• WEIBLEN 6

ROEDDER,

EN v v v v v v FS
90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 I0

I
' _ _ ,90 80 70 60 50 40 0 0 10

F0

Figure 16: Compositions of pyroxenes and olivi_es in phases of tl_ interior of clast #1 (the Marble Cake clast) and
sodic ferrogabbros for comparison.
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Table 3: Defocused beam electron microprobe analyses of four types of A 17 KREEPy BASALTS:
clast in the light-colored interior of clast #1 (the Marble Cake clast). Analyses of the KREEPy basalts

(Stoeser et el., in CI 2, 1974). sampled from the 1973 sawing
(clast 5 and probably clast 4) are

1. 2. 3. 4. 8. 6. given in Table 6a, and numerous
analyses of small clasts (mainly790C10 790C18 790CI 790C2 790C5 790C6

anorth, gabbroic ilmenite ilmenite orange basalticbreccia)sampled from the

gabbro anorth, microgab, microgab. "basalt" glass 1984 sawing in Table 6b. Most of

w_. _ OXIDES thelatter are partial analyses. The
rare earths are shown in Fig. 20.

SiO 2 43. 38 41.16 45. 89 48. 48 47.10 43. 20
TiO2 0.08 0.06 4.38 6.89 2.89 0.26 The KREEPy basalt is quartz-
Al203 20.87 29.96 14.70 14.54 10.09 13.96 normative,withanevolvedMg'Cr203 0. 06 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.ii 0. 05

Fed 7.85 4.16 11.70 10.01 15.19 8.49 similar to some mare basalts, but
Mno 0.13 0.04 0.17 0.14 0.19 0.05 with elevated rare earths comparedMgO 8.79 3.56 5.67 3.38 7.32 22.87

Cad 12.70 16.01 12.16 9.42 13.08 8.96 with mare basalts. The sample lacks
Na80 0.28 0.28 0.91 0.85 O.37 0.66 meteoritic contamination (MorganK20 0.05 0.05 0.92 0.90 0.25 0.23
Sad 0.04 0.04 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.04 etaL, 1974, 1975). The rare earth
P205 0.02 0.03 0.46 0.42 0.35 n.d. elements are KREEP-like, but the
TOTAL 94,29 95.43 97.27 95.05 98.02 98.81 heavy rare earths have a slightly
CIPWNORM steeper slope than other KREEP

basalts. These basalts cannot be
zo 6.1 5.3 ......... 38.8 related to other known KREEPFA 4.4 4.9 ......... 11.3

EN 14. 5 1.8 14.5 8.9 18.7 2.7 basalts by fractional crystallization
FS 9.6 1.5 14.6 7.7 20.6 0.7 pardalWO 3.3 --- 10.3 4.8 16.i 4.2 or meltingofconunon
oR o. 3 o. 3 9.6 8.6 1.5 1.4 sources. They are quite distinct
_,_ 2.5 2.3 7.9 7.8 3.2 5.6 from the only other volcanicAN 98.9 83.1 34.3 35.0 28.8 _4.9
ILM 0. 2 0. 1 8.6 33.2 5.6 o. 5 KREEP samples known, the Apollo
CHR 0.1 --- 0.1 0.i 0.2 0.1 15KREEPbasalts(Ryderetal.,Qrz ...... 2.7 15.8 9.3 ---
coa --- 0.4 ............ 1977; Irving, 1975). Ryder et al.AP 8.1 0.1 1.1 1.0 0.8 ---

(1977) discussed the chemistry as
co_. NoRMMira being intermediate between mare
oL: Fo 66.5 60.7 ......... 83.2 and KREEP basalts. Salpas et al.
PX: EN 58.9 60.7 42.0 47.0 39.0 39.2 (1987b) fotmd that the breccias andFS 29.7 39.3 32.2 31.1 32.1 7.9

wo 11.4 --- 29.8 21.8 28.9 52.9 the actual basalt clasts were

PLAG: Oa 0.5 0.3 _1.5 _. 5 5. O 3.3 indistinguishable in composition.AB 4.3 2.9 17.4 16.5 ii.0 14.1

AN 95.3 96.8 71.0 72.0 84.0 82.6 They interpreted their analyses to
atomic Mg/ (Mg+Fe) 0.666 0.604 8.463 0.375 0.462 0.827 representfragmen_ofasingleflow
MgO/ (MgO+FeO) 0.528 0.461 0.326 0.252 0.325 0.729 or ofa seriesofrelatedflows,with

NO. of analyses 26 16 12 4 3 1 a fairly consistent trend on an O1-
Si-An diagram for the 9 samples
that they analyzed more completely

clast # 2 analysis is similar to those those in the other Boulder 1 (Fig. 21). However, this diagram
for 72255 and 72215 dark melt samples: Group 3H, and 3L for the may be misleading: Some of the
breccias except for slightly higher 72215 and 72235 samples. All are variation that they found undoubt-
abundances of incompatible distinct from most other Apollo 17 edly results from unrepresentative
elements (the Marble Cake rind has samples (Group 2). The sampling, and the SiO2 abundances
even higher abundances of distinctions are not a result of the are obtained by difference, not
incompatible elements). Blanchard high Ge in the KREEPy basalts. analysis. The trend on the diagram
et al. (1975) described clast #2 as Jovanovie and Reed (e.g. 1975c) is not that of pyroxene or
intermediate in chemistry between interpreted their data on some pyroxene+plagioclase (as the
the rind material and more typical volatile elements as constraining petrography would indicate), but of
dark melt breccias such as those in the thermal history of Boulder 1: olivine control; it may be an
72255. since consolidation it probably has artifact.

not been subjected to temperatures

The 72275 brecciated materials greater than 450 degrees C, and The very high Ge content of the
have obvious meteoritic vapor clouds from external sources KREEPy basalt is distinctive, and is
contamination (Morgan et al., permeated the source regions for accompanied by lesser enrichments
1974, 1975). Morgan et al. (1975) the boulder materials, in Sb and Se (Morgan et al., 1974,
grouped the meteoritic materials in 1975).
72275 and 72255 as distinct from
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Clast #1 (Marble Cake clas0: as suggested by Stoeser et al. sources, because they show a range
Analyses of both white and dark (1974a). The rim material contains in Mg' consistent with their
portions of the Marble Cake clast meteoritic contamination, but no mineralogy. All are intermediate in
are given in Table 7, with the rare analysis for meteoritic siderophiles major element compositions
earth elements shown in Fig. 22. was made for the core. The rim between ferroan anorthosites and
Both phases are polymict, although siderophiles have ratios Mg-suite troctolites. Their rare
the white material is dominantly a corresponding with group 3 earth element abundances are
cataclastic troctolitic siderophiles that characterize other similar, with fairly flat patterns and
anorthosite/feldspathic granulite, boulder matrix samples, mainly small Eu anomalies. All
and the dark material is dominantly show elevated Ni, Au, and Ir
an aphanitic melt breccia. The Feldspathie breceias: abundances indicative of substan-
analysis of the white material Salpas et al. (1987a) provided tial meteoritic contamination; these
probably includes some dark melt analyses of an anorthositic clast and elements show abundances higher
component (Blanchard et al., 1975) six feldspathic granulites obtained than in A 16 feldspathic granulites.
and presumably ilmenite from the 1984 sawing (Table 8;
microgabbros and other lithologies. Fig. 23). The anorthosite (,350) is
The rare earth element abundances similar to other ferroan anorthosites STABLE ISOTOPES
are higher than expected for except that its rare earth elements
anorthositic or granulitic rocks. The and transition metals are slightly Oxygen isotope ratios were
dark rim material contains much higher than typical; however, the measured by Clayton and Mayeda
higher incompatible element sample mass was only 17 rag. The (1975a,b) and Mayeda et al. (1975)
abundances than most other dark clast has a positive Eu anomaly and for a friable matrix sample, both
melts in the boulder;, this includes on the basis of the low upper limits bulk and mineral separates, and for
Rb, U, and Th as well as the rare on the Ni and Ir abundances, the mineral separates from a KREEPy
earths. These abundances are sample would appear to be basalt fragment. The bulk breccia,
higher than their counterparts in the uncontaminated with meteoritic for which delta 180 (5.80) and

KREEPy basalts and are more material, delta 170 (2.94) were measured,
similar to the levels in A14 or A15 The six granulites show a range in falls on the earth-Moon mass

KREEP. The rim and the cote are alumina from 22.1 to 27.2%, with fractionation line (Clayton and
absolutely distinct in composition; corresponding variations in Fe, Mg, Mayeda, 1975a,b). A second splitthe rim is not melted core, but Se, and other transition metals.
appears to be plastered on in flight, They appeax to represent distinct of the matrix gave delta 180 of
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Figure 17: Compositions of silicate mineral phases in feMspathic (mainly feldspathic granulite ) breccia clasts in
72275 (and including data for some similar clasts in 72255). a) pyroxenes, Stoeser et al. (1974a). b) pyroxenes,
Ryder et al. (1975b). c) plagioclases, Ryder et al. (1975b). d) olivines, Ryder et al. (1975b).
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Leich et al. (1975a, b) attempted to
date a friable matrix sample using

D H 40Ar-39Ar me thods. The release

diagram (Fig. 24) for this sample
(,57) shows an incipient apparent-
age plateau that is cut short by a
drop-off in the 1000 degree C
fractions. The release is broadly

• - similar to that of clast #5 KREEPy
basalt (also on Fig. 24). As ,57 is

en , _ Fs from matrix adjacent to KREFA_
basalt clast #4, this matrix sample

Figure 18: Compositions of pyroxenes in a cataclastic ferroan anorthosite may be reflecting the pattern for the
clast (thin section 72275,9018). Salpas et al. (1987a). KREEP basalt. The friable matrix

has many components, so a simple,
one age release cannot particularly

5.40, with plagioclase at 5.61 and between "gabbroic anorthosites" be expected. Leich et al. (1975a, b)
pyroxene at 5.20. The basalt and microgranites discussed in the interpret the pattern as resulting
separates gave plagioclase 5.69 and section on 72255. These data are from trunctation of the plateau to
pyroxene 5.35 (Mayeda et fairly similar to those of the two temperature steps from
a1.,1975). The matrix values are at KREEPy basalt, which is probably outgassing of Fe- or Ti-rich (or
the low end of highlands rocks, a component of the sample both) phases, and state that the data

analyzed. Nyquist et al. (1974a,b) are not adequate for chronological
also anayzed a bulk matrix sample interpretation.

RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES AND for Rb and Sr isotopes (Table 9),
GEOCHRONOLOGY with results similar to those of Nunes et al. (1974), Nunes and

Compston et al. (1975). The Tatsumoto (1975a), and Tatsumoto
Light gray friable matrix: Nyquist et al. (1975a, b) data et al. (1974) reported U,Th-Pb
Compston et al. (1975) analyzed a correspond to TBABI and TLUNI isotopic data and age parameters
16.2 mg sample of mattix for Rb model ages of 4.13 and 4.15 Ga for 72275 samples, incinding the
and Sr isotopes (Table 9). The data, respectively (original calculation friable matrix (72275,73; Table 10).
which are plotted but not of 4.22 and 4.24 Ga +/- 0.05 using The Pb data plots within error of
specifically discussed by Compston the old decay constant), concordia at about 4.25 Ga (see
et al. (1975), fall on the mixing line

Table 4: Petrographic features of 6 feldspathic granufite clasts in 72275 (Salpas et al., 1987a).

INAA/PM: 439/495 355/502 351/9019 397/9021 433/493 none/480

Texn_re c-g g-c c-g g-c c g-c
Ptagioclase

Mode 46% 66% 59% 57% 76% 52%
Size < 10-350 < 10-400 < 10-650 < 10-500 < 10-340 < IO-5(R)

.am .am .am tam .am .am
An 95.9-97.1 94.1-95.3 95.8-96.4 95.4-96.3 94.8-95.8 95.2-973

P_oxene

Mode 50% 31% 35% 40% 20% 44%

Size < I0 .am < 10 ,am < 10 tam < 10 /am < 10 tam < 10 tam
na na na na na na

Olivine
Mode I% 3% 5% 1% 2% 2%
Size 40-175 am 50-150 tam 80-450 tam 100-150 .am 30-45 tam 45-500 tam
Fo 80-82 71-77 63-64 76-77 75-76 75-77

Fe metal
Mode 3% < 196 156 196 2% 2%
Size < 10 tam < 10 tam < 10 tam < 10 tam < 10 .am < 10-20 vm

na na na na na see text

c = eataclastie;g = gr'aaulitic;na = not analyzed,Analyzedcompositionsare formineral fragments
and do not include groundmassmineralsthatwere generallytoo smallfor accurateanalysis.



SAMPLE 72275--71

Table 5a: Chemical analyses of friable matrix samples from 72275.

t57 r57 r101. t57 157 ;52 173 t73 f110 r66
Split 1 2 Split
wt % wt %

SiO2 48.6 48 46.2 SiO2

TiO 2 1.2 0.8 0.94 TiO2

A1203 14.7 17.9 10.4 A1203

cr203 0.444 0.25 0.383 cr203
FeO (a) 13.8 9.9 (b)l 1.9 FeO
MnO 0.226 0.12 0.182 MmO

MgO 9.52 11.0 9.9 MgO
CaO 11.0 11.0 11.7 11.8 (2aO

N_20 0.480 0.40 0.49 HalO

K20 0.276 0.22 0.265 0.30 K20

P2o5 p_o_
ppm ppm
Sc 44.7 39 30.6 Sc
V V
Co 30.4 27 226 CO
1_ 75 950 97 _,5

Rb 5.9 8.2 Rb
Sr 112 115.3 Sr
Y Y
Zr 667 Zr
Nb Nb
I_ 16.5 14.0 14.1
Ba 346 Ba
Th 6.1 5.6 5.962 6.285 Th

U 1.500 1.52 1.561 1.672 1.6 U
Ca 0.255 Cs
Ta 1.7 1.6 3.096 3.451 Ts
Pb Pb
La 50.5 47 38 La
Ce 130 150 104 C_

p; Pr
Nd bid

Sm 24.6 24.5 19.1 Sm
l_ 1.57 1.67 1.46 _u

Cxi Cad
To 3.9 6.1 3 4 Tt,

Dy Dy
Ha Ha

]_ Er
Tm Tm
Yb 15.0 15.1 13.3 "fb
l_t 2.01 2.21 1.74 La

Li 12 Li
Be Be

e

N N
S S
P 117 P
El 29.6 Ca
Br 0,048 0.124 Br
Ca O_
Z_ 2.7 7m

ppb ppb
Au 0.82 /m
Ix 2.26 Ix

I 3.3 I
At At
Ga Ct
C_ 406 C,¢
As A_
SO 34 So
Mo Mo
Tc Tc
• u _3 Ru
Kh Rh
Pd Pd

CA 13 Cd
In In
Sn Sn
$b 1.17 $b
Tc 4.14 To
W W
Re 0.225 Re
Os 1,5 Os
Pt Pt

I1 0.71 "1/3
Bi 0.11 Bi

(1) (1) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (S) (6) (6)

R¢ fc_caccs aad method_:

(1) Blmachm-d et al (1975): AAS; INAA Q(1) (_(2) (t) AAS; INAA = 14.2%

(2) Morgzm _tl.( 1974,1975); RNAA (_(1) C](2) (b) AAS; INAA = 11.g%

O) I_ich _L0_(1975);Ixrmfiafio_'bi$(K.Ca) otheze, ID/MS 0(2) (c)_ W_e_aann _d Iiabbcrti et al.(1974)gives0/88% )

(4)Compstoa _L,_L(17/5);ID/MS

(5) Nuacs et al (1974) Tatmtmoto et *L (1974) ClOy, ID/MS Tab et ,,1 (1974).
(6) Javm_ovic & Reed (1974, It,b 1975) (21(2); RNAA
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Table 5a: Continued.

iS0 t2 _2 t71 t2 tl08
Split
wt %

Si02 47.31 47.54 48.5

TiO 2 0,94 0.91 0.95

A1203 16.90 17.01 17.2

Cr'2O3 0.34 0.343 0.36 0.39
FeO 12.45 11.58 11.4
MnO 0,19 0.18

MgO 9.47 9.35 8.94
CaO 11.72 11.71 11.6

Na'20 0.35 0.36 0.38 0,40

K20 0.22 (c)0,276 0.28 0.25

P_O 5 0,38 0.38

ppm
Sc 40 48
V 75 115
Co 37 33

N2 127 67 120
Rb 4.6 8.97 8.7 6.1
Sr 135 122.7 121

YZr 88 129 160545 605 613 485

N5 24 32 31
I_ 14.6 13,3
B_ 330 350 440
Ta 5.29 6,70

O 1.56 1.70

Ca 0.31
Ta

Pb <2 4,0
L_ 35 41.0 42.9
Ce 106 114

Pr 17
Nd 67.4 73

Sm 18.8 21.3
Ea 1,49 1.57

Clt 23.4 24.4
Tb 3.86

Dy 23.2 24.4
Ha 5.85
_" 13.7 15.8
Tm 2,1

Yb 9.2 I1.6 13.9
LU 1.71 2.1
Li 13 13.8
Be 3.8

Bc 23
N 45

S 800 860 890
F
Cl
Br

Ca 5.4 5
7m <4 3

ppb
Au

At

Ca 3200
Gc
As
S¢
Mo
Tc
Ru
Rb
Pd

AS
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
Te
W

Re
Ce
Pt

T1

Bi

(7) (8) (9) (lt) (11) (12)

R.r,fc'_accsa_dmcthads:

(7) Rosc ct al (1974); XP_, OE; etc.

(8) I-lubb_rd ctld (1974) Wicm_ama & Hubbm_t (1975); AAS, ID/MS. Nyqulst oral (1974) a,b.
(9) LSPET (1973 a,b);

(I0)Mootc _ (1974. t, b),Moo_ & I_w_s (1976); combustion

(11) CKbsoa _md Moo_ (19"74a, b)

(12) Taylor _ (1974); SSMS/microlnobc.



SAMPLE 72275--73

Table 5b: Chemical analyses of friable matrix samples from 72275. Shih et al. (1992) also reported Sm-
All data by neutron activation. Salpas et aL (198To). Nd isotopic data for separates of

split ,543. (Table llc). The data
413 417 423 correspond with an age of 4.08 +

,91ajor Elements (wt%) 0.07 CJa (Fig. 25c), with all points
FeO 14.50 15.05 15._6 fitting within uncertainty of the Rb-CaO 10.1 10.3 12.I
Na_,O 0.42 0.38 0.37 Sr age (whichever Rb decay

constant is used, and whether the
TraceElements(ppm) whole Sr data set or the subset is

Sc 45.7 48.6 49.8 used). Shih et aL (1992) prefer thev$ na na na
Cr 3062 3088 3255 old Rb decay constant and suggest
Mn_t na na na that the basalt is 4.08 Ga old, and
co 31.3 33.3 35.3 significantly older than Apollo 15
Ni 12 55 <110 KREEP basalts. The initial

R.b 13 12 14 (Epsilon) Nd value relative toSr 138 93 <160
Cs 0.37 0.40 0.44 CHUR is slightly negative at -0.61
Ba 370 400 400 + 0.23, suggesting derivation from
La 47.9 50.2 52.3 a non-chondritie, low Sm/Nd (light
Ce 129 133 139 rate earth enriched) source.Nd 80 81 85
Sm 22.2 23.5 25.5
Eu 1.62 1.66 1.68 Leich et al. (1975) provided 40Ar-

Tb 4.59 4.97 5.10 39Ar data for 72275,91, aYb 13.5 13.9 13.1
Lu 1.73 1.80 1.90 subsample of the clast #5 KREEPy
Zr 600 765 700 basalt (Fig. 24). They found the
Hf 16.4 17.2 17.9 data inadequate for chronological
Ta 1.55 1.66 1.58 interpretation, mainly because ofTh 5.52 5.46 6.01
U 1.30 1.58 1.26 the drop-off at 1000 degrees C,
lrt nd nd nd similar to the friable matrix sample.
Au(ppb) <5 <7 <6 The highest ages indicated
weight(mg 105.10 123.88 23.59 correspond roughly with the Rb-Sr

*sio: by ditterence, isochron age.
_'nd: not detected(It detectionlimit= 2 ppb).
tna : not analyzed. Nunes and Tatsumoto (1975)

provided U,Th-Pb isotopic data and

section on 72215, Fig. 10). The Rb-Sr isotopic data for separates of age parameters for 72275,170, the
high U and Th abundances in a split ,543 of the KREEPy basalt same clast analyzed by Compston
72275,73 suggest that it contains a were reported by Shih et al. (1992) et al. (1975) (Table 12). The data
high proportion of A 17 KREEPy (Table 1lb). The data yield an lie within analytical uncertainty of
basalt, isochron age of 4.09 + 0.08 Ga an approximately 3.9 - 4.4 Ga

(new Rb decay constants) and discordia line; varied calculated
A 17 KREEPy basalts: initial 87Sr/86Sr of 0.69960 + single-stage ages are in the 4.05 - 4.

Compston et al. (1975 and in CI 2, 0,00012 (Fig. 25b). A subset of .10 Ga range. However, if the
1974) reported Rb-Sr isotopic data whole-reck and 3 separates yields a crystallization age is 3.93 Ga (Rb-
for separates of a KREEPy basalt good linear relationship Sr), then the older 207pb/206pb
sample, 72275,171, described as a corresponding with 4.06 + 0.01 Ga. age (4.1 Ga) must result from
basalt of medium grain size. It was The age is older than and resolved addition of Pb to the sample. This
probably a subsample of clast #4; it from that caieualted from the data is presumably from the boulder
certainly was not clast #5. The data of Compston et al. (1975). The matrix.
conform to an internal isochron age initial isotopic ratios agree within
of 3.93 +/- 0.04 CJawith an initial uncertainty. Shill et aL (1992) infer Dark impact melt breccias:
87Sr/86Sr of 0.69957 +/-14 (Table separate but similar volcanic Leich et al. (1975a) provided 40Ar-
1la; Fig. 25a). All the splits fit the events. The data scatter around the 39Ar data for the dark melt breccia

isochron within analytical best fit line and suggest some elast #2, split 72275,83 (Fig. 26a).
uncertainty. Compston et al. (1975) disturbance. The model age The drop-off of the intermediate
interpret the age to be that of (TLuni) for ,543 is similar to that of plateau precludes an age
original lava crystallization, before other KREEP materials at about 4.3 determination, although an age of
incorporation into the breccia. Ga. about 3.9 +/- 0.1 Ga is surely

suggested by the data.



74--SAMPLE 72275

Table 5c: Chemical analyses of dark melt breccia (clast #2) in 72275.

r$3 183 183 1161

Split
wt %

sto2 46
TiO 2 0.0

AI203 19.7
Cr_O 3 0.24

9.9
M_O 0.111

/AgO 10.4
CtO 12.0 11.9

Na20 0.30
K20 0.25 0,28

p_o5 o.6
ppm
Sc 28
V
Co 30
Ni 147
Rb 5.4
Sr
Y

Nb
Itf 13.7
Ba
T_

U 1.840 2.7
Ca 0.255

Ta
Pb

Lit 41
Ce 112
Pr
Nd
Sm 18.7
Ea 1.50

Ctt
Tb 3.8

Dy
Ho

_r
Tm

Yb 12.1
Lu 1.82
Li 0
Be

B
C
N
S

_ 7728,9
Bt 0.095 0.395
Ca

2.a 2.'t

ppb
Art 1.30
Ix 3.44

It 1.5
Cat
C_ 178
A_

So 52
Mo
Tc
Ru 6.8

Rh

Ag 0.56
CA 26
Iu

Sn
Sb 1.06
T¢ 2.74
W

0.334
Oe 10
Pt

T1 0.62

Bi 0.12

(2) (2) (3) (4)

(1) Bltnf2tard etal (1975); AAS, INAA C(13 (2(2)

(2) Morgan ¢tal (1974, 1975); RI_AA (3(1) CI(2)

('3) Leith et al (1975); Irradia_on/MS C1(2)
(4) ]'ovanov_e & Reed (1975 a,b,¢,d); RNAA C1(2)



SAMPLE 72275--75

Table 6a: Chemical analyses of A 17 KREEPy basalts made from 1973 slab allocations, plus ,543

t 91 r91 r9l rl71 (1) TI71 _2) _170 _543

Split Split
wt % wt %

sio2 45 sioz
TiO2 1.4

"rio.z
A1203 13,5 m2(_
CZ]O_ 0.46

15 c_o_
FeO

MnO 0.156 MnO

MgO 10.0 M60
CaO 10.5 II.6 CaO

Na20 0.29 Na20

K2O 0.25 0.29 K20

P_O_ pIo_

ppm ppmS¢ 61
Sc

V V
Co 37 Co
Ni 43 I_

Rb 8.0 6.34 7.53 7.23 Rb
S¢ 92 61.1 91.8 09.20 S¢
Y y
Zr 625

Nb Nb
FIt 18 Hi"
BI !;55 BI
Tb 6.255 Th
U 1,500 1.53 1.635

Ca 0.355 U
Ta Ta
Pb 3.049 Pb

La 48 La
C¢ 131 Ce
Pr Pr
Nd 65.15 hid
Sm 23 18.13 Sm

1.56 En
Gd _d

Tb 4.5 Tb
I>s

Er Far

Tm

Yb 11.9 Y'o
Ln 1.75 1.
IA L_
Be Be
B

c
N N
S S

F
(21

Bf 0.044 Br
Ca (3l
Zn 2.7 Za

ppb ppb
An 0.045 Au
llr 0.023 It"
! !
At At
CI Ga
Ge 1290 (k
AI Ae
Se 230 .f¢
Mo Mo
Tc Tc
Re Ira
Rh Rh
l_t Fe
AI 0.58

Cd 6.3 AI
1, In

Sa 5n
Sb 2.87 Sb
Te 7.8 "re

W W

R_ 0.0066 Re
Oe Ca

Pt Pt
HE
"n 0.ss HI
Bi 0.14 Bi

(1) (2) [3) (4) (4) (S) (6)

(I) Blmchatd el al (1975); AJ_; INAA O(l) C3(2) .91 it cJtat #5

(2) Morgan et_ (1974. 1975); RNAA C1(1) C](2) .170 and .171 _ pgobab]y dlud #-4.
O) L¢ic_ _ (1975); ImKEatioa/MS (K. Ca) o_ ID/MS

(4) Camp_oa eta (1975): II3_MS (3(2)
(5) Nuael & Tatae_oto (1975); ID/MS
(0 S_h _ (199'2)





SAMPLE 72275--77

Table 7: Chemistry of components ofclast #1 (Marble Cake clast) of 72275.

While (An Bx) Dark (BC Bx)

$6 ,117 ,76 ,80 ,166_,62)a ,81 ,so ,80 ,1601,62 )

Split Split
wt % wt %

SiO2 47 47 47 SiO 2
TiO2 1.8 1.8 I .l TiO 2
A1203 23.5 17.9 18.2 AI203

(_'_ 03 0.20 0.46 0.27 Cr_(_
i%O 7.4 10.3 (b) 10.9 FeO

MnO 0.077 0.104 0.167 MaO

MgO 5.24 9.43 9.14 MsO
C_O 14.2 14.6 11.7 I 1.2 8.5 Ca<)

Ha'20 0.36 0.39 0.63 Na20

K20 0.32 0.40 0.47 0.49 0.41 K20

P.2o_ p?o_
ppm ppm
Sc 25 34 26.3 Sc

V V
Co 18.7 28 22.5 Co
Ni 130 122 121 N_
Rb 11.3 13.0 Rb
St 171 151 St
Y y
2_ 479 908 2_

Nb Nb
I_ 14 19.8 25.1 I_
B, 361 683 Ba
Th 12.8 I3.21 Th
U 0.670 1.60 3.500 3.19 3.100 3.280 U
Cs 0.47 0.50 C_
Ta 3.5 "It
Pb 1.410 7.878 Pb
]at 48 78 78 Lt
Ce 131 213 206 Ce

Pt Pr
Nd Nd
3m 22.5 36 36 Sm
Ea 1,81 2.14 2.10 Ea
C_ C_

To 4.7 7.7 7.7 Tb

Dy Dy
Ha He
I_ F=

Tm I%a

Yb 13.9 24 25.4 Yb
La 2.04 3.5 3.5 Lu
IA IA

Be Be

C
N N

S S

F F
Cl C_

Br 0.290 0.283 Br
Ca Ca
Zn 2.8 11.7 Za

ppb ppb
Art 1.16 1.84 .am
Ix 2.54 3.91 IT

I I
At At

Ca Ca
Ge 137 C_
A_ As

Se 63 72 Se

Mo Mo
Tc Tc
Ru Re
Rh Rh

Pd Pd

Ag 0.93 1.46 Ag
Cd 15 13.9 CA

In In
Sn Sa
Sb 0.94 1.42 Sb
"re 3.46 1.9 Te

W W
Re 0.233 0.330 Re
Oe CA
Pt Pt

"1"1 0.71 1.40 'rl
Bi 0.14 0.59 ai

(x) (2) (3) (1) (1) (2) (3) (4) (6)

(l)Bhmchatd eta](1975); hAS, _ CI(1)0(2)

(2) Nuaes fit[ (1974); Tamtmoto _ (1974); IDIMS f](1)

(3) Lelch flat (1975); Irradla6on. MS (K.Ca) md MS_ID (others) 0(2) (t) Dark sophie _amlnterior whim.
(4) Morgan eta] (1974.1975); RNhA md Higuchi and Moyen (1975) C_(1) (:1(2) (b) hAS; LNhA = 10.8%



78_--SAMPLE 72275

Table 8: Partial analyses of six feldspathic granulites and one anorthosite (FAN)
from 72275, obtained by neutron activation.

Salpas et al. (1987a).

Granulites FAN

351A 351B 355A 397 433 439 350

Major Elements (wt %)
"1302 0.31 0.32 0.29 0.22 O.15 0.32 na

Al203 22.1 23.1 27.2 26.2 24.6 26.3 na
FeO 8.87 7.83 4.85 5.71 5.10 4.95 0A85

MgO 11.5 9.9 7.6 7.9 8.0 9.7 na
CaO 11.9 12.6 14.8 14.8 14.2 14.5 19.2

Na20 0.307 0.316 0.349 0.353 0.362 0.350 0.456
_face f_,nents (ppm)

Sc 14.97 12.92 8.13 7.81 824 7.12 1.12
V 69 65 19 20 24 25 rta
Cr 2414 1646 810 842 881 846 46.6
Mn 934 792 489 499 481 462 na
Co 35.1 34.1 27.0 39.3 30.6 52.0 0,440
Ni 250 290 340 455 422 540 < 7
Sr 124 129 157 160 160 163 205
C.s 0.124 0.118 0.164 0.19 0.23 0.10 0.016
Ba 58 55 70 72 87 62 40
La 4.86 3.56 4.04 3.66 4.72 3.76 0.567
Ce 10.9 8.62 %87 10.1 12.6 10.5 1.48
Nd 7.0 5.5 5.6 5.7 6.2 5.0 < 2.5
Sm 2.04 1.60 1.82 1,56 1.93 1.67 0.228

Eu 0.698 0.713 0.864 0.835 0.860 0.870 0.928
Tb 0.473 0.410 0.456 O.375 0.49 0.381 0.045
Yb 2.05 1.66 1.67 1.69 2.06 1.55 O.125
Lu 0.302 0.242 0.251 0.238 0.292 0.230 0020
Hf 1.67 1.24 1,46 1.46 1.98 1.22 0.133
Ta 0.266 0.199 0.233 0.302 0.309 0.190 0.015
Th 181 1.38 1.18 1.17 2.06 102 0047
U 0.39 0.27 0.30 0.34 0.37 0.19 0.020

lr (ppb) 9.6 11.3 13.0 16.4 14.0 22.2 nd
Au (ppb) 3.4 3.6 5.0 6.8 6.5 4.3 < 0.8

na = not analyzed.
nd= not detected (It detection limit - 2 ppb).

Table 9: Rb-Sr isotopic data for 72275 friable matrix samples.

Sample Mass mg Rb ppm Sr ppm 87Rb/87Sr 87Sr/87_

a),52 16.2 8.20 115.3 0.2053 0.71139 3

b),2 52.8 8.97 122.7 0.2115 0.71188 3

a) Compston et al. (1975) b) Nyquist et al. (1974a,b).



SAMPLE 72275--79

Table 10: U,Th-Pb data and age parameters for 72275 friable matrix and clast #1 (Marble Cake) samples.
Nunes et aL (1974).

Concentrations (ppm)
Weight

Sample (mg) U Th Pb :'-'Th/:_U :"Uf_Pb

Boulder 1.Station 2

72275.73 matrix 131.8 1.561 5.962 3.096 3.95 4.284
150.0 1.672 6.285 3.451 3.89 4,712

72275.81 clast # I
black rind 31.7 3.500 13.21 7.878 3.90 2,493

72275,117 clast ¢- I
white interior 50.7 0.670 -- 1.410 -- 2.445

Observed ratiost Corrected for analytical blank¢

Weight x't'Pb raTPb 2°aPb z°t'pb Z°vPb 2°spb '°Tpb '_Pb

Sample (rag) Run _Pb _Pb _Pb 2a4Pb _e_Pb _*Pb _6Pb Z°6Pb

Boulder 1, Station 2

72275.73 malrix 162.0 P 1.097 537.1 1.090 1.22.5 599.3 1,218 0.4893 0.9945
131.8 CI* 2,715 1,308 -- 3.961 1.905 -- 0.4811 --

C2" 3.220 1.545 -- 4.556 2.183 -- 0.4792 --
72275.81 clast # I

black rind 53.3 P 1,578 959.2 1.532 1.937 1.176 1.880 0.6072 0.9705
31,7 C* 1,688 1,000 -- 2.521 1,492 -- 0.5918 --

72275.117 clast # I
white interior 83.3 P 902.2 520.8 860.4 1.423 818.2 1.347 0.5752 0.9472

50.7 C* 920.4 533.3 -- 2.361 1.360 -- 0.5761 --

Corrected for blank

and primordial Pb Single-stage ages in m.y.

:°6Pb _°7Pb 2°"Pb '_Pb Z°6Pb 2°Tpb Z°_Pb -'°_Pb

Sample Run Z3aU _'U 2°ePb z_:_"h Z_aU _U Z°6Pb 232Th

72275,73 matrix CIP 0.9175 61.26 0.4845 0.2274 4,236 4,250 4,256 4,198

Cl 0.9223 60.95 0.4796 -- 4,252 4,245 4,241 --
72275,81 clast # 1

black rind C1P 1.006 83,88 0.6048 0.2478 4.531 4,568 4,585 4,535
C1 1.008 81.90 0.5899 I 4,534 4,544 4,548 --

72275,117 clast ,* I

white interior CIP 0.9595 75.60 0.5717 -- 4.377 4,463 4.502 --

CI 0.9620 76.09 0,5740 -- 4.385 4.469 4.508 --



80_SAMPLE 72275

Table lla: Rb-Sr data for KREEPY basalt separates.
Compston et al. (1975).

Rb, St, and STSr/SaSranalyses for pigeonite basalt 72275,171. Blank levels for these data are 0.035 ng
Rb and 0.10 ng Sr. Our mean normalised SVSr/S6Srfor the NBS987 reference sample is 0.71028 ± 1(s.e.I

Weight Rb Sr (total) STRb/a6Sr STSr/S6Sr(±s.e.)_,
(mg) (ppm) (ppm)

Mesostasis 1.48 18.8 122.9 0.4417 0,72489 ± 6
Plagioclase 1.05 1.68 173.3 0.02799 0.70117 ±4
Pigeonite 1.93 0.427 5.80 0.2127 0.71124±42
Total-rock 11.3 6.34 8 I. 1 0.2260 0.71262 2_3

(1)
Total-rock 11.9 7.53 91.8 0.2370 0.71307 d:9

(2)

Internal standard error of mean.

Table Ub: Rb-Sr data for KREEPy basalt separates.
Shih et al. (1992).

SampLe Wt. (rag) Rb (ppm) Sr (ppm) _7Rb/ 86Sr a STSr/_Sr _.h TLUNI (Ga) c.d

WR 11.16 7.323 89.20 0.2375 + 12 (/.713690+ 17 4.31+0,02
Plag 2.10 1.040 184.1 0.01634-+ 12 0,700530+ 19
Opx 2.76 0.6779 18.95 0.10350 -+74 0.705463 -+25
Opaques 1.04 28.10 96.95 0.8386 -+49 0.748935-+19
p < 2.75 _ 3.50 6.364 199.3 0.09241 -+48 0.705221 _+10
p = 3.3-3.55 6.94 3.250 21.25 0.4424 -+23 0.725513+_29
p > 3.55 2.07 2.859 18.68 0.4428 -+24 0.725716-+ 19

NBS 987 (n = 13) 0.710251 -+28 f

a Uncertainties correspond to last figures and are 2tr m.
b Normalized to 88Sr/a6Sr = 8.37521 and STSr/S6Sr = 0.71025 for NBS 987.
c Calculated for A(S7Rb)= 0.0139 Ga i.
a Model age relative to the LUNar Initial aTSr/S6Sr (LUNI = 0.69903 of Nyquist et al. [21,25]).
e Density in g/cm 3 for all mineral separates obtained using heavy liquids.
f Mean value of thirteen measurements made during this investigation; error limits are 2o.p.

Table llc: Sm-Nd data for KREEPy basalt separates.
Shih et al. (1992).

Sample Wt. (mg) Sm (ppm) Nd (ppm) 1475m/144Nd _' 143Nd/ =44Nd_,h TCHONI (Ga) _,d

WR 11.16 18.13 65.15 0.16830-+ 17 0.511036+ 12 4.60_+0.01
Plag 2.10 1.549 6.160 0.15203 _+75 -
Opx 2.76 2.127 6.394 0.20118 -+29 0.511943 + 12
Opaques 1.04 88.47 326.3 0.16398 + 17 0.510937 -+13
p < 2.75 c 3.50 9.926 37.63 0.15951 -+17 0.510816-+ 12
p = 3.3-3.55 6.94 9.118 30.27 0.18219 + 18 0.511418+ 12
p > 3.55 2.07 10.10 34.71 0.17607_+ 18 0.511257-+ 12

Ames Nd Standard (n = 16) 0.511088-+ 12 f

a Uncertainties correspond to last figures and are 20-m.
b Normalized to 146Nd/144Nd = 0.724140 and 143Nd/lanNd = 0.511138 for the Ames Nd metal standard which is equivalent to

CIT nNd/3 standard of Wasserburg el al. [15].
c Calculated for a(147Sm)= 0.00654 Ga -k

d Model age relative to the CHONdritic Initial J4:_Nd/t44Nd (CHON1 = 0.505893 of Jacobsen and Wasserburg [3l]).
¢ Density in g/cm 3 for all mineral separates obtained using heavy liquids.
f Mean value of sixteen Nd standard measurements made during this investigation; - 325 ng of Nd standard were used for each

measurement; error limits are 2o"o, as reported in [14].
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Table 12: U,Th-Pb data and age parameters for 72275 KREEPy basalt (probably clast #4).
Nunes and Tatsumoto (1975a).

Sample Description Run Weight Concentrations 232Th/2asu saaU/204pb
(rag)

U Th Pb

72275,170 Pigeonite basalt C1 38.6 1.635 6.255 3.047 3.95 3045
clast (PB)

Sample Description Run Weight Observed Ratios c Corrected for Analytical Blank n
(mg) ...............

_o_pb _oTpb 20spb _O6pb _0?pb 208pb -°oTpb 2ospb

2Oapb 2o4pb 2O4pb 2o4pb eo4pb 2oapb _o6pb _o6pb

72275,170 Pigeonite P 38.9 2360 1079 2387 (34287) (15592) (34420) 0.4547 1.0038
basalt clast C I 38.6 1299 597.2 2672 1220 0.4568
(PB)

P=composition run; C=eoncentration run; (GCBx)--gray competent breccia; (PB)=pigeonite basalt.
Totally spiked ruo.s from solid sample splits; other runs were obtained from samples which were divided from solution.
Pb blanks ranged from t .4 to 2.1 ng for the solution aliquoted data and were 1.05 ng for the Iotally spiked data.

" Raw dais correcled for mass discrimination of O.15_ per mass unit. -°°_Pb spike conlr/butlon subtracled from conc©ntralion data.
Data in parcnlh,l_-_ subj_l IO exlren_e error o_ ing Io Pb blank uncertainty.
All 7_21_ _ m ¢.on_l_:t,e._Lt _ _ilh _olo_ irank_i/llg, rroll_ black 40 llgl,t-_raXt.

Sample Description Run Atomic ratios corrected for Single-stage ages x IOs yr
blank and primordial Pb

toep b 2oTpb soTpb t0spb s0sp b to_pb s07pb zOapb

_as U s_ U so6pb tarl" h ta8 U _ss U SoSpb SaSTh

72275,170 Pigeonite CIP 0.8776 55.00 0.4547 0.2228 4061 4087 4100 4065
basalt clast CI 0.8747 54.82 0.4545 4051 4084 4100
(PBI

• Concentrations determined from totally spiking a separate sample. Concentration and composition splits were divided from perfect solutions prior to
spiking for all other analyses.

All 72215 samples are competent breccias with colors ranging from black to light-gray.
P=composition run; C=concentration run; (GCBx)=gray competent breccia; (PB)=pigconlte basalt.

Table 13: Magnetic properties of 72275, 2.
Pearce et aL (1974b).

J, X_. Xo Equiv. Equiv. F,eO
Sample (emulg) (emu/gOe) (emu/gOe) H, H,_ wt.% wt.% --

Fe *-
×106 ×10" J,,/J, (Oe) (Oe) Fe ° Fe (Noritic rocks

"t9 9

7__75__ 1.12 19.0 3.4 .005 35 -- .51 8.72 359
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Table 14: Magnetic properties (hysteresis parameters) of 72275,67.
Brecheret al. (1974).

72275.67

Sample (mass, mgl U1351 O1104]

T (°K) 300 160 300 160

J, (emu/g) 1.28 1.19 .877 .93
L, (x 10_emu/g) .05 .07 .12 .145
Xo(x 10' emu/g. Oe) 34.6 48.6 34.3 42.3
Xp (x l0s emu/g •Oe) 6.92 6.62 7.86 7.84
He (Oe) 72 105 150 185
m_. (wt .%) .59 .54 .40 .43
/F,-- (wt.%) 16.1 12.1 16.0 10.5
FeO/Fe*" .036 .045 .025 .04
L, IJ, .04 .06 .136 .156
J,/xo 1850 1790 1115 1185

Table 15: Native iron determined from Js measurement of 72275 samples.
BanerjeeandSwits (1975).

Sample No. j, (G.cm a g-L) Fe ° content (wt. _) Average

72275,46 3.26 I. 52
72275,47 ( 1) 4.47 2.08 1.69
72275,47 (2) 2.70 1.26
72275,56 4.09 1.90
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7 2 2 7 5 mx parametersfor bouldersamples.
Exposure ages from 38At, 83Kr,

los J I I t I I I I t i I I I

and 126Xe are fairly consistent, but
from 21Ne and 3He are somewhat
lower. Exposures calculated from
38At-Ca determinations are

0_ unreliable 0-,eich et al., 1975a).
•_ Goswami and Hutcheon (1975)
.r-4

studied the particle track record in
'U 72275,44. They found that the

":--:._2-,-__-:._....... extent of shock metamorphism is
0 i -'_'_ ..... "a r-'-_.

[ .......... heterogeneous, and that the sample
"_ t_ , .... retained no solar flare tracks. The
L) I _. "'"-4

, --_ ---_..--'--. constituents of the boulder were not
__!_" exposed to solar radiation pdor to

V _ the assembly of the boulder and it
is not a regolith brecci_
Goswami et al. (1977a, b)

03 measured track densities in a
whitlockite crystal from 72275.
With various assumptions, they
calculated a track retention age of
3.98 +0.04/-0.06 Ga for the crystal.

10' v _ _ _ _ _ t _ , _ , f _ This age is the age of last
La Ce Pr Nd SmEu Gd Tb l)y Ho Er TmYb Lu significant heating of the crystal,

and therefore an upper limit for the
Figure 19a: Abundances of rare earth elements in 72275friable matrix and age of compaction of the boulder.
dark melt samples. Dark melt breccia clast #2 (,83) is a solid line with +'s,
and is similar to typical matrix. The extremely high REE sample (dashed
line with + 's) is a split of ,57, and is KREEPy basalt rich. Another split of PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
,57 (long dashes) has high light but not heavy rare earths. Split ,101 is

shortest dashes with x's. A larger sample, ,2, is a solid line without added Magnetic properties of 72275
symbols, and,lOS is dash-dot with o's. For references, see Tables 5a and friable matrix samples were
5c. reported by Pearce et al. (1974a, b),

Brecher et al. (1974), Brecher and

Ciast #1 (Marble Cake): Morash (1974), Banerjee et al.
Leich et al. (1975a) provided 40At- EXPOSURE AGES AND (1974a, b), and Banerjee and Swits
39At data for the rind (,80) and the PARTICLE TRACKS (1975). The data from Pearee et al.
interior (,76) of the Marble Cake (1974a, b) is given in Table 13, and
clast (Figs. 26a, b). Like the other Leith et al. (1975a) tabulated that from Breeher et al. in Table 14.
samples discussed above, the data extensive rare gas isotopic data Native metal contents inferred from

for the interior allow no firm (He, Ne, At, Kr, Xe) for 72275 Js measurements by Banerjee and
chronological interpretation, samples: friable matrix (,57), clast Swits (1975) are in Table 15, and
although again some age around 3.9 #1 (Marble Cake) core (,76) and are substantially higher than those
Ga for outgassing is suggested by find (,80 and ,166), and the inferred for the matrix sample by
the data. Leich et al. (1975a) KREEPy basalt clast #5 (,91). Pearce et al. (1974a, b) or Breeher
however do attach significance to Only ,80 shows trapped Ne and Ar et al. (1974a, b). All measured
the intermediate plateau for the components that might he
find, which gives an age of 3.93 indicative of a small amount of samples contain much more native
+/- 0.03 Ga (new constants; Fig. solar wind contamination. 81Kr-Kr metal than do mare samples.Banerjee et al. (1974a, b) and
26b). exposure ages for four of these Banerjee and Swits (1975) used

samples ( KREEPy basalt not samples of known mutual
Nunes et al. (1974) provided U,Th- included in the exposure orientations (known within about
lab data for both rind (,81) and tabulations) give a weighted mean 20 degrees). They found that the
interior (, 117) of the Marble Cake of 52.5 m.y., with a 1.3 m.y. average directions of natural
clast (Table 10). The data plot standard deviation. This age is remanent magnetismin all the
within error of concordia near the about 10 m.y. older than that of 72255 and 72275 samples were
4.5 Ga point, samples 72215 and 72255, and approximately the same (see

indicate different shielding
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diagrams in section on 72255). In that is commonly associated with
an attempt to separate stable ilmenite.
primary NRM from unstable
secondary NRM, the authors

attempted thermal demagnetization, PROCESSING
avoiding oxidation; however, it

appeared that permanent damage The 1973 processing and sawing
was done to the carriers and the was described by Marvin (in CI 1,
procedure unadvisable. AF- 1974), and the 1984 processing by
demagnetization showed no zig-zag Salpas et al. (1985). The sample
patterns, and the NRM direction arrived from the Moon with several

after demagnetization in fields of pieces dislodged from the friable
80 (Deand greater are stable and matrix; some of these could be
primary; however, they differ from fitted together, but others remained
those in 72255 by 130 degrees (see undocumented. Some were used for
diagrams in 72255 section), thin sections and chemical

Banerjee and Swits (1975) analyses. A slab (,42) was cut
presented data for paleointensity, (Figs. 2, 3), and subdivided (Fig.
suggesting a field of about 0.19 Oe, 28). Many allocations were made
lower than those for 72215 and from this slab. The end pieces
72255. However, given the prob- remained largely untouched. In
lems of obtaining and interpreting 1984 two more slabs were cut
magnetic data for lunar samples, parallel to the first one (Fig. 3c, 4,
neither the directions nor the and 5) and allocations, mainly of
intensities can be said to have clasts, were made from them.
known meanings. Brecher et al.

(1974a,b) also tabulated consider- Table 16: Magnetic properties of
able NRM data for 72275 (Table 72275,67. Brecher et al. (1974a).
16), with extensive discussion.

They found a paleointensity similar $ampMs 72275,67
to that found by Banerjee and Swits (Mass.g) (.932)
(1975). Boulder 1, Station 2 differs

greatly in magnetic behaviour from _M (× Io-'_) 6.t

the Station 7 Boulder (sample raM, ° (× i0 -3 _) 4.75

77135) analyzed in the same study, mM&NRM 78
The paleomagnetic intensities _M'(_,.b)x I0-' emu (Oe) 3.36 (.087)
derived appear to depend directly s
on thermal history, since drastic TRM'/NRM .55Hat (Oe) O.16

changes in magnetic mineralogy (× _and character result from even brief tRM,' lo _) 4s.l

heating cycles at 800 degrees C. rRM"nRM'° 10.1
Housley et al. (1977) in ferromag- _2_n"b) ×z0-'_(o_) 2s3_.63)
netic resonance studies found that _M:/NP.M ,_.5

He 2(Oe) .015

72275,109 had no characteristic _ )
IRM 2 x 10-_emu 128

FMR intensity. ', o g
IRM,/IRMs 27

Adams and Charette (1975) and
Charette and Adams (1977)
measured the spectral reflectrance
(0.35 - 2.5 microns) of two samples
from 72275 (Fig. 27). 72275,98 is
undocumented fines from sawing,
and 72275,103 is a surface chip of
matrix; both represent general
friable matrix. They show the
typical absorption bands near 0.9
microns and 1.9 microns that arise

from electronic transitions of Fe 2+
in orthopyroxene, and a broad
absorption band near 0.6 microns
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Figure lPb: Abundances of rare earth elements in 72255friable raatrix.
These samples are all rich in KREEPy basalts, and may be pure KREEPy
basalt breccias. Data from Table 5b (Salpa$ et al., 1987b).
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Figure20:RareearthelementsinsamplesofKREEPy basaltsand KREEPy
basalt breccias. 72275,91 is the solid line near the middle of the range
(Blanchard et al., 1975). The other five analyses are the two mast REE-rich
(#357 and 363b), the two most REE-poor (#393 and 359), and one close to
an average composition (#347)from Salpas et al. (1987b).
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Apollo T$_T6 __

4O 50 _ / _ _

alllclul _zo

Figure 21: Pseudoquaternary phase diagram (OI-Si-An)for A 17 KREEPy basalts (Salpas et al., 1987b). The black
dots are the 9 analyses that included major elements, with Si02 by difference; thefilled star is the average of these 9
analyses. The enclosed star is the analysis of Blanchard et aL (1975). The open circles are defocused beam
microprobe analyses of Ryder et aL (1977), with their average as an open star.
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Figure 23: Rare earth elements in sixfelspathic
Figure 22: Rare earth elements in lithologies of clast #1 granulites (toppatterns) and aferroan anorthosite
(Marble Cake clast). The two upper plots are for rind (lower pattern) from 72275. Grid is drawn to conform
materials and are very similar. The lowerplot is for the as closely as possible with other diagrams in this
white interior, and probably includes a component of section, so lower pattern falls below grid. Datafrom
dark rind material. All data from Blanchard et al. Salpas et al. (1987a).
(1975).
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Figure 24: 4OAr release diagram Figure 25a: Rb-Sr internal isochron for 72275 KREEPy basalt (probably
.for 72275,57 (friable matrix) and clast #4). The age is 3.93 +/- 0.04 Ga with the new decay constants. Left
72275,91 (clast #5, KREEPy hand axis is 87Sr/86Sr; lower axis is 87Rb/86Sr. Compston et aL (1975).
basalt). The apparent age scale is
calibrated to the old decay
constants. Leich et al. (1975a).

Apollo 17 KREEP Bosolt Clcst 72275,545
• i i i , r ,

0.76 -.  22 55 3 l
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0.74 1=0.69960 T 0.00012 l
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Plog 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1 .(
l i i t

0.0 0.2 0.4- 0.6 0.8 1.0

a7Rb/86Sr

Figure 25b: Rb-Sr isochron for KREEPY basalt sample 72275,543. Ages calculated with old Rb decay constant.
Shih et al. (1992).
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Apollo 17 KREEP Basalt Clast 72275,545
0.5121 , , -

T=4.08+0.07 Ga __ppx

Z_ 0.5117 eNd(°Pt')=-O'61_-0'25 1
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0.5105 ....
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147Sm//144Nd

Figure 25c: Sm-Nd isochron for KREEPy basalt sample 72275,543. Shih et al. (1992).
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Fig. 26: Apparent 4OAr age and K/Ca for 72275 samples. Age calibrations are with old decay constants. Leich et al.
(1975b). a) 72275,76 (Marble Cake interior) and 72275,83 (dark melt breccia clast #2). b) 72275,80 (Marble Cake
rind).
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Figure 27: Diffuse reflectance spectra for 72275 and some other A 17 samples. Adams and Charette (1975).

Figure 28: Subdivisions of 1973 slab 72275,42. (Marvin, in CI 2, 1974).
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BOULDER 2, STATION 2
Sample 72315, 72335, 72355, 72375, 72395

Boulder 2 at Station 2 was one of The astronauts took 5 samples from Most of the studies of Boulder 2
three boulders sampled on the Boulder 2 (Fig. 1). During were made by a loosely-knit
lower slopes of the South Massif sampling, Schmitt observed a Consortium led by the Caltech
(see section on Boulder 1, Station 2 distinctive half-meter patch on the group (Dymek et al. 1976). All are
for description of area). Boulder 2 surface that he interpreted as a clast clast-bearing fine-grained impact
lay approximately 50 m southwest of material similar to the rest of the melts of low-K Fra Mauro with
of the LRV parking spot. It is boulder. Sample 72315 represents composition similar to others at the
greenish-gray or tan gray, and this "clast", and 72335 represents Apollo 17 landing site. The boulder
approximately 2 m wide and 2 m the "contact" with the groundmass, is generally interpreted as a piece of
high as measured from the lunar 72355, 72375, and 72395 represent an impact melt unit created in the
surface. It is rounded, and smoother normal boulder matrix. Serenitatis impact at -3.86 Ga ago.
than Boulder I. Several sets of Petrographic and chemical studies It rolled down the South Massif to
fractures can be recognized, but no show that all five samples are its present position about 20 m.y.
layering is visible.The boulder has virtually identical; the distinctive ago, according to exposure data.
a f'dlet about 25 cm high on its patch was probably a spall. Each
uphill side but overhangs the sample has an exterior side (with
ground surface on its downhill side brown patina and zap pits) and a
(f'fllet material was sampled as freshly-exposed interior surface.
72320).

Figure I. Sampling of Boulder 2, Station 2. The gnomon has a height of 62 on. (AS137-20913).
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72315
Micropoikilitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 131.4 g

INTRODUCTION fractures. Clasts larger than 1 nun 72315, the sample was sawn to
compose less than 5% of the rock. produce mainly two end pieces and

72315 is a f'me-grained, clast- The exposed surface Cl') of 72315 two central slabs. These slabs were
bearing impact melt with a has many zap pits and the broken entirely subdivided and produced
poikilitic texture. Although it was surface is hackly (Figs 1, 2, 3). oriented samples for track studies.
sampled to represent an apparent Irregular cavities forming about
distinctive half-meter clast (see 10% of the sample range up to 3
section on Boulder 2, Station 2), mm, although most are much less PETROGRAPHY
72315 is identical in all analyzed than 1 mm across; the larger ones

respects with all other samples have brown pyroxene linings, All five samples from Boulder 2 are
from Boulder 2. Although no smaller ones have drusy linings, very similar in petrography. Dymek
definitive geochronological data et al. (1976a) gave descriptions of
exist, a general assumption is that 72315 is so similar to other samples the petrography subsequent to a
72315 crystallized at the same time from Boulder 2 that it will not be briefer description by Albee et al.
as other melts of similar described here in detail, but specific (1974b) and Dymek et al. (1976b).
petrography and chemistry at the studies are referenced. It was They did not give individual
Apollo 17 site, i.e. 3.86 Ga ago. studied mainly under a consortium descriptions of the petrography and
The sample, 10 x 5.5 x 2 cm, is an led by the Caltech group (Dymek et that practice is for the most part
angular elongate light gray (N7) al., 1976a), but not in as much followed here. Thus, for a

slab (Fig. 1). It is tough and detail as 72395. The description of description and mineral diagrams of
homogeneous, but with an irregular 72395 can be assumed as a 72315 see sample 72395.
distribution of clasts and vugs, and description of 72315. Following
there are some penetrative chipping of a few small pieces of

_ i̧ i .- •

Figure 1: Exposed (top) and broken (lower) surfaces of 72315. The sample is homogeneous, with a few dark and
light clasts visible. Scale in centimeters. S-73-18693.
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Figure 2: a) Post-sawing pieces ,16 (Wend); ,15 (broken-off N edge); and,18 (sawnfrom ,17, andfrom between
,16 and ,17). Split ,19fell off,18. Cube is 2 cnt S-74-15094. b) Post-sawing piece ,17 (E end) and subdivisions of
an unnumbered slab cutfrom it adjacent to ,18. Large cube is 2.54 cm. S-74-17830.
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Figure 3: Subdivision of slab ,18. Cube is 1 cnt S-74-17835.

Figure 4: Photomicrographs of 72315,78. Plane transmitted light, all about I mmJield of view. a) Melt
groundmass and smaller clasts (larger white areas), mainly plagioclases with lesser mafic minerals, llmenites are
mainly grown in the groundmass, b) Contact between melt (top) and a larger lithic clast of feldspathic granulite
(bottom).
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The sample is a f'me-gmined impact _ _ _ t 2
melt withamicropoikilitictexture l°_--_ , , , _ , , , _ ,
and some small clasts (Fig. 4 and
Dymek et al., 1976a). Simonds et
al. (1974) referred to it as "clast-
rich ophitic" with matrix feldspars
and pyroxenes respectively 10 to 40 ©
and 20 to 80 microns long. -_
Photomicrographs of matrix and
clasts are given in Dymek et al.
(1976a) and Spudis and Ryder
(1981). Engelhardt (1979) noted the 0
poikilitic texture and classified the /Z :_ 4

paragenesis as one with ilmenite \ > -..
crystallizing only after pyroxene 0
fmished crystallizing. 9.

c_

CHEMISTRY

Chemical analyses of bulk rock
(groundmass plus clasts) are given

in Table 1 and rare earth elements
are plotted in Figure 5 with other tY_l _ , ,_

data for comparison. Laul and La Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho gr Yb ku
Schmitt (1974a,b, c) and Laul et al.
(1974) analyzed both exterior and Figure 5: Rare earth elements in splits of 72315 (bold
interior chips which are essentially lines) and other Boulder 2, Station 2 samples. 72315 data from Table 1:
indistinguishable. The chemistry is solid line is ,3; long dashed line is ,4. The two splits are identical for
similar to that of the other samples several elements.
from Boulder 2 and other LKFM
poikilitic melts from the Apollo 17 probable crystallization age of the about 1 to about 460 MeV/aan.u.
landing site; the incompatible rock (about 3.86 Ga) because of By tying the intensity of solar flare
element abundances are the lowest thermal fading of lracks over the to that of galactic cosmic rays, an
among the Boulder 2 samples (Fig. last 10 to 20 Ma, in which 50 to exposure age can be determined
5). 60% of tracks have been annealed, assuming production rates. The

track density-depth relationships
are shown in Figure 7. From these

RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES AND EXPOSURE AGES data and the production spectrum of
CHRONOLOGY Walker-Yuhas, Hutcheon et al.

Hutcheon et al. (1974a,b,c) and (1974a) derived an exposure to

Tera et al. (1974a) reported Rb and MacDougall et al. (1974) studied galactic cosmic rays of about 0.22
Sr isotopic data for a 24 mg whole- cosmic ray tracks in samples from Ma, and exposure to solar flares for
rock split of 72315 without specific 72315. Hutcheon et al. (1974a) 0.32 Ma (probably consistent with

discussion. 87Rb/86Sr (0.1445) and described the collection and each other), for an estimated
sampling of 72315; the studied exposure of the crevice for 0.27

87Sr/86Sr (0.70839+/-5) sample was a column (Fig, 6). The Ma. This exposure age is almost
correspond with TBABI of 4.44 inner side of 72315 was a crevice certainly unrelated to the time that
Ga. Hutcheon et al. (1974b) studied on the boulder, and with the known the boulder rolled down the slope,
fission tracks in apatite crystals, orientation, allows the and reflects only the age of a spall
tabulating densities. Assuming determination of the direction in event that removed a large

negligible cosmic ray induced space from which the particles fragment from the surface of the
fission, the densities correspond arrived. The sampling allowed a boulder. Surface microcrater counts
with ages of 3.09 Ga and 2.94 Ga; virtually uneroded Fe spectnma suggest an exposure age of about
assuming induced fission, the averaged over several hundred 0.15 Ma. Hutcheon et at. (1974b)
densities correspond with ages of thousand years, in the range of measured tracks in an unoriented
2.51 Ga and 2.30 Ga (Table 2).
These ages are younger than the
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interior chip in 72315, located Table 2: Fission track data and calculated ages for apatltes In 72315
several centimeters from the (Hutcheon et al. 1974b). a=assumlng cosmic ray Induced fission.
column sample. Assuming a simple b=assuming negligible cosmic ray induced fission.
exposure history would suggest an
exposure of about 5 Ma, but from
the shape of the track density ,_315 72315
profile in the whole column it can Apatite I Apatite 2

be shown that the boulder has Uranium conlent 72 78
experienced a complicated (ppm)
exposure extending over several Total track density 1.55 x 10" 1.58 x 10g

million years in an orientation (t/cm -_)

different from that at the present, Reactor induced 2.82 × 107 3.06 × 107

and that a spall occurred about 0.27 (t/cm_)
Ma ago (above). Cosmic ray 3.0 x 10" 3.0 × 10_

(t/cm'-)

Keith et al. (1974a,b) tabulated C.R. induced fission* 2.82 x 10_ 3.06 x 107

count data for cosmogenic nuclides (t/cm'-)

without specific discussion. Age¢ (m.y.) (a) 2.51 x 10_ 2.30 x 10_(b) 3.09 × l0 _ 2.94 x 10_
Yokoyama et al. (1974) used the
data of Keith et al. (1974a,b) in

discussing 22Na-26AI
relationships. They found the

sample to be unsaturated in 26A1,
suggesting very short exposure _"_

times (of the order of 105 years),

consistent with the Huteheon et al. i

(1974a) results. I /

PROCESSING J I

Several early allocations were made
from small documented chips (,2 to
,6 and,11) removed from 72315
prior to sawing. In 1973/4 sawing
produced the W end piece ,16 (17.1
g, now stored at Brooks; Fig. 2a)
and E end piece,17 (now 70.6 g).
Piece ,17 was resawn to produce
the slab ,18 (which was
subsequently entirely subdivided,
Fig. 3) and a second unnumbered Figure 6: Sketch of the crevice side
slab that was also entirely of 72315, showing the orientation
subdivided (Fig. 2b). During of the track column emending
sawing a large piece (,15, 7.8 g) fell through the sample. Height of the
off (Fig. 2a). Few of the slab pieces sample is about I0 cra. (Hutcheon
have been used for allocations, et al., 1974a).
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measurements and open circles are for SEM measurements. (Hutcheon et aL, 1974a).
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72335
Micropoikilitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 106.9 g

INTRODUCTION generalassumptionis that72335 describedhere in detail, but specific
crystallizedat thesame time as studies are referenced.It was

72335 is a free-grained, elast- othermelts of similar petrography studied mainly under a consortium
bearing impact melt with a and chemistry at the Apollo 17 site, led by the Caltech group (Dymek et
poikilltie texture. It was collected to i.e. 3.86 Ga ago. The sample, 8 x a/., 1976a), but not in as much
sample the contact of the matrixof 1.5 x 1.5 era, is angular and detail as 72395. The description of
Boulder 2, Station 2, with an greenish gray (5GY 6/1) (Fig. 1). It 72395 can be assumed as a
apparent dast, represented by is tough, homogeneous, and lacks description of 72335. Following
72315 (see section on Boulder2, penetrative fractures. Clasts larger chipping of a few pieces for
Station2). However, like 73215, it than 1 nun compose less than 10% allocation, the W end of the sample
is identical in all analyzed respects of the rock. The exposed surface was sawn off (,16; 33.6 g; Fig. 2)
with all othex samples from (N,T, part of E) of 72335 has a thin and stored at Brooks.
Boulder 2. Nonetheless, the patina and many zap pits. Irregular
literature about 72335 is distinct in cavities with drusy crystals form

thata granuliteclast dominatedthe about30% of the surface;they PETROGRAPHY
early allocations, rather than the range up to 1ram, although most

matrix, leading to a temporary are about 0.2 mm across. All five samples from
inference that it was distinct. Boulder 2 are very similar in
Although no definitive 72335 is so similar to other samples petrography. Dymek et al. (1976a)
geochronological data exist, a from Boulder 2 that it will not be

Figure 1: Broken Brace of sample 72335, showing irregular vugs and homogeneous character. The exposed
surface (at the top) has a darker-colored patina. Scale in centimeters. S-73-23543.
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Figure 2: Sawn face of W end piece 72335,16 showing high proportion of vugs. Small divisions on scale are 1 rant
S-76-2437Z

gave descriptions of the petro-
graphy subsequent to a briefer
description by Alhee et al. (1974b)
and Dymek et al. (1976b). They did
not give individual descriptions of
the petrography, and that practice is
for the most part followed here;
thus, for a description and mineral
diagrams of 72335 matrix see
sample 72395.

Dymek et al. (1976a, c) described
the sample, following a briefer
deso-iption by Albee et al. (1974b).
They noted that the earliest
allocations had been ofa 1-cm clast

of a flue-grained, granalitic
anorthositic norite (feldspathic
granulite), and that the actual
matrix was similar to the other

Boulder 2 samples (Fig. 3). The

decription by Simonds et al. (1974)
is of the granulitic cinst: feldspars
25 to 500 microns and mafic grains
10 to 30 (rarely 100) microns. The
paragenesis of Engelhardt (1979) Figure 3: Photomicrograph of 72335,5 showing poikilitic impact melt
(ilmenite crystallizing later than matrix (left) and feldspathic granulite clast (left). Plane transmitted light.
pyroxene) is for the actual matrix. Field of view about I ramwide.
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Figure 4: Rare earth element abundances of matrix Figure 5: Rare earth element abundances of
samples in 72335 (bold lines) with other Boulder 2 data feldspathic granulite clast in 72335.
for comparison.

was not specifically sampled as a showed solar flare track gradients
CHEMISTRY clast, extended over several grains; a

maximum density of more than 5 x
Chemical analyses of the matrix 108 cm"2 fell to about 3 x 107 cm-
and the granulitic clast are RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES AND 2, then rose again. Largevariations
tabulatedseparately(Tables 1 and 2 CHRONOLOGY in track densities occurredadjacent
respectively). The rare earth to olivines and feldspars. The
elements are also plotted separately Tera et al. (1974a) reported Rb and results may suggest some
(Figs. 4 and 5). The chemistry of Sr isotopic data for a split that is irradiation of grains prior to
the matrix is identical with that of probably at least mainly a compaction, unusual exposure
other Boulder 2 samples, with rare feldspathic granulite clast, without geometries, or annealing
earths at the lower end of the range specific discussion. 87Rb/86Sr differences.
(Fig. 4). In the earliest publications (0.03695) and 87Sr/86Sr
(e.g. Laul and Schmitt, 1974a,b), (0.70136+/-5) are distinct from
the granulite clast was assumed to those of the matrix of the other PROCESSING
represent bulk rock. Later Boulder 2 samples and correspond
publications (e.g. Laul and Schmitt with TBABI of 4.40 Ga. A few small chips were first taken
,1975) recognize that the first for allocations. One of these earlier
allocations were atypical, but chips (,2) appears to have been a
instead of recognizing the presence clast (or dominantly a clast) of
of a granulitic clast, suggested that EXPOSURE feldspathic granulite. Furtherthe 72335 matrix was
heterogeneous. The distinct MacDougall et al. (1974) and chipping was made for allocations
siderophile ratios of the feldspathic Hutcheon et al. (1974b) studied a of the matrix. In 1975, a saw cut
sample (Group 3, cf. Group 2 of the small undocumented chip, was made to remove the W end
other matrices) was recognized. It supposedly from the surface, for (,16; 33.6 g, Fig. 2) for remote
is possible that the sample of tracks. However, there was no track storage at Brooks.
feldspathic granulite analyzed density gradient diseernable on the
included matrixcontamination, as it edge examined. Interior feldspars
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Table 1: Chemical analyses of bulk rock/matrix of Table 2: Chemical analyses of a feldspathic
72335. granulite clast in 72335.

,6 ,7 Lo2tt ,2 ,2 ,2
wt%

SiO2
SiO2 "rio2 0.60
TiO 2 1.6 1.6 AI203 27.3

A1203 18.2 18.3 Cr2O3 O.lOOFeO 4.8

Cr20 3 O. 19 0 0.200 MaO 0.060
FeO 8.6 8,8 MgO SCaO 15.4

MnO O. 112 0. I 14 r:a2O 0.45
MgO 11 12 K20 0.12 0.1037
CaO 10.7 11.0 P2O5
Na20 0,61 0.60 _mSc 8.0

K20 0.27 0.34 v 30Co 25 28
P205 Ni 330 360

Rb 2.0 1.882
Sr 145 147.8

Sc 16 18 ¥
V 50 50 Z_ 150

Co 23 26 HI" 4.2
Ni 200 230 Ba 12o (a)12o
Rb Tn 2.4

U 0.80 0.71
Sr Cs 0.095

y Ta 0.59

Za" 450 450 Pbla 13.2
Nb ce 31
}If I0 I0
Ba 300 300 _ 21Sm 5.8

Th 4.6 4.8 _ 0.90
U 1.3 1.3 cdTb 1.1
CS Dy 7.0

Ta 1.5 1.5 Ho
Er

Pb Tm
La 31.6 30.0 Yb 4.2
Ce 82 80 Lu 0.55Li
Pr Be
Nd 54 50 B

c
Sm 14.1 13,5 N
Faa 1.84 1.82 s
Gd F

CI
Tb 2.7 3.1 Br
Dy 17 20 cu

Zn 1.7

Ho
F1 m 4 5.3
Tm k 12 15
Yb 10.4 10.2 IAt '_
Lu 1.4 1.4 c_ a
Li c_
Be se 67

B Mo "d
T¢

C _ _
N gh _ :
S Rt "__1

Ag 0.70 _F ca (b)8o
Cl in o.s -_,
Br sn a

sb 15 _Cu re
Zn w a

_o _.4 _
AU 4 4 Pt _
Ix HgTt 0.58 _

(1) (1) B!
(1) (1) (2)

l_efgrences arid methods:
(1) Laul and Schmitt (1974); INAA

(1) L_I ,.,,a ._l_'mltt (197_,b&), Lml el _, (1974): INAA, RNAA
(2)TertottL(197_);lliqdS
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72355
Micropoikilifie Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 367.4 g

INTRODUCTION homogeneous (although apparently al., 1976a), but not in as much

less so than other Boulder 2 detail as 72395. The description of
72355 is a free-grained, clast- samples) and has a few non- 72395 can be assumed as a

bearing impact melt with a penetrative fractures. Clasts larger description of 72355. Only a few
poikilitic texture. It was collected to than 1 nun compose less than about chips were taken from the sample
sample the matrix of Boulder 2, 10% of the rock. The exposed for allocation and it was never
Station 2 (see section on Boulder 2, surface (mainly N) of 72355 has a sawn.
Station 2). It is identical in all patina and many zap pits. Vugs
analyzed respects with all other form 3-4% of the rock, with some

samples from Boulder 2. Although as large as several millimeters. All PETROGRAPHY
no definitive geochronological data have crystal linings, and the larger

exist, a general assumption is that rugs have larger crystals. All five samples from Boulder 2 are
72355 crystallized at the same time very similar in petrography. Dymek
as other melts of similar 72355 is so similar to other samples et al. (1976a) gave descriptions of
petrography and chemistry at the from Boulder 2 that it will not be the petrography subsequent to a
Apollo 17 site, i.e. 3.86 Ga ago. described here in detail, but specific briefer description by Albee et al.
The sample, 10 x 6.5 x 6.5 cm, is studies are referenced. It was (1974b) and Dymek et al. (1976b).
blocky/angular and light olive gray studied mainly under a consortium They did not give individual
(5Y 6/1) (Fig. 1). It is tough, led by the Caltech group (Dymek et

..... :

Figure 1: Brace of sample72355. The exposedsurface(at the top) has a darker-colored patina; the lower right
area is broken surface. Scale in centimeters. S-73-17285.
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descriptions of the petrography, and Figure 3. The chip analyzed by EXPOSURE
that practice is for the most part Laul and Schmitt (1974a, b,c) was
followed here; thus, for a an exterior chip, but is in any case Keith et al. (1974a,b) tabulated
description and mineral diagrams of similar in chemistry to the other cosmogenic nuclide gamma my
72355 matxix see sample 72395. Boulder 2 matrix samples. The count rate data, without specific

siderophiles (equivalent to 2.4% discussion.
Dymek et al. (1976a, c) described chondritic contamination) are
the sample, following a briefer assigned to Group 2, correlated
description by Albee et al. (1974b), with Serenitatis. PROCESSING
noting that the matrix was similar
to the other Boulder 2 samples (Fig. A few small chips were taken for
2). Simonds et al. (1974) described RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES AND allocations, but the sample was
the sample as clast-rich ophitic, CHRONOLOGY never sawn or extensively
with feldspars 10 to 50 microns and subdivided.
mafic grains 10 to 100 microns, Tera et al. (1974a) reported Rb and
showing a photomicrograph. Sr isotopic data for a matrix split
Engelhardt (1979) tabulated the without specific discussion.
paragenisis as one with ilmenite 87Rb/86Sr (0.1523) and 87Sr/86Sr
crystallizing later than pyroxene. (0.70855+/-6) are similar to those

of the matrix of the other Boulder 2
samples, and correspond with

CHEMISTRY TBABI of 4.29 Ca.

Chemical analyses of the bulk
matrix are given in Table 1, with
the rare earth elements plotted in

B8 St 2
[0 3 _ t I I i i ! I

1
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Figure 2: Photomicrograph of 7235£4, showing Figure 3: Rare earth element abundances of matrix
poikilitic impact melt matrix. Plane transmitted light, samples in 72355 (bold line) with other Boulder 2 data
Field of view about I nun wide. for comparison.
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72375
Micropoikilitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 16.16 g

INTRODUCTION 72375 is so similar to other samples followed here; thus for a
from Boulder 2 that it will not be description and mineral diagrams of

72375 is a f'me-grained, clast- described here in detail, but specific 72375 matrix see sample 72395.
bearing impact melt with a studies are referenced. It was
poikilitie texture. It was collected to studied maiuly under a consortium Dymek et al. (1976a, e) described
sample the matrix of Boulder 2, led by the Caltech group (Dymek et the sample, following a briefer
Station 2 (see section on Boulder 2, al., 1976a), but not in us much description by Alhee et al. (1974b),
Station 2). It is identical in all detail as 72395. The description of noting that the matrix was similar
analyzed respects with all other 72395 can be assumed as a to the other Boulder 2 samples (Fig.
samples from Boulder 2. Although description of 72375. Only a few 2). Simonds et al. (1974) merely
no definitive geochronological data chips were taken from the sample tabulated the sample as clast-rich
exist, a general assumption is that for allocation, and it was never ophitie.
72375 crystallized at the same time sawn.
us other melts of similar

petrography and chemistry at the CHEMISTRY

Apollo 17 site, i.e. 3.86 Ga ago. PETROGRAPHY
The sample, about 4 cm long and Chemical analyses of the bulkthe smallest collected from Boulder

All five samples from Boulder 2 are matrix are given in Table 1, with
2, is angular and green-gray. It has very similar in petrography. Dymek the rare earth elements plotted in
a patina and zap pits on the exposed et al. (1976a) gave descriptions of Figure 3. The chip analyzed was an
surface (mainly T), and rugs on the the petrography subsequent to a exterior chip, but is in any case
broken surface. Originally the briefer description by Albee et al. similar in chemistry to the othersample was retained as a

(1974b) and Dymek et al. (1976b). Boulder 2 matrix samples. The
refrigerated reserve and not studied They did not give individual siderophiles are assigned to Group
under binocular microscope, but descriptions of the petrography, and 3, correlated with Serenitatis.
was later chipped for some that practice is for the most partallocations.

Figure I: S face of sample 72375. The exposed surface (at the top) has a darker-colored patina; the lower area is
broken surface. Scale in centimeters. S-73-15356.
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RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES AND PROCESSING
CHRONOLOGY

Three small chips were taken from
Tera et al. (1974a) reported Rb and a single location for allocations, but
Sr isotopic data for a matrix split the sample was never sawn or
without specific discussion, extensively subdivided.

87Rb/86Sr (0.1173) and 87Sr/86Sr
(0.70632+/-6) are similar to those
of the matrix of the other Boulder 2

samples and correspond with
TBABI of 4.28Ga.
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Figure 2: Photomicrograph of 72375,5 showing Figure 3: Rare earth element abundances of matrix
poikilitic impact melt matrix. Plane transmitted light, samples in 72375 (bold line) with other Boulder 2 data
Field of view about I nun wide. for comparison.
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72395
Micropoikilitlc Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 536.4 g

INTRODUCTION knobby and rounded. The broken mainly of plagioclase and
surface (S,E,B) is angular and pigeonite. The pigeonite forms

72395 is a f'me-grained, clast- hackly (Fig. 1). Vugs are present on small oikocrysts (less than 100
bearing impact melt with a the broken surface, ranging from microns). The smaller elasts are
poikilitic texture. It was sampled as 0.2 to 2 nun. They tend to be difficult to distinguish from
typical gronndmass of Boulder 2, irregular but some are elongate, and groundmass phases. The total clast
Station 2 (see section on Boulder 2, many are lined with drusy crystal content of the less-than-l-nun
Station 2, Fig. 1). Although no terminations, fraction is probably 10 to 20%.
definitive geochronological data
exist, a general assumption is that 72395 is typical of the samples Most of the studies of 72395 were
72395 crystallized at the same time from Boulder 2, and has only a few conducted under a consortium led
as other melts of similar clasts larger than a few millimeters, by the Caltech group (Dymek et al.,
petrography and chemistry at the Plagioclases and pale green olivine 1977). Following chipping of a few
Apollo 17 site, i.e. 3.86 Ga ago. are the most abundant. The few small pieces for petrographic study,
The sample, 12 x 9 x 5.5 cm, is large lithie clasts are typically fine- a slab was cut across 72395 (Fig.
angular, tabular, and light olive grained feldspathie rocks, including 2). Many other small pieces and
gray (N5Y 6/1). It is tough and granulites. The groundmass two larger end pieces were obtained
homogeneous. Its exposed surface contains abundant vesicles smaller (Fig. 3).
(T,N,W) has many zap pits and is than 25 microns, and consists

Figure 1: Broken surface of 72395. The sample is homogeneous and structureless, and few clasts are visible at this
scale. Slit vesicles are common. The dark feature in the center is a vuggy area lined with pyroxene and plagioclase
crystals. Scale in centimeters. S-73-16052.
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Figu_ 2: Firstcutacross72395. Thesecondcutwproduceaslabwasmade m,8. Cube _ 2.54cmacro_.S-7_
21619.

matrix (grains less than 1 mm) is micron fraction is not def'mite.The
PETROGRAPHY composed of abundant tiny clasts total amount of elastic material

and a groundmass that crystallized appears to be about 10 to 20%.

All five samples from Boulder 2 are from the melt (Fig. 4a) (Dymek et Voids, approximately 10% of each
very similax in petrography. Dymek al., 1976a, Simonds et al., 1974). sample, are commonly 1 to 25
et al. (1977) gave detailed Simonds et aL, (1974) referred to micron dispersed angular pores,
descriptions of the petrography these samples as "matrix supported with some slit vesicles up to 250
subsequent to the brief description breccias" to emphasize the microns long. Other vugs and
by Alhee et al. (1974b). They did abundance of free-grained material, vesicular pods are present. In 72395
not give separate descriptions of the They labelled 72395 as clast-rich a few areas consist of pyroxene
petrography, and that practice is for ophitic, with matrix feldspars 10 to "shells" enclosing glass of granitic
the most part followed here. 72395 40 microns long and matrix mafic composition; Dymek et al. (1977)
has the most thin sections and will minerals 20 to 100 microns across, believe that these represent a
he the "type" for description. The The texture appears to be distinct residual liquid from the
mineral diagrams for all 5 samples from other coarser poikilitic crystallization of the melt, rather
will be included in this section for boulders at the Apollo 17 landing than relict clnsts.

ease of comparison, site. Dymek et al. (1977) drew a
distinction between clasts and The groundmass of all samples

The samples are rather groondmass at 100 microns grain consists of an interlocking network
homogeneous and consist of several size. Nonetheless, the distinction of tiny pyroxene oikocrytsts that
percent clasts (I nun to 1 cm) in a of elastic material and melt- enclose abundant chadacrysts of
free-grained crystalline matrix. The crystallized material in the <100 plagioclase. Ofivine occurs as
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Figure 3:Endpieces,7 and,8 and numerous smaller pieces of 72395. The slab pieces, 9 and ,lO and other small
pieces are not shown. End piece ,7 shows the exterior surface with zap pits. Cube is 2 cra.S-74-15103.

angular, irregularly-shapedgrains at about the same time as high-Ca and Fig. 7 (olivines and Fe-Ti
between the pyroxene oikocrysts pyroxeneentry,anda reaction oxides), which show the general
and between pyroxene and relationshipof olivine with the melt similarity of the samples. These
plagioclase, llmenite forms to produce the low-Ca pyroxene is diagrams do not distinguish clasts
irregularly-shaped grains, up to a suggestedby resorbed-appearing from groundmass phases,but they
few hundred microns long, with a olivine cores to olkocrysts. Ilmenite are distinguished on a summary
sieve-texture (enclosing pyroxene and other minor phases completed diagram forall rocks, reproduced
and plagioclase). Engelhardt the crystallization, here as Fig. 8. The majorityof the
(1979) noted that ilmenite started oikocrysts arepigeonite (En75Wo2
crystallization after pyroxene Dymek et al. (1977) listed the to En65Wo10), with some high-Ca
startedandfinished crystallization phase abundances,phase types (En54Wo28 to En45Wo40).
after pyroxene finished. Ilmenite compositions, and the bulk- The chadacrysts havea small range
containschromiteand futile chemical composition (from a in composition (An92 to An85), but
lamellae and there is some mieroprobepoint coun0 of 72395 laths and blocky plagioclases
baddelyite at ilmenite margins. (Table 1). The tabulated phase between the olkocrysts have a
There is some K-richmesostasis, compositions appear to represent wider range (An95 to An79). The
Troilite and lesser Fe-metal are those in the melt groundmass, not olivine in the groundmass has a
pre._nL According to Dymek eta/. clnsts. Dymek et al. (1977) also narrowcompositional range from
(1977), the paragenetic sequence diagrammed the mineral Fo72 to Fo68.
was plagioclase followed by compositionsfox the five individual

olivine, then low-Ca pyroxene, then samples, reproduced hereas Fig. 5 Most of the clasts in all the samples
high-Ca pyroxene.Olivine ceased (plagioclases), Fig. 6 (pyroxenes), are single mineral crystals.
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a b c

d e

Figure 4: Photomicrographs of 72395,7Z All plane transmitted light, all about I infield of view.
a) Melt groundmass and small clasts (larger white areas), mainly plagioclases with lesser mafic minerals, b)
feldspathic granulite clast, evidently a metamorphosed breccia, c) coarser poikilitic feldspathic granulite clast, of
less obvious precursor material. Chadacrysts (white) are plagioclases, oikocrysts (darker) are dominantly low-Ca
pyroxene, d) mafic granulite e) devitrified plagioclase (grayer areas) and ilmenite (black) in a coarse anorthositic
fragment.
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Plagioclase is the most abundant_
then olivine; low- and high-Ca
pyroxene, ilmenite, Fe-Co-Ni APOLLO 17 STATION #2. BOULDER #2-
metal, and pink spinel clasts are PLAGIOCLASE
present (Dymek et al., 1976a). KAtsi3oa
They are typically rounded to 7z3/d _'L°'_
subangular, and a few show shock \
effects. Some display rims that are "' _'x
either overgrowths of the same .NoAISi308...... ",'" J'"_* ".6g_',_:_'Z,.*.b_,_
phase or different minerals Ao,o A..o A,so coAtzsi2os
(curonas).The most prominent _,o,,
coronas are on pink spinels. Clast 7z335
mineral compositions are included
in Figures 5 to 7 for individual ......... "": ...... ;_r...-,
rocks, and distinguished on the A°,o Anl[IO An90 AnlOO

summary diagram of Fig. 8. The . _,
clasts show a much wider range of

\compositions than do the ." " 72,5,5.5
groandmass minerals. Plagioclase . " .

clasts are generally unzoned, but • " ".t_)" .: _.., u..,_...k
many show conspicuous reaction Ao,o A°_o A.90 A,,oo
rims. The most prominent reaction
rims are on grainsmore sodic than 72,375 _o,_
the groundmass plagioclases, and \many of these sodie rimmed grains

•** 6 • o_o .,..,_._o - "_have clouded cores. The olivines ..................................
include many examples zoned to A,,o A/_l$O _'ngo lfllOO

their rims by reaction with the melt, 72395 \o,_
and some are mantled by low-Ca . _... \
pyroxene. Both high- and low-Ca .t ,L:. ....
pyroxenes have overgrowth rims, . ....................... _,,_.u-_5_ o \
and typically there is tittle A°,o A._o *°_o A,,oo
difference in composition between
clast rim and core, but some cores Figure 5: Compositions of plagioclases in 72315, 72335, 72355, 72375,
are distinctly more magnesian (Fig. and 72395 (Dymek et al., 1976a).
8); rims tend to have compositions
similar to groundmass pyroxenes. Dymek et al. (1977) for its ilmenite were originally reported with little
llmenite and metal clasts typically content of up to 10% and its brown discussion. The samples have a
occur with rounded to amoeboid coloring; its plagioclases are low-K Fra Mauro basalt
forms. The ilmenite clasts contain shocked and partly devitrified (Fig. composition, similar to many other
tiny globules of metal, troilite, 4e). A few clasts of gabbro, impact melt samples at the Apollo
plagioclase, and pyroxene, unlike troctolite, and dunlte are present, 17 site. All the Boulder 2 samples
any seen in any lithic clast in including one troctolite similar to are similar;, the incompatible
Boulder 2. 76535, though more granulated and element abundances for 72395 are

reerystallized. The dunites (Fo70- higher than the average. The

Most of the lithic clasts are of 77) are more iron-rich than the samples clearly have meteoritic
feldspathie highlands lithologies, dunite 72415. contamination. Laul and Sclmfitt
but there is a range of textures, (1974a) identified the siderophiles
grain sizes, and compositions. The with Group 3, attributed to

most abundant group, termed CHEMISTRY Serenitatis, and again like many
anortbosites by Dymek et al. other impact melts of low-K Fm

Chemical analyses of bulk rock
(1977), are typically fine-grained, (groundmass plus clasts) are given Mauro composition at the Apollo
and most are recrystallized in Table 2; the major element 17 site. Jovanovie and Reed
feldspathic granulites (Figs. 4b,c). (1974a, 1975, 1980), who made

analyses agree well with that analyses of leaches and residues
They grade with increasing marie derived by Dymek et al. (1976a)content into anorthositic troctolites from leaching, identified the CI
and norites (Fig. 4d). A few cases (Table 1). The rare earth elements (residual)/P20 5 ratio with an
are poikilitic, with oikoerystsup to are plotted as Figure 9, with other Apollo 11,12, and 15 basalt line,
3 nun. One type of anorthositic Boulder 2, Station 2 data for but the significance of such an
fragment was distinguished by comparison. These chemcal data identification is not apparent.
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Figure 6: Compositions of pyroxenes in 72315, 72335, 72355, 72375, and 72395 (Dymek et al., 1976a).
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Table 1: Phase abundances, "average" phases compositions, and bulk chemical composition derived from
point-coun_Ing of 72.395 (Dymek etal., l_/6a).

Low-Ca High-Ca Bulk-

Plag. pyx pyx Olivine llmenite Tro0ite* Metal* Ca-Pht_s. t Me_oslasis composition

VoI.% 56.21 25.4u 5.9_ 8.8_- 1.34 0.1 _ 0.0_ 0.9_, 1.0_ Calculated

±1o 2.0a 1.41 0.6_ 0.82 0.32 0.1o 0.0_ 0.27 0 2_ (1307

Wt.% 50.4_ 28.44 6.56 10.2_ 2.0,_ 0.23 0.2_ 1.0t 0 8, points)

P205 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 43.15 (I.08 0 44

SiO2 46.67 53.53 50.81 37.66 0.21 n.a. n.a. -- 57 98 4647

TiO2 0.02 0.90 1.87 0.119 54.16 001 <0.01 1.82 I 50

AI203 33.51 0.99 1.95 0.02 <0.01 n.a. n.a. -- 23.14 17.52

Cr_O_ n.a. 0.50 0.64 0.15 0.44 n.a. n.lt. -- 0.03 0 20
CaO 17.78 2.43 18.74 0.16 n.a. (I.08 0.01 54.54 5.29 I I 50

MgO 0.(19 26.36 17.08 35.76 6.56 0.03 <0.01 -- 0.76 12 46
FeO 0.25 15.42 8.65 26.24 37.38 63.17 92.58 -- 1.40 896

MnO n.a. 0.19 0.21 0.32 0.46 n.a. n.a. -- <0.01 0.1 I

BaO <0.01 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. - 090 11.01

Na20 1.51 0.06 0.17 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -- 053 0.79

K20 0.13 n.a, n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -- 7.21 0.13

ZrO_ n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.01 n.a. n.a. -- 007 <0.01

V203 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. <0.01 n.a. n.a. -- n.a. <0.01

Nb20_ n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.13 n.a. n.a. -- n a. < (10 I
NiO n.a. n.a. n.a. <0.01 n.a. 0.04 6.99 -- n.a. 0.02

Co n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. <0.01 0.37 -- n.a <0.111

S n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 38.52 <0.01 -- < 0.01 0.09

F n.a__ n .a. n.a. n.a. n .az_ n.a. n.a. 2.31 n.a_ 0,02
Total 99.94 100.39 100.13 100.40 99.35 101.85 99.96 100.00 99 22 100.22

An 86.1 Wo 3.3 Wo 33.5 Fo 711.6

Ab 13.2 En 69.4 En 45.2 Fa 29.4

Or 0.7 Fs 23.1

Others 4.2 8.1

Average--boulder # 2-5 samples

Vol.% 59.9 22.9 5.8 7.7 1.6 0. I 0.1 0.8 0.9

Wt.% 54.1 25.8 6.4 9.0 2.5 0A 0.4 0.9 0.8

*Elemental abundances; converted to oxides for calculating bulk composition.

tAssumed 1 : I mixture of fluorapatite and whitlockite.

n.a. = Not analyzed.

25r
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Figure 7: Compositions of olivines and Fe-Ti oxides in 72315, 72335,
72355, 72375, and 72395 (Dymek et al., 1976a).
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APOLLO17STATION#2, BOULDER#2
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Figure 8: Summary diagram of mineral phases in 72315, 72335, 72355, 72375, and 72395 (Dymek et al., 1976a),
distinguishing groundmass phases from clasts.
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ISOTOPES [32St 2
Tera et al. (1974a) reported U, Th, 1°_t .............
and Pb isotopic data for a whole-
rock split of 72395 (Table 3)
without specific discussion. As for
other ICREEP rocks, Ix

©
(=238U/204pb) is high, about -_

2200. The data lie on the same -3.9 ._
- 4.4 Ga concordia curve as most "U 4
highlands samples, and towards the
lower age end as typical of 0

brecciated KREEP rocks (model ,_
ages are in the range 4.06 to 4.09 L) _°_
C-a). \

2

EXPOSURE AGES

Hutcheon et al. (1974b) and

MacDougall et al. (1974) studied [ i

tracks in a column cut from 72395. _0_
Unfortunately the column was
oriented parallel to the surface at3 _ _ J _ , _ _ r r

cm depth, so no depth variations La Ce ?r Nd $m _.u 6d Tb Dy Ho Er Yb Lu
could be measured. No systematic

variations in track density occurred Figure 9: Rare earth elements in splits of 72395 (bold lines) and other
along the column. Track densities Boulder 2, Station 2 samples. 72395 data from Table 2; upper bold line is
among adjacent feldspars vary 72395, 46; lower bold line is 72395,3.
between 2 and 5 x 106 on -2, far
beyond statistical variation. The band near at 0.6 microns that would

authors infer that shock erased be indicative of ilmenite. PROCF_SING
some tracks about 11 Ma ago.

Assuming a single stage irradiation, Hural and Winkler (1976) Following chipping of a few small
the maximum Irack density implies measured the thermal diffusivity of pieces for petrographic and
exposure of 27 Ma (from start of a split of 72395 under varied chemical study, 72395 was sawn
track accumulation at 3 om depth, conditions. The sample had a bulk into two pieces: ,7 and ,8 (Fig. 2).
Fission tracks in an apatite crystal density of 2.539 g/cm 3 and an Between them slab pieces ,9
(Table 4) give ages of about 800 intrinsic density of 3.073 g.cm 3. (29.5g) ,10 (25.2 g), and smaller
Ma, much younger than the The porosity was 17.4 %. The pieces ,11 to ,26 were cut. Pieces
probable crystallization age of the diffusivity measurements are were then chipped from ,8 (now
sample, suggesting a severe tabulated in Tables 5 and 6, and 59.8 g), as shown in Fig. 3. Many
heating, or shock event exceeding diagrammed in Figure 10. allocations were made from both
100 kb pressme, the slab pieces and the fragments

from ,8. ,7 is now 251.9 g, and ,8
(stored at Brooks) is now 59.8 g.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Charette and Adams (1977)
measured the spectral reflectivity
(0.5 to 2.5 microns wavelength
range) of an interior chip of 72395,
which they referred to as an "ANT-
suite norite". The spectrum shows

deep Fe2+ bands for pyroxene and
plagioclase, with a high left
shoulder near 0.7 microns.

However, there is no absorption
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Table 2: Chemical analyses of bulk samples of 72395.

,3 ,3 ,46 ,42 ,43 ,43 ,3
wL%

SiO2 46.9
TiO 2 1.7 1.75
AI203 18.7 18.1
Cr203 .210 0.2044

9.2 9.29
MnO .116 0.12

MgO 12 11.97
CaO 11.0 11.27

Na20 .67 0.694
K20 .32 (¢) 0.286
P205 0.325
spin
Sc 17 18.7
V 50
Co 35 33 31.1
NL 320 290 260
Rb 5.3 6.21
St 152 167
Y
7z 400 570
N'o
I_ 12 13.7
Ba 350 (a) 360 386
Tb 5.5 6.05 5.88
U 1.6 1.72 2.06 0.59 1.3 1.67
CI 0.160 0.190
Ta 1.6 1.82
Pb
La 36 39.7
Ce 87 95
Pr 13.1
Nd 55 61
Sm 15.2 16.8
Etl 1.81 1.93
Gd 21.1
Tb 3.0 3.7

Dy 20 23.2
He 5.1
Er 13.9
Tm
Yb 11 12.4
Lu 1.5 1.88
IJ 24.8
Be
B
C 105
N

S 560 770
F 36 41
CI 9.90 (d) 8.4
ar ,044 (d)0.056
Cu 3.55
711 2.1 2.76

All 5 5.8 4.7
It I0 8.0 II
[ (e) 1.7
At
C_ 4350
C_ 440
As 7g
Se 190
Mo
Tc
Re 17
Rh
Pd
All 1.4
Cd Co)170 lh_fem_ a_l m_.

In 0.2 (1) Laul mad$¢hmttt (1974); _NAA, RNAA
Sn (2) Wt_ke etJtL (1975_,b); XRF, INAA,RNAA
Sb 2.1 (3) Moore et It_ (1974t,b); Cripe and Moore (1975)"re
W 750 (4) Jovanovic and Reed (1974a); RNAA
Be 0.79 0.2 (5) Tefa _t al. (1974a);ID/MS
(31 9

HI[ 0.29 4.4 a) lkted by aothom m Bd
T1 b) coa_7
BI ¢) v_ of 0.2916 _ tab_mtld

d) m_tdoe md Im_ mmbined
(I) (1) (2) (3) (4) (4) (5) ,)_ I,,_ rely.
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Table 3: U, Th, Pb isotopic data for 72395,3 (Tent et al., 1974).

Weight LunarLeadb,c (xd 2o*pbb &(ampb)b 2O*pbe

Sah:?|ea mg _Pb x_VPb 2°ePb 2°4Pb comp conc blank blank picomole/g
72395,3 9.628 55.58 26.63 59.11 0.0309 1294 1204 0.0185 0.0018 3.20+0.97

aTotal rockunlessotherwiseindicated. Acid washedsamplesdesignatedby L; materialremovedfromsample
by acid washdesignatedby Leach. bInpicomoles. CCorrectedforblankwithc_=18.26,_=15.46and
3,=37.59. d Uocorrectedfor blank, _ values forconcentrationruns (conc) arecorrectedfor crosscontain.
ination fromspikes, e Magnitudeof negativeerror,correspond.ingto + 100%increase in the blank, is twice
the valuegivenfor the positiveerrorshown,which correspondsto --50..0decreasein the blank.

_eU _=Th F _ub X 10.2 ModelAges(AE)_dSamplea nanomole/g nanomole/g 2O4pb 2_ 2o6 2o7 2oe2t;6 238 235 232

72395,3 6.96+0.04 25.34±0.25 3.61 ±0.04 22(+33,-5) 4.08 4.06 4.07 4.09

aTotal rockanalysisunlessotherwise indicated, b Atomic ratios, c Aftercorrection forblankand primordial
Pb. Assumedprimordialcompositionsin o_--9.307, /_= 10.294 and "y= 29.476 (50).

dX2_I= 1.5525 X 10"1°y-X, Xsss=9.8485 X 10-l° y-t and _,232= 4.9475 X 10"**y-t

72395,_4

#72 1,Figure lOa: Thermal diffusivity (K) 395,14 as a ........
function of temperature T with interstitial gas pressure I ,o o ,o, ......
atm and 10-6 torr of air. Horai and Winkler (1976). o
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T('_) Figure lOc: Thermal diffusivity (K) of sample 72395,14
Figure lOb: Thermal diffusivity (K) of 72395,14 as a as afunction of interstitial gaspressure P of carbon
function of temperature T with interstitial gaseous dioxide at temperatures of 200 degrees and 460 degrees
pressure I arm and 5 torr of carbon dioxide. Smoothed IL Horai and Winkler (1976).
curves of K as afunction of T with interstitial gas
pressure I arm and 10 -6 torr are from Figure lOa.
Horai and Winkler (1976).
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Table 4: Fission track data for an apatite crystal in 72395 (Hutcheon et al. 1974b).

72395
Apatite

Uranium content 108
(ppm)

Total track density 8.28 × 107
(t/cm -_)

Reactor induced 4.22 × 10_
(t/cm")

Cosmic ray 3.0 × 10_
(t/cm")

C.R. induced fission* 4.22 × 10"
(t/cm")

Aget (m.y.) (a) 0
(b) 8.1 x 10'

Table 5: Thermal diffusivity _ (cm2/sec) as a function of temperature T (degrees K), K = A + B/T + C/T 2 +

DT 2. Horai and Winkler (1976).

A B C D

Sample Condition (10-2cm2/sec)(cm-'°K/sec)(102cm2°K2/sec)(10-scm2/sec°K2)

72395,14 l-atmair 0.207 0.488 0.090 -0.203
10_-torr air 0.160 -0.154 0.133 0.190
1-arm CO2 0.816 -2.735 3.638 -0.789
5-tort CO2 0.214 -0.053 0.028 -0.121

Table 6: Thermal diffuslvity (in the unit of 10 .3 cm2/sec) of lunar solid rock samples under atmospheric
conditions

(a) and under vacuum
Ca). Horai and Winkler (1976).

Temperature, degrees K.
100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

............................................................

a) 7.82 5.67 4.65 4.04 3.61 3.29 3.02 2.79
(b) 1.41 121 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.50 1.60 1.71
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BOULDER 3, STATION 2
Sample 72415; 72416; 72417; 72418; 72435

Boulder 3 at Station 2 was the several pieces were collected from bearing, f'me-grained impact melt
smallest of three boulders sampled it. These were later designated as of low-K Fra Mauro composition
on the lower slopes of the South 72415 (two mated pieces), and similar to others at the Apollo 17
Massif (see section on Boulder 1, 72416 to 72418. Astronaut Schmitt landing site. Geochronological data
Station 2 for locations). It probably recognized the clast as light pastel suggest an age of 3.86 Ga, also
rolled from near the top of the green material in an even paler similar to that of other Apollo 17
massif. Boulder 3 is an equant, 40 matrix, and suggested that it was low-K Fra Mauro melts, and the
cm subangular block (Fig. 1) with "olivine and something." matrix is assumed to represent
an overall dull blue-gray color. Laboratory study showed it to be a impact melt created in the
Clasts as large as 10 cm are visible unique shocked danite sample and Serenitatis impact. Sa'ontium
in lunar surface photographs. Three it has been intensively studied. The isotopic data for the dunite suggest
fractures cutting the boulder are matrix of the boulder was also that it crystallized 4.45 Ga ago,
recognized, but no well-developed sampled (72435, Fig. 1). and Pb isotopic data are in
fracture or cleavage sets are visible, agreement with such an old age
The boulder has a poorly-developed Many of the studies of Boulder 3 (4.37 to 4.52 Ga).
fillet, samples were made by a loosely-

knit consortium led by the Caltech
The boulder contained a prominent group (Dymek et al., 1975b,
10 cm pale-colored clast; on 1976a). The matrix is a clast-

Figure 1: Sampling of Boulder 3, Station 2, with view towards north-west. The photograph was taken pnor to
sampling, and shows the location of the samples. The total height of the gnomon is 62 cm. AS17-138-21049.
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72415
Cataclastic Dunite

St. 2, 32.34 g

INTRODUCTION homogeneous matched pieces (Fig. of the larger grains appear more
1), originally labelled A and B. Zap grayish, others reddish. In thin

72415 is a complexly cataclasized pits and a patina are prevalent on section the sample is dominantly
dunite that was collected, along the lunar-exposed surfaces of olivine with varied aspects of
with 72416, 72417, and 72418, to 72415. deformation, with some
sample a 10 can clast in the impact plagioclase, pyroxenes, and Cr-
melt matrix of Boulder 3, Station 2 The two pieces of 72415 are each spinel.
(see section on Boulder 3, Station about 4 x 2 x 0.8 era, and pale
2, Fig. 1). It was originally a yellowish to greenish gray (5Y 8/1 Many but not all of the studies of
coarse-grained igneous rock to 5GY 8/1). Although the sample 72415 were conducted under a
consisting mainly of magnesian appeared to break easily in the loosely-knit consortium led by the
olivine. Pb isotopic data suggest an lunar sampling, it is tough, and the Caltech group (e.g. Dymek et al.,
igneous age of between 4.37 and ease of sampling was a result of a 1975b). Following allocation of
4.52 G-a,in agreement with few penetrative fractures, small undocumented and
strontium isotopic analyses of Macroscopically the sample documented chips, piece A, the
paired sample 72417, which consists of about 30% pale yellow thicker of the two, was sawn in
suggest that the dunite crystallized green olivines larger than a 1974 to produce several pieces for
4.45 Ga ago. It Ires since suffered a millimeter, set in a matrix (65%) of study. Subsequently several other
complex history of deformation and mainly similarly-colored material small pieces were taken from
excavation. 72415 is a slabby that is less than 1 mm (mainly less varied locations of both piece A
sample consisting of two than 0.1 ram) in grain size. A few and piece B.

Figure 1: Two matching pieces of 72415 prior to sampling or sawing. Clasts larger than I mm are visible. Cube
has I cm sides. S-73-16199.
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Figure 2: Sawing of one of the main pieces of 72415. An end piece was sawn first, and divided to give ,15 and ,16.
A second cut produced a slab that was sawn across to produce,17 and,18; the latter was made into thin sections.
$74-19014.

and Cr-Zr armalcolite. The Flohr (1982) and James et al.

PETROGRAPHY abundance of plagioclase varies (1982) suggested that the sample
significantly among thin sections, was related to Mg-norites rather

72415 is a cataclasized dunite The dunite is about 60% angular to than Mg-gabbronorites, but the
(LSPET, 1973; Albee et al., 1974a, subangular clasts of single crystals evidence was not conclusive. The
1975; Simonds et al., 1974; Stoffler of olivine up to 10 nun across in a injection of feldspar-rich material
et al., 1979; Ryder 1992a). The fine-grained matrix that is of uncertain source was a factor
Caltech consortium described the dominantly olivine (Fig. 3a).The contributing to the problem.

petrography of 72415 and 72417 in existing texture results mainly from
detail (Albee et al., 1974a, 1975; cataclastic crushing, and not from The compositions of silicate and
Dymek et al., 1975b), providing recrystallization at the microscopic oxide minerals in 72415 and 72417
photomicrographs and microprobe scale. Many clasts show subgrains are shown in Figure 4, and metal
data. Because the two samples and strain bands (Figs. 3b,c), and compositions in Figure 5 (Dymek
appear to be virtually identical, the many show inclusions that give a et al., 1975b). The olivines show a
descriptions do not always cloudy appearance. Some clasts are small range in composition from
distinguish them. Most of the thin poygonalized olivine (Fig. 3d). Fo86_89, with no systematic
sections were from 72415 and show Sparse symplectites consist mainly variation with petrography. This
a complex history of deformation of chromite and pyroxenes. Fairly range was confirmed by Bell et al.
following original crystallization common veinlets cutting olivines (1975). LSPET (1973) gave a range
(Fig. 3). contain plagioclases as well as of Fo85_90 but this is not

olivines. Inclusions, confirmed by others. Ryder (1984,

The mineralogy of the sample was mictosymplectites, shock and 1992a) showed that that individual
summarized by Dymek et al. reerystallization features of grains were different and zoned
(1975b) (Table 1). It consists of olivines, strain bands, and relict over distances of two to three
93% olivine, with small amounts of grain boundaries are truncated by millimeters, and that the range was
other silicates, and trace amounts of the cataclasis, showing that they wider than in dunites from

Cr-spinel and metal; there is also existed prior to that event. On the terresUial plutonic cumulates, the
extremely rare troilite, whitlockite, basis of the mineralogy, James and Marjalahti pallasite, or troctolite
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c tl

Figure 3: Photomicrographs of 72415,28 (a,d) and 72415,25 (b,c). All about 1 ramwidth of view, all crossed
polarizers except a) plane transmitted light, a) General view of cataclastic matrix, with olivine clasts in an olivine
matrix. Olivines show inclusions and cloudiness, subangular shapes, and varied sizes, b) larger olivine clast
showing presence of subgrains and deformation bands, c) larger olivine clast showing subgrains and a veinlet
system (mainly lathy plagioclase + olivine), d) general matrix showing lithic clast to left ofpolygonalized olivine.
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76535 (Figs. 6 and 7). He also
showed that the calcium in olivines 72415 _ 72417

had a substantial range and was
higher than in 76535. The zoning PLAGIOCLASE KA_Si308
is concluded to be an original
igneous feature, not a deformation-

\related one. These data suggest a il ,

'i ii

cooling rate faster than is consistent I. L....... _, i i _ '_,,with deep phitonic prncesses i.e. *='Fe.y°-....... 0 [[I ,[ i l I,_ = In Symplectites _ \

shallow cumulate processes. ¢_w,t,po_y,o°o,o,vioe i[ i Tiit,_ _

Ryder (1983) and Bersch (1990) NoAISi,0,Ag._ _ Ag_o Ao_ " co_:i_s,_o_

, . oooovoo tt tiIshowing a range from 220-70 ppm, "1" 8aAIzSi20a*/ \= FeAI2SizO e + l

and higherthan in 76535 olivines. /- --_ MgAI 2 Si 2 0 e i _ +
Bersch (1990) also analyzed _ i _ \
precisely for other minor elements NoA_S_O_Ag_, _ A,_o _ A_
in olivines. PYROXENE

C°MgSiz0_'/ , /- / Co(Fe, Mn)Si20,

The composition of plagioclases / III / / ....varies with petrography, with felty _/ [ ,/ f / I=w,,,lath-shapedP,ag.....

plagioclases tending to be the most / / t / ¢:_. S,m,_.......

calcic (An94-97)' laths z°ncdfr°mAn94_95,and plagiociase / I / _ ' =w_'__'yg°°°'e_.....associated with symplectites the
most sodic (An91.89)(Fig. 4). That / _ / °

associated with recrystallized / * / .,# / l . .
olivines covers a wide range / ¢ _/ _ _ _/ + I ,r, x NoAI SizO 6 CoTiAIzO 6

varies(An95-89)'withpetlographyThe pyroxene(Fig.also4). / I1; / 1, / _¢} ._l_xcoc,A,s,o,. coA,_s,o,
Those with higher Ca abundances Mg2Siz06 {Fe.Mn)zSi20,
are probably real, not mixtures. The
chrome-spinel has a restricted
composition (Fig. 4), but that in N_m_,of Analyses

symplecfites is more iron-rich. The

Co (Fig. 5; data also presented in 2s LI IN Cr-
Dymeketal., 1976a);Ryderetal.. __ _/,,'_A SPINEL Mq53Fe52Mn°zCr'_AI6*T'°4V'°'q'4A A A m A ,, _ x /x #, /" ,_, r A

(1980a) obtained even higher Ni Mg r_ +M°
abundances of 36 to 37%. Analyses

of silicate phases by Richter et al Figure 4: Compositions of silicate minerals and chrome-spinel in 72415(1976a) are similar to those of
Dymek et al. (1975b). and 72417 (Dymek et aL, 1975b).

The symplectites consist of mainly i i i , , I _ i i i
of Cr-spinel and high-ca pyroxene; Fe-Ni Metal in Ounile samples 72415(o)and 72417(*)

low-Ca pyroxene, olivine,
plagioclase, and metal are present •
in some (Dymek et al., 1975b). o_ t •
Their textures range from granular • • • 00

tovermicular. Albeeetal. o o_ o • • o_,,t
(1974a,1975) and Dymek et al. u L •°
(1975b) interpret these intergrowths _|
as late-stage magmatic products, /
not solid-state reaction products. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2 3_BellandMao(1975)andBelietal. °21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 219 310

(1975) described these symplectites Ni wt. %

as rosettes, and tabulated bulk Figure 5: Ni and Co in metal grains in 72415 and 72417 (Dymek et al.,compositions derived from
microprobe data (Table 2). They 1975b).
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Table 1: Phase abundances, "average" phase compositions, and bulk chemical composition, derived from

microprobe point counts, of 72415 and 72417 (Dymek et al, 1975b).

Low-Ca High-Ca Cr-

Plag. pyx pyx Olivine spinel Metal* Bulk composition

VoI.% 4.0_ 2.1s 1.02 92.52 0.19 0.07 Calculated LSPET,

Wt.% 3.35 2.17 1.00 93.04 0.2, 0.1_ (4641 Points) 1973

SiO2 44.79 56.05 54.13 40.24 0.04 0.05 40.70 39.93
TiO2 <0.01 0.28 0.11 0.02 1.05 <0.01 0.03 0.03

AI203 35.00 0.96 1.22 <0.01 16.71 n.a. 1.25 1.53

Cr_Oj n.a. 0,26 1.11 0.04 51.81 0.54 0.19 0.34

MgO 0.23 32.29 18.40 47.65 10.60 0.01 45.24 43.61
FeO 0.14 6.94 2.71 12.29 19.27 67.65 11.82 11.34

MnO n.a. 0.15 0.11 0.13 0.58 0.02 0.13 0.13

CaO 19.25 2.24 22.50 0.13 n,a. 0.01 1.04 1.14

Na20 0.62 0.01 0.05 n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.02 < 0.02

K_O 0.09 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.003 0,00
BaO 0.04 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. <0.01 --

ZrO2 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. < 0.01 n.a. < 0.01 < 0.01

V_O_ n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.37 n.a. < 0,01 --

Nb20_ n.a. n,a. n.a. n.a. 0.05 n.a. < 0'.01 < 0.01
NiO n.a. n.a. n.a. < 0.01 n.a. 30.42 0.07 0.02

Co n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 1.42 < 0.01 --

Total 100.16 99.18 100.34 100.50 100.48 100.14t 100.49 98.07

An 92.0 Wo 3.0 Wo 41.7 Fo 87.2
Ab 5.4 En 84.2 En 49.7 Fa 21.8

Or 0.5 Fs 10.4 Fs 4.3

Others 2.1 2.4 4.3

*Elemental abundances, converted to oxides for bulk-composition calculation.
+Includes 0.02 wt.% P.

n.a. = not analyzed.

Table 2: Microprobe analyses in weight % of symplectites in 72415 (Bell et al, 1975). Each analysis is the

average of four or five separate analyses made within single symplectites that average 30 microns diameter.

Host
No. 1 2 8 9 10 12 13 olivine

R t �Na200.16 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.0_

MgO 16.06 24.72 24.30 19.07 17.80 17.95 21.68 47.52

|FeO 8.17 9.83 9.32 8.29 7.84 8.10 8.21 11.48

R2* _NiO 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.02 0.04 0,04 0.03 0,0_

|CaO 14.75 5.36 6.90 12.91 14.55 12.22 12.61 0.12

_MnO 0.21 0,11 0.12 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.04 0.12

R3+ _Cr20_ 18.02 15.95 15.48 15.90 16.12 17.04 14.23 0.08
I,AIzO3 4.61 3.97 4.16 4.48 4.13 5.36 3.80 0.00

R" /SiO2 37.13 39.59 39.39 38.12 38.05 38.45 38.39 40.71
(TiO7 0.46 0.30 0.41 0.34 0.32 0.22 0.17 0.01

Arithmetic

total 99.58 99.83 100.09 99.26 98.99 99.50 99.14 100.04
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described their detailed
occurrences. Bell and Mao (1975)
concluded that the bulk

pt 8 _ Dumte72415 compositions of symplectites were
5 I1 i ilali withinaaliwithin about 250 microns equivalent to garnet, and that the

pt. 2 all wilhi rons._.._b _,th,n abou 20 m,crons symplecdtes (and the dunite) bad
aboo_220m,c_ formed at high-pressure. Bell et al.

(1975) included authors with

differing interpretations, although

all disagreed with the Dymek et al.
20 Dunito 72415. total (1975b) interpretation of late-stage

magmatic products. Two authors
n=229 I_ continued to prefer the garnet

hypothesis, comparing the
10 observations with high-pressure

experimental products; two

preferred an origin from thediffusion of elements from olivine.
1 Dymek et al. (1975b) outlined the

history of the dunite on the basis of
the deformation features and their

10 Stillwater superpositions. The isotopic data

n=61 m_k= #300_, _255[_# (for 72417) suggest an early

igneous origin, with little
5- n=2t l_= \ n=11 subsequent disturbance of the

'] isotopic system. Nonetheless,, Ii _ n petrographically the sample
' 11'.0 ' 12_00 13.0 14.0 underwent a complex history. The

primary differentiation produced a
Wt.% FeO coarse plutonic cumulate, with

olivine and Cr-spinel crystallizing
Figure 6: Variation in olivine compositions expressed as FeO wt% in prior to plagioclase, then Cr-spinel,
samples of dunite 72415, two Stillwater troctolites, and Marjalahti. Ryder pyroxenes, plagioclase, and metal
(1992a). crystallized from trapped interstitial

(a) o --,, (b) __

_ mm

Figure 7: Sketches of zoning in larger olivines in 72415 samples, expressed as contours of FeO wt%. Dots are
analytical locations, a) grains in 72415,27; the smaller grain shows a very steep gradient, b) grain in 72415,28.
Ryder (1992a).
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magma. None of the plagioclase Table 3: Summary of events in the deformation history of 72415
appears to be cumulate. The sample (Richter et al., 1976a).
was then shocked to about 330 Kb
or more (according to work of Snee
and Ahrens, 1975a,b; see below),
consistent with an excavation depth Crystallization--igneous prehistory
of 50 to 150 km, producing Tectonic cracking
maskelynite and a silicic melt from Microcrack annealing. Development of symplectites
the intercumulus material. Major shock (330--440 kbar--probably confined)

However, there are unshocked Plagioclase sealed cracks

plagioclases laths that crystallized Annealingfrom that melt. Some

recrystallization then took place. A Cataclasis by tectonic process
second shock event produced the Excavation by shock
present observed cataclasis; this Sintering
took place prior to the
incorporation of the clast into the
72435 host melt (although perhaps
only seconds before).

cracks even where symplectites are derived a temperature of 1120
Snee and Ahrens (1975a,b)'studied not present. Cracks in olivine are degrees C for the last equilibration
the shock-induced deformation commonly sealed by plagioclase, of pyroxenes. Herzberg (1979)
features of 72415 and compared some of which may be injected estimated a pressure of
them with the products of shock melt. Others contain crystallization of 0 +/- 0.5 Kb using
experiments. 72415 shows varied abundant micropores (0.1 to 0.4 the alumina content of the
shock features, including irregular microns); the micropores have pyroxenes in the ol+2px+plag
fractures, planar fractures (single irregular subspherical shapes. Some assemblage, and assuming a
planes and sets), well-defined form subparallel strings, others are temperature of equilibration of
deformation bands, planar random. The open cracks are unlike 1000 +/- 50 degrees C estimated
elements, isolated mosaicism, and a any others described from lunar from the pyroxene quadrilateral
few completely recrystallized rocks, being narrow (0.1 microns) locations. Finnerty and Rigden
groins. The orientation of the planar with isolated terminations. The (1981) in contrast used olivine
fractures are similar to those barometry (from the Ca-conten0 to
observed in experiments of shock matrix is cataclastic, and most of its derive a pressure of 6.4 to 11.6 Kb
from 330 to 440 Kb. Some plagioclase is free of shock effects. (for a temperature estimate of 948-
bipyramid orientations in the In contrast with the Dymek et al. 988 degrees C), which they claim is
sample are not present in the (1985b) interpretation, Richter et al. consistent with the depth estimate
experiment products; similarly, the (1976a) note that there is definite made by Snee and Ahrens (1975a).
experimental products do not sintering (as revealed by the SEM) However, in the same study they
include recrystallization features, that produced a highly porous derived a depth estimate for 76535

spongy mass in the matrix, with of 600 kin, which seems wholly
Richter et al. (1976a,b) made a delicate necks preserved. The unrealistic. Clearly these
detailed study of the deformation history as derived by Richter et al temperature and pressure estimates
features in 72415, using SEM as (1976a) is shown as Table 3. are inconsistent and unreliable,
well as microscopic and Whileconsistent With that of presumably at least in part because
microprobe techniques, Dymek et al. (1975b) it is more the original igneous crystallization
concentrating on the microcracks detailed. A stage of tectonic did not produce a totally
and micropores. The deformation followed by slow equilibrated assemblage, and
microstluctures show a diverse annealing of cracks and then the because of the complex history
complex history that is different development of symplectites took following crystallization.
from any other rocks studied, place after igneous crystallization.
Healed and sealed cracks are The major shock deformation that
abundant, but open ones are rare. followed was in turn followed by CHEMISTRY
The healed cracks are planes of some recovery before the latest

solid phases and pores; some of the cataclasis and some sintering. Chemical analyses are listed in
solids are Fe-metal. Symplectites . Table 4. The analyses correspond
tend to be on or near to Using the mineral chemical data for with a magnesian dunite with low
microcracks, suggesting a genetic pyroxenes of Dymek et al. (1975b) abundances of incompatible
link; microprobe analyses show that and an orthopyroxene-augite elements and those compatible with
A1 and Cr are concentrated along geothermometer, Ishii et al. (1976) feldspars. There are no analyses for
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the rare earths. In addition to the pyroxenes and spinel), summarized Brecher (1975, 1976a) described
tabulated data, Gibson et al. (1977) in Figure 8. The separates were magnetic anislxopy (high-field
published a hydrogen abundance of treated with water-alcohol and very saturation and remanence) in 72415
9.4 ppm without discussion. This dilute acids to remove secondary as reflecting the petrographic
abundance is higher than in mate lab components. The Pb from all texture of the sample. Some
basalts and about twice as high as the separates is very radiogenic features with a preferential
in impact melts. (olivine the most radiogenic), but orientation produced by shock,

very little Pb is in them so such as metal decorating planar
The major element analyses are laboratory blank is a significant structures, would certainly produce
fairly consistent with those for compnent in all. With a best-guess a magnetic anisotropy. (However, it
72417. However, within the blank correction, the magnetic and is not obvious in any petrographic
Caltech consortium, 72415 appears olivine separates give a minimum description that there are preferred
to have been considered as age of 4.37 + 0.23 Ga applicable to orientations within 72415; most
"normal" and 72417 as the dunite as a whole. The two planar features appear to predate
comparatively "alkali-rich" whole-rocks do not plot together the last cataclasis. This puts
(Hignchi and Morgan, 1975a); the and suggest that WR-2 contains Brecher's hypothesis in some doubt
tabulated analyses do not support some uncorrected non-radiogenic in this particular case).
such a distinction, with Hignchi and Pb (above blank). Olivine and
Morgan (1975a) noting that their WR-1 are most reliable and
"alkali-rich" sample had lower Rb indicate an age of 4.52 + 0.06 Ga, PROCESSING
than their "normal" sample. While older but within error limits of the

siderophiles (Ni, Ir, and some Rb-Sr age of 72147 (4.45 + 01 Ga). 72415 was created from two pieces
others) and some volatiles are high Corrections to align the whole rock that matched (Fig. 1), termed A and
in some subsamples, Hignchi and and the magnetic separates with B. The first subdivisions were a

Morgan (1975a) and Morgan and olivine are too great to be explained loose undocumented chip (, 1, thin
Wandless (1979) noted that they by laboratory chemistry, and sections); two combined pieces
were not in meteoritic proportions suggest pre-preparation from opposite ends of piece A (,2,
and considered them to be contamination, possibly meteoritic, chemistry, magnetic); small chips
indigenous. Morgan and Wandless Regardless, the Pb-Pb age is and fragments (,4, unallocated); and
(1988) analyzed for siderophile and constrained between about 4.37 and an undocumented chip (,6, tracks,
volatile elements in further small 4.52 Ga, assuming the olivine data no published data). Subsequently
subsamples that were randomly is unmovable. The data clearly piece A was sawn as shown in
chosen but cannot be considered to indicates derivation from a high-_t Figure 2. Sample, 18 was
be representative whole rocks source (>500), similar to results consumed making thin sections. ,17
because of their sizes. The data from norite 78235 and 76535 by the (4.5 g); and ,16 (1.4 g) remain
confLrm an indigenous origin for same laboratory, intact. Small pieces for chemistry,
these elements, and suggest a radiogenic isotopes, and thin
source magma that contained about sections were later taken from ,8;
6x as high volatile abundances as EXPOSURE ,15; and ,10 (small chips from piece
mare basalts. They also noted that 3 B), and other small chips allocated
of their subsamples were lower in Keith et al. (1974a, b) tabulated for spectral reflectance studies.
volatiles and siderophiles than one disintegration counts for Piece B (now ,9, 12.3 g) is virtually
other in 72415 and than the 72417 cosmogenic radionuclides in 72415, intact and stored at Brooks. Sample
subsamples similarly analyzed, without discussion. Yokoyama et ,8 is now 4.4 g.

al. (1974) used the 26A1 and 22Na
Delano (1980) used the published data to state that the sample was
data for compatible elements to
place constraints on their saturated in 26A1, hence exposed
abundance in the parental magma for at least a few million years.
of the dunite.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES
Pearce et al. (1974a,b) tabulated

Premo and Tatsumoto (1993) magnetic properties of 72415
reported preliminary Pb-Pb and U- (Table 5) with little specific
Pb isotopic data for four separates discussion. The metal content is
from 72415 (two "whole-rock," one exceptionally low.
olivine, and one magnetically
removed mixture that is mainly
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Table 5: Some magnetic properties of 72415 (Pearce et al. 1977a).

J, Xp Xo Equiv. Equiv. Feo
Sample (emu/g) (emu/gOe) (emu]gOe) H, H_ wt.% wt.% Fe_

×10s xl0" J,,]], (Oe) (Oe) Fe ° Fe**

Dunite clast
72415,2 .064 19.3 .35 -- .03 8.85 .0033

1.a] _.o.=Soo _ 72415 J
1.6 "] j4370 / • • •

] _.+.230Ma / • •p=250

1.4"1 ,I j" /_ °/o_, • p=lO0

_ 1 ' / \ "'¢ _.. •
1.o]; -7 ........... CDT

0.8 _ R. 2 ......... blank Pb

oEW,,,
O.4

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12

204pb/206pb

Figure 8: Pb-Pb correlation diagram for lunar dunite 72415 separates. WR-1 and WR-2 are whole-rock samples,
OLIV is the olivine separate, and MAG is a magnetic separate consisting mainly of pyroxene and spinel. CDT is

Canyon Diablo troilite.
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72416
Cataclastic Dunite

St. 2, 11.53 g

INTRODUCTION

72416 is a cataclasized dunite that

was collected, along with 72415,
72417, and 72418, to sample a 10
cm clast in the impact melt matrix
of Boulder 3, Station 2 (see section
on Boulder 3, Station 2, Fig. 1).
72416 is an irregular, slabby piece
that measures 2.1 x 1.2 x 0.9 cm,
with many zap pits and patina on
the one lunar-exposed surface (Fig.
1). It is very similar to 72415 and
72417. 72416 has never been

dissected or allocated for study.

Figure 1: Photograph of 72416. The piece is about 2 cm long. Part of
photograph S-73-17968.
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72417
Cataclastic Dunite

St. 2, 11.32 g

INTRODUCTION et al., 1974a and Dymek et al., interpretation of 72417 by I_ally et
1975b). However, Dymek et al. (1976a,b) is consistent with but

72417 is a complexly cataclasized al.(1975b) distinguished the more detailed than that of Dymek et
dunite that was collected, along composition of metal grains al. (1975b). High-voltage electron
with 72415, 72416, and 72418, to between the two samples (section microscopy was used to def'me the
sample a 10 cm clast in the impact on 72415, Fig. 5). Bell et al. (1975) substructure of crystals and matrix
melt matrix of Boulder 3, Station 2 gave two microprobe analyses of grains (latter defined as less than 50
(see section on Boulder 3, Station olivines that were hosts for microns). The olivines are
2, Figure 1). It was originally a symplectites, and gave an average moderately deformed, with planar
coarse-grained igneous rock composition derived from kink boundaries, undulating
consisting mainly of magnesian microprobe analyses of 3 extinctions, open and healed
olivine. Radiogenic isotope symplectltes; their compositions are fractures, and inclusions. Subgrains
analyses suggest that the dunite roughly similar to those in 72415. in large olivine clasts are bounded
crystallized 4.45 Ga ago, but has They also depicted symplectites in by dislocations, and the subgrain
since suffered a complex history of 72417. Dymek et al. (1975b) noted sizes are very varied. Symplectites
deformation and excavation. 72417 that heavy liquid separations of occur in planar boundaries. The
is an irregular, slabby chip, with materials in 72417 included a matrix contains the most highly-
many zap pits and a patina on the single grain of ilmenite, a phase not deformed grains, but also some
lunar-exposed face (Fig. 1). identified in thin sections of 72415 recovery and extensive

or 72417. Ryder (1984b) suggested recrystallization. Annealing
72417 is 1.2 x 2.1 x 3.2 on, and on the basis of published olivine followed brecciation, and the
pale yellowish to greenish gray (5Y compositions that 72417 might be a matrix has genuine porosity and
8/1 to 5 GY 8/1). It is tough, but little more iron-rich than 72415. some genuine sintering. Lally et al.
has a few non-penetrative fractures. (1976a) infer that the fractures
It is essentially identical with Lally et al. (1976a, b) made a very observed by Snee and Ahrens
72415 both macroscopically and detailed optical and electron (1975a,b) are probably not from the
microscopically, consisting petrographic study of deformation, original shock event that produced
dominantly of pale yellow-green recovery, and recrystallization of the subgrains, as most of these
olivine fragments in a f'me-grained 72417. They inferred at least four recovered, but are from a later
matrix that is also dominantly stages of shock deformation and at event, or even thermal in origin. A
olivine, least two stages of annealing; at lower limit to the shock pressure is

least one heating event may have given by the presence of
All the early studies of 72417 were accompanied the shock maskelynite and plagioclase melts.
conducted under a loosely-knit deformations. Like the study of Most of the dislocations are
consortium led by the Caltech Richter et al. (1976a) for 72415, the probably shock-induced, since such
group (e.g. Dymek et al., 1975b,
Papanastassiou and Wasserburg,
1975a), and the entire sample was
allocated to that group for
dissection and re-allocation. The
details of the dissection are not
available, although suballocations
to investigators outside of Caltech
are documented by mass.

PETROGRAPHY

There are fewer thin sections of
72417 than there are of 72415, and
most authors do not distinguish the
two samples. Thus the petrographic
description of 72415 applies in Figure 1: Pre-allocation photograph of 72417. The sample is about 3 cm
general to 72417 as well (e.g. Albee long. Part of photograph S-73-17968.
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fractures rarely occur after CHEMISTRY must be enriched in rare earths (cf.
crystallization and slow cooling. In chondrites) and comparatively
large olivine crystals, recovery is Among the chemical analyses are more enriched in light rare earths
dominant; in smaller olivines, there for 72417 given in Table 2, none (e.g. La 14 x cbondrites, Lu 7 x
is both recovery and can be particularly said to represent chondrites; Fig. 3). However, such
recrystaUization; in the matrix, bulk rock. The data from Laul and calculations are very model
recrystallization is dominant- The Schmitt (1975a) in Table 2 are dependent. Laul and Schmitt
smallest olivines must have had the weighted means of 9 different (1975a) explored several possible
greatest dislocation density, subsamples that were chosen to models, favoring garnet in the

sample the visual variety of history to produce the light rare
The history of 72417 as inferred by materials composing 72417, and earth element enrichment. They
Lally et al. (1975a) is given in which themselves show a wide suggested that the parent magma
Table 1. Its main difference from range in compositions (Table 3). was a second-stage product,
that of Dymek et al. (1975b) is the The 9 subsamples range from 70 to needing a previous history in which
matrix recrystallization, which 130 nag. Nonetheless, this mean the products of melting of a
cannot be seen optically. The corresponds reasonably with the gabbroie anorthosite was mixed
reerystaUization might result from analyses given for 72415, and with an earlier Mg-rich cumulate in
the inclusion of the dunite in the corresponds with a magnesian some form of magma pool from
melt matrix of Boulder 3, Station 2. dunite with low abundances of which the dunite crystallized.
The large grains of olivine have an incompatible and felsic elements. McKay et al. (1979) used the data
unusual heterogeneity of sizes. The rare earth elements for the of Laul and Schmitt (1975a,b) to
Shock event IIa (Table 1) produced individual samples and the mean reinvestigate the composition of the
a coherent rock, with well- are shown in Figure 2; their main parent magma; using updated
recovered and reerystallized olivine feature is the consistent flat pattern coefficients and a trapped liquid
and pyroxenes equilibrated at less of light rare earth elements and model, they suggested a parent
than 810 degrees C. The present changing slope of heavy rare earth magma with rare earth abundances
structure of the sample was elements among subsamples. Laul only about half of those of Lanl and
produced in shock event I/la, at 50 and Schmitt (1975a, b) attempted to Schmitt (1975a) but with a similar
to 100 kb, without the production calculate the composition of the overall pattern. The inferred
of maskelynite, parent magma, which in essence magma had Ca/A1 less than

Table 1: Mechanical and thermal history of dunite 72417 (Lally et al., 1976a).

Stage Nature of events Resulting fabric

I Initial crystallization,accumulation of dunite; Coarse-grained;presumably
slow cooling, cumulate or modified

cumulate texture.
lla Shock deformation: plastic deformation of

olivine; melting of plagioclase; and injection of
plug melt. Introduction of crack porosity.

Ilb Recovery and local recrystallization: Texture unknown; probably
Crystallization of injected plug glass, cohesive and massive.
Sintering of crack porosity.

llIa Shock de[ormation: brecciation, cataclastic Present breccia fabric;
deformation; plastic flow especially in fine- state of consolidation
grained material. Consolidation (?) unknown.

lIIb Recovery and local recrystallization:
Possibly responsible for contributing to
consolidation.

IV Incorporation in melt (72435)of cohesive breccia Present breccia texture
fragments; heating by melt.

V Excavation of Boulder 3 to present location. Present breccia texture
Little or no effect on dunite fabric.
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Table 2: Chemical analyses of "whole rock" 72417 samples.

Split (a) ,I .9018a .9018b ,9018¢ .13 .1.1(c) ,l.7(d),a%
sio2
TiO2 SiO2
A1203 1.3 TiO2
Cr203 0.34 A1203
FeO 11.9 Cr203
MnO 0,113 PeO
MgO 45.4 _0
CaO 1.l MgO
Na20 0.0186 CaD
K20 0.0030 Na20
P2O5 g2o
_m P2os
S¢ 4.3 nnm
V 50 S¢
Co 55 V

Co
Ni 160 411 538 650 314 NiRb 0.027
Sr 8.2 Rb
y St

Y
Nb Zr
Itf 0.10
Ba 4. I
Th k

Th
U 0.0028 0.0024 0.0006 0.0051 0.002 0.002 UCs 0.0141
Ta Cs
Pb Ta
La 0.15 Pb
Ce 0.37 In
Pr Ca
Nd Pr

Nd
Sm 0.080 Sm
Eu 0.061 Eu
Cd Gd
Tb 0.017 Tb
Dy 0.11

Ho 0.023
Er Er
Tea Tm
Yb 0.074 Yb
In 0.012 In
Li 2.3 Li
Be Be
B n
C C
N N
S S
F 154 F
CI 6.69(b) C1
Br 0.0272 0.028(b) _r
Ca Ca
Za 9,8 2.5 2.1 9.6 2.3 Zn

Jut 2.55 3.9 5.1 3.3 3.2 An
k 3.13 0,048 0.050 0.46 <0.010 k
1 0.9 I
At At
Ca Ca
Ge 261 349 542 186 270 Ge
As As
Se 5.1 31 5.4 9.0 3.0 Se
Mo Mo
Tc Tc
Pal <3 lh_
Ith Rh
Pd I_1

Ag 30.2 14.5 5,0 46 A8
Cd 0,85 5.2 4.0 26 Cd
In 0.72 0.21 <0.25 In
Sn Sn
Sb 2.81 1.78 3.4 Sb
Te 0,56 T¢
W W
Re 0.099 0.0007 0.002 0.022 <0.04 Re
Os <0.043 <0,025 0.71 <0.8 1.2(e) Ca
Pt Pt
Ilg 2,2 Hg
TI 0.033 0.]03 0.101 1.04 TI
Bi 1.24 2.8 <2 0.89 Bi

(1) (2) (3) (3) (3) (3) (4) (4)

(I) Laul and Schmit_(1975a); INAA, RNAA Notes:

(2) Higuchi and Morgan (1975a,b);RNAA (a) Man weighted mean of 9 (70-130 m8) sample* from different locations of 72417 _'om C_tech consortium *amplea.
(3)MorganandWandle_s(1988);RNAA (b)cceabinedleachandresidue values.
(4) lovanovic and Reed (1974t,1975c); RNAA (c) interio¢,

(d)exteri_
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chondritic, and this and other non-

chondritic aspects probably could t_ , , , , , , , , , , , , , 4
not be derived by fractional
crystallization of a chondritic

lparent.

Higuchi and Morgan (1975a) and _
Morgan and Wandless (1979) Lo
inferred that the siderophile and

volatile elements were of _ to'
indigenous, not meteoritic, origin.
Continued analyses of small
subsamples by Morgan and
Wandless (1988) showed that the

\72417 samples generally had higher /.\ / --
siderophiles and volatiles than O
72415, and confirmed that the _ l_

siderophiles were indigenous; for
instance, the refractory siderophiles _1
Os,Re, and Ir do not correlate with 03
other siderophiles. Ni, Co, and Ge
correlate with each other,
suggesting that G-eacted as a
siderophile and that all three
elements reside mainly inFe-metal. 1_ r t _ _ t _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Morgan andWandless (1988) infer La Ce Nd Smgu Tb DyHo TmYb Ln
a source magma for the dunite that
had about 6 x the volatiles of a Figure 2: Rare earth elements in small subsamples (70 to 130 rag) of 72417
mare basalt. (lighter lines), from Laul and Schmitt (1975a). The weighted mean is

included (heavier line with strokes).

The data of Jovanovic and Reed

(e.g. 1974a) includes separate leach
and residue data for CI and Br.

Although most of their data is co_PosmoN OFMAGMASFROMWHICHANORTHOS/TE
presented with little discussion, _5_t5ANDDUNITEZ,0417CRYS,",4I.I.dZED
they claim that the Ru/Os ratio is
roughly cbondritic, but that is a 3o

sign of primitiveness rather than _ _ /_
contamination. Such a ratio is much w zoI"- 7E417 M,4GMA

lower than that of mare basalts _- u u
c_

(about 24). For Hg they present _t
some temperature release (<130 x_ to
degrees C) data. _.. _ _ _5._•MA_.,_.

Ld • -
.2 5
Q.

RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES "_
03 •

Papanastassiou and Wasserburg 2
(1975a,b, 1976b) gave a detailed

description of analyses of = L ct i = i = _ i i = = tsubsamples of 72417 for Rb and Sr K Bo Lo e Nd SmEuGd TbDyHoErTmYbLu Sr

isotopic ratios (Table 4). The REE t0 NIC RADtt

subsamples were varied chips and Figure 3: Calculation of abundances of incompatible elements in the
splits of 50 to 150 mg chosen for
their distinctive characters, and the parent magma of 72417 according to one of the models of Laul and Schmitt
analyses included handpicked (1975; their Fig. 7), and a calculated parent for anorthosite 15415.
olivine and symplectite fragments.
None specifically represent bulk
rock. The data define a precise age
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of 4.47 +/- 0.10 Ga (decay constant

for 87Rb = 1.42 x 10-1 l/yr), with
an initial 87Sr/86Sr of 0.69900 +/-7

(Fig. 4). A few of a the points fall

o.,,o.PoLLo;, .... slightly offa best fit line. The chips
BOULDER5 _/ [ are severalmillimeters in size, so

DUNITE CLAST 5_rb / the dataestablish the time of
7"2417 / 1 isolation of the isotopic systems at

o.7oa / 4. this scale. The array is a prinun-y

isochron, and is not merely a
mixture of two components (Figs. 5
and 6). The variation in Rb/Sr is not

0.70 T- 4.55 _+o.lo _ / attributable to specific phases. The
"r • 0.69900;7//3" very low K/Rb ratio eliminates

/ contaminationasa contributing
factor. The data thus define a very

_ o.7c_ __ ancient crystallization event. The
/ initial 87Sr/86Sr is

/ indistinguishable from BABI
Papannastassiou and Wasserburg

o._o_ _ .... , , _ (1975a) document the severe
/ at I _ l effects that leaching of dunite

/_/ , o__T ____t.I samples with organic liquids has on
/ - 1

o.7oc o,SVMPLecrrr_.al r _-'fI"">-_ I the Rb/Sr isotopic systems, withpreferential removal of Rb and the
"OLIVINE L 8T -O1£

t .[ _I. ,r-'?.,z.-_ obliteration of any time
a_I -4 ' a6,/' o.68' 0;2 ' o._s information.

°G_o ' o64 ' o6B ' &2 ' '0.16

87Rb/8%r Dymek et al. (1975b) quoted 40Ar-
39Ax data from Huneke (pets.

Figure4: Rb-Sr evolution diagram for mechanically separated samples of comm.) that suggested a

the dunite 72417.The age is determined for decay constant for 87Rb = 1.39 complicated release pattern but thatindicated Ar loss at 3.89 +/- 0.1 Ga
x 10-11/yr;for decay constant for 87Rb = 1.42 x lo'll/yr, age is 4.47 Ga. (assuming original quote of 3.95 Ga
Inset shows deviations in parts of lO4 from the best-fit line (Papanastassiou
and Wasserburg, 1975a).

I t I I I I I i I 724_7
OUNITE CLAST

72417 3
500 DUNITE CLAST

,1 o OLIVINE --I

Sr A SYMPLECTITE S i

Rb • LEACHEO CHIP q

/ ol , , ]

100 //®/ [] OLIVINE (M) 3 '_ ' K/8o5 _ ' _'
D// / A SYMPLECTITES

,] _o ._, ® LEACHED CHIP Figure 6: Element correlation

70,_/%_ _7L diagram for dunite 72417 samples.
o _ A _ _ _ _ _ f _ _ These data require the presence of
o ioo 200 300 4oo 5oo at least three different phases The

K/ Rb olivine appears to be sampling
phases distinct from the handpicked

Figure 5: Element correlation diagram for dunite 72417 samples. The coarse symplectites.
distinctly low K/Rb data faU along line AD. These data require the presence (Papanastassiou and Wasserburg,
of at least three different phases with distinct Rb/Sr values (Papanastassiou 1975a).
and Wasserburg, 1975a).
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used the old decay constan0, which STABLE ISOTOPES PROCESSING
is the same age as that of the host
melt. However, no details were Clayton and Mayeda (1975a, b) and The sample was entirely allocated
published. Tera et al. (1974b) Mayeda et al. (1975) reported to the Caltech group for study and
reported some limited Pb isotopic isotopic analyses of oxygen in further allocation, and the details of
data that also suggested a 72417 spfits, with little discussion the subdivisions are not generally
somewhat younger age than 4.6 Ga (Table 5). The delta 180 values for available. Allocations to
and might indicate a disturbed olivines are in the middle of the investigators outside of Caltech are
system. The Pb is distinctly range for lunar olivines, documented by mass.
radiogenic.

Table 3: Chemical analyses of small subsamples of 72417 (70 to 130 rag) from Laul and Schmitt (1975a); the
weighted average is included in Table 2.

s_ m| _ _- "* 9s p_ p_ _m _m ppm p_ _ _¢_ pare ppm _ p_* _pm pp_ p_ ppm p_'_ p_ p_ ppm _

i_ "8 at 39 t]4 _o _0 4Jo _ olo9 o_ 59 _0 4_ -- -- 04_ -- -- _24 ors .... 011 oo_ 020 130
_ _ 8.3 zl 04_ _ I o_ 024 OlS 0e49 o_a oos4 0.026 01_ oo_

21 ¢,9 25 22 116 41J 16 27o 40 0114 0790 $1 _ ?2 0,_ _ 015 012 ..... 012 o,o20 01] 5_5 Jo
3_ _3_ 22 21 120 4_1 17 220 4o oft7 02_4 5_ 93 50 -- _ o26 -- 0]$ 010 -- _ _ or2 0017 oJ 1]0 -

_ 122 _ I [_ o_ U,_ 041 0 )4 0 I0 00]1 020 0017 0011 0[] 0017
_ _ i 6 __ H ? *s9 _ z 160 _s 0 _ 0 _0 _ ya _0 01_ 0 I0 o _ol -- - 0 to ools ol _0

5A [ 8'9 IL4 -- _ I$ -- 0241 41 -- _ olo -- 00_ 0039 _ 007 i_
_,_ _ _0 _9 oAo 027 0_ 00_ 6011 _ 0014 0010 00**6 o_

71 _9 04t 03_ 115 too o_ 70 _1 011_ olx6 3_ 4o _ _ 005_ o_J 0¢t25 _ 00_ 0o6 i00
"R _9 _ 07_ _ 00_ Ol_ 0O_O C_O_ OOze 000_ 00_6 00_1 OOO7 _n_ oa:c_
_i 1o6 o_ o_ 116 _53 o41 30 _i 0107 03_0 33 44_ _7 -- __ _0)0 -- 0.012 0014 .... OO2 -- <0_ I_0 _4

_R II1 64 (10) L1 0,(/24 0.054 001] 0011 0_00 0020 001152 0_ 0024 00046

Mm w_ _n I) ]2 ]19 454 L] I_ 24 011] 0_ 4J _ _5 4] [2 0]_ Q]? _ 0,_ 0_] 0017 0[[ 0,023 -- 0074 0012 0_0 ]_
M_ _ellla_ _* 12 ]14 _55 12 _2_¢_ 25 -011 ~011 L0 ........ i_1_ 022}"

I[" i,,3a

BCR.] lIT 12_ -- 69 _ 17_ 0AT4 _Z 420 _6 _ 3_ _O 5_ 29 670 L_ I1 6:10 12 052 t40 041 47 --

"1 = I blAA. R = RNAA. Errors in INAA a_'c cited by Laul el aL 11974) Overall errors in RNAA are 2-10%

Ai_O_ ° values are ¢o_eetcd for Cr-spincl (AhO_/Cr_O) _ 0.41) from AIbee er aL (1974).

_Albee el aL 09"/4)

'Higuchi and Morgan (1975_ vaJues for Ni and Au in two 72415 fragments.

°LSPET (1973_.

Table 4: Analyses of subsamples of 72417 for Rb and Sr isotopic ratios.

Weight K Ba Rb _Sr _Rb/8_Sr _

Sample" (mg) ppm ppm 10 _mole/g × 10 _ "_Sr/_Sr _ Sr/Rb _ Sr/Ba _ K/Rb" K/Ba _ Ref. _

Chip-I 203 7.3 1.213 0.0830 2.7t2 7.14 0.70370-+6 40.58 2.37 103 6.02 I
-2 255 8.2 1,642 0.0827 3.713 5.19 0.70249-+6 55,76 2.40 116 4.99 2

-3 45 9.3 -- 0.0931 4.075 5.33 0.70231 -+ 10 54.35 -- 117 -- 2

-4 54 8.9 -- 0.0817 4.438 4.29 0.70171 +- 10 67.45 -- 127 -- 2

-5 53 16.9 2.77 0.1053 8.651 2.838 0.70070-+9 102.0 3.31 188 6.10

-6 170 19.9 3.20 0.0938 10.37 2.110 0.70041-+6 137.2 3.44 248 6.22

-7a _ 114 4.7 0.664 0.0645 0.910 16.53 0.70977-+ 10 17.53 1.46 85 7.1

-7b 63 4.9 0.787 0.0661 0.979 15.75 0.70936-+ 17 18.40 1.32 87 6.2

Sym 1-1 125 29.1 4.66 0.0843 15,08 1.304 0.69985 -+5 222.1 3.43 404 6.24 1
-2 151 31.3 5.14 0.0905 15.38 1.372 0.69992_+5 211.0 3.18 405 6.09 2

Olivine 138 10.6 1.70 0.0271 6.074 1.041 0.69965-+9 278.3 3.79 458 6.24 2

"All sample_ were obtained by mechanical means only, except chip-I which was rinsed in acetone prior to crushing.
_Uncertainty in concentrations is 0.4% for Rb and 0.1% for S_Sr.

"Errors correspond to last significant figures and are 2o-.....
aElemental ratios are calculated by weight.

"Ref. 1: Albee et al. (1974); Ref. 2: Papanastassiou and Wasserburg (1975).

'Sample 7a represents a quarter split of a homogenized sample after crushing to less than 75 p,m; 7b is an eight split of the same
original sample.
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Table 5: Oxygen isotopic analyses for samples of
72417 (Clayton and Mayeda, 1975a,b;

Mayeda et al., 1975).

,9011 dunite 4.77 2.52
,9011 dunite 5.20 2.55
,9011 mx in dunite 4.82
,9010 ol in dunite 5.09
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72418
Cataclastic Dunite
St. 2, 3.55 g

INTRODUCTION

72418 is a cataclasized dunite that

was collected, along with 72415,
72416, and 72417, to sample a 10
cm clast in the impact melt matrix
of Boulder 3, Station 2 (see section
on Boulder 3, Station 2, Fig. 1).
72418 is an irregular, slabby piece
that measures 1 x 2.5 x 0.4 cm,
with many zap pits and patina on
the one lunar-exposed surface (Fig.
1). It is very similar to 72415 and
72417, but appears to contain a few
exceptionally large spinels (up to
1.5 mm). 72418 has never been
dissected or allocated for study.

Figure 1: Photograph of 72418. 7_e piece is about 2 cra long. Part of
photograph S-73-17968.
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72435
Micropoikilific Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 160.6 g

INTRODUCTION and brecciated dunitic, a'octolitic, nun. Smaller cavities are smooth or
and noritic fragments, drusy; some larger ones have

72435 is a very fine-grained, clast- crystal linings. Cavities occupy less
bearing impact melt with a The sample, consisting of two than 1% of the sample. The
micropoikilitic texture. It was mated pieces (4 x 5 x 3 cm, and 5 x exposed surface (B and W) are
sampled as typical matrix of 4 x 3 cm) is angular, and gray (N4) knobby, discolored, and rounded,
Boulder 3, Station 2 (see section on (Fig. 1). It is commonly referred to with zap pits. The broken interior is
Boulder 3, Station 2, Fig. 1). The as blue-gray (e.g. LSPET, 1973). It hacldy.
sample has a major and trace is tough but with one penetrative
element chemistry similar to other fracture that broke the sample. The Most of the studies of 72395 were
Apollo 17 low-K Fra Mauro impact sample is homogeneous, except for conducted under a consortium led
melts, and can be assumed to have apparent variation in grain size near by the Caltech group (Dymek et ai.,
formed in the Serenitatis event. It is some cavities. Clasts up to 1 cm are 1976a; Papanastassiou and
among the finest-grained of such visible in the sample; larger clasts Wasserburg 1975a; Huneke, 1978).
samples. Radiogenic isotopic data (including the sampled dunite) were Following chipping of two small
on matrix and dasts show that it visible in the parent boulder. Clasts samples, advantage was taken of
crystallized close to 3.86 Ga ago, larger than 1 mm compose about the samples breakage to produce a
and that matrix and clasts didnot 5% of the sample. Both clasts and slab with a single saw cut across
totally equilibrate with each other, elongate cavities in 72435 are the large of the ends. This slab was
even for argon. The larger clasts are aligned, but most cavities are dissected (Fig. 2), and nearly all
dominantly feldspathic granulites, spherical. Some are as large as 8 subsequent allocations were made

from this slab.

Figure 1: Fractured surface of 72435. Clasts as large as 10 nun are visible, as well as vesicles up to 8ram (lower
center right). Scale in centimeters. S-73-19652.
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Figure 2" Dissection of 72435 with a single saw-cut across the larger end. Cube is I cm across. S-74-23143.

50 microns long. Chao and Minkin of slit vesicles and clasts. Dymek et

PETROGRAPHY (1974b) noted that 72435 was al. (1976a) listed the phase
similar to 77135. Albee et al. abundances, phase compositions,

72435 consists of mineral and lithic (1974) noted that the sample differs and the bulk chemical composition
clasts in an extremely fine-grained, from the Boulder 2, Station 2 (from a microprobe point coun0 of
poikilitic, partially clastic matrix samples in being blue-gray, having 72435 (Table 1). The tabulated
(Dymek et al., 1976a,b). The fewer and smaller clasts, and some phase compositions appear to
sample formed as the result of larger vesicles; they also noted represent those of the groundmass,
crystallization of a clast-bearing some zones of aligned slit vesicles, not clasts. These authors also
melt produced in an impact. In thin diagrammed the mineral
section the matrix has a dark gray The most detailed petrographic compositions for the sample,
appearance resulting from the description of both clasts and reproduced here as Fig. 4
aphanitic nature (Fig. 3a). The matrix for 72435 are by Dymek et (plagioclases), Fig. 5 (pyroxenes),
larger clasts are lithic fragments, al. (1976a), who present Fig. 6 (olivines and Fe-Ti oxides),
most less than 2 cm across. The microprobe data. Further details on Fig. 7 (spinels), and Fig. 8 (metal).
smaller clasts include abundant a specific spinel-troctolite clast Most of these diagrams include
mineral clasts. According to were given by Herzberg (1978), data from dunite 72415-7 for
Dymek et al. (1976a), clasts in the Herzberg and Baker (1980),and comparison, and distinguish clasts
1 to 20 nun range compose 5 to Baker and Herzberg (1980a,b). from groundmass phases.
10% of the sample. The igneous Most of the groundmass is
groundmass has an average grain- homogeneous, but there are some The groundmass consists of fine-
size of less than 50 microns (Fig. areas (about 300 microns) that are grained intergrown pyroxene,
3b), and the microclasts have a much f'mer-grained. Other areas up plagioclase, olivine, and ilmenite.
seriate grain-size distribution, to 500 microns across contain The marie silicate grains form tiny
Simonds et al. (1974) referred to aggregates of plagioclase laths; oikocrysts (about 10-50 microns
72435 as a crystalline, matrix- these might be either clasts or a across) that enclose tinier grains of
supported, micropoikilitic rock with type of "synneusis" texture. The plagioclase; most of the ilmenite is
matrix feldspars 5 to 30 microns groandmass appears to be interstitial to the oikocrysts (Fig.
long and matrix mafic grains 25 to unaffected by the local alignment 3b). Most of the oikocrysts are low-
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a b

Figure 3: Photomicrographs of 72435, Z Both transmitted lighC fields of view about 1 mm (a) and about
300 microns (b). a) shows the dense nature of the groundmass, the subroundedlsubangular nature of the clasts, and
the small size of most clasts, b) shows the igneous nature of the groundmass, with ilmenite (black)forming
interstitially to the maific oikocrysts, which seem mottled because they are studded with tiny plagioclases.

.... _

• . .. \

... '\

Figure 4: Compositions of \
plagioclases in 72435, with ..... s,;,_ ".... "- ".-'_-._w._..\
groundmass and clast plagioclases ='o.... o ...... , :_=_s__-_

distinguished, and data for dunite __,s,_c_ :2_55:_Ro_:.,_:_5s.:\
72415-7 for comparison (Dymek et .'_4:__:z_,,:\_'_ \'"
al., 1976a). \ "'" "

' : =..... : =',: 2_25,2C_

CoMg S_Z06 / /r otce_1_S_C_

Figure 5: Compositions of // / " "

pyroxenesin72435,with 7e_3s 72_:5 :e_:5
groundmass and clast pyroxenes :c_srs: ss: _.,7
distinguished, and data for dunite • "

al.,72415"7f°r1976a),comparison (Dymek et ".',.., // .".: / ._:"
M_25'206 Fe,M.b_s,: c¢,
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72435,[C_STSl

9L.:V/A_2542

: r :L MEN/TE[91

!r T2435(GIODNDMASS} ]

., )zi,z*e,_e;_1
• Z2,_ENITE:9/

it 2
Figure 6: Compositions of olivines

in72435, with groundmassand _jl I 72415a72_I,

_ _: OL,'V/NEI:OJ]

clast olivines distinguished, and z
data for dunite 72415-7for

comparison (Dymek et al., 1976a). _°i ]
Mg Fe•Mn

.__-= ; =- ?2415& 72417 _ / ,,
_; .?---_ 724._5• ....

5, / '

Figure 7: Compositions of spinels -" _ '
// '

in 72435, with groundmass and ,, ," ..... ',
clast spinels distinguished, and , E _ //
data for dunite 72415 7for _ """" ! ':_,_:
comparison (Dymek et al., 1976a) " _' " -• ",--"---- I :_" :_

'dg,'M,_+fe * M_ F_llo , _ 'z :,

_.o • _ORITIC"

o "_ t MErAz /

N o.s

o

WT% Ni

Figure 8: Ni and Co concentrations of metals in 72435 groundmass. Most fall in the "meteoritic"field. (Dymek et
aL, 1976a).
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Table 1: Phase abundances, "average" phase compositions, and calculated bulk chemical composition of
72435,39. (Dymek et al., 1976a).

Low-Ca High-Ca Meso

Plag. pyx pyx ()living Ilmeldte Troilile* Metal* Ca-Phtts t stasis Sir), llulk comp

VOI.% 63 .O+ 21.0, 3.8+ 8 1_ 1.91 0.0, 1).Ij II3+ 0.9o _.6_

+1 _ 2.g+ 1.6_ (I.?D 1.0_ I).5, 00+ 41Ii ILL, I).3_ I).2+ Calculated

Wt.% 57.5, 23+91 4.2+ 9.5+ 2 71 0.[I, 1)+3+ 11.3_ _.7, 0.5o (777 poinl_)

P,O+ n.a. na ha. n.a. n a. n.a. ha. 43 15 t) I_J n a (J 15

SiO2 45.46 52 77 5196 37.71 031 <0.1 <0¸1)1 -- 64.1t_ 99¸93 45 59

TiO, OO9 1.4_3 1+85 0. t1) 53.53 n.a. <t) 01 -- 1.92 <lJ III I l_5
Al_Oi 34.98 1+39 2.5_ <tL1)l 41¸118 n.a. ha. -- 16 79 _ 48 2tl71

('r+t)l n _1. 41.40 _.67 0 141 1)4+_ n a. n.a -- <1_OI n a 0 14

MgO 1).1)7 25.33 17¸38 36¸(,5 5 98 n.a. <_1411 -- 0 I I _1_3 10¸49
FeO 41+12 14.1<7 1)01 26 12 39 12 63 12 91 26 I 19 l) 1)4 I_II1

Mn() n.a+ 0.2<1 0 19 1)21 O.39 0 (15 ha. 1)01 n a 11_19

("at) 18 4g 3.g 3 17.t<8 I_. II n a _1a n.a. 54.54 12g II 1+3 12 5I

Na,O I. 12 1_.112 tl. 13 n+a. n.a. n.a. n a. -- {1¸26 <(I 1)l 0 66

K,O 02_ n.n. n.a. n+a. n a a a+ n.a. - 13.3i 4125 43¸23

IbiO 0 1I n.a. n.a. n.a. n a n.a+ n.a. -- 1¸.21) 1)¸24 II 417
ZrO2 na+ n.a. n.a. n.a. <0¸4)1 ha+ n.a. -- <11411 na <1_01
V+O, n.a. n.a. n.a+ n.a. '<01) 1 n.a. n.a. -- n u n.a <11 qll

Nh,O_ n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.19 na n.a --- n.a. i_a <41411

NiO n.a. n.a+ n.a. <04_1 n.n. <0.01 7+18 --- n.a na (103
Co n_l+ n.a+ n.a. n.a. n+a. <0.01 4}.58 --- aa. na <41 III

S ha. n+a n.a. n.a. I_a. 37.25 <_;.IJl --- nu n_L. I) _13

F ____na. n.a. n.u. n.a. n.a. na. ii.11. 2.31 tla n a <t_.t)l
Total IIItk63 99_5 II_)_ 1Ol.01 I_(_O 1(_'2 t)9.02 II_ I_lO 10037 ] li_1)_

An 1)90 Wo 5.6 WO 32.4 Fo 713

Ah 98 En fi7.8 En 47.9 Fa 28.7

()r 1,2 Fs 22.6 Fs t2.7
Others 4.1) 7.ft

*Elealenlnl abundances; convcrled h_ oxides lot calculaling bulk eomposilion.
tAssumed I : I mixlbre of i]uorapalhe and whitlockile.
ha. = Not analyzed.

Ca pyroxenes (En73Wo 2 to En62 include untwinned and twinned Spinel clasts have spectacular
Wo14); some are high-Ca types, ranging from subrounded to reaction rims.
pyroxenes, and others are olivines subangular, and from subequant to
(Fo72_70). Olivine also occurs at elongate. They vary from Most of the lithic clasts in 72435
oikocryst boundaries. Most of the unshocked and clear, to shocked are feldspathic highlands
plagioclase chadaerysts form with cloudy or undulose extinction lithologies, similar to those in
euhedral laths less than 10 microns features, including Boulder 2, Station 2 samples, and

across, and compose up to a third of feathery/spherulitic aggregates, compose several percent of the
the area of the oikocryst. Zoning is only rarely presenL The rock. They have a range of textures,
Orientations are random. Most range in compositions is extremely grain sizes, and compositions.

chadaerysts are An91.85; laths large (An55Ab30Or15 to Plagioclases in these fragments are
outside the oikoerysts range from An98Ab2Or<l), and includes generally more calcic than An90.
An95.80. Ilmenite occurs compositions both less refractory Pyroxenes and olivines have
interstitially as bladed grains 1-10 and more refractory than compositions similar to those of the
microns wide, and as tiny blebs, groundmass plagioclases. Some mineral clasts. The lithologies
some of which are in oikoerysts, have reaction rims; rarely (according to Dymek et al., 1976a)
The groundmass also contains plagioclases clasts are extensively include recrystallized anorthositic,
interstitial troilite, Fe-metal, and resorbed. Most pyroxenes are noritic, and troctolitic rocks,
areas of K-rich mesostasis with subequant. They range from very poikilitic norites, dunites, and

small phosphate grains, pale green and brown to darker, spinel cataclasite. Many of these
mottled fragments that are probably are feldspathic granulitic breccias,

Most of the clasts are single shocked. Most are homogeneous in i.e. reerystallized. The dunites
mineral fragments, and include composition, and are at least as resemble 72415-8 samples i.e.,
plagioclase, olivine, low- Ca magnesian as groundmass grains, coarse-grained. Some fine-grained
pyroxenes, and much less common Olivines (Fo92-70) range from samples differ in having polygonal
high-Ca pyroxene, metal, ilmenite, strain-free, virtually colorless textures and are not eataclasites.
and spinel. Variation in size, grains to those with abundant strain
angularity, degree of shock, and bands and partings. Some are Dymek et al. (1976a) noted two
composition indicate a variety of zoned; reaction rims are not spinel cataclasite fragments, a
sources. They tend to have wider present, and edge compositions are distinctive lithology, and reported
ranges in composition than equivalent to groundmass olivines, mineral analyses. The fragments
groandmass phases. Plagioclases are friable, and consist of a broken
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assemblage of plagioclase (70%;
An98-94), ofivine (20%; Fo72), 15 F 30

pink spinel (5%), low-Ca pyroxene lo ILL, pyro.... (46_
(1%), and smaller amounts s I II I r_ 72435,30 & .31 20

ilmenite, troilite, and Fe-metal. One _ o

of the clasts contains a single grain _ 40 H
of cordierite (30 microns) as an ._ 20 ["1olivine(60) (63) 10
inclusion in spinel. No high-Ca "_ 15° , , , , , , o

oxoet al. (1976a). The major mineral E= _ 72435,6phases are unshocked and clear.
Herzberg (1978), Herzberg and olivine(5) [22)
Baker (1980), and Baker and , [1_ _ o
Herzberg(1980a, b) further studied a5 6_) 75 7'0 6'5 6'0 8'5 90 95 100Mg/lMg * Fe) % An

the spinel cataclasites in an attempt
to define temperatures and Figure 9: Summary of compositions of low-Ca pyroxene, olivine, and
pressures of origin from plagioclase in 72435 spinel cataclasites. Number of analyses in
thermodynamic constraints based parentheses. The compositional range of pyroxenes in apparent equilibrium
on experimental data. They with coexisting olivine in each field is shaded. 72435,8 is cordierite-
provided new mineral composition bearing; the others are cordierite-free. (Baker and Herzberg, 1980a).
data (Figs. 9, 10) that is consistent 0.20 , , , _ ,
with the Dymek et al. (1976a) data
and detailed petrographic 0.18 _ ........... _ 72435,8

descriptions. A summary of the • 72435,30,31
compositions and conclusions o._e

based on them is given as Table 2, •
with the cordierite-bearing (in ,8) o 14 •

and cordierite-free (in ,30) samples _]_
distinguished. Ranges in _ 0.12 '_.
composition of spinels and
pyroxenes show that the fragments o

"C 0.10 _1_

are not in equilibfima, and some o
grains may not be indigenous, o.o6
However, much of the olivine,

spinel, and pyroxene may be in 0.06 bequilibrium. The two samples

produce different estimates of the 0.04pressure, with the cordierite-free _, A.......

sample suggestive of mid- to lower- 0.02 i I 016 I L [crust levels, and the cordierite- 0.4 0.8 1.0
bearing sample giving negative Mg/(Mg + Mn)

pressures. Figure I0: Compositions of spinels in 72435 spinel cataclasites. 72435,8 is
cordierite-bearingl; the others are cordierite-free. (Baker and Herzberg,
1980a).

CHEMISTRY
17 site. It clearly has meteoritic latter authors also reported data for

Chemical analyses of bulk rock contamination, but the siderophile splits derived from handpicking of
(groundmass plus clasts) for 72435 element data are inadequate to clasts and density separations of a
are given in Table 3; the major specify a meteoritic group (a la matrix sample. These isotopic data
element analyses agree fairly well Anders group), are reproduced in Tables 4 (whole
with that derived by Dymek et al. rock) and 5 (separates).
(1976a) from a microprobe point
count (Table 1). The rare earth RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES AND According to Nyquist et al.
elements are plotted as Figure 11. GEOCHRONOLOGY (1974a), the data lie on a line with
These data were reported with little other Apollo 17 melt samples with
specific discussion. The sample has Rubidium and strontium isotopic a slope equivalent to an age of 3.94
a low-K Fra Mauro basalt data for whole-rock samples of +/-0.1 Ga. 72435 has lower Rb than
composition, similar in major and 72435 were reported by Nyquist et most of these other samples, giving
trace elements to many other al. (1974a, b) and Papanastassiou older model ages. Papanastassiou
impact melt samples at the Apollo and Wasserburg (1975a, b), and the and Wasserburg (1975a) found that
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Table 2: Pressure-temperature summary for spinel cataclasites in 72435, with summary of relevant mineral
compositions. (Baker and Herzberg, 1980a).

72435,30

Olivine (Fo73), Orthopyroxene [Mg/(Mg + Fe) = 0.78, Al2Oa = 3.83 wt %, Ti/Al = .14], Spinel [Mg/
(Mg + Fe) = 0.57 - 0.64, AI/(AI + Cr) = .87 - .94], Plagioclas¢ (An_)

Depth (kin)

Selenothermometer T(*C) l I I

l 10O0-1200 ->32 ->12
2 800-1200 ->28 >-12
3 680- 810 ->26 ->12
4 1170-1230 ->32 >-12

1: from highest AI/(AI + Cr) and Mg/(Mg + Fe) in spinel
11: from lowest AI/(AI 4- Cr) and Mg/(Mg + Fe) in spinel

72435,8

Olivine (Fo_), Orthopyroxen¢ [Mg/(Mg + Fe) = .75, A1203 _ 4 wt %, Ti/AI = 0. 111,Cordierite [Mg/
(Mg + Fe) = .84], Spinel [Mg/(Mg + Fe) = .45, AI/(AI + Cr) = 0.81], Plagioclase (An_7).

Depth (kin)*

Selenothermometer T(°C) I l I

[ 700 -6 - 12
2 no solution ?
3 950-1020 - 10 - 18
4 1290-1310 - 16 -24

* 72435.8 is a univariant mineral assemblage. In principle, a specific T and P can be determined.
I: from lowest Al_O3 in opx

II: from highest AI2Os in opx

I031 ILl Ill'lit

09

'u

0
_Z

O l°z

E
0')

Figure II: Rare earth elements in

splits of 72435. Solid line is ,1
(Hubbard et al., 1974; Nyquist et

al.,1974a). Fine dashed line is ,ll 1o' _ i i i f _ i _ i i i i i
(Murali et al., 1977).

La Ce Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Er Yb Lu
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Table 3: Chemical analyses of bulk rock for 72435.

Solit ,1 ,1 ,11 ,1 ,11 T-1 ,11 T-2 ,11 (a) Solit
wt% wt%

SiO 2 45.76 SiO2
TiO 2 1.54 1.5 TiO2

A1203 19.23 17.8 A1203

Cr203 0.20 0.1185 0.217 Cr203
FeO 8.70 10.4 FeO
MnO 0.11 0.112 MnO

MgO 11.63 12 MgO
CaO 11.72 10.4 CaO

Na20 0.52 0.67 Na20

K20 0.23 0.2163 0.23 0.2394 0.2393 0.2131 K20

P205 0.27 P205

Sc 17 Sc
V 50 V
Co 31 Co
Ni 112 320 Ni
Rb 3.8 3.93 3.528 3.445 2.762 Rb
Sr 165 171.6 168.0 169.5 165.4 Sr
Y 107 Y
Zr 450 473 430 Zr
Nb 30 Nb
HI" 12.7 11.5 HI"
Ba 334 310 Ba
Th 3.0 Th
U 1.40 U
Cs Cs
Ta 1.9 Ta
Pb Pb
La 31.7 37.0 La
Ce 80.6 92 Ce
Pr Pr
Nd 51.3 Nd
Sm 14.5 15.3 Sm
Eu 1.88 1.98 Eu
Cxi 18,3 Gd
Tb 3.0 Tb
Dy 18.6 19 Dy
Ho Ho
Er 11.3 Er
Tin Tm
Yb 10.1 10.2 Yb
Lu 1.6 Lu
Li 17.5 Li
Be Be
B B
C C
N N
S 800 945 S
F F
CI CI
Br Br
Cu Cu
Zn 2 Zn

Au 6 Au
k 9

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (5) (5) k

References and methods.

1) LSPET (1973); XRF
2) tlubbard et al. (1974), Nyquist et al. (1974a); 1D/Ms except Na by AAS
3) Murali et al. (1977); INAA
4) Gibson and Moore (1974a); combustion
5) Papanastassiott and Wasserburg (1975a); ID/MS

Notes

(a) matrix adjacent to clast E.
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Table 4: Whole-rock Rb-Sr isotopic data for 72435. Ages have been recalculated for new decay constant for

87Rb (decay constant = 1.42 x 10 "11 y-l) and are +/-.06 to .09 Ga. Isotopic ratios have not been adjusted for
interlaboratory bias.

Nyquist et al, 3,93 171.6 0.0662+/-6 0,70360+/-5 4,63 4,70
(1974a)

Papanastassiou 3,528 168.0 0.0609 0.70306+1-5 4.57
and 3.445 169.5 0,0589 0.70300+/-5 4,65

Wasserburg 2.762 165.4 0.0484 0.70245+/-6 4.88
(1975a)

Table 5: Rubidium and strontium isotopic data for 72435 whole-rock and separates as reported by

Papanastassiou and Wasserburg (1975a). TBABI ages are for a decay constant of 1.39 x 10 "11 y-1. The first

two and the last rows appear in modified form in Table 4.

Weight K_ Rbf 88Srr _Rb/_Sr
Sample" mg ppm 10-8 mole/g × 102 8_Sr/_Sr_ TB^B_(AE)

Total-I M 73 1995 4.128 158.0 6.09 0,70306 ± 5 4.67 -+0,06
Total-2 M 35 1944 4,031 159.5 5.89 0.70300± 5 4.75 ± 0.06
Total-clast A M 21 755 2.819 126.1 5.21 0.70234+-5 4,50-+0.07
Plag clasts M 3.4 776 0,879 242.3 0.846 0.69957 -+4 --

Density separates (on 2.8 g of matrix)
2.70 < p < 2.80 L 15 -- 5.70 260.8 5.10 0.70240 ± 4 4.67 ± 0.05
2.60<p<2.70 L 5.3 7725 25.11 258.5 22.65 0.71318±4 4.37-+0.02

2.5" 7350 23.70 257.7 21.45 0.71245-+11 4.38±0.04

2.40 < p < 2.45 L 1.9 2990 12.1l 186.6 15.14 0.70828 ± 6 4.29-+0.03
1.6_ 2440 8.75 168.2 12.13 0,70657+-+7 4,37±0.04

2.35 < p <2.40 L 2.3 2315 7.35 169.0 10.14 0.70540±5 4.42±0.03

Density separates (on 48 mg of matrix)
2.6 < p < 2.8 L 2.2 2186 4.46 199.4 5.22 0.70250 ± 5 4,69 -+0.07
2.4<p <2.5 L 1.6 1886 4.65 142.8 7.60 0.70396-+9 4.57±0.08
2.8 < p < 3.0 L 2.3 2503 6.64 183.1 8.45 0.70448-+ 5 4.54 ± 0.02

Clast E
Plagb-1 M 1.2 1148 2.141 174.2 2.867 0.70074-+6 --

-2 M 1.0 1464 2.575 178.2 3.370 0.70111 ±9 --
-3 M 3.5 1725 4.495 197.3 5.32 0,70206-+7 --
-4 M 4 1740 5.067 203.1 5.82 0.70239 ± 4 4.10 -+0.05
-5 M 1.6 1584 4,948 180.1 6,41 0.70271-+8 4.07±0.09

Rime-1 M 2.3 2006 3,893 198.5 4.57 0.70199±9 4.59-+0.14
-2 M 1.6 2043 4.076 178.7 5.32 0.70246 ± 7 4.56-+ 0.09
-3 M 0.8 1930 4,374 174.8 5.84 0.70270-+12 4.44-+0.14

MatrixO-I M 3.9 1776 3,232 155.6 4.84 0.70245 -+6 4.98 ± 0.09

"Sample obtained mechanically [M] or by heavy liquid density separations ILl.
bSamples from the interior of the clasL
"Samples from pink-grey rim of clast.
aMatrix sample adjacent to clast E.
"Repeat analysis.
'Uncertainties in the concentrations: K -+1%; Rb -+0.4%; "Sr ± 0.1%.
"Uncertainties correspond to last significant figures and are ±2tr_.
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the matrix and clasts do not fall on

.......... '/ an isochron (Fig. 12); the
APOLLO 17 2.60<p<2.70_._ ./e / plagioclases are distinctly non-

0.712 BOULDER 5 /_ _
72 455 _ / radiogenic and lie on a whole-rock-T =4_ _ T=4._Z -BABI line equivalent to 4.5 Ga.

__BABI _ 69_4Z=0.69941 _ Thus there is no Sr isotopic
2.40<p<2.45 [ equilibrationbetweenmatrixandc .,.owv. e

0.708 # __ tO a Pb isotope study by Tera and

_p _ F //_t 7o_I_L_/,, Wasserburg that shows Pb
equilibration between matrix and

r"09 -_--_ <2.40 p //' _ plagioclase clasts in 72435 at about
S/ _ V ..... _'_'_," 3.8 Ga; the reference given is

O. 704 0.702 /_ -

I--TKn.BI"4"6/E/g_'[CLASTA erroneous). The density separates
TOTAL _8_2_ .'CLAST E /

2.7o<p<z.eo,_d..- [ /// on the matrix also do not lie on a
./_/ ib ////'_.__CLAST E -

homogeneous. Matrix separates for

o.70o <6LLAGCLASTS 0.70OV,_LAG CLASTS _ a single 48 mg split fall on a linecorresponding to an age of 4.18 +/-

3Asi aTRb/86Sr ......... 0.21 Ga (Fig. 13) but little credence
0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 can be given to such an age with

the data available, the small spread
Figure 12: Rb-Sr evolution diagram for materials from 72435 in Rb/Sr, and the independent data
(Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, 1975a). All ages on the diagram are for for a younger age for the matrix-

the old decay constant ofl.39 x 10"11 y-1. Lack of isotopic homogenization forming event. Data for clast E
at any unique time in the past is obvious (a) for total rocks and clasts and (predominantly plagioclase with a
(b) for mineral separates from the finer-grained matrix. The dashed line is range of compositions) are shown
for interior samples from clast E. in Figs. 14 and 15, with clast

interior, rim, and adjacent matrix

.... /2 shown separately. The clast data7243s correspond with an age of 3.77 +/-MINERALSEPARATES

ON 48rag OF MATRIX / _ ..... - 0.18 Ga;with large uncertainties

.... { 724_5 /_/ resulting from the small spread in

0.703 CLASTE Rb/Sr. The adjacent rim and matrix
* _"_(_/_" samples fall distinctly off the
/ / isochron. Panastassiou and

_ Wasserburg (1975a) could not
o.,o_ _, _ distinguish whether the age of the

® ¢ 4 clast was primary or metamorphic.
T= 4.27 ± 0.21/E _ 0701 / T= 3 85+-0.18/_

.69931 • 20 _ _ Z= 0.69919_ 14 ! The lowest model ages for breccia

/ [ c°mponents are th°se iilParates

of clast E at about 3.9 Ga (decay
070( OINTERIOR constant 1.42 x 10-11 ), andR_M

• MATRIX these are maximum ages for breccia
• o.6__BARI formation. The age of clast E itself
BA81

......... , ....... would indicate a younger age or
o_ o.,o o.o_ o.o8 some disturbance.

87Rb/86Sr STRb/86Sr

Figure 13: Rb-Sr evolution Figure 14: Rb-Sr evolution Huneke et al. (1977) reported argon
diagram for mineral separates from diagram for clast E from 72435 isotopic data for 4 combined
a 48 mg matrix sample of 72435 (Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, plagioclase clasts from 72435,
(Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, 1975a). Interior samples define a totalling 1.5 mg with 530 ppm K.
1975a). The fit of the data to a straight line (solid)from which rim The age is constant at 3.87 +/- 0.07
straight line could result from and adjacent matrix samples are (new constan0 over the entire
mixing of only two phases. The age offset.The age (given on the release (Fig. 16), with no
is for the old decay constant of 1.39 diagram for the old decay constant suggestion of older ages suggested

x 10"11 y-1. ofl.39 x 10-11 y-l) has a large by the primitive Sr isotopes in
uncertainty because of the low 72435 plagioclases. Huneke and
spread in Rb/Sr. Wasserburg (1978) and Huneke

(1978) reported further studies on
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argonisotopes in two individual fromit. One piece, 11(21 g) was
clasts (Fig. 17), tabulatingrelease sent forsubdivisionand studyby
data.One consisting of a the consortiumled fromCaltech.
plagioclase crystaland 25% matrix Some matrixpieces were taken
(0.4 rag; 1200 ppm K) gave a well- from ,22 before it was storedat
defined age of 3.86 +/- 0.04 Ga Brooks.
overthe entire release. A large
plagioclase crystal (0.6 rag; 190
ppm K) gave a similarage overthe ....

APOLLO 17

first40% f 39At el theo r ease, u the loc BOULOER 3

age rose to 4.04 Gafor the 724_5 • ' ' ' '44 APOLLO 17 72435. II

remainder of the release. This FOURPLASIOCLASECRYSTALS

plagiwasomp,e ly o
degassed at3.86 Ga, and4.04 Gais • o " ._

t--

a lower limit to its age. . _ _ z ,,o

Goswami et al (1976a) reported • C_STE_,,TE.,O_ _ 3e
trackdata for72435. The oCLA_,E,_,M
boandary-Wackmethod gave o"_"_*'×c_s__ 3

preliminary results ofan upper °_ ' 2 ' _o ' _o ' _ ' d_' o!_ ' &' o!8 ' ,o
limit to compaction less than 4.1 K/Rb 39A,RELEASED
Ga ago. A more precise
determination was hindered by a Figure 15: Element correlation Figure 16: Apparent age of four
lack of cosmic ray exposure ages, diagram for samplesfrom 72435 combincd plagioclases from 72435
as there was a high backgroundof (Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, (Huneke et al., 1977). Age scale is
cosmic ray tracks. No data were 1975a). Samples of clast E require for old decay constants.
presented thepresence ofat least 3 phases;

the matrix and clast E rim appear
distinct from clast E.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
i i J _ t

APOLLO1772435,11
Pearce et al (1974a,b) listed the o._-SINGLE PLAGIOCLASECRYSTALS
magneticpropertiesof 72435,1
(Table 6) without specific
discussion. The metallic iron o

C) ""

contents are similar to other Apollo _ o.ol-
17 impact melts and much higher x,_ #2J _---------
thanmare basalts. The metal is _ _#,
coarse-grained with low Jrs]Js. L "------n /

o.ool-
[ ] [ ] I I I I ]

PROCESSING 4.2

#l-

The sample was received as two
pieces originally numbered as _ 4.c
72435 and 72436; they were ,,,

L9

combined as 72435 when it was <
realized that they fitted together. _-z 5.E
Two small chips (,1; ,2) were a:
removed from ,0. Advantage was o_<
taken of thenatural break to
produce a slab across the sample 3.6
with only one sawcut,leaving the
large E end ,13 (now 71 g), the W
end ,22 (two brokenpieces, 40 g, o 0.5 Lo
now atBrooks),and theslab FRACTION39At RELEASED
sections (Fig. 2). The slabwas Figure 17." Apparent age of clasts from 72435 (Huneke, 1978). Clast 1 is
subdividedby perpendicular plagioclase; Clast 2 is plagioclase + 25%matrix. Age scale isfor new
sawcutsand most allocationsmade decay constants.
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Table 6: Magnetic properites of 72435,1. Pearce et al (1974a,b)

3", X,, Xo Equiv. Equiv. Fe o
Sample (emu/g) (emu/gOe) (emu/g Oe) He H_ wt.% w't.% Fe _*

× 10" × 10" J,,/3", (Oe) (Oe) Fe ° Fe'-

72435.1 .86 14.9 2.1 .003 19 -- .39 6.83 .058
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72505
Impact Melt Breccia (?)
St. 2, 3.09 g

INTRODUCTION appearanceto severalothergreen- volume is crystal-finedvugs, most
gray breccias from theSouth smaller than about100 microns.

72505 is an angulartough block Massif that are impact melts (e.g. One outer surface is rounded with
(Fig. 1) collected as part of the soil 72549). Keil et al. (1974) suggested many zap pits (some of which are
with the fast rake sample at Station that 72505 was melted or also present on parts of adjacent
2, near Boulder 2. The sample was rectystailized. It was originally surfaces). The sample is coherent
picked during sieving of soil 72500 described as a high grade without fractures.
as a fragment larger than 1 on. It metaclastie rock, with an
has macroscopic characters that equigranular holocrystalline
suggest that it is an impact melt; homogeneous fabric (LSIC 17,
identification is uncertain because it 1973). The mineralogy was
has never been allocated or identified as 55% colorless
dissected. According to LSIC 17 plagioclase, 41%mainly pale gray
(1973), 72505 is light gray (N7) to pyroxene, 3% yellow green olivine,
olive gray (5Y 6/1); according to and 1% black opaques. Most grains
Keil et al. (1974) it is medium dark other than a few clasts are smaller
gray (N4). It is similar in than 200 microns. About 1%of the

Figure 1: Sample 72505. Small scale divisions in millimeters. S-73-33423.
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72535
Microsubophitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 221.4 g

INTRODUCTION subrounded (Fig. 1) and coherent, homogeneous. Warner et al.
with a few non-penetrative (197To,c; 19780 described 72535

72535 is a f'me-grained clast- fractures and about 1% small vugs. as a microsubophitic matrix
bearing impact melt with a There are many zap pits and one breccia. Their modal data (Table 1)
subophitie groundmass texture. Its surface has a thin layerof dark shows a high proportion of melt
chemistry is similar to the common glass. Other surfaces were groundmass (85%) and a clast
low-K Fra Mauro melts that described by Keil et al. (1974) as population dominated by
dominate the Apollo 17 highlands granulated. Matrix material (less plagioclase, similar to many other
samples. It has an exposure age of than 1 nun grain size) was impact melt samples at the Apollo
about 96 Ma and may have been estimated as 92% of the sample. 17 site. Warner et al. (1977b,c;
excavated as part of a landslide 19780 described the dark porous
caused by Tycho secondaries, grotmdmass as basaltic-textured,

PETROGRAPHY with plagioclase laths less than 30
72535 was one of several blue-gray microns long subophitically

breccias (LSIC 17, 1973) collected The groundmass of 72535 is a very enclosed by irregular mafic
in the first rake sample from Station free-grained crystallized melt, with crystals. Some mafic grains are
2, adjacent to Boulder 2. It is 7.6 x small clasts quite distinct from the locally ophitic to mieropoikilitic in
6.8 x 5.9 era, and medium dark groandmass (Fig. 2). It has some habit. Opaque minerals (mainly
gray (N4) CKeil et al., 1974). It is patchiness but is generally iimenite) occur as irregular discrete

Figure 1: Sample 72535. S-73-20457B. Scale divisions in centimeters.
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rods less than 5 microns wide and

up to 20 microns long. Tiny grains
of Fe-metal and troilite are widely
disseminated. Microprobe analyses
(Warner et al., 1978f) are shown in
Figure 3. The matrix olivines show
a narrow range of composition
(Fo69_71), but matrix pyroxenes
and plagioclases show a wider
range. Engelhardt (1979) tabulated
ilmenite paragenetic features,
inferring that ilmenite
crystallization started after
plagioclase but before pyroxene.

Both mineral and lithic clasts tend
to be subrounded to subangular.
Calcic plagioclases dominate the
mineral clasts, and most are smaller
than 100 microns; mafic mineral
clasts also tend to be more
refractory than the groundmass
counterparts (Fig. 3). The lithic
clasts are common highlands
lithologies, including poikilitic
norites, granoblastic feldspathic

Figure 2: Photomicrograph of 72535,6, showing general groundmass, breccias, and several fine-grained
White phases are plagioclase clasts and some vugs. Plane transmitted light; crystalline feldspathic breccias.
width of field about I ram. Two lithic fragments are broadly

._ granitic.

/
\

\\ CHEMISTRY

\, A 771 mg sample was

analyzed by Laul and Schmitt/ _t ° (1975c) (Table 2; Fig. 4). The
\_ chemistry is fairly similar to that of/

£ o

.......................... _o, _ other Apollo 17 impact melts
(although K appears to be lower),

, • _ and Laul and Schmitt (1975c)
....... '_o,s,e,,,_°_oo,eo,'° o,_o_mo,°_...... suggested that 72535 could be a

fragment from Boulder 2 Station 2.oo nao fh _ 2o _o,_ • ' ,o _ _o ,o _o o A microprobe defocused beam
..................................... analysis for the major elements

°' o _,_ o °' o' RARE GASES AND
_,._o. o,, _. ,o _ .................... oo o__.o_o o. ,o EXPOSURE_,&e.U9

Arvidson et al. (1976) reported Kroo ol o_ o_ o_ o_ o6 or oa o9 io
FQ/_4.la_ of o,_lee_ae

and Xe isotogic data for 72535, and
•-_-_ a calculated °lKr-Kr exposure ageo° o_ o2 o_ o* o_ o_ or oB o9 io

_./,.._........ of 107 +/- 4 Ma. The hard Kr and

Figure 3: Microprobe analyses of minerals in 72535 (Warner et al., 197839. Xe spallation spectra suggested that
Filled symbols = matrix phases. In histograms, open symbols = mineral the sample received little shielding,
clasts and cross-hatched = minerals in lithic clasts. In other diagrams, open and the relatively low

circles = mineral clasts and open triangles = minerals in lithic clasts. (131Xe/126Xe)c is also
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characteristic of simple surface Table 1: Modal analysis of 72535,6 (Warner et al., 1977b).
exposure. Assuming single stage
exposure, therefore, and correcting 72535
for erosion, the exposure age was
inferred to be 96 +/- 5 M& The
exposure age is one of a group of Points counted 3222
similarexposure ages that includes Matrix 84.8
samples from the central crater
cluster on the mare plains and may Mineral clasts 11.0
be attributable to secondary Lithic clasts 4.2
cratering from Tycho that created
the cluster and caused the light Mineral clasts
mantle landslide. Plagioclase 7.1

Olivine/pyroxene 3.7
Opaque oxide tr

PROCESSING Metal/troilite 0.2
A few exterior chips with Other --

total mass less than 2 g were taken Total 11.0
in 1974. Sample ,1 was used for
thin sections and the chemical Lithic clasts
analysis, and ,2 for the rare gases. ANT 1.9
The three small chips composing ,3 Devitrified anorthosite 0.6
remain unallocated. Breccia 1.4

Other 0.3
Total 4.2

Percent of matrix (normalized
l[_ I I I I I I I I I I i I I

to 100)

Plagioclase 52.9
Olivine/pyroxene 43.8

Opaque oxide 2.9
O_ Metai/troilite O.1

"_ Other 0.2°p..4

0

.

IOt I I I I I I I I I I I I I

LaCe Nd Sm Eu TbDy _ Lu

Figure 4: Chondrite-normalized rare earths in 72535,1 (solid line; Laul
and Schmitt, 1975c) and average of Boulder 2 at Station 2 (dashed line;
Laul and Schraitt, 1974a).
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Table 2: Chemical analysis of Table 3: Microprobe defocused

bulk sample 72535. beam analysis of matrix of 72535
(from Warner et al., 1977b).

SiO 2 sio 2 47.9
TiO 2 1.4 TiO 2 1.68
A1203 17.8 A1203 18.1
Cr203 0.190 Cr203 0.17
FeO 8.4 FeO 8.7
MnO 0.099 MnO 0.13

MgO 11 MgO 10.6
CaO 11.2 CaO 11.9

Na20 0.58 Na20 0.54
K20 0.13 K20 0.07
P205 P205 0.27

(Normalized to 100%).
Sc 16
V 40
Co 29.2
Ni 250
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr 400
Nb
ttf 8.7
Ba 300
Th 3.4
U
Cs
Ta 1.2
Pb
La 25.8
Ce 65
Pr
Nd
Sm 13.6
Eu 1.62
Gd
Tb 2.2

Dy 14
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb 9.0
lal 1.3

(1)

References and methods:

(1) Laul and Schmitt (1975c); INAA



SAMPLE 72536--167

72536
Microsubophitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 52.3 g

INTRODUCTION Matrix material (less than 1 nun impact melt samples at the Apollo
grain size) was estimated to 17 site. Warner et al. (197To,c;

72536 is a fine-grained clast- compose 94% of the rook (Keil et 19780 described the dark porous
bearing impact melt with a al., 1974). groundmass as basaltic-textured,
subophitic groundmass texture. Its with plagioclase laths less than 30
chemistry is similar to the common microns long subophitically
low-K Fra Mauro melts that PETROGRAPHY enclosed by irregular mafic
dominate the Apollo 17 highlands crystals. Opaque minerals (mainly

samples. The groundmass of 72536 is a very iimenite) occur as irregular discrete
fine-grained crystallized melt very rods less than 5 microns wide and

72536 was one of several blue-gray similar to 72535, with small clasts up to 20 microns long. Tiny grains
breccias (LSIC 17, 1973) collected quite distinct from the groundmass of Fe-metal and troilite are widely
in the fast rake sample from Station (Fig. 2). It is a little more disseminated. Microprobe analyses
2, adjacent to Boulder 2. It is 2.1 x heterogeneous than 72535, with (Warner et al., 19780 are shown in
2.9 x 5.5 cm and medium dark gray patches of finer material. Warner et Figure 3. Engelhardt (1979)
(N4) (KeU et al., 1974). It is al. (1977b,c; 19780 described tabulated ilmenite paragenetlc
subroanded (Fig. 1) and coherent, 72536 as a microsubophitic matrix features, inferring that ilmenite
with a few non-penetrative breccia. Their modal data (Table 1) crystallization started after
fractures. It lacks cavities but has shows a high proportion of melt plagioclase but before pyroxene.
many zap pits on most surfaces.It groundmass (83%) and a clast
contains more and larger clasts than population dominated by Both mineral and lithic clasts tend
most other blue-gray breccias, plagioclase, similar to many other to be subrounded to subangular;

ii_:U_i̧ !. _ i/¸ i!

Figure 1: Sample 72536 S-73-20438. Scale divisions in centimeters.
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they tend to be larger than those in
other blue-gray breccias. Calcic
plagioclases dominate the mineral
clasts; marie mineral clasts also
tend to be more refractory than the
groandmass counterparts (Fig. 3).
Some of the pyroxene contains
exsolution lamellae. The lithic
clasts are common highlands
lithologies, including several fine-
grained crystalline feldspathic
breccias, a granoblastic anorthosite,
devtrified anorthositic material, and
a tiny intersertal basaltic fragment.
Two lithic fragments are broadly
granitic.

CHEMISTRY

A 630 mg sample was analyzed by
Murali et al. (1977a) (Table 2; Fig.
4). The chemistry is fairly similar
to that of other Apollo 17 impact
melts, and demonstrates meteoritic
contamination (about 3% C1

Figure 2: Photomicrograph of 72536,8, showing general groundmass, equivalen0. A defocused beam
Whitephases are plagioclase clasts and some vugs. Plane transmitted light; analysis for the major elements
width offield about I ram. (Table 3) agrees well with the

o, neutronactivation analysis.

A few exterior chips were taken
from a single area of the sample in
1974. Chips ,3 were used for the

E, . ........................ thin section and chemical analysis;
_|o other chips remain unallocated.

_ 2o Eo o
_le _ _leni ot ole'%

,do _o 2o _;
¢_no[Inlteconlent of _logloctose (mole%)

_o to

o
oa

o'_ & d2 ds d4 o'_ de dT o'e d_ /o

& d, d2 g3 & & & dr as o* ,_o

Figure 3: Microprobe analyses of minerals in 72536 (Warner et aL, 197839.
Filled symbols = matrix phases. In histograms, open symbols = mineral
clasts and cross-hatched = minerals in lithic clasts. In other diagrams, open
circles = mineral clasts and open triangles = minerals in lithic clasts.
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Figure 4: Chondrite-normalized t_ .............
rare earths in 72536 (solid line;
Murali et al., 1977a) and average
of Boulder2 at Station 2 (dashed
line; Laul and Schmitt, 1974a).

Q)
,*,.4

_4
"0

0

m

I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Ce Nd Sm_u ?bDy YbLu

Table 1: Modal analysis of 72536,8 (Warner et al, 1977b).

Points counted 3496

Matrix 82.9
Mineral clasts 12.9
Lithic c!asts 4.2

Mineral clasts

Plagioclase 8.9
Olivine/pyroxene 3.9
Opaque oxide tr
Metal/troilite 0.1
Other
Total 12.9

Lithic clasts
ANT 2.6
Devitrified anorthosite 1.0
Breccia 0.6
Other tr
Total 4.2

Percent of matrix (normalized
to 100)

Plagioclase 52.3
Olivinelpyroxene 44.3
Opaque oxide 3.0
Metalltroilite 0.3
Other tr
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Table 2: Chemical analysis of Table 3: Microprobe defocussed
bulk sample 72536. beam analysis of matrix of 72536

(from Warner et al. 1977b).

,3
wt% wt%
SiO 2 SiO 2 46.7

TiO 2 1.4 TiO 2 1.63
A1203 17.1 A1203 18.2
Cr203 0.286 Cr203 0.16
FeO 10.0 FaD 8.8
MnO 0.120 MnO 0.13

MgO 11 MgO 11.1
CaO 10.6 CaO 11.5

Na20 0.53 Na20 0.57
K20 0.21 K20 0.21
P205 P205 0.30

Stun 99.3
Sc 19
V 60
Co 32
Ni 320
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr 320
Nb
tff 9.6
Ba 290
Th 2.5
U
Cs
Ta 1.5
Pb
La 29.5
Ce 80
Pr
Nd
Sm 11.3
Eu 1.8
Gd
Tb 2.4

Dy 15
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb 8.2
lal 1.3
Li
Be
B
C
N
S
F
C1
Br
Cu
Zn

An 1.5
Ir 4

(1)

References and methods:
(1) Murali et al. (1977a); INAA



SAMPLE 72537--171

72537
Impact Melt Breccia (?)
St. 2, 5.2 g

INTRODUCTION dissected. According to LSIC 17 coherent, with a few non-
(1973), 72537 is a blue-gray penetrative fractures (Fig. 1).

72537 is a small block (Fig. 1) breccia; according to Keil et al. Matrix material (grain size less than
collected as part of the first rake (1974) it is medium dark gray (N4). 1 ram) is about 96% of the sample;
sample at Station 2, near Boulder 2. It is similar in appearance to several the remaining 4% consists mainly
It has macroscopic characters that other green-gray breccias from the of small plagioclase clasts. It has
suggest that it is an impact melt; South Massif that are impact melts zap pits on most surfaces, but no
identification is uncertain because it (e.g. 72535). The sample is 2.1 x internal cavities or rugs.
has never been allocated or 1.2 x 1.5 cm, subrounded and

Figure I: Sample 7253Z Small scale divisions in millimeters. S-73-19643.
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72538
Impact Melt Breccia (?)
SL 2, 11.1 g

INTRODUCTION dissected. According to LSIC 17 without fractures (Fig. 1). Matrix
(1973), 72538 is a blue-gray material (grain size less than 1 mm)

72538 is a small block (Fig. 1) breccia; according to Keil et al. is about 92°0 of the sample; the
collected as part of the first rake (1974) it is dark gray (N4). It is remaining 8% consists mainly of
sample at Station 2, near Boulder 2. similar in appearance to several small plagioclase clasts. It has zap
It has macroscopic characters that other green-gray breccias from the pits on most surfaces, and small
suggest that it is an impact melt; South Massif that are impact melts spherical vesicles (about 1%).
identification is uncertain because it (e.g. 72535). The sample is 3.3 x
has never been allocated or 2.1 x 1.6 cm, angular, coherent, and

Figure I: Sample 72538. Small scale divisions in millimeters. S-73-33430.
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72539
Mierosubophitie impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 11.2 g

INTRODUCTION PETROGRAPHY

72539 is a f'me-grainedclast- (N4) (Keil et al., 1974). It is 72539 is a very fine-grained
bearingimpact melt with a subrounded (Fig. 1) and coherent, crystallized melt, similar to 72535
suboplaiticgrotmdmass texture. Its with a few non-penetrative and 72536 but f'mer-grained.(Fig.
chemistry is similar to the common fractures. It has about 4% vesicles, 2a). It differs in that the opaque
low-K Fra Mauro melts that and a few zap pits. The clast-matrix grains are extremely minute (less
dominate the Apollo 17highlands contrast is a little sharper than in than 1micron) and tend to be
samples, other blue-gray breccias, partly clustered at the edges of marie

because the matrix is among the grains. Warner et al. (1977b,c;
72539 was one of several blue-gray most fine-grained. Matrix material 19780 described 72539 as a
breccias (LSIC 17, 1973) collected (less than 100 microns grain size) microsubophitic matrixbreccia.
in the first rake sample from Station was estimated to compose 91% of Their modal data (Table 1) shows a
2, adjacent to Boulder 2. It is 2.5 x the rock (Keil et al., 1974). high proportion of melt groundmass
2.5 x 1.3 cm and medium dark gray (88%) and a elast population

Figure 1: Sample 72539. S-73-19632. Smallest scale divisions in millimeters.
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a b

Figure 2: a) Photomicrograph of 72539,5 showing general groundmass. Dart areas are maznty vesicles. Crossed
polarized light; width of field about I rant b) Graphic granite fragment (center) and vesicle (upper right) in
72539,5. Crossed polarized light; width of field about 500 microns.

dominated by plagioclase, similar texture (Fig. 2b) that contains a
to many other impact melt samples silica phase, a K-feldspar phase,
at the Apollo 17 site. Warner et al. and a ternary feldspar phase
(1977b,c; 19780 described the (Warner et al., 1977b).
grotmdmass as having a well-
developed igneous texture.
Microprobe analyses (Warner et al., CHEMISTRY
19780 are shown in Figure 3. The

groundmass olivine, which is The only analysis is a defocused
prominent and euhedral, has a beam analysis for the major
narrow range of compositions elements (Table 2). The
(Fo70.74). Engelhardt (1979) composition is similar to that of
tabulated ilmenite paragenetic many other Apollo 17 impact melts.
features, inferring that ilmenite
crystallization started after
plagioclase but before pyroxene. PROCESSING

Plagioclase clasts dominate the A few exterior chips were taken
mineral fragment population, but from a single area of the sample in
pink spinels are present. A variety 1974. Chip ,! was used for the thin
of feldspathic lithic clasts is section, which consists of four
present, including poikiloblastic serial slices. The other chips remain
norites and devitdfied anorthositic unallocated.
fragments. Several granitic
fragments are present, including
one prominent one with a graphic
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Figure 3: Microprobe analyses of °'

mineralsin72539(Warneretal., !_°o 2
197839. Filled symbols = matrix °
phases. In histograms, open
symbols = mineral clasts and
cross-hatched = minerals in lithic o

clasts. In other diagrams, open
circles = mineral clasts and open °

En _/tox_ cora_sition (_c_e%) Fs

triangles = minerals in lithic clasts.

_norlhileconlentof plogloclose(mole°/o)
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Table 1" Modal analysis of 72539,5 (Warner et al., 19771)). Table 2: Microprobe defocused
beam analysis of matrix of 72539

Points counted 4072 (from Warner et al., 1977b).

Matrix 87.7 wt%
Mineral clasts 7.6 SiO2 47.1
Lithic clasts 4.7 TiO2 1.77

A1203 17.4
Mineral clasts Cr203 0.15

Plagioclase 5.5 FeO 8.4

Olivine/pyroxene 1.9 MnO 0.12MgO 11.1
Opaque oxide 0.1 CaO 11.3
Metal]troilite 0.1 Na20 0.59
Other tr K20 0.16

Total 7.6 P205 0.28
Sum 98.4

Lithic clasts

ANT 1.2

Devitrified anorthosite 0.9
Breccia 2.2

Other 0.4
Total 4.7

Percent of matrix (normalized

to 100)

Plagioclase 51.6

Olivine/pyroxene 45.0

Opaque oxide 2.5
Metal/troilite 0.4
Other 0.6



SAMPLE 72545---179

72545
Impact Melt Breccia (?)
St. 2, 4.06 g

INTRODUCTION has never been allocated or matrix, with grain-size less than
dissected. According to LSIC 17 100 microns, constitutes 93% of the

72545 is a subrounded coherent (1973), 72545 is a blue-gray rock. Most clasts are plagioclase-
block (Fig. 1) measuring 1.7 x 1.2 x breccia; according to Keil et al. rich. 72545 has less than 1% rugs,
0.8 cm. It was coUected as part of (1974) it is medium dark gray (N4). and lacks zap pits.
the first rake sample at Station 2, It is similar in appearance to several
near Boulder 2. It is a microbreccia other breccias from the South

with macroscopic characters that Massif that are impact melts. Keil
suggest that it is an impact melt; et a1.(1974) described the matrix as
identification is uncertain because it resembling that of 72705; the dark

Figurel: Samp_e72545_sh_wingpr_minentplagi_clase_rfek_spathicfragment.Smal_scaledivisi_nsin
millimeters. S-73-19625.
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72546
Impact Melt Breccia (?)
St. 2, 4.9 g

INTRODUCTION breccia; according to Keil et al.
(1974) it is medium dark gray (N4).

72546 is a subangular coherent It is similar in appearance to several
block (Fig. 1) measuring 1.8 x 1.7 x other breccias from the South
1.0 cm. It was collected as part of Massif that are impact melts. The
the first rake sample at Station 2, dark matrix, with grain-size less
near Boulder 2. It is a microbreccia than 1 nun (and mainly less than
with macroscopic characters that 100 microns), constitutes 93% of
suggest that it is an impact melt; the rock CKeil et a1.,1974). Most
identification is uncertain because it clasts are plagioclase-rich. 72546
has never been allocated or lacks rugs, but has many zap pits
dissected. According to LSIC 17 on one surface.
(1973), 72546 is a blue-gray

Figure 1: Sample 72546, showing surface with many zap pits. Small scale divisions in millimeters. S-73-33462.
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72547
Impact Melt Breccia (?)
St. 2, 5.0 g

INTRODUCTION identification is uncertain because it dark matrix, with grain-size less
has never been allocated or than 1 nun (and mainly less than

72547 is a subrounded coherent dissected. According to LSIC 17 100 microns), constitutes 90% of
block (Fig. 1) measuring 2.0 x 1.7 x (1973), 72547 is a blue-gray the rock (Keil et a1.,1974). Most
1.1 era. It was collected as part of breccia; according to Keil et al. elasts are plagioclase-rich. 72547
the first rake sample at Station 2, (1974) it is medium dark gray (N4). lacks vugs, but has a few zap pits.
near Boulder 2. It is a microbreccia It is similar in appearance to several
with macroscopic characters that other breccias from the South
suggest that it is an impact melt; Massif that are impact melts. The

Figure I: Sample 72547, showing surface with zap pits and patina.as well as fresh surfaces. Small scale divisions in
millimeters. S-73-19626.
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72548
Micropoikilillc Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 29.3 g

INTRODUCTION broke up during processing (Fig. 1). melts represented by 72535. The
It lacks cavities, but has a few zap modal data Gable 1) shows a high

72548 is a free-grained clast- pits. Matrix material (mainly less proportion of melt groundmass
bearing impact melt with a than 100 micron grain size) was (80%) and a clast population
microgranular to micropoildlitic estimated to compose 94% of the dominated by plagioclase, similar
groundmass texture. Its chemistry rock (Keil et al., 1974). Most of the to many other impact melt samples
is similar to the common low-K Fm dast material is feldspathic, at the Apollo 17 site. The
Mauro melts that dominate the groundmass plagioclase occurs as
Apollo 17 highlands samples, laths or stubby grains, many with

PETROGRAPHY rounded comers; marie and opaque
72548 was one of several blue-gray grains are equant to subequant.

breccias (LSIC 17, 1973) collected 72548 is a crystallized impact melt Microprobe analyses (Warner et al.,
in the fast rake sample from Station containing lithic and mineral clasts 19780 are shown in Figure 3. The
2, adjacent to Boulder 2. It is 4.1 x (Fig. 2). Warner et al. (1977b,c; grotmdmass olivine, which is
2.5 x 2.0 cm and medium dark gray 19780 described 72548 as a prominent and euhedral, has a
(N4) (Keil et al., 1974). It is microgranular-micropoikilltic narrow range of compositions
subrounded and coherent, with a matrix breccia. It has a coarser (Fo69_70). Engelhardt (1979)
few non-penetrative fractures; it grain size than the microsubophitic tabulated iimenite paragenetic

Figurel: Sample72548_sh_wingp_st_pr_cessingsubdivisi_ns.Smallestscaledivisi_nsinr_illimeters.
S-74-19023.
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features, inferring that ilmenite
crystallization was simultaneous
with plagioclase and pyroxene.

_'__ The clasts are more rounded with
• more evidence of reaction (e.g

._¢ _,- coronas) than in the finer-grained,

, ._ subophitic melts. Plagioclase clasts
-. : dominate the mineral fragment
• :" " ::"_ population; pink spinels are

" "_ _ ; present. A variety of feldspathic
lithic clasts is present, including

poikiloblastic norites and
devitrified anorthositie fragments.

CHEMISTRY

The only analysis is a defocused
beam analysis for the major
elements (Table 2) The analysis is
similar to that of many other Apollo
17 impact melts, but is slightly
more aluminous and thus falls of
the plagioclase-pyroxcne cotectic in
the OI-Si-An system. However, this
is probably a sampling effect.

Figure 2: Photomicrograph of 72548,11, showing general groundmass and
some larger lithic and mineral clasts. Plane light; width of field about 1
nlrtt ._ PROCESSINGDJ

_= ,4 _I _ The sample was broken into several

o documented pieces during chipping
in 1974 (Fig. I). The only
allocation was the two fragments
,5, which were made into two thin
sections.

En P_o_ cem_slr*on rmae %_ _l

_ "io" ,o /o _o ,o 5o _o ,o o

,' " " _. _ _ ,,o _m 2o ,o o
Anti,ill ¢_lQnl of ptol3,oclar*e(moLe%)

olt oa i,

_ _o0

jo o2

• d

. Ii_ .

Figure 3: Microprobe analyses of minerals in 72548 (Warner et al., 197839.
Filled symbols = matrix phases. In histograms, open symbols = mineral
clasts and cross-hatched = minerals in lithic clasts. In other diagrams, open
circles = mineral clasts and open triangles = minerals in lithic clasts.
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Table 1: Modal analysis of 72548,11 (Warner et al., 1977b).

72548

Points counted 3595

Matrix 80.4

Mineral clasts 16.4

Lithic clasts 3.2

Mineral clasts

Plagioclase 10.9

Olivine/pyroxene 5.4
Opaque oxide tr
Metal/troilite 0.1
Other

Total 16.4

Lithic clasts

ANT 2.3
Devitrified anorthosite 0.3

Breccia 0.4

Other 0.2

Total 3.2

Percent of matrix (normalized
to 100)

Plagioclase 54.4

Olivine/pyroxene 43.3
Opaque oxide 1.7
Metal/troilite 0.1
Other 0.5

Table 2: Microprobe defocused
beam analysis of matrix of 72548

(from Warner et al., 1977b).

wt%
SiO2 48.1
TiO2 1.47
A1203 20.3
Cr203 0.15
FeO 7.4
MnO 0.11
MgO 9.3
CaO 12.1
Na20 0.60
K20 0.27
P205 0.15
Stml 100.0"
*normalized.
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72549
Micropoikilific Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 21.0 g

INTRODUCTION PETROGRAPHY

72549 is a fme-grained clast- medium dark gray (N4) (Kefl et al., 72549 is a crystallized impact melt
bearing impact melt with a 1974). It is subrounded and containing mineral clasts (Fig. 2);
microgranular to micropoikilitic coherent, with no fractures (Fig. 1). lithic clasts are rare. Warner et al.
groandmass texture. Its chemistry It has 1% vugs and a few zap pits. (1977b,c; 19780 described 72549
is similar to the common low-K Fra Matrix material (mainly less than as a microgranular-micropoikilitic
Mauro melts that dominate the 100 microns grain size) was matrix breccia. It has a coarser
Apollo 17 highlands samples, estimated to compose 91% of the grain size than the microsubophitic

rock (Keil et al., 1974). More than melts represented by 72535. While
72549 was one of several green- half of the clast material in the 1 to it is similar to 72548, the mafic
gray breccias (LSIC 17, 1973) 2 nun range is feldspathic, the minerals and opaque grains are
collected in the first rake sample remainder consists of reddish coarser-grained. The modal data
from Station 2, adjacent to Boulder brown and yellow-green marie (Table 1) shows a high proportion
2. It is 2.8 x 2.5 x 2.4 cm and minerals, of melt groundmass (84.3%) and a

Figure 1: Sample 72549. Smallest scale divisions in millimeters. S-74-1962&
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clast population dominated by
plagioclase, similar to many other
impact melt samples at the Apollo
17 site. The groundmass plagio-
clase occurs as laths or stubby
grains, many with rounded corners;
marie and opaque grains are equant
to subequant. Armalcolite is
present. Microprobe analyses
(Warner et al., 19780 are shown in
Figure 3. The groundmass olivine,
which is prominent and euhedral,
has a narrow range of compositions
(Fo71.75). The opaque mineral
grains are larger than those in
72548. Engelhardt (1979) tabulated
ilmenite paragenetic features,
inferring that ilmenite
crystallization post-dated pyroxene.

The clasts are more rounded with
more evidence of reaction (e.g
coronas) than in the finer-grained,
subophitic melts. Plagioclase clasts
dominate the mineral fragment
population. The rare lithic dasts are

Figure 2: Photomicrograph of 72549,7, showing general groundmass and mostly recrystallized feldspathic
mineral clasts. Plane light; width of field about 1 nun. and devitrified anorthositic

fragments.
0i Hd

The only analysis is a defocused
beam analysis for the major
elements (Table 2) The analysis is

Oo similartothatofmanyotherApollo
Eo _,......... (_*'_) _" 17 impact melts, and falls on the

cotectic in theplagioclase-pyroxene
,_ _o _o" ,o ._ _ ,'........ O1-Si-Ansystem.

F_te cootemof ohvmetm_e%}

_1 qn_o • .o ;o .......... PROCESSING
A,_or_le ¢_r_ of #og,octe_ (mo_e%l

'°| _T, '°| The samplewas broken into several

°'f /_ _°"°'I ";' documented pieces during chipping/\2°, _o, in 1974. The only allocation wasthe two fragments ,2 which were
_ °' made into two thin sections.

Cr 51

d_ d* d2 d3 d* _ o_ dr oe o* to

Figure 3: Microprobe analyses of minerals in 72549 (Warner et al., 1978j9.
Filled symbols =matrix phases. In histograms, open symbols =mineral
clasts and cross-hatched = minerals in lithic clasts. In other diagrams, open
circles = mineral clasts and open triangles = minerals in lithic clasts.
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Table 1: Modal analysis of 72549,7 (Warner et al. 1977b).

72549

Points counted 2464

Matrix 84.3
Mineral clasts 14.2
Lithic clasts 1.5

Mineral clasts

Plagioclase 10.1
Olivine/pyroxene 4.1
Opaque oxide
Metailtroilite tr
Other

Total 14.2

Lithic clasts
ANT 1.0
Devitrified anorthosite 0.2
Breccia 0.3
Other

Total 1.5

Percent of matrix (normalized
to 100)

Plagioclase 53.7
Olivine/pyroxene 43.7
Opaque oxide 1.4
Metal/troilite 0.4
Other 0.8

Table 2: Microprobe defocused
beam analysis of matrix of 72549

(from Warneret al., 1977b).

wt%
SiC)2 48.8
TiO2 0.95
A1203 19.1
Cr203 0.17
FeO 7.8
MnO O. 1 1

MgO 11.2
CaO 12.0
Na20 0.58
K20 0.27
P205 0.35
Sum 101.4
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72555
Impact Melt Breccia (?)
St. 2, 10.48 g

INTRODUCTION Keilet al. (1974) 72555 is medium thana few hundredmicrons), with
darkgray (N4) and2.6 x 1.8 x 1.7 a few plagioclase andmarie clasts

72555 is a subangular toughblock cm. It is similar in appearance to in the0.5 to 2 nun range.
(Fig. 1) collected as partof the fast severalother green-graybreccias
rake sample at Station 2, near from the SouthMassif that are 72555 has never been dissected or
Boulder 2. It has macroscopic impactmelts (e.g. 72549). It is allocated. A reference by Levsky et
characters that suggest that it is an coherent with a few non-penetrative al. (1981) is a misprint for 72255.
impact melt; identification is fractores, has about 1%vugs, and
uncertain because it has neverbeen lacks zap pits. Itconsists of about
allocated or dissected. According to 92% matrix material (mainly less

Figure 1: Sample 72555. Small scale divisions in millimeters. S-73-33436.



SAMPLE72556--195

72556
Impact Melt Breccia (?)
St. 2, 3.86 g

INTRODUCTION Keil et al. (1974) 72556 is medium plagioclase and maficclasts less
gray (1',15)and 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 era. It than0.5 mm across. 72556 has

72556 is a subangular tough block is similar in appearance to several neverbeen dissected or allocated,
(Fig. 1) collected as part of the fast other green-gray breccias from the although ,0 consists of a small
rake sample at Station 2, neat South Massif that are impactmelts fragment as well as the mainmass.
Boulder 2. It has macroscopic (e.g. 72549). It is coherent with no
charactersthatsuggest that it is an fractures, has about 3%vugs, and a
impact melt; identification is few zap pits. It consists of about
uncertain because it has never been 97% roan'ix material (mainly less
allocated or dissected. According to than 100 microns), with a few

Figure I: Sample 72556. Small scale divisions in millimeters. S-73-3342Z



SAMPLE72557_197

72557
Impact Melt Breccia (?)
St. 2, 4.56 g

INTRODUCTION allocated or dissected. Accordingto of about97%matrixmaterial
Keil et al. (1974) 72557 is medium (mainly less than100 microns),

72557 is a subroundedtoughblock gray (NS) and2.0 x 1.8 x 1.6 cm. It witha few plagioclase andmarie
(Fig. 1) collected aspartof the first is similarin appearanceto several clasts less than0.5 to 2.0 nun
rake sample at Station 2, near other green-graybreocias from the across. 72557 has never been
Boulder 2. It has macroscopic South Massif that are impact melts dissected or allocated.
charactersthat suggest that it is an (e.g. 72549). It is coherent with no
impact melt; identification is fractures,has less than 1%rugs,
uncertain because it has never been and zap pits on one side. It consists

Figure I: Sample 7255Z Small scale divisions in millimeters. S-73-33399.



SAMPLE 72558--199

72558
Micropoikilific Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 5.71 g

INTRODUCTION the sampled chip was rock (Keil et al., 1974). Thin
unrepresentative, sections show a higher abundance

72558 is a fmergrained clast- of clasts, and the sample might be
bearing impact melt. Although its 72558 was one of several green- more heterogeneous than most
chemistry was reported to differ gray breccias (LSIC 17, 1973) melts.
from most other melts at the Apollo collected in the fast rake sample
17 site in being higher in from Station 2, adjacent to Boulder
potassium, an unpublished analysis 2. It is 1.8 x 1.5 x 1.4 on and PETROGRAPHY
for major and trace elements shows medium gray (N5) (Keil et al.,

that it is similar to the common 1974). It is subangular and 72558 is a crystallized impact melt
low-K Fta Mauro melts that are coherent, with no fractures (Fig. 1). containing lithic and mineral clasts
presumed Serenitatis melts. Itwas It has a few zap pits and about 1% (Fig. 2, Table 1). Warner et al.
also reported to contain more rugs. Matrix material (mainly less (1977b,c; 19780 described 72558
clastic material than most of the than 100 micron grain size) was as a microgranular-mieropoikilitic
local impact melt samples; possibly estimated to compose 92% of the matrix breccia, similar to 72549 but

Figure I: Sample 72558. Smallest scale divisions in millimeters. S-73-33460



200_SAMPLE 72558

with mafics almost wholly
pyroxene. They distinguished
72258 with 72735 as a high-K
KREEP breccia on the basis of the

high K20 (0.57%) evident in the
defocused beam analysis (Table 2).
However, this is probably not the
case (see CHEMISTRY section).
Nonetheless, there is a lack of
olivine, and several other
differences from most local impact
melts. The grain size is coarser than
that of the microsubophitic melts
represented by 72535. The modal
data (Table 1) shows a low
proportion of melt groundmass
(52%), and the clast population is
dominated by lithic clasts, unlike
most melts. Microprobe analyses
(Warner et al., 19780 are shown in
Figure 3; the matrix pyroxenes are
more iron-rich than those in other
melts, and more varied in
composition. There is interstitial

Figure 2: Photomicrograph of 72558,5, showing general groundmass, K-rich phase. Quite likely, the chip
mineral clasts, and lithic schlieren. Plane light; width of field about I nun. is unrepresentative or possibly even

a clast. Engelhardt (1979)

features, inferring that ilmenite
° crystallization was simultaneous

with plagioclase and pyroxene.

The mineral and lithic clasts almost

¢_ exclusively appear to be derivedfrom coarse-grained feldspathic
En _..... o._,._f.,,._ F, rocks. In many cases it is in

schlieren or obscurely-defined
,_ _o io ,_ "',_ _ ,o io _ ,_ _ masses. One plagioclase grain

_ ........... _ ......,.0,,_ poikilitically encloses several pink,_o ' 70 _o _ ,'o /o io ,_ _ spinels.
_',orl_te con_nt of pJQqloglOSe{moll_)

o, 2,, °. CHEMISTRY

_:: _0, The only published analysis is a0_ defocased beam analysis for the
• major elements (Table 2). The

,./_.._ _*_- _,,,....... analysis is unlike that of most other
impact melts from the Apollo 17

......... _.......... site in that it contains higher silica,

_[_. lower titania, and lower rag', but
............ _o _..... :o most significunfly in its higher

FQ//Fe*I_ OtI_ae

Figure 3: Microprobe analyses of minerals in 72558 (Warner et al., 1978J). K20. However, an analysis of a
Filled symbols = raatrix phases. In histograms, open symbols = mineral chip for major and trace elements
clasts and cross-hotched = minerals in lithic clasts. In other diagrams, open (Ryder, unpublished) shows that
circles = mineral clasts and open triangles = minerals in lithic clasts. 72558 is identical with the common

low-K Fra Mauro basalt that is

inferred to be the Serenitatis impact
melt.



SAMPLE72558--201

Table 1: Modal analysis of 72558,5 (Warner et al. 1977b).
PROCESSING

The sample was broken to produce 72558
a few documented pieces during
chipping in 1974.. The only Points counted 1098

original allocation was ,I which Matrix 51.9

was made into two thin sections. A Mineral clasts 9.0subsequent allocation was made for
chemistry. Lithic clasts 39.1

Mineral clasts

Plagioclase 4.8

Olivine/pyroxene 4.1
Opaque oxide

Metal/troilite 0. l
Other

Total 9.0

Lithic clasts

ANT 38.8

Devitrified anorthosite 0.1
Breccia

Other 0.2

Total 39.1

Percent of matrix (normalized
to 100)

Plagioclase 53.9

Olivine/pyroxene 40.9

Opaque oxide 1.7

Metal/troilite 0.5
Other 3.0

Table 2: Microprobe defocused
beam analysis of matrix of 72558

(from Warner et al., 1977b).

wt%
SiO2 50.2
TiO2 0.76
AI203 19.4
Cr203 0.16
FeO 8.5
MnO 0.16
MgO 8.7
CaO 11.3
Na20 0.85
K20 0.57
P205 0.25
Sum 100.9
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SAMPLE 72559--203

72559
Granoblastic Impactite
St. 2, 27.8 g

INTRODUCTION identified it as a cataclastic has a partly poikiloblastic texture
anorthosite. Macroscopically it and some apparent relict lithic

72559 is a subrounded, partly appeared to be virtually all clasts. Petrographic descriptions
subangular tough block (Fig. 1) plagioclase, but thin sections show were given by Warner et al. (1977c,
collected as part of the first rake about 75% feldspar. 72559 is 1978c, 19780, and Nehm et al.
sample at Station 2, near Boulder 2. coherent with a few non-penetrative (1978); the latter is the more
Its petrography and chemistry show fractures, has no vugs, and some detailed. The texture and
that it is a feldspathic impactite, zap pits (LSIC Apollo 17, 1973 homogeneous mineral chemistry of
unique among individual South states many; Keil et a1.,1974, states 72559 is most consistent with an
Massif samples. According to LSIC few). origin of brecciation of a source
Apollo 17 (1973) and Keil et al. consisting only of related
(1974) 72559 is light olive gray feldspathic igneous rocks followed
(5Y 6/1) and 3.4 x 2.3 x 1.6 on. It PETROGRAPHY by thermal metamorphism.
was singled out as distinct

macroscopically among the rake 72559 is a granoblastic feldspathic According to Nehru et al. (1978),
samples, of which it is one of the impaetite with a fme-grained 72559 contains (in volume %)
largest as well as most obviously groandmass (Fig. 2) and is a plagioclase (74.5), olivine (14.4),
feldspathic. Ke'tl et al (1974) recrystallized anorthositic norite. It orthopyroxene (10.2), and

Figure 1: Sample 72559 prior to chipping. Small scale divisions in millimeters. S-73-33433.
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a b

Figure 2: Photomicrograph of 72559,10, showing typical texture. FieM of view about lmm wide. a) plane
transmitted light, b) crossed polarized light.

accessories (0.9); that include high- /

Ca pyToxene, Mg-Al-spineL e
chromite, armalcolite, ilmenite,

zircon, K-feldsp_, metal, and //

troilite. Larger grains of plagioclase _¶

\

and oa_ne are set in a fine-grained
granoblastic groandmass of '\
plagioclase, olivine, and '_
orthopyroxene (Fig. 2). _o / _....................... , _
Orthopyroxene is partly 1
poikiloblastic. Microprobe analyses _o ;o _o 7O 60 _0 4O _O 2O ,O O

are given in Fig. 3, with t ..................................
representative analyses in Table 1. LThe silicate minerals are very _ ro _o _0 ao 30

homogeneous (An98_96; Fo81; ....................................

En79.81Wo3M) but the opaque
oxides show ranges. Two areas

(each about 1 mm 2) are appa_ntly _" l
oa o.

lithic clasts; one is almost 100% _..... "_"
plagioclase i.e. an anorthosite, with

a granoblastic texture; the other is a _o,
_oc_lite. The mineral • _- °_

c,

compositions of the lithic clasts are oo o..... _.............
the same as in the matrix.

The textural evidence and
• .11 .

mineralogical evidence suggest that o'o _, _ o', _, o', _. o., o_ o, ,o
FI//FI.M_OI]1_11_

a fakly homogeneous KREEP-free

source was brecciated and Figure 3: Microprobe analyses of mineral phases in 7255%10 (Warner et
thermally metamorphosed. The al., 1978fi" Nehru et al., 1978).
opaque oxides may _ep_nt



SAMPLE 72559--205

Table 1: Representative analyses of silicates in 72559 (Nehru et al., Table 2: Chemical analyses of
1978). 1) large plagioclase. 2) matrix plagioclase. 3) large olivine. 4) 72559.
matrix olivine. 5) matrix orthopyroxene. 6) matrix clinopyroxene. _zta ,5 ,1

wt_
SiO2 42.4 45

1 2 3 4 5 6 Ti02 0.2 <0.2
A1203 28.5 25.2

SiO2 43.3 44.1 39.3 39.5 54.7 51.0 0"203 .14 0.130FeO 4.7 5.3
TiO2 n.a. n.a. 0.07 <0.05 0.78 1.86 MnO 0.05 0.055

A1203 35.2 35.1 <0.01 <0.01 1.29 2.63 MgO 8.41 10
tXaO 15.3 13.7

Cr:O3 n.a. n.a. <0.05 0.05 0.45 0.67 Na20 .35 0.30

FeO 0.07 0.24 17,8 17.3 10.7 5.0 K20 0.I 0.093

MgO 0.05 0.06 41.8 41.9 29.2 16.5 P2O5

CaO 19.8 19.4 0.08 0.13 1.87 21.2 oom
Sc 6.5 5.5

Na20 0.32 0.44 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. v 20

K_O 0.12 0.15 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. Co 37.1 32
Ni 494 470

Total 98.9 99.5 99.1 98.9 99.0 98.9 Rb
An 96.5 95.2 st

Ab 2.8 3.9 Yzr
Or 0.7 0.9 ra_
Fo 80.7 81.2 HI 1.3 1.4

Ba 70 59
Fa 19.3 18.8 "l-a 0.77 0.3
En 80.0 47.8 u 0.23

Fs 16.4 8.1 C_
Ta 0.41

Wo 3.7 44.1 Pb
La 3.2 3.4
Ce 8.3 6.4
Fr

trapped liquid in originally quite distinct from the LKFM melt sm 1.27 1.3
cumulate rocks, whereas most of rocks. Warren and Wasson (1978) _ 0.8 0.74Gd
the silicates represent cumulus noted some discrepancies of their _ 0.3 0.2
phases. The homogeneity of the analysis (<250 mg) with that of oy 2Ho

minerals could represent either Murali et al, (1977a) (605 mg) that
original igneous plutonic they attributed mainly to non- Yb 1.58 1.5

homogeneity or metamorphic representative sampling, t_ 0.23 0.23
equilibration. The pyroxenes do not taBe

show exsolution, but the coexisting Bc
high-Ca and low-Ca phases suggest PROCESSING n
re-equilibration at 950-1000 sF
degrees C. The range in In 1974 a few chips were removed ct
composition of the oxides is from one end of 72559. Two small Brc_
preferred by Nehru et al (1978) to pieces (,1) were allocated and used zn 5.4
represent the original igneous for a thin section and for chemistry. _,bArt 26.7 5

variation rather than reaction, In 1977 fragments constituting ,2 t_ 13.6 16
except for the Mg-A1 spinels, were allocated for chemistry and 1At

three further thin section. Four c_ 3930
Ge 119

small chips constituting ,3 remain A_
CHEMISTRY in storage, as well as the main mass se

Mo
,0 (26.5 g). rc

Two analyses are reproduced in _h
Table 2, and the rare earths are
shown in Fig. 4 (with average ASCd 27000
LKFM from Boulder 2 at Station 2 i. 2600
for comparison). The two analyses snSb
are reasonably consistent, and show Te
that the rock is a magnesian wRe
anorthositic troctolite, with o,
considerable meteoritic r_
contamination and lack of a _a

KREEP component. The chemistry Bi
is fairly typical for a feldspathic (1) (2)
granulitic impactite, with low rare Referencesandmethods:(1) Warren and Wmmon (1978); INAA, RNAA,
earths and a positive Eu anomaly, ex_ majorsmainlymicroprobefused,bead

(2) Mumli et aL (1977a);Nekre et aL (1978); INA.A,
except Si02 from modal proporflo_
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La Ce Nd Sm Eu Tb Dy Yb Lu

Figure4: Rareearthelementsintwosamplesof72559(bottom)and
typical LKFM from Station 2 boulders (upper). Solid line from Warren and
Wasson (1978), short-dash line from Murali et al. (1977a). (LKFM, wide
dash line).



SAMPLE 72705--207

72705
Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 2.39 g

INTRODUCTION Apollo 17 (1973), consisting of PETROGRAPHY
"one-half crushed anorthosite and

72705 is a vesicular impact melt one-half black glass. The glass is 72705 has a fine-grained mainly
that is probably a fine-grained highly dust-coated." According to crystalline melt matrix that consists
variant of the common Apollo 17 Keil et al. (1974), 72705 is 1.6 x dominantly of plagioclase,
LKFM composition such as forms 1.0 x 0.7 cm, and medium dark pyroxene, some olivine, and
Boulders 2 and 3 at the sample gray (N4). It is subangular (Fig. 1) cryptocrystalline or possibly glassy
station. It contains two conspicuous and coherent, with a few non- interstitial material. It contains
white clasts, the investigated one of penetrative fractures, about ! % conspicuous spherical vesicles, and
which is a cataclasized troctolitlc small vugs, and no zap pits. Matrix is clast-rich (Fig. 2). The
anorthosite with time-textured material (less than 1 nun grain size) groandmass appears similar to that
plagioclases, appeared to be a devitrified glass of 76035, one of the finest-grained

and was estimated as 90% of the of the Apollo 17 LKFM samples,
72705 was picked from the soil sample; the remainder appeared as except that the olivine
collected with the the second rake white plagioclase clasts up to 3 nun microphenocrysts in 72705 are not
sample from Station 2, on the across. The two white clasts so well developed. Warren and
southeast rim of Nansen crater, became more conspicuous on Wasson (1979), however, described
72705 was described as a breaking the sample, the matrix as cataclastic,
miscellaneous sample in LSIC

!?iiiiiiiill!iiiiiilliiiilliiii
Figure I: Sample 72705. S-73-33444. Smallest scale divisions in millimeters.
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•f

¢ i

a b

Figure 2: Photomicrograph of 72705,4, showing vesicular dark groundmass andflame-textured plagioclase in clast
A. Width of field about I ram.a) plane-transmitted light, b) crossed polarizers.

inconsistentwith Warren (1979),
whohad describedit as granulitic.

The mineralclasts includeboth
veryroundedandvery angular
varieties. WarrenandWasson
(1979) analyzed silicate mineral
fragments, and found themalltobe

olivines and plagioclases with o_. "_chnt:om_.,,_,

compositions identical with those in 72_

the white lithic clast they analyzed u_m,:vil_
(Fig. 3 and below). Heady all of the
plagioclases also havea flame-
texture identical with thoseinthe no_,0,_.,
lithic clast.

72705 wasinvestigatedmainly ......
because of its white clasts. Two E. pyroxer_compos,tlon(_mole*/.) Fs
were identified on breaking the n
sample, and labelled A and B. Thin
sections show only matrix and clast .............................
A. Partof clast A is shown in Fig. _0 _ _ r0 _0 5o 10Forsterlte confenlof ohvme (mole %)

2. It consists mainly of plagioclase,
which has a flame-texturenormally
assumed to be indicative of _q

devitrifiedmaskelynite, and some _60.... a_9,5"' ' ' _ .... _ .... _ .... i_ .... 7'o
olivine. The clastwascataclasized, Anorthile conlenf of ploqloclclse (mole %)

leavingplagioclaserelicsup to 2
mmacross.Bothcataclasisand
maskelynitization occurred prior to Figure 3: Microprobe analyses of minerals in clast A and the matrix of
breakup of the clast and its 72705 (Warren and Wasson, 1979)•



SAMPLE 72705--209

I_I, I I l I I I I l I I I I I

Table 1: Chemical analysis of
clast A in 72705.

.1-
wt%
SiO2 42.2

ID TiO2
A1203 23.8

•_-4 C1203 0.134
10_ FeO 4.0

MnO 0.040
\ /_'-- MgO 16.8

0 _ I .......... ""/ CaO 12.6

_ / Na20 0.305
_._ _/ K20 0.064

1"205

S¢ 2.6
V

10t Co 25

_ Ni 18Rb

Sr 16(a)

Y
Zr 190
blb
Iff 1.6
Ba 170
Th 0.32
U 0.12

IUI I I I I I I I I I I I ? I Cs
Ta 0.062

LetCe Nd Sm Eu Tb Dy Yb Lu PbLa 8.8

Figure 4: Chondrite-normalized rare earths in clast A (72705,1, solid line), c_ 19.3Pr

with typical Apollo 17 LKFM (dashed line)for comparison. _ 11
8m 2.62
En 1.32

immersion in the melt, which left meteoritic siderophile cd
Tb 0.36

the clast with a fragmental porous contamination, and its rare earth Dy
interior and a baked and sintered element pattern is fmctionated HoEt
borderagainst the melt. Clast A compared with KREEP; thus the rm
was described by Warren (1979) sample is considered to be a Vb 1.7

Lu 0.25
and Warren and Wasson (1979) pristine igneous lithology by u

Be
who identified the eataclasis as Warren (1979) and Warren and B
preceding maskelynitization. They Wasson (1979). Its mineral c
found that the clast was about 2/3 chemistry is like that of troctolite NS
plagioclase and 1/3 olivine, with 76535. F
each phase of very restricted ClBr

composition (about An95, Fo89; c,
Za 1.9

Fig. 3). They found no pyroxene, PROCESSING
Au 0.170

but that a trace of Cr-spinel is _ o.016
present. They interpreted clast A as The sample was not chipped until i
essentially a pristine igneous 1978, when it was investigated for Cm 340O(a)
lithology that had been • its white material rather than its c_ 11

AR
cataclasized, dark matrix. 72705 was broken to se

reveal two white clasts(A and B). Mo

A small chip of pure clast A (,1) rc
CHEMISTRY was used for chemical analysis and anPa

for a tiny thin section; a chip (,2)
A chemical analysis of clast A, consisting of matrix and a little of ca 3.0In 1.3
made on a 75 mg subsample, is clast A was used to make thin s,
reproduced in Table 1, with the rare sections ,3 and ,4. Clast A probably sbTe
earth elements plotted in Fig. 4. No had an original mass of about 0.5 g. w
analysis has been made of the melt The remainder of clast A occurs ReOs

groandmass of 72705. Clast A is with matrix in ,0 (0.97 g). Clast B r_
normatively a troctolite (61% occurs with matrix in ,5 (1.1 g). HgTI

feldspar, 38% olivine, in good Bt
agreement with the mode, given the _t,,,_o_ andmethodi: (1)
small size of both the thin section i) w,-_ o979),wm,_ ,,d w_ o979);n_Ag_Ag m_o_ _ b,_;

except (a) u_t ed by Win'ran a_d Kallemeyn (1984).

and the analyzed split). It is free of N,_: * Inoom¢Oy1_-t_ _ 7207s.1_ _, _ t_e _,W,m, (1979_



SAMPLE 7273_-211

72735
Impact Melt Breccia (High-K)
St. 2, 51.1 g

INTRODUCTION (mainly less than 100 microns grain Table 3). However, apart from the
size) was estimated to compose lack of olivine, there are several

72735 is a free-grained clast- 94% of the rock (Keil et al., 1974), other differences from most other
bearing impact melt. Its chemistry with the clasts mainly appearing to local impact melts; the overall
differs from the common low-K Fra be plagioclase. LSIC 17 (1973) appearance is like some of the
Manro melts that dominate the estimated clasts about lmm across Boulder 1, Station 2 samples. The
Apollo 17 highlands samples in as less than 1% of the rock. grain size is finer than that of the
having much higher K and other other supposed high-K breccia
incompatible element contents, and 72558. The modal data (Table 1)
a lower Mg/Fe. It also contains PETROGRAPHY shows a low proportion of melt
more clastic material than most of groundmass (73%), and the clast

the local rake impact melt samples. 72735 is a crystallized impact melt population is dominated by lithic
containing lithic and mineral clasts clasts, unlike most melts.

Of the four samples of the second (Fig. 2, Table 1). Warner et al. Microprobe analyses (Warner et al.,
rake sample from Station 2, on the (1977b,c; 19781) described 72735 19781) are shown in Figure 3; the
southeast rim of Nansen crater, as a microgranular-micropoikilitic matrix pyroxenes are more iron-
72735 was the only one described matrix breccia, similar to 72549 but rich than those in other melts, and
as a green-gray breccia by LSIC with mafics almost wholly pyro- more varied in composition. There
17 (1973). 72735 is 4.2 x 3.5 x 3.0 xene. They distinguished 72735 is an interstitial K-rich phase.
cm and medium dark gray (N4) with 72558 as a high-K KREEP Engelhardt (1979) tabulated
(Keil et al., 1974). It is subroanded breccia (however, see 72558 ilmenite paragenetic features,
and coherent, with a few non- CHEMISTRY) on the basis of the inferring that ilmenite
penetrative fractures (Fig. 1). It has high K20 (0.89%) evident in the crystallization followed that of
a few zap pits on all sides, and defocased beam analysis (Table 2; pyroxene.
about 5% vugs. Matrix material confn-med by the INAA analysis,

Figure I: Sample 72735_ Scale divisions in centimeters. S-73-19444.
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The mineral and lithic clasts almost
exclusively appear to be derived
from coarse-grained feldspathic
rocks. Some of the larger ones
include trocolitic varieties. Warner
et al. (1977b) described and
depicted two troctolitic clasts larger

, ., than 1 mm as being the only two
_ highlands feldspathic clasts in their

Apollo 17 melt samples to have
.... preserved an original igneous

texture. One has a cumulate texture,

•_ , with olivines (Fo86_87)
: _ _ poildlitically enclosed by

_ plagioclase (An92), with trace pink
_ _ ' spinel, ilmenite, and chromite. The

other is basically of basaltic texture,
with olivines similar to the first
described clast but smaller

plagioclases (An91_96), and

pyroxenes as well as several trace
phases. Microprobe analyses of the
phases in these clasts are shown in
Fig. 3. Bulk compositions
determined by defocused beam
microprobe analyses (Warner et al.

Figure 2: Photomicrograph of 72735,12, showing general groundmass, ,1977b) indicate that they are of
mineral clasts, and a lithic fragment. Plane light; width of field about 1 ram. picritic composition.

A chemical analysis of a 574 mg
split by INAA is reproduced as
Table 3. The major elements agree

!1_ reasonably well with those of the
/ _/_ p_ll_ , \ defocused beam analysis (Table 2).
Eo _............. "_" " 72735 is unlike all other impact

melts from the Apollo 17 site in
,_ _o °;o ,'o _o ,_ ,'o _o _ ,_ _ that it contains higher silica, lower

..................... '.... titania, and lower Mg/Fe, but most• •_-_-_o significantly higher K20 and otherro 6o 5o ,io _o 2o io o
_,,_ ....... _o,_o_,oo,°,,,_.,,) incompatible element abundances.

However, Murali et al (1977b) did

oa •
o, _o. 72735 from other melt samples.

: _, The rare earth element pattern is°" that of KREEP (Fig. 4). The Ix

I _,°' _ ° abundance is extremely high, and
_o _ _'; o: _, ¢' oo o, _?_% °, unusually so given the

comparatively low Ni abundance.
, mt

do d, d_ a3 d( d_ ¢_6 dr o, o_ ,_

_0 d_ _z os _t_ oa o_ d_ ' i io

Figure 3: Microprobe analyses of minerals in 72735 (Warner et al., 1978.0.
Filled symbols = matrix phases. In histograms, open symbols = mineral
clasts and cross-hatched = minerals in lithic clasts. In other diagrams, open
circles = mineral clasts and open triangles = minerals in lithic clasts.
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' Table 1: Modal analysis of 72735,5 (Warner et al_ 1977b).
PROCESSING

72735

The samplewas chippedin one
areato produce a few documented Points counted 2827
pieces in 1974. Six small chips
were divided into ,2 and,3.; and a Matrix 72.9
largexchip (,4) was taken adjacent Mineral clasts 12.7
to them.These remainunallocated. Lithic clasts 14.3
Two small chips were combined as
,1 and used forchemicalanalysis Mineral clasts
andto make thinsection ,12. Plagioclase 8.0

Olivinelpyroxene 4.7
Opaque oxide tr
Metal/troilite
Other
Total 12.7

Lithic clasts

ANT 10.6
Devitrified anorthosite 2.4
Breccia 1.3
Other tr
Total 14.3

l_ I I I [ I [ I i I I I I '

Percent of matrix (normalized
to 100)

Plagioclase 52.7

t_ Olivine/pyroxene 42.2
Opaque oxide 1.2

•,_ Metal/troilite 0.3h
Other 3.6

o
10I I I I I I I [ I I I I I I

Le Ce Hd SmEu TbDy YbLu

Figure 4: Plot of rare earth elements in 72735,1 (solid line) with typical
A17 LKFM as represented by average Boulder 2 Station 2 samples (dashed
line).
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Table 2: Microprobe defocused Table 3: Chemical analysis of

beam analysis of matrix of 72735 72735,1
(from Warner et al., 1977b).

,1
wt%

,12
wt% SiO2

SiO 2 50.1 TiO2 0.7
TiO 2 0.67 A1203 18.0
A1203 20.2 Cr203 0.184FeO 9.3
Cr203 0.18 MnO 0.12

FeO 7.9 MgO 9
MnO 0.12 CaO 10.2

MgO 8.1 Na20 0.54CaO 11.5

Na20 0.68 K20 0.73
I(20 0.89 P205
P205 0.32
Sum 100.7 Sc 16

V 40
Co 17
Ni 91
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr 880
Nb
Hf 23
Ba 560
Th 2.9
U
Cs
Ta 2.3
Pb
La 50.2
Ce 127
Pr
Nd
Sm 18.7
Eu 1.87
Gd
Tb 3.9

Dy 27
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb 15.1
lal 2.3
Li
Be
B
C
N
S
F
el
Br
Cu
Zn

All
Ix II0

(I)
References and methods:

(I) Murali et al.(1977a); INAA
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72736
Micropoikilitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 28.7 g

INTRODUCTION PETROGRAPHY spinels with reaction coronasare in
the thin section.

72736 is a free-grained clast- 72736 is a crystallizedimpact melt
bearingimpact melt witha containingmineral clasts (Fig. 2) The groundmass plagioclase occurs
microgranularto micropoildlitic similar to 72549 butslightly finer- as lathsor stubbygrains,many with
groundmasstexture.Itschemistry grained.The textureis somewhat roundedcomers; mafic andopaque
is similarto the common low-K Fra blotchy, withfiner-grainedareas grainsareequantto subequant.
Mauromelts thatdominatethe such as areapparentin Fig. 2a; Microprobeanalyses (Warneretal.,
Apollo 17 highlands samples, these areasarenot ciasts. Lithic 19780 areshown in Figure 3. The

clasts arerare,although two larger groundmassolivine, which is
72736 was one of two tanbmccias ones (2 ram)constitutemuchof the prominentand eulmdral,has a
(LSIC 17, 1973) collected in the thinsection ,9. Warneret al. narrowrangeof compositions
secondrakesample from Station2. (1977b,c; 19780 described72736 (Fo71.75). Engelhardt(1979)
It is 5.0 x 2.6 x 1.8 cm and medium as a microgranular-micropoikilitic tabulatedilmenite paragenetic
darkgray (N4) (Keil et al., 1974). It matrixbreccia. Ithas a coarser features,inferringthat ilmenite
is subangular and coherent,with grainsize than the microsubophitic crystallizationpost-dated pyroxene.
few, non-penetrative,fractures, melts representedby 72535. The
although the sample broke in half modaldata (Table 1) shows a lower The clasts are morerounded with
(Fig. 1). It has 1%vugs, and many proportionof meltgroundmass more evidence of reaction(e.g
zappits. Matrixmaterial (mainly (72.2%)than other melt samples coronas) than in the finer-grained,
less than 100 microns grain size) becauseof the two largeclasts. The subophiticmelts. Plagioclase clasts
was estimatedto compose 95% of mineralclast populationis dominate the mineralfragment
the rock (Keil etal., 1974). Nearly dominatedby plagioclase, similar population. The two larger lithic
all of the clast materialin the 1 to 2 to many otherimpact melt samples clasts are a flame-textured

nun range is feldspathic, at the Apollo 17 site; two pink deviffified anorthosite (Fig 2b) and
a microgranularbreccia.

Figure 1: Sample 72736. Scale divisions in centiimeters. S-73-19436.
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a b

Figure 2: Photomicrographs of 72736,9, showing general groundmass and mineral clasts. Plane light; width of
field about I ram.a) shows blotchy groundmass, with ilmenite needles growing across apparent boundaries, b)
shows sharp contact of flame-textured anorthositic clast with the groundmass.

OI Ha

The only analysis is a defocused
beam analysis for the major

elements (Table2). The analysis is
similarto thatof manyother Apollo

. oi_. ,. 17 impactmelts (although
Eo _......... _'_'_) apparentlylower in TiO2) , and falls

, on theplagioclase-pyroxene
,_o _o .o '_.,:_co_,.,°_,o,:i _._..... cotectic in the OI-Si-An system.

Ano_tt._econtentof _4aqio¢losetmole%) PROCESSING
ro

_"°.I //_ _o. "° The sample Noke into two pieces(,5 and ,6) before chipping in 1974.

-_o. Chips, 2 and ,3 (eachconsisting of

°'I °' two fragments) were takenfrom,5._. "_. o."_. _' " _. _ Only .2 was used.producing thin
_1,.._ _,_..--_-.,,_...... _y_..o:0o..o sections ,9 and,10.

....... _./_.I__ ,,,,_.... <_.,o

Figure 3: Microprobe analyses of minerals in 72736 (Warner et al., 1978.0.
Filled symbols = matrix phases. In histograms, open symbols = mineral
ciasts and cross-hatched = minerals in lithic clasts. In other diagrams, open
circles = mineral clasts and open triangles = minerals in lithic clasts.
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Table 1: Modal analysis of 72736,7 (Warner et al., 1977b).

72736

Points counted 3097

Matrix 72.2
Mineral clasts 12.0
Lithic clasts 15.8

Mineral clasts
Plagioclase 8.1
Olivine/pyroxene 3.8
Opaque oxide tr
Metal/troilite 0.1
Other
Total 12.0

Lithic clasts

ANT 0.9
Devitrified anorthosite 7.8
Breccia 7.1
Other tr
Total 15.8

Percent of matrix (normalized
to 100)

Plagioclase 50.3

Olivine/pyroxene _16.2
Opaque oxide 2.1
Metal/troilite 0.6
Other 0.8

Table 2: Microprobe defocused
beam analysis of matrix of 72736

(fromWarneret al., 1977b).

SiO2 47.5
TiO2 0.67
AI203 19.3
Cr203 0.16
FeO 7.7
MnO 0.13
MgO 11.6
CaO 11.9
Na20 0.72
K20 0.26
P205 0.27
Sum 100.2
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72737
Impact Melt Breccia (?)
St. 2, 3.3 g

INTRODUCTION zap pits. Matrix material (mainly
less than 100 microns grain size)

72737 was one of two tan breccias was estimated to compose 93% of
(LSIC 17, 1973) collected in the the rock CKeilet al., 1974). Most of
second rake sample from Station 2. the clast material in the 1 to 2 nun
It is 1.5 x 1.1 x 1.1 cm and medium range is feldspathic.
gray (N5) (Kcil ct al., 1974). It is MacroseopicaUy it appears to be
subrounded and coherent, with few very similar to 72736. The sample
non-penetrative fractures (Fig. 1). It has never been divided or allocated.
has less than 1% vugs, and a few

iilj !

Figure 1: Sample 7273Z Smallest scale divisions in millimeters. $-73-33448.
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72738
Microsubophitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2, 23.8 g

INTRODUCTION allocatedmaterialeitherhas little of with plagioclase laths less than 30
this clast or it is identical with the microns long subophitically

72738 is a free-grained clast- groandmass, enclosed by irregularmagic
bearing impactmelt with a crystals. Microprobeanalyses
subophitlcgroandmass texture.Its (Warneret al., 19780 areshown in
chemistryis similarto the common PETROGRAPHY Figure 3. The matrixolivines show
low-K FraManromelts that a widerrangeof compositions than
dominate the Apollo 17 highlands The gronndmassof 72738 is a very the other subophitic samples
samples, free-grainedcrystallizedmelt, with studiedby Warneret al. (19780

small clasts quitedistinct from the (Fo71_79).Engelhardt (1979)
72738 was theonly blue-gray grotmdmass(Fig. 2). It is generally tabulatediimenite paragenetic
breccia (LSIC 17, 1973) collected homogeneous, and slightly finer- features, inferringthat iimenite
in the second rake sample from grained than 72535. Warner et al. crystallization started after
Station 2. It is 3.8 x 2.9 x 2.5 cat (1977b,e; 19780 described 72738 plagioclase but before pyroxene.
and medium dark gray (N4) (Keil et as a microsubophitiematrix
al., 1974). It is subangular (Fig. 1) breccia. Their modal data (Table 1) Both mineral and lithic clasts tend
and coherent, with no fractures and shows a high proportion of melt to be subrounded to subangular.
a few vugs. There are no zap pits. groundmass (87%) and a clast Calcie plagioclases dominate the
Matrix material (less than 1 mm population dominated by mineral clasts, and most are smaller
grain size) was estimated as 90% of plagioelase, similar to many other than 100 microns; marie mineral
the sample, with plagioclase and impact melt samples at the Apollo elasts also tend to be more
lithie clasts dominating the 17 site. Warner et al. (1977b,e; refractory than the groundmass
remainder. Spatting attempted to 19780 described the dark porous counterparts but quite a few are less
include a 6 mm clast, but the groundmass as basaltic-textttred, refractory (Fig. 3). The rare fithic

Figure 1: Sample 72738. S-73-33454. Smallest scale divisions in millimeters.
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clasts are mainly fine-grained
anorthositic materials. The
sampling was intended to sample a
6 mm clast but such a clast is not
apparent in the 5 serial slices that
compose the thin section (,15).

CHEMISTRY

A 413 mg sample was analyzed by
Muraliet al. (1977a) (Table2; Fig.
4). The chemistry is fairly similar
to thatof other Apollo 17 impact
melts, although it is a little lower in
incompatible elements. A
microprobe defocused beam
analysis for the major elements
(Table 3) agrees well with the
neutron activation analysis except
for being lower in FeO. If the
sample included the 6 mm clast that
was targeted, then the clast may
have a composition similar to the
bulk rock; alternatively, it may be

Figure 2: Photomicrograph of 72738,15, showing general groundmass, responsible for the analysis having
White phases are plagioclase clasts and some vugs. Plane transmitted light; lower incompatible elements than
width offield about I ram. the Boulder 2 groundmass.

. _ PROCESSING

° °o° 72738 was sawn to provide
samples, and was entirely

"" subdivided. "l_e W end piece is 14
o'"o o o g, and the E end piece is 1.8 g. The
o o_ slab producedwas subdividedinto

En _ .... O,_,,,*._mo_,J _. several pieces, with ,5 remaining as

_,o" 3.8 g. Piece ,9, describedas having_°° 2, °"_ _'_ ,'o ...... _ a6mmclastcomposing15%ofit,

......... _ .... _'_'"_ was allocated forchemicalanalysis
and subsequentthin sectioning;but

_o ' k" ,_ ,_ _ ........ no hintof clast/groundmass_:_¢fhllI _l_rll of fdclgl¢¢[0tttImolt_

differences was given in reports.

.... °,_ c,, _A, ! °g°

do dl o'_ _s d4 de de dr do do _b
_t/f* *t_ t4 _nl

,_o,_,<:,%e;;,_<_,.dt,._,+""_._, ;o

Figure 3: Microprobe analyses of minerals in 72738 (Warner et al., 197839.
Filled symbols = matrix phases. In histograms, open symbols = mineral
clasts and cross-hatched = minerals in lithic clasts. In other diagrams, open
circles =mineral clasts and open triangles =minerals in lithic clasts.
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Table 1: Modal analysis of 72738,6
10' , , , , ..... , , , , (Warneretal.,1977b).

72738

t_ Points counted 2561
Q)
•_ Matrix 86.9

Mineral clasts 10.1

"U Lithic clasts 3.0

0 Mineral clasts

L_ _ ......." 1 Plagioclase 7.1

_ Olivine/pyroxene 2.9

I __ "'" ._ Opaque oxide trC Metal/troilite 0.1

[ \_/ -- Other tr©

i 0Lithic clasts

ANT 1.6

10' _ _ , , , J , , , i , , Devitrified anorthosite 0.4
Breccia 0.5

La Ce Nd Sm Eu TbDy Yb Lu Other 0.5

Figure 4: Chondrite-normalized rare earths in 72738,1 Total 3.0
(solid line; Murali et al., 1977a) and average of
Boulder 2 at Station 2 (dashed line; Laul and Schmitt, Percent of matrix (normalized
1974a). to 100)

Plagioclase 50.8

Olivine/pyroxene 43.9

Opaque oxide 2.4
Metal/troilite 0.2
Other 2.7
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Table 2: Chemical analysis of Table 3: Microprobe defocused
bulk sample 72738. beam analysis of matrix of 72738

(from Warner et al., 1977b).

,9
wt% wt%
SiO2 SiO 2 46.4
TiO 2 1.3 TiO2 1.69
AI203 18.5 A1203 18.7
Cr203 0.176 Cr203 0.16
FeO 10.2 FeO 8.0
MnO 0.113 MnO 0.11

MgO 10 MgO 10.1
CaO 11.3 CaO 11.8

Na20 0.89 Na20 0.82
_:20 0.25 K20 0.23
P205 P205 0.27

Sum 98.3
Sc 17
V 4O
Co 28
Ni 220
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr 380
Nb
Hf 10.5
Ba 350
Th 3.1
U
Cs
Ta 11
Pb
La 31.0
Ce 70
Pr
Nd
Sin 12.0
Eu 2.45
Gd
Tb 2.7

Dy 15
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb 9.1
Lu 1.5

a_
All 2
Ir 6

(1)

References and methods:

(1) Murali et al. (1977a); INAA
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73145
Impact Melt Breccia (?)
St. 2A (LRV-4), 5.6 g

INTRODUCTION
homogeneous, with about 75%

73145 was picked from soil sample being time-grainedmatrix and about
73140 taken from the bottom of a 25% being small plagioclase clasts.
15era-deep a'ench on the landslide Its appearance is similar to
or avalanche from the South homogeneous impact melts, with its
Massif, 600 m NE of Nansen groandmass described as possibly
Crater. The tough sample is slabby diabasic in LSIC 17 (1973). It lacks
and angular (Fig. 1),with zap pits and cavities. It does have
dimensions of 2.5 x 2.0 x 1cm. It is some irregular fractures on which
medium dark gray (N4) and euhedral pyroxenes are visible.

Figure 1: Sample 73145. Scale bar I centimeter. Part ofS-73-21776.
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73146
Cataclastic Troctolitic Anorthosite

St. 2A (LRV-4), 3.0 g

INTRODUCTION fragmentsup to 2 mm across but LSIC (1973), estimateof 2%mafic
with a seriatesize range. Individual phases is an underestimate;without

73146 was picked fromsoil sample olivine fragments are rarely as large furtherknowledge of the essential
73140, taken from the bottom of a as 100 microns. The appearance is sampling strategy suchan
15cm-deep trenchon the landslide generally that of a cataclastic rock, implication is unsubstantiated).
or avalanche from the South but the tough sample has been Microprobe analyses by Warren
Massif, 600 m NE of Nansen partly recrystallized, and in some and Wasson of the silicate phases
Crater. It is a troctoliticanorthosite areas bonded by a melt. The are shown in Fig. 3; the magnesian
that is probably chemically igneous plagioclase fragments contain nature of the olivines (Fo85_87)
although cataclasized and partly numerouschains of uncertain show that the sample is nota
recrystallized, nature (Fig. 2c), although at least member of the ferroan anorthosite

some of them include opaque suite, whatever its plagioclase
The sample is subangular and phases; the interstitial melt has abundance. The small range in
blocky (Fig. 1), and very light gray crystallized plagioclases without compositions of the silicate phases
(N8). It is tough and homogenous, such chains, but with tiny marie consistent with the sample being an
It was described in LSIC 17 (1973) grains that give the spotted igneous troctolite, cataclasized and
as an anorthosite, consisting of appearance in Fig. 2c. Most of the perhaps modally unrepresentative.
about half plagioclase clasts (up to olivine fragments are clear, but
2 ram) and half white matrix (less varied inclusions occur in some.

than 100microns), with only about One vermicular chromite growth CHEMISTRY
2% pale green mafic minerals, occurs in one olivine in thin section

However the chips eventually taken ,3. A chemical analysis of a small chip
show a higher percentage of green (104 mg) is given in Table 1. The
material in the form of bands; these Warren and Wasson (1979) and incompatible elements are low and
are olivine-rich bands. Wasson et al. (1979) gave a mode extremely fractionated relative to

of 85% plagioclase, 15% olivine, KREEP (Fig. 4). The Ir concen-
and a trace of low-Ca pyroxene,

PETROGRAPHY roughly consistent with their tmtion of less than 3 x 10-4 times
chemical norm for two tiny C1 chondrites leave little doubt that

73146 consists mainly of sections. They noted problems with the sample is pristine igneous
plagioclase, with schtieren of the mode in that the olivines are (Warren and Wasson, 1979).
olivine-rich material (Fig. 2a,b). concentrated in one comer However, the Ni abundance is high
The plagioclase consists of (however, they imply that the for such a feldspathic igneousfragment, suggesting that the

olivines may contain unusually
high Ni (several hundred parts per
million) among lunar magnesian
suite rocks.

PROCESSING

In 1978 one end of the sample was
chipped. The piece so derived was
further chipped to produce 4 small
pieces and some finer material.
Two adjacent of these pieces were
designated ,1 and ,2; both contained
about half of green-richbands., 1
(0.11 g) was used for chemistry and
to make a small thin section, while
,2 (0.10 g) was used to make two
small thin sections. The other

Figure 1: Sample 73146. Scale bar I centimeter. Part ofS-73-21776, pieces remain with ,0 (total 2.7 g).
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Figure 2: Photomicrographs of
73146,3. a)b) general view, width
of fieM 2 mm, showing streaks of
olivine-rich material and overall
feldspathic nature, a) plane light b)
crossed polarizers, c) feldspathic
area showing relics with numerous
chains and tiny rnafics in the main
fine groundmass that appears to be
a mixture of melt and small
plagioclase clasts. Width of fteld
about 400 microns, plane
transmitted light.
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Table 1: Chemical analysis of

731 _ _a bulk rock 73146.

sio2 43.0
TiO2
A]203 30.1
Ct203 0.04
F¢O 2.3

MnO 0.022
MgO 7.7

_ 7analyses \ CaO 16.2
En Pyroxene composition (mole %) Fs Na20 0.34

K20 0.058
P205

Sc 1.01
.................... V

Forsterde contentof ohvme (mole %} Co 8.7
Ni I00
Rb

Sr 190

Zr

I00 95 90 85 80 _5 10 H.f 0.27
An_rth,te content of ploq_oclase(mole %) Ba 58

Tia 0.17
D

Figure 3: Microprobe analyses of silicate minerals in 73146,4;from Ca
Warren and Wasson (1979). TaPb

La 2.6
Ce 6.2
Pr

73146 clast 3.,Sm 0.83
Eu 0.99

Tb 0.13
Dy
Ho
Er
Tm

Y'o 0.46
lal 0.051
Li
Be.f.-I
s
C

_ s

,I_ ct
(..) 10_ BtCa

Zn 9.4

_ Au 0.690
lr 0.130_ t
_ 3.2

I_ Ge 39

Se
Mo
"re

Rh
Ill

1_ I I I [ I I I [ I I I I I Ag
Cd 13

La Ce Nd Sm Eu Tb _i) Lu In 16
Sn
Sb

Figure4: Plotof rareearthelementsin 73146,1(Datafrom Warrenand reW
Wasson,1979;Warrenet al.,1979). Re

O_
Pt

Hg
T1
BI

(1)

Relocates and methods:

(I) Warren and Was_on (1979), W_rten et aL (19'79),
W_"ten and Kallemeyn (1984); INAA, RNA.A, MFB.
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73155
Impact Melt Breccia
St. 2A (LRV-4), 79.3 g

INTRODUCTION grainedmatrix thatappearsto A prominentclast-type is a crushed
correspond with t-me-grained igneous gabbro, and coarse

73155 was scooped up on the impact melt in the thin sections, granoblastic impactite is also
landslide or avalanche from the and the remainder mainly lithic common.
South Massif, 600 m NE of Nansen clasts. Unpublished analyses show
Crater. It lay on the surface, only that themelt matrix has a typical 73155 is blocky and subrounded
slightly impressed into the regolith. Apollo 17 low-K Fra Mamo (Fig. 1), and tough; it has a few
The sample is rather heterogeneous, composition, similar to those penelxative fractures. It was
with amedium dark gray (N4) poikilitic melt rocks commonly described as metaclastic in LSIC 17
color. It consists of about 85%fine- inferred to be the Serenitatis melt. (1973). It has many zap pits on

several sides and a few on all of the
others. It has less than 1% cavities,
mostly as irregular slits, with some
vugs up to 2 mm across. The clast
abundances are difficult to estimate
because of the zapping of all the
surfaces and indistinct borders of
many clasts. One prominent zap pit
was targetted for sampling. The
matrix was described in LSIC 17
(1973) as very fine-grained,with a
salt-and-pepper texture. One large
clast (12 x 7 nun) was fine-grained
yellowish-gray and equigranular.
The lithic clasts appear to be
dominantly fine-grained with a
variety of colors (mainly varieties
of gray) and shapes. Mineral clasts
larger than 0.5 mm compose only 2
or 3% of the rock.

a

PETROGRAPHY

The thin sections, made from one
chip, indicate that the fine-grained
groundmass of 73155 is a clast-rich
impact melt (Fig. 2a). The melt
fraction has a rather equigranular
and regular grain-size (less than 20
microns). It consists of plagioclase,
mafic minerals, Ti-oxides, metal,
and other minor phases. The melt
penetrates and separates some of
the larger clasts. The clast
population is varied. In the thin
sections the dominant clast is an
unusual lithology that consists of
schlieren made of plagioclase and
pyroxene in subequal amounts;

b clinopyroxene is more common
than pigeonite (Ryder 1992b). The

Figure 1: Sample 73155, pre-splitting. Scale bars I centimeter, a) S-73- clinopyroxene is distinctly fiddled
23887B b) S-73-23888B. with inclusions of sulfide and
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Figure 2: Photomicrographs of
73155, all widths of field about 2
mm. a) general melt groundmass of
73155,30, showing very fine and
homogeneous groundmass and
small mineral and lithic clasts;
plane transmitted light, b)
plagioclase-pyroxene-glass
schlieren (gabbro) (right) adjacent
to melt matrix (left) in 73155,29.
The clast is spread out into wide
cataclasized zones or schlieren that

may not be perfectly monomict. The
phase with dark inclusions is
augite; plane transmitted light, c)
clast of granoblastic impactite in
73155,30, presumptively that
referred to by Bickel and Warner
(1978c) and Steele et al.(1980) and
Steele and Smith (1980).
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silicic glass with potash feldspar. PROCESSING
The pigeonite contains exsolved
lamellae of clinopyroxene. The Processing in 1974 was targetted
pyroxenes are fairly evolved and first to sample a prominent zap pit.
zoned (Fig. 3) with some reaction Chipping created two pieces, but
at their edges. The plagioclase was stopped beeanse one of the
includes sodic compositions (An82) visible fractures started to widen
as well as anorthite. Other phases drastically. Chip ,2 (0.30 g) was
present include ilmenite and silica, stored. Chip ,1 (0.67 g) had the zap
and both colorless and brown glass pit, which was made into potted
(Fig. 2b). The schlieren is partly butts ,26 and ,27. They have
mixed with matrix and possibly apparently not been studied. The
with granoblastic impactite, remainder was made into 4 serial

thin sections, ,28 to ,31, leaving a
The only other published references large potted butt (0.61 g). Some
to 73155 are to granoblastic further processing in 1992
impactite; such material does occur produced small chips for chemical
in the thin section, and either is part and petrographic studies.
of the lithology with the fayalitic
olivine(?) or is intimately mixed
with it in the sections. Such

granoblastic impactite in thin __Hcl ++ ls4._.1o.1_
section 73155,30 was referred to by _ • • cn4a4,.12..iza
Bickel and Warner (1978c) - "_ o mk_.14.142

(without description) and by Steele 0_11"1l\__'_11___ _" \_k .?,ins,,, exutand Smith (1980) and Steele et al.

(1980). The latter analyzed trace = -___..._ '**'e_"--_ k

elements in plagioclase with the ion : __***'_N_

probe; the revised data (in Steele et

al., 1980) lists plagioclase with 13 ! J _ ) _0

ppm Li, 6.8 tool % Na, 330 ppm
Mg, 965 ppm K, 260 ppm Ti, 250

ppm Sr, and 125 ppm Ba. These -- j _ • a_" - // "\

abundances are generally quite Q_ r iIII _/

distinct from those of plagioclases
in ferroan anorthosites, and similar
to those in some other feldspathic =e._= v v v ,, _, v v
impactites. The clast analyzed is 40 20 Fa
presumptively that shown in Fig.
2c. Figure 3: Compositions of pyroxenes in gabbro schlieren in 73155,29, with

pyroxenes from evolved Apollo 15 rocks for comparison. (Ryder, 1992b).

CHEMISTRY

Major and trace element analyses,
as yet unpublished (Ryder), show
that the melt groundmass has a
composition similar to that of the
generally accepted Serenitatis melt
sheet such as represented by the
Station 6 boulders. Analysis of a
small chip of the igneous gabbro
shows that it is an evolved gabbro
with high K20 (0.87 wt%) but with
low abundances of other

incompatible elements. The rare
earth elements have a fairly flat
chondrite-normalized pattern (about
25x chondrites) with a small
positive Eu anomaly.
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73156
Impact Melt Breccia or Granoblastic Impactite
St. 2A (LRV-4), 3.2 g

INTRODUCTION homogeneous, with a very fine being a f'me-grained, clast-poor
grain Size (99% less than 0.2 ram). crystalline lithology, its

73156 was scooped up with 73155 Most appears to be granoblastic identification remains in doubt. It
on the landslide or avalanche from plagioclase and a marie silicate(?), has never been allocated or
the South Massif, 600 m NE of There are a few zap pits on all subdivided.
Nansen Crater. However, it does surfaces, with white, pale green,
not look like 73155 and was and dark glass linings. There are a
probably not a part of it. The tough few cavities at one end with
sample is wedge-shaped and projecting crystals of plagioclase,
angular (Fig. 1), with dimensions of and the sample has a few
1.5 x 1 x 1 cm. It is light gray and penetrative fractures. Apart from it

Figure 1: Sample 73156. Scale bar I centimeter. Part ofS-73-17878.
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73215
Aphanitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 3, 1062 g

INTRODUCTION 73215 was collected from the closely packed aphaniticclasts
landslideon the rim of the 10m embedded in a matrixof similar

73215 is a polymict breccia crater at Station 3. It is irregular in appearance, with subtle color
consisting largely of dark aphanitic shape (Fig. 1), about 12 x 11 x 8.5 variations. One surface is
impact melt and entrainedclasts. It on, and is blocky and tough. It has irregularly knobby, most of the
is characterized by structure a few penetrative fractures. The others irregular, and one is a broken
indicating flow and shear during rock is heterogeneous,with a light surface. There aremany zap pits on
and afterconsolidation. Its part that is pule yellow gray (5Y two sides, fewer on the others, and
composition is similar to other local 8/1) and a dark part that is medium none on the broken surface. No
aphanitic melt breccias in being a gray (N5). Flow gives the cavities are apparent. 73215 has
little higher in AI20 3 and a little appearance of the light part, which been extensively studied in a
lower in TiO2 than the common occurs as lenses (tom 3 on long consortium led by O. James. The
low-K Fra Mauro basalt down to minute veinlets, invading sample was sawn to produce a slab
composition. Its melt appears to the dark part. The light part in 1973, and most allocations were
have crystallized close to 3.87 Ga appears to be about 30% on the made from slab pieces. A second
ago.and the rock was exposed to exterior, but the sawn interiors slab parallel to the fwst was cut in
radiation about 240 Ma ago. show rather less light material (Fig. 1989 and subdivided for further

2). Most of the dark appears as studies (Fig. 3).

Figure 1: Pre-processing view of 73215, showing heterogeneous mix of light and dark banding. Cube and scale
divisions are I cm. S-73-24270.
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Figure 2: Sawn surface of end piece ,8, showing predominance of dark material and the apparent flow structures.
Cube and scale divisions are ! cm. S-76-2603&

and mafic minerals from 1 to 10 population consists of highland

PETROGRAPHY microns, and with about 50-60% rock types. However, there is not so
feldspar. They found it to be one of much strongly shocked material as

The hand specimen is characterized the finest-grained of the in terrestrial suevites. 73215 seems
by prominent structures, micropoildlitic-subophitic-granular to be more thoroughly mixed than
particularly flow banding, formed group, with the poorest suevites, perhaps because of lower
by differential flow or shear or both development of tabular feldspar, viscosity. They interpret the dark
during and after aggregation and They also noted the concentration matrix to be sh_k melted material,
consolidation (James et al. of mineral clasts into vein-like with unshocked material from the
1975a,b). The bands are composed segregations. Knoll and Stoffler upper 25 km of the crust and
of several different kinds of gray to (1976) classified 73215 as a dark, shocked materials from deeper
black aphanitic rock and different fine-grained, equigranular levels; they infer that the melt is of
kinds of granulated elastic materials crystalline matrix breccia that Serenitatis origin.
(Fig. 4). Locally, fault-like partly contained areas of light-
stuctures displace the banding. All colored, coarser matrix, similar to By far the greater amount of work
types of aphanitic matrix consist of 72215 and 72255. Dence et al. on 73215 has been done under the
abundant small lithic and mineral (1976) and Dence and Grieve auspices of the James consortium

fragments set in a dark gronndmass (1976) described 73215 as (e.g. James et al., 1975a, b; James
(Fig. 5). The clasts are dominated genetically comparable with and Bianchard, 1976). Consortium
by feldspathic impactites suevites,with the rock consisting of members also prefer a Serenitatis
(granulites) and other feldspathic pods of dark breccia in a light melt origin for the sample. James et
lithologies. Felsites are minor, and porous clastic matrix. They noted al. (1976a,b) identified a distinct
clasts with basaltic textures are the fine grain size of the dark groandmass that binds the

material (1-2 microns in the finest fragments together. James (1976)
rare. areas) and the varied color, clearly distinguished "matrix" as a

Simonds et al. (1974) listed 73215 Shocked rounded plagioclases are binocular-microscope designation
as granular, with matrix feldspars conspicuous in it, and the clast for aphanitic bulk masses distinct
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Figure 3: End piece ,9 and new pieces sawn from it. Cube is 2.5 crrL S-89-46188.

from separable clasts from James et ai. (1976a, b) identified the James (1976b,c), James et al.
"groundmass" as the fine-grained enclosed fragments as dominated (1976) and Nord and James (1977)
intergrowth that encloses even by plagioclases, with the lithic made a detailed study of the
small clasts (Fig. 5b); that fragments mainly being coarse and aphanitic matrix lithologies, which
distinction will be followed here free granular feldspathic impactites, form the bulk of the rock. The rock
(this acceptance of the dark melt as Many of these exist as monomict formed as a mechanically mixed
matrix and the porous feldspathic schUeren. The clasts have had aggregate of crystalline clasts and
materials as clasts is distinct from diverse shock histories, with many silicate melt. The election
that of Dence et al., 1976, and showing no visible shock-induced petrographic study of Nord and
Dence and Grieve, 1976, but is the microstructures. They have also James (1977) confirms the melt
status referred to by most workers), had diverse thermal histories, with origin of the groundmass, with
The dominant constituents of the some, particularly felsites, being microsubophitic laths of
groundmass are plagioclase and melted but most showing little if plagioclase clearly visible. While
marie minerals, with minor any thermal effects from breccia most of the aphanitic material is a
amounts of opaque oxides, and formation. Few reaction rims are matrix, similar material forms clast-
some Fe-metal and tioilite, visible, except for very unstable like bodies, most commonly gray
Generally felsic or silicic minerals such as silica and spinel; spheroids within the matrix, and
mesostasis is not apparent. The although overgrowth rims are black clasts within granulated
groandmass textures range from present on some mafic clasts. In feldspathic materials. The gray
microintergranular to many matrix samples, elongate spheroids at least are probably
microsubophitic, and average grain fragments show weak to strong equivalent to cogenetic
size is from about 1 to 8 microns, parallel preferred orientations, accretionary lapiUi. The black
The different aphanite types (color, Intensely sheared areas seen on aphanites form both angular
coherency, etc.) relate to sawed surfaces have higher particles and rinds and they are the
differences in groundmass grain- porosity; shear and groundmass darkest and toughest aphanites.
size and porosity, with the darkest crystallization appear to have been James (1976) described several
aphanites being the least porous, contemporaneous, different types of aphanite
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a b

Figure 5: Photomicrographs of73215,119.
All plane transmitted light, a) general
aphanitic matrix, with rounded and angular
clasts, mainly plagioclases and feldspathic
impactites. Field of view about 2 mm wide.
b) mixed zone of aphanitic clasts and
schlieren ofporous feMspathic cataclasite
with angular mineral fragments. Field of
view about 2 mm. c) melt groundmass of the
aphanite, showing distinction of fine-grained
uniform meltfrom even small clasts. Field of
view about 500 microns.
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Table 1: Proportions of groundmass and clasts larger than 5 microns in various types of aphanite (vol %).
(James, 1976).

Clasts >5/Lm Groundmass
Area counted

(mm:) Mafic Plagioclase Lithic
minerals

Gray aphaniticmatrix
(73215,245) 0.19 8.2 23.7 0 68.1

Black aphaniticmatrix
(73215,243) 0.21 5.1 20.5 3.3 71.1

Schlieren-richgray
aphanitic matrix
/73215,103) 0.14 10.9 23.4 0 65.7

Gray aphanite spheroid.38.57
(73215,350) 0.35 13.8 22.2 3.2 60.8

Black aphaniteclast .46,10
(73215,349) 0.35 7.9 23.4 0.1 68.8

magnesian than groundmass
olivines. Pyroxene clasts too are

.......... ,_ ._._jt_._/" -, .... ! more magnesian than groundmass' _ pyroxenes. Most metal grains fall

i'°,b ,, ,till in the field appropriate for

...... meteoritic metal. Most competent, ,_.. tt.a,t,t clasts were not deformed during orf , , , , ? , -, 7% f ,, ", , r r , , _ r ' ' , , , , " '

i'°..v ..I-It- after breccia aggregation, although.......... , .... , -,-r ...... ' ....... some devitrified maskelynites have
0o s0 7'0

o outlines suggestive of plastic flow.
e
r i i l I .:_: mu .............. _ '-" ........ Clasts of felsite show textures

f,0f ,.. -.J'-r. -..-, . . _ indicating plastic flow during
r ....... e I ' , . , ' : r , I.'0 ,0 ' ,o -_ incorporation. Other than felsites,
g , _ , ..... ,..; ,_.... t_ _ few clasts show evidence of

f.o internal partial melting. A few..... .... I ........ '_'_ ..... .... Cl_ have overgrowth rims, and
_o eo 70 [ some mineral clasts much different

..... , .... , .. ....... ,, ,--."., ..... I from the groundmass have reacted

f'°J or partly re-equilibrated, as
_- ;0 ' ' ' ' ' ,o ,0 described in detail in James
Fo., ............ (1976b).

()li_ine compo_it_on_ in 7X215 aph_lnites Siren ,,f the area_ _urve_ed ;ire: .228

malrix--I ')ram:: .ilk5 matrix _ mill : 22._ ci_l_t-pot_r :lphanltc_)41 ram:: E(k', clasl

.............,o_,_m : _., ........k ....................d ...._....... ho.,,,-- James (1970a,b) infers that the
_)_ mm I,Ht. lasts _25 vnl in .¢hliefetl-rl_h gray al;*lrl• (.11_) i h) L'l;tsts 25 vnl tn grit5

..... ix t2281 I c)Clast_ •I' .urn in gra_ _phcroxd 18.57I..151D Id) ('lasts > 15 _m in black mat_x aphanites were about 50%
claxt .4h.l[I 4.34'¢) (e_ (.lasts • I[_gtfll In ,:}asl-pOor .Iph_milc II] JIk5 If} ('lLIxts _ [5 _m in
dast.p,,o, aphamte ,n 22S tg) Grt und........ O ' 25 .m ¢*axts in gray matrix melt when it formed and the melt
,,_81hackmdrlx(.243)aridsch..... h_ ,_,,:,,.,,'"' t,_, ,h,'-:_,,, :_,,,,_i° Was fluid and superheated. During
gra_ _phert_id 38 57 t 35_)) (i) _-25 _.m _]zt_t_In bl;tck cl;tst .46 1tl4.14t)l ID Grains w_th

,.,,,_a_:,,,,,,..... mixing with cold clasts in a debris
cloud, the melt cooled and

Figure 6: Compositions of olivines in 73215 aphanites. James (1976b) crystallized rapidly, producing
lithologic banding as it flowed.

(differing in color, grain-size, and In the groundmass the dominant
mode of occurrence) providing minerals are plagioclase (An90_ 91) The most common clast-type is
modal data (Table 1) and mineral and low-Ca pyroxene (En74Wo3), feldspathie impactite or granulite,
chemistry for both clasts and with minor olivine (Fo68-74) (Figs. commonly referred to as
groundmass phases (Figs. 6-10). 6-9). The clasts were derived from "anorthorthisitic gabbro". Examples
The aphanites contain from 60 to a more homogeneous source than have been briefly described in the
70% groundmass melt, with the those in regolith breccias and most general consortium references; the
darkest aphanites having the most were cool and unshocked. Larger most detailed descriptions are in
groundmass (Table 1). olivine clasts tend to be more James (1977a), James and
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Anorthite content (100 Cn/Co+Na)

Pl_giocla_e colnp.xition_ in 73215 aphaniles la)C'la_t_ :>25t_m in xchlieren rich i I _ , io _o 30 _o
gra_ malri_ t.ltr6) (hi C'last_ >25.,_m in gray matrix (,22]47 (¢1 Cta_ts >lO/zm in Ni

clapt-poor _phanit¢ in .10b (d) Clapt', _20,_m in cla_t-po<_r aphanite in .228 let Conlpt>_ilion_ ,_f mct_,l particlc_ m _,hliclclHi,h gra_ nlalri_ I lO_,l I',,_11_1_,
(]roundma_ grains and 5-25 ,zm cLa_ls in gray m_trix (.245) and schlieren-rich gra_, analyzed were > It)_m acrt_n_ and were i_td_tcd _ithln inatrl_; n_m¢ _¢1¢ _1111111_Llnl,
matrix 1.1[13..lOb) ([) 5 25 _,m cla_l_ in black matrix [2431 (gl 5 25 t_m c_a_t_ in black or had attached silical¢ mineral grains lhe hand pas_ing Ihr,mgh Ihc diag/am mark_ _hc

ctas1.4,b.)l) I._49} {h_ 5-25 _tm clast s in gray _phcr t_it1.38.571.35fl), lit Euhedral clasts range of composition_ of inelc_l_ilic Inclal

Figure 9: Compositions of plagioclases in 73215 Figure 10: Compositions of metals in 73215 gray
aphanites. James (1976b). matrix. James (1976b).
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Hammarstrom (1977), and James
and Hedenquist (1978). The three
clasts described in detail by James

t L • | _ m 29,9
5

and Hammarstrom (1977) and _o _ m
James (1977a) were also analyzed = ....... -

by other members of the _ 15
consortium. The clasts are modally _- _ !

4 6, 2

anortbositic norites; one (29,9) is c_ lo _ .anl_
coarse poikilitic, the other two
(45,25 and 45,33) are fmur-grained o 5
and have mosaic as well as _-
poikilitic textmes. All are fairly

well equlibrated, as shown by the E | 0 :. _4 6,3 3
microprobe analyses (Figs. 11-14), 2 5 :
and are similar except that the z -
coarser-grained sample has a lower
rag' (Figs. 12,13). The cores of the 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 9'9
large plagioclases, which are C a / C a + N a

commonly surrounded by olivine Histograms of Ca/Ca + Na contents in plagioclase in anorthositic gabbros.

"necklaces" are probably relics of Textures and occurrences of the individual grains analyzed are indicated by the

pre-existing rocks. The impactites following symbols in the boxes on the diagrams: filled, cores containing K-feldspar

also contain trace constituents inclusions; empty, inclusion-free cores and cores containing bubbles; small dot, cores

including K-feldspar, K-Si-rich containing glass inclusions; diagonal lines, rims on large grains; filled lower half, grains

glass, apatite, whitlockite, ilmenite, in oikocrysts; filled upper right corner, grains in mosaics; filled upper half, small

chromite, Ni-Fe metal, and euhedral grains in oikocrysts; filled upper left corner, globules included in olivine (29,9)

baddeleyite. The metal or deformed, recovered plagioclase in mosaics (46,33);crosses, grains in lathy aggre-
compositions fall squarely in fields gate (4625) or grain margins(29,9).
appropriate for meteorite
contaminated rocks (Fig. 14). Figure 11: Compositions of plagioclases in feldspathic impactites in 73215.
James and Hammarstrom interpret James and Hammarstrom (1977).
the texture and mineral chemical
variations as being the products of
crystallization from melts and
solid-state crystallization.29,9 is s 2 9,9

inferred to be mainly from melt. c .. , ,
45,25 mainly from solid-state

crystallization, and 45,33 from melt _: 1:1 I_ 46,25

(poikilitic) and solid-state (mosaic).

Thus an origin as heated, partly- o I , . ,m", _ I

melted and/or recrystallized ,- ' , '
O)

polymict breccias appears most _l_l _ 46,33

likely. All three samples show
healed fractures that post-date the
recrystallization events, z , , n ,,,n ,

7'1 7'2 7'3 74 7'5 76 77 78 79 80

James and Hedenquist (1978) M g / M g 4- F e

described a 5 mm clast of spinel- Ilistograms of Mg/Mg+ Fe contents in olivines in anorthositic gabbros. Tex-

bearing troctolitic basalt that tures and occurrences of the individual grains analyzed are indicated by the following

consists of patches of basaltic- symbols in the boxes on the diagrams: filled, grains in mosaics; empty, centers of large

textured rock enclosed by very grains: di;tgonal lines, globules forming "necklaces" in plagioclase grains; filled upper

free-grained granoblastic material half. grains in oikocrysts; filled lower half, grain margins.

(also analyzed by other members of
the consortium). The boundaries Figure 12: Compositions of olivines in feldspathic impactites in 73215.
between the two textures vary from James and Hammarstrom (1977).
sharp to gradational. The
granoblastic material, a mosaic of
anhedral grains, has grain sizes
from 5 to 270 microns. The basaltic

material has plagioclase laths 75-
100 microns long with subhedral
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indicates that the clast was
<:2> deformedand recrystaUizedprior to
C a incorporationin the breccia.The

v v transmissionelectronmicroscopy

shows that recrystallization was
extensive, producingstraight
contacts andtriplejunctions among

• small plagioclase grains. Antiphase
domain boundariesare type Co)and
probably formed by subsolidus
recrystaUizationrather than froma
phase transition during cooling.

/9 /46,25 _ _ The orthopyroxenes bave a

moderate density of dislocations

,9 _ and a high density of linear defectsOamellae).The lamellae are
Mg F e [_ clinopyroxene that are

o Ca: Mg:Fe of pyroxenes in anorthositic gabhros. Filled circles, grains forming clinohypersthene, probably
olkoerysts. Open circles• analyses attempted of exsolution lamellae. Squares indicate promoted by shock-induced shear.
analyses of pyroxene globules included in plagioclase grains in 46,25:open squares are Hewins and Goldstein (1975a, b)
individual phases in these globules; filled squares are expanded-beam analyses of the analyzed metal in four clasts of

bulkglobules. "anorthositiehomfels" in 73215,
free-grained granoblasticmaterials.

Figure 13: Compositions of pyroxenes in feldspathic impactites in 73215. The metals are at the lower end of
James and Hammarstrom (1977). themeteoritic field. Two other

clasts were analyzed: a devitrified
shocked plagioclase has metal with
high Co (2.2%)but low Ni (1%),
and a light matrixbreccia

1.o- 2%9 • (presumablya porous feldspathic
46,25 o • shlieren)has metal with low Ni (1-
46,33 • • 2%) butat the low end of the

Co _oo meteoritic field.

Neal et al. (1990d) reported
0.5 _ o

• o,,_t_,g_s preliminary data on a spinel• _ • * troctolite assemblage in a clast in
• 73215, witholivine (Fo89-92),

plagioclase (An91_96) and Mg-AI
spinel with 8-11 wt % Cr203.
Individual grains are unzoned.I i i i i i

4 6 s _o Eckert et al. (1991a,b,C)reported
Ni furtheron this clast, which appears

Ni-Co contents (wt.%) in metal grainsin anorthositicgabbros.The area within to be a statically reerystallized
the lines is the range of compositions of "meteoritic" metal (Goldstein and Yakowitz, cnmoiate rock. The mode is about

1971). 78% plagioclase, 21% olivine, 2%
spinel, with minor high-Ca andFigure 14: Compositions of metal grains in feldspathic impactites in low-Ca pyroxene, FeNi metal, and

73215. James and Hammarstrom (1977). chromite (Eckert et al. 1991a). The
pyroxene may not be in equilibrium

olivine and pyroxene (50-200 partial granulationoccurred, with the rest of the assemblage. The
microns) and pink spinel (20-50 Subsequently thegranulated areas olivines have very low CaO
microns). Both domainshave the were reerystallized. Several other abundances, indicative of slow
same mineral compositions (Fo87. clasts are like it. cooling. The mineral assemblage
82, En84Wo4, En50Wo44) except appears to have originatedat
for plagioclase (basaltic An95_84; Nord and James (1977) made relatively highpressure, deeper
granoblasticAn99_90). The electron petrographicinvestigations than about 25 km. Eckert et al.
troctoliticmelt must have cooled of 200 micron elast of "homfelsic (1991b) also reported a cataclasized
quickly (otherwise the spinel would norite". The clast had a grain size dunite clast, with spinel and a glass
have been absorbed) and then of 5 to 50 microns. The texture mesostasis cored by an SiO2
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phase.Themain silicates have
ranges in composition:olivine
Fo72_92, plagioelase An90_97. K+13a

Hansen et al. (1979b) and Smith et
al. (1980) reported some precise
minorelement data(microprobe)
for olivines andlow-Ca pyroxenes
in a feldspathicimpaefiteandan
Mg-richplutonic troctolitic rock.
The reportsarenot very specific
about the parent lithologies.The
Mg-rich plutonic hasolivine with
Fo90-91 and plagioclase with
An96, while the feldspathic
impactiteis more iron-rich(Fo76).
Steele et al. (1980) reportedion
probedata forplagioclase in the
Mg-richtroctolite.

Jamesand Hammatstrom(1976) /
andNord and James (1977) gave a / . _ .
detaileddescriptionof a felsite clast Na Ca
that was also studied by oth_ K + I|a: Na:Ca contents of feldspars in felsite clast, l_.arge circle, average of 14

members of the consortium. The analyses in core of zoned plagioclase grain (Fig. Id); small filled circles, traverse from

felsite comprises two components: inner to otlter boundary of rim of zoned plagioclase grain 13 _m steps, arrow indicates

crystalline felsite and veins of direction t_f Iraverse). Filled squares, points in equanl 0.2 mm plagioclase gndn. ()pen
sqtmres, plagioclase grains in mt_saics. Small open circles, plagioclase grains in ver-

silicic glass. James and micular intergrowth. Filled triangles, centers of plagioclase relics in felsic glass. Small

Hammarstrom (1976) detail the dotted circles, reacted and second-generation inclusion-rich plagioclase in felsic glass.
textures and the mineral and glass Asterisk, average of 26 analyses of K-feldspar in vermiculai" intergrowth. Filled star,

chemistry (Figs. 15-17;Table 2), average L_fIt analyses of second-generation K-feldspar in felsic glass, x. small
and theirgenetic inferences plagioclase grains in mixed material at edge of clast.

therefrom. The crystallinefelsite Figure 15: Compositions of feldspars in thefelsite clast in 73215. Jamesconsists mainly of a vermicular
intergrowth of quartz (40%) and K- and Hammarstrom, 197Z
feldspar (60%);mince plagioclase
formsblebs associated with the
quartz. Traceamounts of ilmenite,
zircon,olivine, apatite,and
whitleckite arepresent,and some

4-

mosaic patches include pyroxene.
Some of the feldspars have an 8 aO •,i

unusualternarycomposition(Fig. _- • •
15); the electronpetrographic .

*estudiesshow this ternaryfeldspar to 2- * o_'oik
be a homogeneousphase,with _' ,
some probableinitial attemptsat • • %o

phaseseparationapparent(Nord _ .
andJames, 1977). The mineralsdo
not show shock effects; dislocation amtA'_'m-^¢'_' "
density in the quartzis very low, ' ....... _ ' i'o I's 2'0
and that in the K-feldsparnot much K20
higher. The felsic glass is varied in K_O vs. BaO contents in feldspars in felsite clast. Symbols are as in Fig. 2,
vesicularity, color, and relict except: open circles indicate all analyses of plagioclase and K-feldspar in vermicular

inlergrowth; filled stars indicate all analyses of second-generation K-feldspar in felsic
mineralcontent;second generation glass; plagioclase in mixed material is nol shown.

mineralsquenchedfrom the glass

are present. Most of the glass is Figure 16: Compositions of feldspars in thefelsite clast.in 73215. Jamesbrown,with abundantnecdie-like
crystallites. Electron petrographic and Hammarstrora, 1977.
study shows thatthe bulkof this
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The matrixand bulksample

analyses aredominatedby the
C a aphanitic phase. In general both

v _, black and gray aphanites have the

*i_8_o_ ° same composition; however, at

least some of the black materials

_'_ to be higher in volatile andappear
incompatible elements. Individual

8 o differences are probably a result of
variation in included clasts (e.g.
James et al., 1975a,b). All matrix

* _/_o x\- and aphanite sanaplesare_._ aluminons, low-K FraMaurobasalt
compositions,distinguished from

.... the typicalApollo 17 impactmelt
Mg Fe by the lower Tit2 and higher

Ca:Mg:Fe contentsof pyroxenesin felsiteclast.Filledcircles,centersof Al203 ofthe 73215 materials. The
pyroxenegrainsincrystallinefelsite.Filledsquares,centersof pyroxenerelicsinfelsic incompatible elements show a
glass.Opensymbolsare second-generationpyroxenes,as follows:dottedsquares, range from about 70x chondrites toedgesofgrainsincrystallinefelsiteor edgesof relicsin felsieglass;circles,rimson
olivinerelics;squares,prismaticcrystals;dotledcircles,largeblockygrainswith about 120 x chondrites,part or all
associatedFemetalandtroilite;stars,rimsonilmeniterelics;asterisks,rimonolivine of which is probably a reflection of
relic_tledgeof clast.×,grainsinmixedmaterialat edgeof clast."Fielinesconnect varied ciast contents (e.g.,

compositionsofpointsin thesamegrains. Blanchard et at., 1976) as well as
the small sample sizes; similar

Figure 17: Compositions ofpyroxenes in thefelsite clast in 73215. James considerations probably apply to
and Hammarstrom, 197Z variations in Co and Ni as well.

The Zn is much lower than that
material is uncrystallized (Nord and otherwise provide any data on such found in typical soils or regolith
James, 1977). All the glasses are sample from 73215. breccia, lending weight to the
Si- and K-rich. The crystalline argument that 73215 was not
felsite clearly crystallized from a created from regolith, but from a
melt to produce a texture similar to CHEMISTRY larger event (James et al., 1975a).
terrestrial granophyres. The felsic The meteoritic siderophiles in the
glass forms veins and patches and Many chemical analyses have been aphanites fall into Group 2 of
was emplaced as dikelets, not by in made of bulk rock, aphanite Morgan et a1.(1976),attributed to
situ melting. The fracturing and samples, and clasts or schlieren. Serenitatis, and distinct from the
diking preceded incorporation of Both bulk rock/matrix and aphanite Boulder 1, Station 2 aphanites.
the clast into the breccia, analyes are compiled in Table 3, Although one analyzed (38,57)
Nonetheless, the parent of the glass, with the rare earth elements plotted appeared to be a group 6 (Morgan
presumably shock produced, must in Figure 18. Microprobe refocused et at., 1976) a second analysis
have been from the same felsite beam analyses of the groundmass appeared quite normal; the reason
body. The bulk clast was quite hot are reproduced as Table 4 and for the In'st analysis being different
when it was incorporated in the Figure 19. Clast analyses are remains a mystery (Morgan and
breccia, because some of the glass compiled in Table 5, with the rare Petrie, 1979a,b).
it contains did form at that time by earth elements plotted in Figures 20
in situ melting. It was then rapidly and 21. A guide to how some of the James (1976) made defocused
cooled, precipitating second split numbers correspond with beam microprobe analyses of the
generation pyroxene and K- lithologies is shown in Figure 22 varied aphanites (with subtraction
feldspar, and Table 6 (from James and of clast compositions) to attempt to

Blanchard, 1976). (The text of obtain the composition of the melt
Miura (1988) reported the presence Bence et at. (1975) erroneously groandmass (Table 4). The
of "anomalous" plagioclases (i.e., refers to 72315 where 73215 is groundmass composition is similar
deficient in At, Na) in 73215 as is intended.) Ehmann et al. (1975a,b) to that of the bulk aphanites and is
present in some lunar basalts, reported an O analysis of 47.2% for fairly homogeneous.
However, the plagioclases are not ,172 apbanite. James et al. (1975a)
otherwise described. Bickel and reported that no CH4 or CD4 in
Warner (1978a) listed 73215,234 in excess of 0.06 ug/g were found in
their study of plutonic and interior or exterior samples.
granulitic lunar samples, but did not



248--SAMPLE 73215

Table 2: Compositions of minor phases and glasses in felsite (wt%; electron microprobe analyses).
(James and Hammarstrom, 1977).

I_ 121 (_ (41 (5) (6) (7) (8) 19)

SiO: 1).22 0.28 -- -- 74.2 78.2 76.7 76.g 78. ]

Tit.): 50.7 1.79 -- -- 0.73 0.36 0.65 0.28 I).49

AI_,O_ 0.13 22.2 -- -- 13.4 12.9 13.1 13.4 12.6
FeO 45.4 31.8 1.81 0.34 1.24 0.61 0.81 0.38 0.40

MgO 1.15 1.89 2.29 0.07 0.04 0.01 0.04 0,03 0.03
CaO 0.09 0.09 38.7 53.4 0.62 0.64 0.79 0.75 0.77

Na20 .... 0.10 0.14 0.21 0.17 0.30

K,O .... 9,58 6,90 7.20 7.88 7,21
BaO .... 0.26 0.06 0.04 0.11 0.10
MnO 0.47 0.51 -- -- 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 <0.01

Cr:O_ 0.38 38.1 -- -- 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02

Y203 -- -- 4.48 0.37 .....

La_,O_ -- -- 1.07 0.13 .....

Ce2Os -- -- 3.01 0.23 .....

Nd20_ -- -- 1.63 0.19 .....

Sm,O3 -- -- 0.59 0.06 .....

Gd,O 3 -- -- 1.37 0,20 .....
P20_ -- -- 40.5 40.4 0.21 0.04 0.26 0.09 0.20

ZrO: .... 0.11 0.13 0.22 0.04 0.07
F -- -- 0.43 2.88 .....
CI -- -- 0.29 0,89 .....

Total 98.54 96.66 96,17 99,16 100.54 100.02 100.06 99.95 100.29

(1) llmenite: average of 12 analyses of grains in felsic glass and crystalline felsite.

(2) Aluminous chromite: inclusion in Jlmenite grain in crystalline felsite tlow total due to
small size of grain).

(3) Whitlockite: average of three analyses of grains in crystalline felsite (low total due to
destruction of grains during analysis).

(41 Apatite: average of eight analyses of grains in felsic glass and crystalline felsite.

(5) Brown glass: average of 20 analyses.

(6) Uncrystallized colorless glass in felsic glass veins and patches: average of ten analyses.

(7) Uncrystallized colorless glass haloes around second-generation and relict mafic mineral

grains: average of 12 analyses.

(8) Uncrystallized colorless glass selvages in vermicular intergrowth in crystalline felsite:

average of five analyses.

(9) Uncrystallized colorless glass bands at contact of crystalline felsite and matrix: average
of five analyses.



SAMPLE 73215--249

Table 3: Chemical analyses of bulk rock/matrix and aphanites in 73215.

Sollt ,161 ,161 ,74 ,184 ,177 .186 .76 ,170 ,?
.9006 btclmxx

SiO2 48.1 46.1 46.0 46.1 46.7
TiO2 0.0 1.1 0.4 1.1 0.6
A1203 19.4 21.7 21.5 19.9 20.4
Cs203 0.168 0.200 0.230 0.221 0,46
IkO 7.64 7,39 7.20 7.28
MaO 0.123 0.104 0.099 0.119
M$O 10.2 10.2 [I.8 11.! 11.0
CaO II.0 12.2 11.0 12,3 11.5
Na20 0,624 0.493 0.408 0.487
K20 0.656 0.167 0.170 0.191 0.31
v2o5
nora
Sc 14,3 14.4 13,$ 14,1 23,7
V
Co 24.5 25,6 27.0 21.2 27.1
Ni 200 152 150 190 IS0 163 118
Rb 5.5 0.93 3.0 13,6 2.3 2.34
Sz
Y
Zr
Nb
Hf 13.7 9,5 0.9 7.0 13,9
Ba
Th 7.3 3.7 4.2 3.6 4.332
U 2.2 1.2 I.I 1.207
Ca 0.18 0.56 0.123 0.57 0.164 0,107
TI 2.3 1.5 1,4 1.4
Pb 2.556
LI 41 25.5 23.6 24.3 36.1
Ce 105 69 68 63 86
Pr
Nd 62 37.3 55
Sm 18.6 11,9 12.2 I0,7 16 ,$
FI_ 1.63 1.41 1.37 1.35 1.33
_I 20.6 13.0 I3.0
Tb 3.55 2.0 2.7 2.11 3.3
l)y 23,5 14.6 20.0
Ho

Tm
Yb 13.0 0.8 9.1 8,$ 12.1
].Jt 1.91 1.2 1.33 |,1 1.84
Li
Be

N
$
F
Q
BF 0.106 0.026 0.0092

Za <5 2.3 2.1 2.0 1.9
ark
An 2.4 2.7 1.65
k 4.3 4.9 3.49
I
At
Cm 4160 5300 5300
Ge 252 173 82
As
Se 72 72 39
Mo
Tc
Rs
Rh
Pd
A| 0.73 0.91 20
Cd 12.4 13.4 1.3
In
$a
Sb 1.2 0.95 0.89
T¢ 4.9 $.9
W
b 0.34 0.37 0.274
OI
Pt
HS
1"1 5,0 4.3 2.8
el 0.28 0,52 0.v5

(1) (1,8,10) (I) (1) (1) (1) (I,8,10) (I,$.10) (I)(t)

Befez,enec*andmcthods:
(I) Jamz*z_ IL(1975a); INAA, RNAA. AAS. (a) isotopt dilutioa/mamspcc.
(8) Hiltuc_iand Mocgan(1975_b): RNAA]
(I 0) Mmgan e¢al. ( 1_6); RNAA
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Table 3 continued: Chemical analyses of bulk rock/matrix and aphanites in 73215.

Sellt .46.2 ,46.7 .46.10 .46.10.5 .46.19 ,46.19.4 .38.17 .38,32 .38.57 ,38,57.6 ,38.57

SiO2 4 .7 4 .6 4 .3 46.7 46.4 45.9
TiO2 1.3 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.g 0.8
AI203 19.0 19.8 20.0 21.8 20.3 20.7
Cr203 0.24 0.20 0.25 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.21
[_0 8.32 0.75 8.13 7.87 6.97 7.04 6.94
MnO 0.121 0.106 0.111 0.089 0.108 0.003
MitO 12.6 12.0 I1.7 10.? 12.4 11.$
CaO I1.1 11.5 11.7 12.3 11.6 11.4
Na20 0.52 0.50 0.52 0.54 0,54 0.49 0.52
K20 0.20 0.22 0.22 0.20 0.19 0.16
P2o5

St: 15.9 17.1 15.7 15.0 11.9 13.2 12.0
V
Co 22.7 33.6 36.0 24.9 26.6 26.7 30.0
Hi 40.0 220 290 167 150 137 230 160 250 596 195
Rb 3.02 3.2 2.84
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
_" 9.$ 9.7 10.7 g,9 9.1 7.7 S.3
Ba
Th 4.0 4.3 4,6 4,4 4.1 4.3 3.9
tJ I, 100 I,I 30 1.040 1.380
Ca 0.110 0.141 0.109
Ta 2.3 1.5 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.3 1.4
Pb
La 26.6 20.0 27.7 27.5 25.0 32.0 23.4
Cc 69 70 74 73 67 06 65
Pr
Nd
Sm 12.1 13.5 12.2 12.4 11.5 14.9 10.2
Eu 1.44 1.38 1,41 1.41 1.40 1.53 1.44
Ed
Tb 2.7 2.9 2.0 2.7 2.9 3.8 2.6
Dy
Ho

Tm
"ICe 9.1 9.7 9.4 0.3 8.4 10.3 7.9
l.u 1.21 1.35 1.27 1.27 1.21 1.40 1.00
Li
k
B
C
N
S
F
Cl 0.023
Bf 0.0358 0.250
CD
Za 1.9 1.9 2.3 2.9

Au 2.01 2,0 5.63 3.4
H 3.24 3.5 27.3 5,4
I
At
Ga
Cc 135 216 315 320
As
Se 57 I I0 59 73
Me
Tc
b
Rk
Pd 1.4 5.9 31.5 11.6
AI 0.72 0.7 5.91 0.90
Cd 5.4 7.4 5.4 5.0
11 IIA 1.0 59.8* <6
Sa
$b 1.65 32.7 1.51
"re 7.2 8.7
W
Re 0.343 0.32 2.61 0,56
OI 3.56 3.1 34.1 6.3
Pl
Hit
TI 1.7 2.5 2.1 2.7
Bi 0.50 0.62 0.46

(3) (3) (3) {g.1O) (3) ( 10) 13) (3) (3) (9.] 0) ( t 1)

P_fc_e* ted mmhods:
(3) Blanchmdet al. (1976); INAA,AAS
(9) Cage*ct d. 11976);,RNAA
110) Mcqan ¢_ d. (1976y, RNAA
(I 1) Mcqan and Peule (1979Lb);RNAA

Notes:
*doubtfulvalu_ accccdinitto authors
• bla_ aphanitedam
b Ip'ay al_ie spheroids



SAMPLE 73215_3

Table 3 continued: Chemical analyses of bulk rock/matrix and aphanites in 73215.

selit ,176 .66 .68 ,160 ,163 .166 ,172(#) ,0 .52 .155 ,15g ,401
wt% gray gray gray black black black gray
SiO2 48 .g
Tto2
A1203 21.4
Cr203 0.250 0.200 0.206 0.210 0.191 0,200 0.234

g.$ 6.1 6.5 8.0 7.1 7,5 7.7*
MnO 0.10
MsO IS.l(a)
CIO
Ha20 0._1
K20 0.200
1'205
nero
Sc 17 12 13 15 13 14 13
V
Co 33 25 30 28 23 23 34
Hi
Rb
$r
Y
Zr 563 362 411 866 613 743 486 271 331 337 $76
Hb
}_ 12.4 8.64 9.24 19.'/ 14.1 17,1 I1.1 6.4 7.5 1,1 14.3
Ba
"rk 4.05
U 1.10
C*
Ts
Pb
La
Ce
Pr

$m
Hn 1.6 1.3 1.4 2.1 1.6 1,6 I*
GI
Tb
Dy
He
EV
Tm
Yb
UI
Li
Be
B
C
N
S
P
CI
Br
r-l,
Zn
a_t
An
b
1
A,
CIs
Ge
As
Be
Me
're
Re
Rk
N
AS
CA
ht
S.
Sb
're
W
Re
O.
Pt
H|
"11
Bi

(6) (6) (6) (6) (6) (6) (6) (7) (13) ( 13 (13) ( ! 3)

Ihifea_ac_ an4medlods:
(6) F.hmannel al, (1975a.b);IHA.A.RJqAA.:Zf vale_ conectcd for U £*._ (dec_cued less thaa10 ppm)by Cart and Ehmana(1976a)
(7) Eldrld8©©tal. (19"75a.b).Gamma ray _py.
(13) Hughes andSchnitt (1985). INAA

Notu:
(g) enoacoua dala from ¢ompu_onal errorzeponcd in Ehwanaet 1,1.(197P_)
(*) approximate
(a) ckady enem_ly high;maje¢element oxides without CaO andTiO2 total97%



254--SAMPLE 73215

Table 4: Compositions of groundmass in aphanites, from defocused beam microprobe analyses and clast
subtraction. James (1976).

Blllk gray
Schlieren rich Cl:,sl ptmr Bulk black aphanile

Illa_ k_r h_.llti¢ mamx t;r ay _pha._lic n,_trix 8r_y _ph;_*liticmBIrix aphani*e I_lack nphanile clast Gray apha*lile_pheroid Bulk matri.t aphanite claret _ol,cr_,id_
t73215.24_) t7_215.245) (73215.1fl3) t73215.1_3) O_215.46.t0) (732t5.38.57) (73215.4_.10) (73215.38,57_

A_eraA¢ R_ngc A_eraSe Range Average Ranlte Averase Average R_nl_e Aver_se RanBc Averaee

SiC_ 4_ 4 45 _7.3 46 _ 4_.2 459 469 46 P_47 _ _6 3 47.7 47 3_183 468 4_.6-_ 5 46.4 456 45 '_
T_, I f_) 07R-I 15 I09 I 02-L 14 I O4 0._8-1 I_ O86 O96 0¸87-1 O3 O95 0.77_1 18 07 I.I 08
A]:(_ 19_ I_1 Z_2 190 18.7-19 _ 180 173_ 7 tS0 I_t 169-1g _ 2O.O t81_208 2O.6 19.8 2O7
F_O S2_ 7 _0-9 10 _27 7.9,_854 8._3 7'_-9 I_ 8_ 789 72_8 56 6S6 _,_-7._0 7.3O 1_1_ _
_n_ 010 008_3 12 O09 _07_ tl 013 _ 17_115 0.0_ 0.O9 0nT_ II O07 O._ (:9 0t04 0106 0_

Mgl_ It._ 9.74-12¸5 128 127 13.0 12_ 112-123 13_ 114 II _-t4 0 11.8 I t.l_-129 I1._ 12.0 It._
_'a() 120 It _-125 119 LI 7-122 I1_ 11¸3-122 114 I1_ I_ 0-122 122 11.6-12¸6 t19 115 t14
N_() 07h 066_O _5 064 0.¢,1_ _7 0.62 _5f_077 0_ O._7 04_.¢,6 06t 0 _3_0._ 0_0 O52 0.52
K_ 029 0.17-_ 39 O3O 0 25_3 031 027_9 O29 O.24 O.2(_O2_ O.24 022_._5 O2O 0_2 01_
('f_(_, 015 0n7_20 016 01_20 019 0.15_32_ 017 O22 0 19_324 015 0.14-O tO, 02_ 025 02t
p:O_ t_41 026-0 _S 025 O2_30 03t 0.25_ 42 025 02g O2/_a3.33 0.31 026_0 35 -- --
N_lnlb_r,,!

af,aly_s in
_e_Se 14 4 7 2 7 ? II

*Derived frombroad-beam microprobeanalysis of 100,_mspots (analyzed by G. H. Conrad and K. Keil, University of New Mexico); contributions from all
clasls >5 _m across within each spot have been subtracted and the resulting correcled compositions have been normalized to 100%.

_'Determined by atomic absorption speclrophotometry and instrumental neutron activation analyses (Blanchard el al., 1976).



SAMPLE 73215--255

Table 5: Chemical analyses of clasts in 73215.

Snlit .94 ,32 .29.9 ,29.9 .29.9 °29.9 .29.9 .46,25 ,46.33 ,43,3 .43 IV .46.102 .46.102
v4_ . b © © © c ¢ d d © • f f
SiO2 44,47 44.71 45.9 46,6 44.1
TiO2 0.08 0.69 0.33 0.23
A0203 30,99 3t.2 23.6 25.4 25.6
Cr203 0.130 0.146 0.124 0.123 0,015
FeO 3.03 3.05 4.44 3.14 5.82 3.1 2.90
MnO 0.062 0.077 0.067
MIO 3.42 3.42 8.36 $.42 9.4 I
CaO 17.21 17.24 13.9 14.1 13.8
NIl20 0,44 0.47 0.430 0.403 0.336 O,373 O.194
K20 0,10 0.036 0.121 0.097 0,088 7.0
t2os
nz_
SC 7.16 9.04 7.12 8.2 4.8
V
Co 13.7 13.2 30.7 32.7 2. I0
Ni 00 00 64 420 460
Rb I ,$8 0.29 2.43 2.48 2$3.S 1.?? I .?6
k 167.0 167.2 138.0 154.3 134.0
Y 33.7 19.7

184 79
Nb 10.4 6.3
H( 3.1$ 1.96 3.1 2.2 I .$ 1,4 25.6
k 182 01
"Irk 1,34 0.00 1.6 0.96 0.53 0,58 39.9
U 0.33 0.36 0,360

T8 0.3 0,2 0.3 0.16 3.4
Pb 1.4 1.07
IJt 10.1 4.2 8,70 6,24 2.61 3,$2 42.9

27 12 24.4 16.8 6.78 9.1 123
h 3,2 1.54
/_1 12.1 6.3
Sm 3.40 1.02 3.18 3.01 1.04 1.33 19.0
b 1.23 0.SO 1.00 0.91 0+77 0.']7 3.1 I
Cd 4.12 2.03
Tb 0,82 0.42 0'.14 0,82 0.23 0.36 3.6
Dy 5.00 2.71
Ho 1.32 0.37

3.67 1.62
Tla 0.61 0.27
Y'o 3.67 1.66 2.9 3.0 1.4 1.71 27.2
I_ 0,37 0.26 0.413 0.405 0.223 0.273 5.3
U
Be
B
C
N
S
F
CI
at'

7.1 2.0

An 0.31L
b 1.72
!
At
Ga
Ge 47
As
S* 40
Mo
T¢
Ila
Rk
N 2,1
• + 0.74
(38 19.4
In 3,2
St
Sb
Te
W
lie 0.107
Oe 2.3
h
.s
71 2.64
Bi 0.44

(2) (2) (4,5) (4,3) (11) (14) (14) (4,5) (4) (4.5) (14) (14) (14)

_ andmahod_ Note_:
(2) JSzncce*d. (197_ BMP/sp_k sousce smm spec. • rote(ckmactmwiaed
(4) IJlM_uixd91eL(1977m):]HAA.A,t.S k _md Ir_kdlm
(3)Blmdued _ _.(1977b_. INAA. AAS c _ mmtkmd_4:Itebbm
(I 1) Morganand Petrie (1979a.b_. RIqAA 0 fme-jnlud mmtkm_
(14) Competea et Id. (1977a.b); ID/MS • feJahe

r_dspml,ctwrmiaamet_





SAMPLE 73215---257

Table 6: Clast allocation types in 73215; see Figure 22. From James and Blanchard (1976).

Aphanltic liuholot_e_

_.chlieren- Rlack Rind on

P.incival tAray Brock He,erogenous rlch gzay I.i_ht-I_ray Gray aphaniLe ANT-suite
Inv_t _atot m_rix _tfix blackmatrix _trix mattlx spheroids clast_ ¢1_1

_.ndets 76(3) 9003.t61(4) 38.57(2) 46.1_2)
_X_6.t/0(3) 46.t9_2)

E_intaa 73(3) 82t4) t2g_2)
nm_ 21{3} 34(4)

_.?42) 2_Z) 38.3Z(2t 46Agt2)
H_skln 74O) t6t(4] t59(2) t77t2) It_2) 38.1_2) 46.2-- 46.2_t2_

46._3(2) 2f_2) t84_2) 46.30_2) 3a.32t2) 46_2)
262{2) t70_2) 3_t._712) 46.]C_2)

46.19_Z)
Ja_ 22943) 127(2) 28212) _t_2) 4_._7f2) 38,1_2) _.2-- 46.2_(2)

24_3) 24?44) 2a742) 166_2) 3a.32_2) 46.7t2)
23_t4) 107_2) 3x.57t2) 46.1t_2)

247_2_ 12it2) 46.}9_2)
231t_2) 11_2)

Knplaa 1_6(2)

27?42)
Kit_t¢_ _t.77431 'tt{2) 9t_.t 77(2) 46.44(2) 38.A_2) 46.t_2)

3t_.2t2) _.3_t21 46_2)
46.t_2)

Mart_ 33(2) 260-1.

Price .'2(3) _67t4) 92¢2) 8_3)
R_d_ 8_f4_ t3N2_
Sitver 213(2)
Eh_nt 660) _6_4_ tTN2)

6m3) t6_--
17_- t66t4)

*Numbering system is as follows: samples numbered 29.X. 36.X. 38.X. and 46.X were obtained by

chipping of large consortium pieces in air and distributed by D. P. Blanchard; samples numbered

900X.Y are from pieces obtained by chipping in the SSPI. and then further subdivided in the lab of a

consortium member--tbe initial recipient has retained the split with the original specific number Y: all

other samples are listed by NASA-assigned specific numbers. The number in parentheses after the

specific number indicates the figure on which the subsample appears.

?Investigators who are not members of the consortium but who have analyzed samples from the
rock.

:_Tbese are not all lithologica_ly equivalent nor are they from the same area of the rock.

ANT-sulteclast$ Surface _mp[¢_

c_ t_-i_ai_d Fi_-_i_d s pi_l.l_ring Granu_led Pa_tty
a_hle am>rt_tle Gmnubt_l tt_wllti¢ [e[d_r_thic clapt Fct_ite Exl_ I_ri_l Bmled

t_2(2)

_Nt2) ,1_.23{2) 3_._-- 170<2) 3a.1_12_ 4742_ t51t-_) IX_t2_

_2) _5{2) 121(2) t?_2) 11_4._) 4?42)
'_.33_2) 122(2) 3B.23_2) t2_2)

_2_2) 38.33-- 4_.5_2)

3g.45--
]x.22,21

L47(2)

4_.la_2s 2_2_ _7t2)

32(2) 49_2_



258--SAMPLE 73215

1_ IIllllllltltl 1_ Illllll+lllll

l0 Iflllllllllll 1_ lflll[lllllll

Ce Nd Sm _ Gd_ Dy _ _ _ Ce Sm _ _ _ Lu

a b

1_ I I 1 1 1 l ] i I l I I I

Figure 18: Chondrite-normalized plot of
rare earth elements in bulk rock and

aphanites in 73215. Datafrom Table 3.
a) data of James et al. (1975a) and average t_
of ll samples by Blanchard et al. (1976).
b) data for individual samples of Blanchard +_.,"4

et al. (1976).
c) data of Bence et al. (1975a). "13

0

2

m

1_ Illi1111111il

Ce _ Nd _Eu Gd _ Dy Ho Er_

¢



SAMPLE73215--259

SILICA COMPOSITION OF 73215 GROUNDMASS

• Black aphanitic matrix (,243)
• Gray aphanltlc matrix (,245)
• Schllaren-rlch gray aphanltic

matrix (,I03)
*Clast-poor aphanlte in ,I03
nBlack aphanlte clast ,46,10 (,349)
oGray aphanlte spheroid ,3B,57 (,)SO)

]ow-ce]cium

pyroxe_ SILICA

plagloclase

olivine

spinel

Iow-calclum
OLIVIN[ pyroxene

m_l]o 17 Boulder I at Station 2 olivlne

*APOllo 17 green-gr.y breccia _et_(
• Apollo 17 blue-groy breccia
O APOllo 16 polkllitlc rock a rix

• Apollo IS and 16 "blmck and white" black aphanlte_Jl_ gray spheroidso Apollo Ii breccia clasts clasts
012013 dark lltho)ogy

• Lane 20 spinel

OtlVINE PLAGIOOLASE

Figure 19: Compositions ofgrotmdmass melt in 73215 and other samples on silica-olivine-plagioclase plot. James
(1976).

Several groups have reported 3L; sample ,29,9 was also Group 3 and Morgan, 1975a,b) and roughly
analyses of "anorthositic gabbros" (Morgan and Petrie, 1988). Some matches the 72417 dunite in the
or feldspathic, granulitic impactite other analyses in Table 5 may also siderophile relative abundances
clasts in 73215. Blanchardet al. be of similarmaterials,butaccurate (Morganand Wandless, 1988).
(1977a,b) reportedthat ,46,25 and descriptionshave notbeen Bence et al. (1975) reporteddata
,46,33 wine similarto each othez relrleved, for a spinel troctoliteclast of
and aresimilar to other feldspathic undescribednature;it is certainly
impactitessuch as 78155. They m'e Blanchardet al. (1977a,b) reported feldspathic with fairly low
somewhatdifferentfrom ,29,9, analyses of otherfeldspathic incompatible element abundances
which has higherrareearth breccias,some of which are (Fig. 21). Eckertetal. (1991a,b)
elements andanegative Eu probablypolymict (Table5, Figure reported on the chemistry of an
anomaly (Fig. 20) and also has high 21). The high rare earths and apparently cumulate spinel
Cd and Sb (Morgan and Petrie, continuous rare earth slopes of troctolite without tabulating the
1988). Clast ,45,25 is also high in some samplesareprobablyaresult data. The samplehas 28% A1203
meteoriticsiderophiles(e.g., Ni of matrixcontamination.The fine- and a positive Eu anomaly. The
more than400 ppm),whereas ,29,9 grained,igneous-texturedspinel- smalldtmiteclast analyzedby the
has muchlower levels of meteoritic bearing troctoliteanalyzedappears same group (Eckertet al., 1991b)
contamination. Gros et al. (1976) to have indigeneous rather than has low rare earth element
placed ,46,25 in metetxitic Group meteoriticsidefophiles(Higuchi abundances with a fairlyfiat rare
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groundmass have not equilibrated
t_ t t _ L t J _ _ t _ _ _ _ with eacla other in any of the

investigated systems. The argon
data clearly demonstrate
incomplete degassing during the
breccia-forming event and Ar loss

;q appears to have been varied
I1) depending on particular thermal

.._ histories and clast types. Both
•_ stepwise heating and laser Ar

102 studies have been conducted on
'El 73215 materiais.

0 Jessberger et al. (1976a,b; 1977)
,£_ and Staudacher et al. (1977)
_-) _ included several aphanitic matrix

_ materials in their stepwise heatingstudies of 73215. They tabulated

,--d_ . Jt the data and produced release101r-_----'-----_._/'\k, x _ diagrams (Figs. 23 and 24; note the
ageaxesusethe"old"decay

" 4' \\...., .......................... constants). The argon age dataare
0'] summarized in Table 7, where the

"new" decay constants are used.
The results clearly demonstrate
incomplete degassing, with the
structure of the releases apparently
resulting from combinations of old

I_ t t I t t t t _ t t t t I elastic material and melt. Few of

La Ce Sm Ell Tb Yb Ltl the plateaus are very constant or
veryflat(Figs.23,24).Giventhat

Figure 20: Chondrite-normalized plot of rare earth elements in feldspathic the age of the melt is probably best
impactites (granulites, or "anorthositic gabbros") in 73215. Data,from given by the age of the melted
Table 5. felsite clast within it (see below)

and thus 3.87 +/- 0.01 Ga, then

earth element pattern and only a even claimed good plateaus such as
small negative Eu anomaly; STABLE ISOTOPES that of gray matrix ,73,1, which
however, the mineral variability produces an age of 4.09 +/-0.01 Ga

suggests that this sample is Sulfur isotope data for matrix must reflect undegassed clast
polymict, not pristine igneous. One samples were reported by James et material. None of the samples
of the two clasts analyzed by al. (1975a). The 534S o/oo values analyzed are pure groundmass melt,
Bence et al. (1975) was described for two samples of interior hetero- and thus the "ages" yield only
as spinel troctolite and is the most geneous matrix were 1.0 and 1.7 upper limits of the events that
feldspathic of 73215 clasts and for surface chips were 1.9 and formed them (Jessberger et al.,
analyzed; the other clast, not 2.0. These values are like those of 1976a). Although the aphanitic

described, is similar but has twice lunar crystalline rocks and unlike melt spheroids and clasts give old
the abundance of incompatible those of typical regoliths or regofith "ages", the petrographic and
elements, breecias, chemical data strongly imply that

these clasts and the matrix

The felsite pieces analyzed were aphanites all formed in the same

tiny (less than 14 rag). The sample RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES AND event, and thus these "ages" of up
is K-rich and poor in FeO and to 4.18 Ga (new constants) also
Na20, with high rare earth element GEOCHRONOLOGY reflect incomplete degassing of

clasts,There is a reasonable

abundances (La 130 x choudrites; Geochronological studies have correlation among aphanite samples
Fig. 21). The pattern is V-shaped, been conducted on both aphanitic of decreasing "age" with increasing
and the chemistry suggestive of an matrix and varied clasts in 73215. K content, which may reflect the
origin that includes liquid Because of the free-grained nature content of better-degassed felsite
immiscibility (Blanchard et al. of the aphanites, most of the work clasts (Jessberger et al., 1976).
,1977b). on them has been on the At-At Jessherger et al. (1977) f'md it at

system. The clasts and the melt
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least conceivable, however, that the
lip z t i i i i t l l J _ i l data can be interpreted ina

straightforward manner and that
some of these clasts are indeed old
melts.

Muller et al. (1977a,b) and Eichom
• et al. (1978a,b) conducted Ar

"# ----_-----_.._._ . _ isotopic studies on 73215 aphanitic.t-I

g_ It_ _ materials using pulsed Laserrelease

q_l of argon from polished smfaces.

The method allows precise
0 selection oft he target through

petrographic observation; the
rO releases are from small areas (10-

_ 100 micron half-spheres) so

(I) __x"_ _----_ _ individual small phases can be

targetted. The method differs from

J_ tat step-wise heating in that all the gas

is measured at once, becausetemperature control is not possible;
thus the method is in essence K-Ar,

_0 not At-At. Pre-heating of the
samples at 550-750oc (after
irradiation, but before laser pulsing)
was used to remove argon from
uaretentive phases and thus to

10t t l I 1 t I i t t _ i t I single out gas from retentive phases
that have greater chronological

Ce Pr Nd Sm Etl (]d Tb Dy I-I0 EF _ Yb LLI significance. Numerous small clasts
in the matrix as well as groundmass

Figure 21: Chondrite-normalized plot of rare earth elements in felsite and melt were targetted. The data are
feldspathic breccias in 73215. Data from Table 5. reproduced in Tables 8 and 9,

which are taken from Eichoro et al.
(1978) who revised the older data
from Muller et al. (1977a) with
correction of the K/Ca ratios (Table

t,6. _, r i II -----------_-....__,/ 8). Fuller descriptions of the targets

- Muller et al. (1977a,b) analyzed
_9,_86 : clasts and groundmass in two

schlieren-rich gray matrix, the other
29 9 just gray matrix, with about 50%

__[ _ recognizable clasts in a
o3 microsubophitic melt. The data

B _o;.

36_2,_ _2,:_121_6"2--_ ,o, indicate clearly that during thebreccia-forming event degassing of

_._J _.--- _j J argon was incomplete on a scale of.......,,38 tens of microns. The three
', ','.3 8.5 7.'---. ,19

_5:,_ groandmass age determinations. _ _ ae22-3 26 agree within error at 4.01 Ga, but

_ plagioclase clasts show variedlyolder ages and some clasts,
0 1 2 3 cm including felsites, have younger
.... ages (about 3.90 Ga). The most

likely of possible alternative
Figure 22: Map of slab sample locations and allocated material for 73215; explanations is that the younger
see Table 6. (From James and Blanchard, 1976). ages represent an upper limit to the
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Table 7: Summary of argon ages for 73215 materials, using new decay of the breccia-forming event cannot
constants. Jessberger et al. (1978). be determined directly from the

aphanite data, but must be inferred
from clast data, particularly the

K-At Age '*Ar-39ArPlateau Age felsites, which give an age of 3.83
Subnumber Sample AE AE +[- 0.05 Ga (new constants). Figure

25 shows that many 73215
43,3 felsite clast 3.83 3.87 ± .01 aphanites have model ages greater
36.2 black "/ 3.77 3.93 ± .01 than 4.5 Ga; one possible
41.1 black matrix 3.93 3.99 ± .03

46.44 light gray _ 3.90 397 ± .01 explanation is volatile loss of Rb
73;1 gray aphanites 4.03 4.09 ± .01 during melt formation, although it
177,1 schlieren-rich [ 4.04 4.07 ± .04 is not known whether the "excess"-

grayJ age component is the melt phase or
38,32,5 gray spheroid 3.98 4.03 ± .01 a clast phase. Compston et al.
38.57.4 gray spheroid 4.05 4.10 ± .03 (1977a) note that if the older Ar

/ vesicular black 3.92 3.97 ± .01 ages result from incomplete
46,7,3 "_ elast degassing and the older Rb-Sr

3.97 4.03 ± .Ol model ages result from Rb loss,

( non-vesicular I'clast then there should be a reciprocal
46,19,5 _ black clast

/ non-vesicular 4.08 4.18 + .0146.10,7 _ relationship between the At age and

46,6,1 _"blaCkdarkgrayClaStclast [ _aphanites 4.05 4,11 ± .07 the K content of apbanites, but such
38,39,1,1 troctolite vein 3.90 • 3.95 ± .06 a correlation is in fact weak, and

4.05 ± .05 degassing and volatilization must
38,39,1,I feldspathic clast 4.13 [ 4.22 ± .03 be complex.

4.00 ± .02
29.9,6 1 4.10 t 4.18 ± .01 James et al. (1975) reported data

I anorthositic _"4.02 ± .01 from a U, Th, and Pb isotopic study

46,25.5 ( gabbro 4.07 _. 4.20 ± .01 of black matlix material. On a
elasts f 4.02 ± .01 concordia diagram the 73215 data

46,33,4 ) 4.09 _ 4.16 ± .01 fall within the field defined by
other Apollo 17 melt breccias such
as Boulder 1, Station 2 and the

age of the breccia-forming melt age. The older age of Jessberger et North Massif melt boulders (Fig.
event (and not a subseqent heating al. (1976a) must clearly reflect the 26). The data plot very roughly
even0, and older ages represent presence of undegassed ciasts, along a chord with intersections at
incomplete degassing during that 4.4-4.5 and 4.0 Ga, suggesting old
event. The groundmass melt "age" Compston et al. (1977a,b) reported components strongly modified by
of 4.01 Ga then has no real Rb-Sr isotopic data on six bulk outgassing during the breccia-

chronological significance, and matrix and five aphanitic clasts in forming event. James et al. (1976)
represents incomplete degassing of 73215 (Table 10). The range in reported Nd isotopic data for a
even the silicate liquid phase, or a Rb/Sr results principally from sample of black matrix (also plotted
stiU-appreciable content of very differences in the Rb contents and in a Figure in Lugmair et al., 1975).
tiny, undegassed clasts, or gain of reflects mainly a variation in feisite The 143Nd/144Nd of 0.51185 +/-
argon by the melt from the clasts clast content. At breccia formation 0.00003 is lower than chondritic
during cooling. Eichom et al. (about 3.83 G-a, new constants) evolution, and the data require at
(1978) analyzed aphanitic clast there were small differences in least a two-stage evolution, with a
material that was black, and which 87Sr/86Sr ratios; data for the stage very early in lunar history
had given an anomalously old age matrices are correlated along a with Sm/Nd even lower than in the
by Ar-Ar (Jessberger et al., 1976a). mixing line that passes near though present breccia.
The purpose was to establish the not exactly through the felsite data.
ages of various components of Mixing is evident, with the low Rb A fission track age for a whitlockite
clasts and melt groundmass (Table members consisting of feldspathic clast (James et al., 1975; Braddy et
9). The results strongly support the materials with low intitial al. 1975a,b; and Goswami et al.

suggestion that the black aphanite 87Sr/86Sr and material with higher 1976a,b) using a Lexan mapping
clast is cogenetic with the main initial ratios. The data shown in technique is 4.05 (+0.05, -0.08) Ga,

matrix samples; a feisic glass clast Fig. 25, which includes data for with uncertainties resulting from
is the same age as that of other Boulder 1, Station 2, emphasizes corrections for cosmic my
felsic clasts and the breccia- such differences and demonstrates exposure. The age is in reasonable

forming event, i.e. 3.89 Ga, and the the lack of Sr isotope equilibration agreement as a compaction age for
groundmass itself gives a similar on a 1 cm to 1 nun scale. The age
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Figure 23: Ar release diagrams and ages for 73215 materials; ages are for old constants and should be reduced by
about 0.06 Ga for new decay constants. Jessberger et al. (1977a). Key: Part 1, a) black matrix, b) gray matrix, c)

shlieren-rich gray matrix, d) black matrix plotted against 37Ar*, e) gray aphanite spheroid, .I) black aphanite clast.
Part 2, a) dark gray aphanite clast, b) olivine in troctolite vein, c) feldspathic clast, d)-J) feldspathic granulites
("anorthositic gabbros").
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Table 8: Laser argon results for aphantic matrix material in 73215; new decay constants.
Originally from Muller et al. (1977a.b), revised by Eichom et al. (1978) in simplified form.

Material Age
K/Ca *°ArK/_gAr_ (G.y.)

Matrix sample 73215,177 unheated

Groundmass .021 7700 3.96
:t:.001 ±1.57 ±.03

Matrix sample 73215,177 preheated to 550°C

Groundmass .021 79.70 4.01
3..002 ±3.98 ±.07

Center of 0.28 mm plagioelase clast .008 87.56 4.17
±.001 ±5.29 3-.08

Centers of 29 40-125 #m plagioclase ¢lasts .0[ 1 84.01 4.10
±.002 ±2.28 ±.04

0.24 mm clast of devitrified maskelynite .012 85.56 4A3
±.002 ±3.04 ±.05

Matrix sample 73215,131 preheated to 550°C

Groundmass .021 76.63 3.93
±.001 ±122 ±.02

Groundmass in elast-poor matrix .030 79.57 3.99
±.001 ±1.88 ±.03

Granulated 0.4 mm core of 0.9 mm anorthosite clast .007 7 I. 18 3.81
:t:.001 ±2.14 ±.134

Granulated 0.4 mm core of 0.9 mm anorthosite clast, .008 65.87 3.69
repolished ±.001 ±2.03 ±.04

Recrystallized rim of 0.9 mm anorthosite clast .009 78.22 3.96
±.001 ±2.31 ±.04

0.4 mm elast of recrystallized anorthosite .010 79.00 3.98
±.001 ±3.06 ±.05

0.4 mm clast of recrystallized anorthosite, repolished .011 80.98 4.02
±.001 ±2.32 ±.04

0.15 mm elast of felsite (vermicular intergrowth of K-feldspar, 1.328 82.34 4.04
quartz, and plagioelase) ±1.328 ±5.44 ±.09

0.25 mm clast of felsie glass 2.788 75.18 3.90
±.971 ±1.84 ±.03

0.25 mm clast of felsie glass, repolished 1.787 69.89 3.78
±1.787 ±.63 ±.01

Matrix sample 73215,131 preheated to 750°C

Granulated 0.4 mm core of 0.9 mm anorthosite elast .007 74.I3 3.89
±.001 ±1.12 ±.02

0.25 mm clast of felsic glass 1.683 73.09 3.85
3.1.683 ±0.55 ±.01

_Data from Miiller et al. (1977) recalculated using "new" preferred values for the isotopic
composition of K, the decay constants, and the monitor composition (see text). K/Ca values have also
been revised because the previously published values were in error.
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Table 9: Laser argon results for black aphanite clast material and inclusions. Eichorn et al. (1978a).

Analysis Number Age
Number Maleriai of Pulses _°Ar _*Ar* 3gAr* J_Ar _6Ar* K/Ca _'Ar_/l*Arx (G.y)

Black aphanile clast 73215,46,10 preheated to 650:'C

L (t191311 Groundmass _100 525 5 687 3 91 107 479 034 763 390
±2 5 ±12 ±69 ±9 ±1 37 _003 ±14 ±03

2 (091331 Groundmass _100 5540 7 45 5 34 116 7.81 034 740 386
1:26 ±.13 ±32 ±4 ±76 ±002 ±14 ±03

(01212) Center of 025 x 0.40 mm _35 2326 285 1 61 241 1.21 006 817 401

plagioclase elast A ±2 0 ± 24 _28 ±28 ±49 ± 001 ±6 8 :c I l

4 _012.6) Plagioclase clasl A, republished 60 777 4 9.58 5.60 612 2 69 008 81 2 4 00
±56 t.22 ±39 ±72 ±.45 •001 ±20 ±(13

5 (012,2t 75 x 100 _m felsic glass clast 13 2442 3 23 .51 92 .09 019 75.7 3.89
t28 ±23 _.15 ±61 ±09 ±.013 ±54 ±.10

6 (012541 130_mdast of K-Ca rich 10 6590 7.96 12 19 37 216 828 403

p_agioclase ±36 ± 23 ±12 tl9 ± 37 • 216 ±24 _04

7 (02(133) 130gmclastofK Ca-rich 8 1139.8 1353 34 39 08 185 843 406

plagioclase, repolished ±6.1 ± 46 x 26 ±39 ± 08 ± 185 ±2 9 ±05

Informafon given in footnote to Table t applies to the dala presented in this table as well. Blank levels for _Ar, _gAr. 3*Ar, J_Ar, and J_Ar were

respectively: 4 _, 79. 280, 12.4. and 740 for measurements I 2; and 6.8, I 4, 25. 2.5, and 7 6 for the remaining measurements.

'*gAr. J_Ar, and J_Ar correcled for n-induced conlributions from Ca; _*Ar also corrected for n-induced conlributions from K

Table 10: Rb-Sr isotopic data for 73215 whole-rock chip aphanite samples. Compston et al. (1977a).

Rb Sr 87Rb/86Sr 87Sr/86Sr

46A0.6 Black A 22.2 4.83 137.1 .1016 .70551 +6

clast B 10. l 5.02 143.7 .1007 .70551 -+5

38,57.5 A 17.7 2.94 155.4 .0546 .70283 = 8

Gray spheroid B 20.0 3.02 150.4 .0579 .70308 _ 5

157 Heterogeneous A 24.0 5.96 139.8 .1231 .70649- + 5
black matrix B 25.4 5.67 138.6 .1179 .70626 -+5

258 Heterogeneous A 43.1 3.01 145.8 .0595 .70315-+5
black matrix B 28.8 2.88 141.4 .0588 .70300 + 5

46,45 Light- A 21.2 2.26 139.3 .0467 .70255-+6

gray matrix B 16.9 2.33 140.4 .0478 .70243 -+5

178 Schlieren- A 25.3 3.46 138.9 .0719 .70390 -+5

rich gray matrix B 23.5 3.24 139.9 .0669 .70355 -+5

38,49 Black A 16.6 8.20 146.9 .1612 .70926-+7
matrix B 15.4 8.32 148.5 .1618 .70919+-5

46,102 Gray A 6.21 3.27 131.2 .0720 .70369-+5

aphanite clast

46,102 Gray B 6.77 3.45 133.3 .0747 .70392 + 5

aphanite clast

38,32 Gray A 15.7 7.16 147.2 .1405 .70785+-5

spheroid B 19.4 6.87 148.8 .1333 .70739-+5

46,19 Black

aphanite clasts 25.6 3.65 136.1 .0773 .70427 -+5

36,3 Black I 22.2 58.2 165.4 1.0214 .75908-+ 5
matrix II 21.4 10.53 173.5 0.1753 .70969+-5
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APOLLO 17 LIGHT-GREY BRECCIAS: Rb-Sr PATTERN AT 3"9AE
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Figure 25: Sr evolution diagram for 73215 aphanite materials, after removal of radiogenic 87Srproduced since
3.83 Ga (new constants). Compston et al. (1977a).
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Figure26: U-Pb concortdia diagram for a 73215 matrix sample and other Apollo 17 breccia materials. James et
aL (1975).
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the breccia with results from the Ar lization that affected them. The age is 4.5 +/-.2 Ga, hence the
and Sr systems, alternative that the melting event in impactite could be very old.

the clast took place at about 4.0 Ga
The feldspathic impactite and that incorporation into 73215 Other feldspathic and troctolitic
Canorthositic gabbro") clasts were had only minor effects is an clasts were analyzed in the argon
included in the argon studies of unpreferred alternative explanation, and the strontium studies.
Jessberger et al. (1976a, b) and Jessberger et al. (1976a) analyzed a
Eichorn et al. (1978a, b), and the Compston et al. (1977a,b) feldspathic clast that gave results
strontium studies of Compston et performed Rb-Sr isotopic studies similar to those of the feldspathic
al. (1977a,b). Jessberger et al. on separates from two of the impactites (Fig. 23), with an older,
(1976a) stated that the releases feldspathic granulites Canorthositic higher temperature plateau and a
(Fig. 23) for three samples had gabbros") (Table 13, Fig. 27). younger, lower temperature
distinct two step plateaus: Sample ,29,9 has enough dispersion plateau. Olivines picked from a
intermediate-temperature ones with among plagioclase, olivine, and stringer or vein do not give a good
ages of about 4.0 Ga (new bulk rock to define an imprecise plateau and the errors are large
constants) and high-temperature isochron at 4.18 +/- 0.31 Ga (new because of the small amount of K
ones with ages of about 4.16-4.22 constants) with an initial 87Sr/86Sr in the sample. The spectrum shows
Ga (new constants). The K/Ca of 0.69918 +/-0.0016. There is a steady decrease in ages with
ratios do not show concomitant inadequate dispersion among the temperature, possibly a result of
changes. The lower age analyzed phases from ,45,25 to recoil from included material, and
corresponds roughly with the define an isochron, although the the overall age is low, less than 4.0
breccia-forming event age, and is data is consistent with the ,29,9 Ga. Several of the fragments in the
interpreted by Jessberger et al. isochron. Model ages based on melt analyzed using laser release by
(1977a) as thermal resetting by that BABI are about 4.3 Ga and Muller et al. (1977a,b) were
event that left some material supposedly constitute older limits feldspars or feldspathic materials
incompletely degassed. The older on the age of the observed melting, and gave a variety of ages from
ages are thus lower limits on the If the systems were not entirely 4.17 Ga to 3.69 Ga (Table 8). The
age of the parent material. Two of closed during incorporation into sample of feldspathic material
these clasts were also studied by 73215, then the olivine model age analyzed for Rb-Sr isotopes by
laser release methods, which also of ,29,9 might be a better estimate Compston et al. (1977a,b) (Table
show a range of ages (Tables 11 of its age; such a model
and 12) (Muller et al. 1977a;

Eichorn et al., 1978a,b). For the zo,o ANORTHO$1TICOABBROCLASTS _99°t'v'"E 0/
laser release studies, the samples BRECCIA73215
were pre-heated as for the aphanites
(above) and the ages are K-Ar on "S¢_sr

the more retentive phases. Small 424-_o3_
spots (30-60 micron half-spheres) .7030 -_s_,6 i
were targetted, and ranged from
cores of large and small
plagioclases to small interstitial ...._ ..... c...... _;
phases and rims. Plagioclase was .7o2o_ _f O ............

the dominant phase being [ .......... •©'_........

outgassed. The tabulated results t _/

show that cores of plagioclase ........
crystals have higher ages (4.11-4.28
Ga, new constants) and .zo_o
recrystallized and apparent melt •
products have younger ages.(3.81- / ..............
3.88 Ga). The pattern of dates is ze '_-,...... _

reasonably consistent with /production by partial outgassing zooo

through grains and along grain //-_boundaries when the clasts were _ 4_0_ REFERENCE

incorporated in 73215, although not _ .... _°'_ "Rb,_S_
all of the observations fit such a _o I
process. The combined data for the .o2 o4 o6 .oa
two clasts set a lower limit of 4.26 Figure 27: Strontium evolution diagram for feldspathic impactite and
Ga on the date of the high- granulated feMspathic material in 73215. Calculated ages are for the old
temperature melting/recr_stal- decay constants. Compston et al. (1977a).
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Table 11: Laser argon release data for feldspathic impactite ,46,25 (new constants). Efchorn et al. (1978a).

Analysis Number .\ge
Number Material of Pulses _Ar _gAr* _SAr* _Ar 56Ar* K/Ca _Arx/39ArK IG_ )

Sample 73215,46,25 preheated to 650_C

I. (10184) Centers of two 0.3 mm relict cores, grains A + B _80 938.4 9.69 4 36 264 7.10 .019 96.5 4 28
±4.4 ±.09 ±.39 +-27 ±.67 ±.002 -*10 z01

2. (01181) Intermediate zone in relict core of grain A (after re- 36 431.8 4.76 3 36 362 2.28 .007 90.7 4 18
polishing) ±2.8 ±.22 _+.45 ±62 +.32 ±.001 -*4.2 ±.06

3. (01191) Intermediate zone in relict core of grain B (after re- 34 508.4 5.70 3.54 412 2.37 .007 891 4 I 5
polishing) ±3.5 ±.21 _+.45 ±46 ±.61 ±.001 ±3.4 ±05

4. (12222) 0.3 mm relict core of grain C 67 467 7 5.30 3.52 380 2.59 007 88.2 414
±2.7 ±.2l ±.27 ±37 ±.39 ±.001 ±3.6 ±06

5. (10186) Eight 0.13_k20 mm relict cores, grains E-L _100 1003.0 I 1.55 7.90 561 8.91 .011 86.7 4.11
±2.4 ±.15 ±.73 ±11 ±.52 ±.001 ±12 ±02

6. (01185) Five 0.06M).10 mm relict cores, grains M-Q 42 385.2 4.36 279 265 2.02 009 88.2 4 14
±3.9 ±.22 .c26 ±31 -+.50 ±.001 ±4.6 ±.07

7. (01174) Core-rim boundary of grain C (after repolishing) _75 521.0 6.33 4.24 463 2.59 007 82.4 4.03
1.4.8 ±.24 -*.21 ±66 ±.50 ±.001 ±3,2 ±05

8. (01183) Rim of grain A (after repolishing) 35 517.6 6.31 427 480 2.61 007 82.0 4.02
_t3.6 ±.21 ±.52 ±54 ±.68 ±.O01 ±2.8 ±.05

9, (01176) Rim of grain C (after repolishing) 30 488.8 584 3.38 435 2.69 007 83.7 4.05
±5.8 ±.23 ±.26 ±52 ±.27 ±.00l ±3.4 ±.06

10. (01195) Rims of five grains (M-Q) containing relict cores _55 415.7 5.06 2.84 342 1.24 .008 82.2 402
±2.5 ±.22 ±.24 ±55 ±.22 ±.001 -+3.6 ±.06

11. (10191) Centers of 0.1 mm recrystatlized grains plus rims of _100 838.7 10.43 7.27 541 732 010 80.3 3.99
gralnsA and B ±3.6 ±.15 ±1.15 ±6 ±1.26 -+.001 ±1.2 ±.02

12. (10198) Edges of grains bordering olivine _100 868.6 11.76 10.19 604 12.02 .010 73.6 3.85
±2.6 ±.15 ±62 ±15 ±.67 ±.001 ±1.0 -*.02

13. (01197) Edges of grains bordering olivine _55 1014.0 14.06 8.73 895 5.29 .008 72.1 381
±4.4 ±.43 ±.49 ±164 ±.61 ±002 ±2.2 ±.04

14. (10188) Small grains plus pyroxene in oikocrysts _120 499.0 6.60 6.95 438 7.62 .008 75.4 3.88
±3.2 ±.12 ±.73 ±14 ±.70 ±.001 ±1.4 -*03

15. (10182) Small grains plus pyroxene in oikocrysts 100-120 1102.5 15.15 16.72 938 2415 009 723 3.82
±85 ±,19 ±.65 J'20 ±.74 ±001 ±12 ±.02

Sample 73215,46,25 preheated to 850°C

16. (01262) Edges of grain bordering olivine 68 726.3 8.75 5.64 498 327 009 830 4 04
±3.7 ±.22 ±.21 ±57 ±.68 ±.001 +2.t z04

Sample 73215,46.25 preheated to 900°C

17. (02013) Center of 0.25 mmrelict core of grain D 59 787.1 9.12 4.44 493 2.77 010 86.3 4 10
±2.9 ±23 +.26 ±94 ±54 ±.002 +-22 x03

18. (01311) Edge of relict core of grain A (after second repolish- 55 595.3 6,30 4.00 587 3.25 .006 944 4.25
ing) ±2.7 ±24 ±.31 ±63 ±.43 -*.001 -+37 z.05

19. (02031) Rim of grain A (after second repolishing) 42 263.6 2.88 1.86 161 1.31 .009 91 5 4 20
±2.5 ±.21 ±.28 ±49 ±.58 ±.003 ±6.8 z l0

20. (02015) Rim of grain D 36 408.9 444 2.06 359 159 .007 920 4 21
±2.4 ±.22 ±.11 _53 -+.56 ±.001 _*46 -*07

21. (01313) Edges of grains bordering olivine 57 426.2 473 4.44 464 3.12 .005 90 I 4 17
±3.1 ±.21 ±.56 ±63 ±.54 ±.001 t:4 I z06

22. (02011) Small grains plus pyroxene in oikocrysts 59 254.8 2.75 2.43 257 55 .006 925 421
±2.1 ±.22 ±.32 ±41 ±.43 ±.001 *-7 5 = I1

Walues are in 10-_ cm3 STP; all values are corrected for blank. As the volume of material melted by each laser pulse is somewhat variable, x_ehave
not attempted to estimate gas concentrations in the rock sample (see text). Blank levels for 4°Ar, 3SAr, 3tAr. and _Ar were. respectively: 4.8..79.28 0.
12.4, and 74.0 for measurements I. 5. I 1. 12. 14. and 15; and 6.8, 1.4, 2.5. 2,5, and 7.6 for the remaining measurements. The blank is mainl_ the mass
spectrometer tube background; the change in blank values was correlated with a change of the mass spectrometer multiplier and the accompanying
bake outs. The blank for _Ar was variable by a factor of about 2; variation in the _gAr blank for the first set of measurements was ±0.04 × 10-'-" cm:
STP and for the second set of measurements was ±.2 × t0 -_2 cm_ STP Gas samples in which the level of the JgAr from the rock was less than t_ice

the blank level were found to give unreliable results so we have not reported analyses of such samples. Uncertainties reported in the ages are one
standard deviation and indicate precision only, to facilitate intercomparison of the data; the absolute uncertainty is 0.02 G_. /lol.

*S9Ar, _aAr. and J*Ar corrected for n-induced contributions from Ca; 3_Ar also corrected for n-induced contributions from K. "
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Table 12: Laser argon release data for feldspathic impactite ,29,9 (new constants).

Efchom et al. (1978a). Data revised from Muller et al (1977a).

Material Age

K/Ca _'Ar _/39ArK (G y}

Sample 73215,29,9 unheated

_0 4 mm relicl core of _08 mm grain 012 9016 4.21

±001 ± I 97 ± 03

Sample 73215,29,9 preheated to 550°C

_0,4 mm relict core of _08 rnm grain 006 9853 4 36
±.001 ±562 ±08

_0.4 mm relict core of _0 g mm grain 006 95.21 430

±001 ±388 ±.06

_0.4 mm relict core of b08 mm grain .007 97 75 4.35

_'OOI ±5 84 ±,08

Three _(I 2 mm relict cores in _06 mm grains 0_0 95 79 4,31

±001 ±300 ±,04

Centers of 48 075-.230 mal melt-derived grains 008 82 29 4.07

±001 ±210 ±.03

:Data from MfJller et al (1977) recalculated using "new" preferred values for the Isotopic

composition of K. the decay constanls, and the monitor composition (see text). K/Ca values have also

been revised because the previously published values were in error

Table 13: Rb-Sr data for clasls of feldspathic impactite (anorthositic gabbro), granulated feldspathic
material, and the felsite from 73215. Compston et al. (19774).

Weight

(mg) Rb ppm Sr ppm STRb/_Sr STSr/S6Sr

A. 29,9 A 19.0 2.43 167.0 .0420 .70175 -+5
l. total-rock B 21.l 2.48 167.2 .0427 .70173-+5

2. plagioclase A 5.0 1.45 208.6 .0201 .70038 -+5
B 6.2 1.63 185.9 .0253 .70078 -+6

3. olivine I 2.1 .40 15.45 .0755 .70406 _+23

olivine lI 5.3 .70 39.2 .0510 .70220 -+8

B. 46,25 A 16.8 2.21 143.4 .0444 .70185--.5

1. total-rock B 21.1 2.31 143.5 .0465 .70195±6
A 5.6 3.55 193.1 .0531 .70238 -+5

2. plagioclase B 5.0 3.22 181.0 .0513 .70237-+8

C. 46,102 feldspathic A 23.7 1.77 154.3 .03316 .70144-+5
material B 25.9 1.76 154.8 .03278 .70139-+5

2. ptagioclase A 3.00 0.46 199.8 .00666 .69950-+ 5
B 2.52 0.56 207.2 .00777 .69955 -+5

D. 46,10 plagioclase 4.1 1.55 202.4 .0221 .70043 -+5

fragment

E. 43,1V felsite chip 1.62 255.5 158.0 4.666 .96616-+6

43,III glass 0.55 252.0 91.9 7.910 1.14662-+8
concentrate

43,II grey fraction 1.19 290.0 156.4 5.350 1.00460-+8

43,I white fraction 0.84 342.8 213.4 4.634 .96423-+5
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Figure 28: Apparent age and K/Ca spectra for a pink-spinel bearing troctolitic basalt in 73215. Jessberger et al.
(1979).

12) is probably polymict and might The felsite clast ,43,3 was analyzed
contain some 73215 matrix by stepwise argon release by RARE GAS AND EXPOSURE
material. Its bulk analysis falls Jessberger et al. (1977a,b), and

significantly above the feldspathie gave a good plateau at 3.86 +/- Rare gas analysis shows that
impacdte isochron, and even above 0.01Ga (new constants). The felsite trapped solar wind gases are
the 4.44 Ga reference isochron was molten at the time of essentially absent from 73215
through BABI. In contrast, incorporation, so this age dates that (James et al., 1975a). Trapped Ne
separated plagioclase falls below of resetting of the felsite rather than and Ar are less than 3 x 10"8cc/g.
the feldspathie impactite isochron, its primary crystallization age; it is James et al. (1975a) reported a Kr-

also the best definition of the age of Kr exposure age of 243 +l-7 Ma for
Jessberger et al. (1979) reported the melt and breccia formation. Rb-
argon temperature release data for a Sr isotopic data (Compston et al., black matrix (both Kr and Xe are
clast of pink spinel-bearing 1977a,b) for the same felsite (Table dominantly from in situ-produeed
ttoctolitiC basalt (Fig. 28). This 13 and Figure 29) give an age of spallation and neutron-capture).
clast has been interpreted to contain 3.84 +/- 0.05 Ga (new constants), in 38Ar exposure ages for three
indigenous, not meteoritic, good agreement with the argon age. matrix chips reported in the same
siderophites, and to have first The slope of the isochron is study are about the same: 185, 217,
crystallized rapidly and later to controlled largely by the melted and 227 +/- 30 Ma. A moderate
have suffered partial granulations brown glass, and the age is that of amount of shielding during
and recrystallization, and then the aggregation. The Rb-Sr model irradiation is indicated by the data,
fragmentation. The age spectrum age of a "total-rock" chip gives a on average about 10-15 cm of rock
shows a two-step pattern similar to maximum crystallization age of or soil. The data can be interpreted
that of the feldspathie impactites, 3.94 Ga. Felsic glasses analyzed in as dominantly a simple exposure
with an upper age of 4.46 +/- 0.04 the laser argon studies also give history with one irradiation of
Ga which must be a minimum age ages in the 3.85 +/- 0.05 Ga range about 243 Ma, or a more complex
for the melting. The younger age of (Muller et al., 1977a,b; Eichorn et multi-stage irradation; the latter
about 3.94 +/- 0.07 Ga is in al., 1978a, b). seems less likely.
agreement with the age of breccia-
formation.
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,_ phase. Braddy et al. (1975a,b) and
/ ,/_" Goswami et al. (1976a, b) used such/

73215 FELSITE / // track data to estimate the

/ / compaction age of 73215 (see
RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES AND

"s ' "s GEOCHRONOLOGY section,
' MODEL3"_ . above).

/ /_ PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
_E_RENC_ / / \\ Housley et al. (1976) made,os ferromagnetic resonance studies of

I _991o )/ / _ 73215 and established that it did

/ / 3.9o ±.os_ 1 not have the FMR intensitycharacteristic of glassy

/ / .zo65_.oo39 j agglutinates.
/ o

_/n A detailed study of the magnetic

_oo_ properties of 73215 was made by
Brecher (1975, 1976a, b,c; also
partly reported in James et al.
1975a,b). She concluded that there

"_b/'_, are intimate interrelationships
o_ between the dominant petrographic

4o 5o _0 z0 80 features and the magnetization
behaviour that she terms textural

Figure 29: Internal Rb-Sr isochron for a felsite clast in 73215. Age stated remanent magnetism. The samples
is for old decay constants; new constant gives 3.84 +/- 0.05 Ga for the age used were two cubes (3.4 g and 1.9
of the feIsite. Compston et aL (1977a). g) from 5 centimeters apart and

mutually oriented. Both were
Jessberger et al. (1977a; 1978a) Hutchcon et al. (1974b) measured aphanitic matrix materials, one
reported 38At cosmic ray exposure track densities in 73215 and black and one gray. Small chips of
ages for several matrix and clast suggested that it had had a very similar material were subjected to
samples, including aphanitic clasts, complex irradiation history. The thermomagnetic analysis. The
feldspathic impactite clasts, and the exposed surfaces are saturated with average Fe ° (0.121 and 0.15 wt%)
felsite. All have the same exposure impact pits (according to Horz), and Fe2+ (6.31 and 6.35 wt%) of
within uncertainty and average 244 hence at least a million years of
+/-9 Ma, very close to the reported exposure is suggested; the bottom the cubes show the low degrees of

had no craters, so there was no reduction typical of crystalline
Kr-Kr ages. The 38Ar exposure age highlands rocks and the sample
for the pink spinel troctolitic basalt turnover in that time frame.

However, the track density profile show no evidence of a previous
reported by Jessberger et al. (1979) regolith history. Multi-domain
at 256 +/-10 Ma is also in from the top to the bottom is metal grains dominate the magnetic
agreement within uncertainty, virtually flat: 5 x 106ffcm 2 at 1.6 behaviour and the thermomagnetic

cm; 4.0 x 106t/cm 2 at 4.8 cm; and analyses establish that they have
O'KeUey et al. (1974a, b) reported 3.7 x 106t/cm 2 at 6.7 cm. A long meteoritic Ni.
cosmogenic nuclide data for the irradiation (more than 50 Ma) in a
bulk rock 73215, measured soon different orientation at a few The initial magnetic moments
after splashdown. Their discussion centimeters depth is required, with (Natural Remanent Magnetization,
mainly concerns the August 1972 the prediction of a long spallation or NRM) were similar in the cubes
solar flare event. 73215 appears to age (which is in fact the case), as received and decayed only a
have been at least partly shielded Hutcheon et al. (1974b) found no little in two months storage in a
from that flare, having low 54Mn, solar flare track density gradient zero field; thus acquisition of a

56Co, and 46Sc compared with near the surface of the sample viscous remanence from earth's
other nuclides. Yokoyama et al. measured. Nord and James (1977a) field is probably negligible. The

(1974) used the saturation of 26A1 also found track densities consistent cubes were subjected to standard
with those of Hutcheon et al. AF demagnetization (Fig. 30); the

and 22Na data to determine that the (1974b); one quartz grain showed NRM is rather soft. The
rock had had an exposure of at least higher densities that are probably a microcoercivity spectra of both
a few million years, result of an adjacent U-Th-rich
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cubes (Figure 33), from which the
FeDandFe2+ contentsare
determined.The average values of

NORMALIZED _,F DEMAGNETIZATION the hysteresis parameters(Table
_E_,ORo,_R_oo__R_, 14) confirmthe predominanceof

.,,,.. o . ,32,s.34 multi-domainmagneticgrains.0.8F\\\
°"_ i/ -.. Brecher(1976b) measuredthe

o O'6 V__i __

o.U_ _ magneticanisotropyby threeo, different methods to detect the
03_ presenceofthe magnetic fabric
02 impliedby the directional
o., behaviour of theNRM. She used

_o 5o,oo Eo0 30o 4oo 5oo 600 high-field anisotropy, where a
(a) 0 FIELD STORAGE (GO DAYS) _ HAF (oe)

comparison of the derived
hysteresis loop parameters for the

IOEVAF DEMAGNETIZATION of NRM ond IRM, ol'thogonal directionsindicatesthat
NRM IRM, both cubes are magnetically

73215.21 o anisotropic. The anisotropy differs
732,5,34 o : in sense and magnitude foreach

1(3:_

_-'-_-%4 magnetic parameter. Anistropy in
---_-- --"_"_---.--..... the acquisition of anhysteric

remanent magnetization (ARM)
indicates that both samples have

tG" anisotropy in the same sense but toA

° different degrees; the actual value
_ for the degree of anisotropy is

" _, probablymeaningless.The

'65-", qualitative conclusion may be
drawn that the gray matrix sample
has a more pronouncedmagnetic

• fabric.Low-field anisotropic
'6_ "',.o.__xx_._ susceptiblilty also shows that the

two breceias are magnetically
anisotropic, and probably as a result
of a magnetic fabric mimetic to the

Lo _o ,_o z_o 3_o 4_o 5oo'-- observed rock fabric.Brecher
(b) H,_(o,)_ (1976a,b,c) discusses in some

detail the model of textural
Figure 30: Absolute (a) and normalized (b) demagetization curves of remanent magnetism.
natural and saturation remanence in two cubes of 73215 matrix. (Brecher
1976b).

PROCESSING AND
NRMand satmationremanenceare Thermomagneticera'yesare SUBDIVISIONS
similarin the two samples, with the reproducedas Figure32. The
saturationremanenceabout50x the sampleswere heated to 850 degrees Following separationof a few small
NRM. Figure 31 summarizes the C. The relmXluciblethermal chips, 73215 was sawn in late 1973,
directionalchanges.A stableand hysteresis loops show thatno producing end pieces (,8, 140 g;
possibly primordial NRM should chemical changes tookplae. The and ,9, 644 g) and a slab (,10)
show directionalconvergence.The two samplesarenearlyidentical, about1.5 cm thick (Fig. 2).
initial NRM directionsof the two and the major phase is kamncite. Because of the complex structure of
samplesaredifferent (points The transformationtemperature the rock, lithological maps were
marked0 in Fig. 31), in fact almost (gammato alpha) correspondswith constructed to assist processing and
reversed.Cleaningin highfields aNi contentof about5%; the allocation correlations(Figs. 4 and
results in oscillations with cooling behaviourindicatesthat 22) for the consortiumstudy ledby
directionsclose to shearor other only 1% of the metal is pure Feo. O. James. The slab was greatly
planes.Both the initialand Some low temperatureinflections subdividedby sawing (Fig. 22). A
convergence directionsof probablyresult from sulfides. Full large numberof thin sections from
magnetization are distinctly magnetization curvesand hysteresis several pieces were cut from this
different in the two matrixcubes, loops were obtained for the two rock,and allocations for many
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types of studywere made. In 1989
a furthexslab was cut fromend
piece ,9, which is now 372 g. This
slabpiece brokeinto pieces and
allocations were made of clasts for
chemical and petrographic studies.

_Er_f_B_,C STruCtUReS

......................... i--o/ {........

Figure 31: Directional behaviour _'. l .

of NRM and the orientation of the _oo ! I

magneticsusceptibilityellipsoid (__ _
relative topetrofabric features of ' , i
the two cubes from 73215. Brecher , i_ , , ,

THERMOMAGNETIC CURVES FOR BRECCIA 75215
' [ ' I ' I ' I ' I ' ] ' I

Jo_ @ .... 732h5, 65 (GREY)
-- 75215,85 (BLACK)

Figure 32: Thermomagnetic ;o

behaviour for the cubes from o
73215; Curves (1) are heating and

(2) are cooling. Brecher (1976b). _

I00 20(3 300 400 B 0 6 0 700 BOO
_T(*C)

I l [ l 1 I I _ I
_g_732,5,

_'o x /o x-,-_'-

t_ /o/ +.

Figure 33: Sets of magnetization
curves obtained with the magnetic _ iI
field sequentially parallel to the
cube axes. Brecher (1976b).
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MAGNETIZATIONCURVES OF BRECCIA73215
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Table 14:300 ° K hysterisis loop parameters for cubes 73215,21 and ,34. Brecher (1976b).

(J,) [ _e.m.u.

(e.m.u.lg) (wl.%) x 10 2 j, x 10 _ (wt.%) Fe" tOe) X,,× I0 _ J,/x,,

21 .263 .1195 .148 .0056 12 5.58 .0215 14 ,85 31I111

ItlINS 34 .3095 .14 .151 .0049 14 6.59 .021 10 .925 33S0

21 .267 .121 .0684 .0025 13.95 6.49 .0186 10 .8-.83 33011

HIIEW 34 .338 .153 .177 .0052 13.18 6.13 .025 3 .966 3500

21 .271 .123 .12 .0044 14.7 6.87 .018 10 I 27110

HIITB 34 .346 .157 .2 .0058 13.6 6.33 .11247 38 1.2 2900
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73216
Impact Melt Breccia
St. 3, 162.2 g

INTRODUCTION PETROGRAPHY clasts ( a troctolite, an anorthosite, a
noritic anorthosite, and a gabbroic

73216 is a tan to olive gray (5Y5/1) No description of the groundmass anorthosite) and a bigh-Ti basalt
tough breccia collected near the has been published. It appears to be clast (Table 1; Fig. 3). Neal et al.
rim-crest of a 10-m crater. It is an a crystalline impact melt containing (1990e) and Neal and Taylor
impact melt breccia (originally angular mineral and lithic clasts, (1991) reported whitlockite
described as metaclastic) that has a with the thin sections showing a analyses from three of these clasts.
homogeneous groundmass and fairly dark, fine-grained Eckert et al. (199 l b) interpreted the
about 5% lithic clasts. The sample groundmass. It was described by anorthosite ,57 as being monomict
is subrounded and 7 x 5 x 3 cm. It Wolfe et al. (1981) as having a igneous with a sa-iking cumulate
has many zap pits on most sides f'me-grained granoblastic matrix, texture and the noritic anorthosite
(Fig. 1) and a thin glass film occurs ,36 also as igneous cumulate. They
as a small patch on one face. A few A variety of small clasts were and Neal et al. (1992) interpreted
percent cavities, some spherical, selected and studied by a group the high-Ti basalt ,38 as being a
others slit-like are present (Fig. 2) organized by L. Taylor (Neal et at., plagioclase-rich polymict impact
and some of these are crystaMined. 1990e, d; 1992; Eckert et al., melt, and the trocotolite ,42
Following early allocations from 1991b, c,; Neal and Taylor, 1991). similarly, because it has radiating
chipping, the sample was sawn and Neal et al. (1990d) and Eckert et al. acicular plagioclase in a melt
broken for more detailed study in (1991b) reported mineral matrix. The mineral compositions
1989. composition data on four highlands of four clast fail in the field of the

Figure 1: Unsawn face of butt end 73216,0, prior to breaking, showing patina and zap pits Cube is 1 centimeter.
S-89-46682.
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Figure 2: Sawn face of butt end 73216,0, prior to breaking. The surface shows the generally homogeneous nature
of the groundmass, and the presence of small clasts and vesicles. Smallest scale divisions in millimeters.
S-89-46683.

Mg-suite pristine rocks of the chips included in the analyzed
highlands; the anorthosite ,57 falls CHEMISTRY sample and has light rare earth
between the Mg-suite and the elements about 30 x chondrites; it is

ferroan anorthosites. Neal et al. Some chemical data by neutron feldspathic. The troctolite impact
(1992) referred to the gabbroic activation for the five bulk clasts melt has light rare earth elements

anorthosite ,49 as a norite and to were presented (not tabulated) in about 100 x chondrites with a
the noritic anorthosite ,36 as an Eckert et al. (1991b,c) and Neal et negative Eu anomaly, as do the
anorthosite, al. (1992). (Their sample numbers high-Ti basalt and the gabbroic

correspond with the petrographic anorthosite (norite), suggesting that
Studies of the whitlockites and descriptions as follows: ,36 =,66; they are polymict.
numerical modeling of their origin ,38=,67; ,42=,68; ,49=-,69;,57=,70).
are presented in Neal et al. (1990e) All samples contain lr and Au,
and Neal and Taylor (1991). The including the anorthosite PROCESSING
whitlockite compositions strongly interpreted as monomict (pristine
influence the rock compositions, igneous) by Neal et al. (1992). Original allocations were minimal
despite their small abundances. They suggest the possibility of and made by picking. In 1989, the
Models of metasomatism are vapor transport of siderophiles sample was sawn toproduce two
preferred by the authors as being during impact melting. This sample butt ends: ,0 (Fig. 1, 2) being about
most consistent with the is the only one with low REEs and twice the size of ,30. End ,0 was
observations, a positive Eu anomaly. The broken into two subequal parts and

(noritic) anorthosite ,66 had matrix ,30 into two non-equal parts.
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During this processing samples of Table 1: Summary of mineral compositions in five clasts from 73216.
the five clasts were taken for From Neal et al. (1990d).
petrographic and chemical work.
End ,0 is now about 46 g and its
broken subsample ,55 about 49 g. OLIVINE PLAG. PYROXENE ILM ARM
End ,30 is now about 40 g and its Fo An Ab Wo En MGo MGo MG#
broken subsample ,45 about 9 g.

73216,36 _ 87-98 1-10 4.,39 46-72 73-78 20-23
73216,38 68-71 83-95 4-13 4-39 46-76 74-80 22-26 --
73216,42 66-6,8 77-9,3 6-11 23-31 4.5-48

DI 73216,36 H_ 73216,49 68-70 82-97 3-16 3-40 46-75 73-79 30-31 46-597 7321s_ -- _ 1-r 3-41_-ra 74-;,9--

/"
En / " Fs

73216,38

2En _ " Fs

DI 73216,49 _d

c\En Fs

Di/ 73216,57 \Hd

• d \
En \Fs

Figure 3: Pyroxene quadrilaterals for four
clasts in 73216 a) noritic anorthosite ,36, b)
high-Ti( ?) impact melt ,38, c) gabbroic
anorthosite. From Neal et al. (1990d).
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73217
Impact Melt Breccia
St. 3, 138.8 g

INTRODUCTION different lithology comprising 20% groundmass (Fig. 3a). However,
of the rock and consisting of clasts lithic clasts are present, particularly

73217 is a tough impact melt; its and matrix. Zap pits are irregularly coarse granoblastic feldspathic
bulk groundmass may be the low-K distributed; the sample was impactites and the remains of a
Fra Mauro basalt composition collected from a half-buried gabbro phase with feldspar, two
common at the Apollo 17 landing position. Cavities and vesicles are pyroxenes (with complex
site but data is lacking. The rock uncommon except on the rubbly exsolution) and ilmenite (Fig. 3b)
contains a prominent white face. Allocations of 73217 have with little host melt present. The
anorthosite clast (Fig. 1) as well as been made from chipped samples rock and its clasts looks very
conspicous and abundant fragments (e.g., Fig. 2). similar to 73155.The augitic
apparently derived from a plutonic pyroxenes contain numerous
gabbro with plagioclase, exsolved inclusions very similar to those in
pyroxenes, and ilmenites. Brown PETROGRAPHY 73155. Many mineral clasts have
silicic glass is conspicuous. Zircon thin rims formed post-brecciation

clasts, probably part of the gabbro, Most published petrographic work by overgrowth or reaction. Silicic
have been dated as 4.36 Ga old. has concentrated on the clasts and brown glass is conspicuous
73217 is medium gray (N5), not on the general matrix of the particularly where the gabbro
subangular and blocky and has breccia. Most of the thin sections exists. Its petrographic nature is
dimensions of 6.5 x 4.5 x 3.0 era. consist of abundant mineral clasts uncertain; in places it appears to be
The clast distribution is varied, with in a f'me-grained impact melt relict mesostasis of the gabbro, but
one face more rubbly with a

Figure 1: Pre-processing photograph of sample 73217. Scale divisions in centimeters. S-73-16786.
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Figure 2: Processing to obtain the prominent white clast in 73217. S-81-25234

elsewhere appears to post-date the as sodic as An72 are reported. 73217 to be the ftrst convincing
gabbro. Loc_y the brown glass is Common glass inclusions appear to case supporting impact triggered
independent of the gabbro, and be the same composition as the host partial melting on the Moon. She
exists as patches in the groundmass, anorthite. The sodic plagioclases concludes that the product of such
commonly with coronas, that might show considerably more melting, partial melting is not KREEP
be residual melt or reacted clasts. Crawford (1975a, b) distinguished basalt.
The anorthosite clast is a freely three classes of pyroxene:
ground, fairly pure cataclasized "plutonic" ortho- and clino- Ishii et al. (1980, 1981, 1983) made
anorthosite with a broad reaction pyroxenes with coarse exsolution a detailed study of the petrology
rim with the matrix, lamellae; fine-grained pyroxene in and thermal history of 73217 from

coronas; and groundmass melt examination of the pyroxene
Crawford (1975a, b) described the pyroxene. She diagrammed their crystallization sequence, pyroxene
melt groundmass in 73217,15 as compositions (Fig. 4). She exsolution, and geothermometry.
grading from a finely granulated interpreted the augite inclusions as They used petrographic,
aggregate of plagioclase with small products of exsolution during her microprobe, and x-ray diffraction
amounts of pyroxene to a clear to proposed partial melting of the methods. They too conclude that an
pale brown glass. She noted an plutonic rock. The orthopyroxene early plutonic event was succeeded
abundance of monomineralic clasts, exsolution suggests equilibration in by a thermal event; however, they
particularly plagioclase, and the original plutonic environment at disagree with Crawford (1975) that
proposed that the whole rock was about 800 degrees centigrade. The the thermal event was one of in situ
generated by in situ partial melting brown glass is evolved (e.g. partial melting. Ishii et al.
of the clast population, which in tabulated probe analysis of (1980,1981,1983) describe the
turn had a plutonic, crustal origin. 81%SIO2 and 4.4% K20) and its breccia (as seen in 72317,26) as a
She described and depicted all difference from bulk melt calcic-plagioclase-rich breccia
phases, with microprobe data.. The groundmass, she states, is the best containing abundant angular
plagioclase is predominantly evidence for the partial melting mineral clasts which are rare lithic
anorthitic (near An93), but grains origin. Crawford (1975a) suppposes
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a b
Figure. 3: Photomicrographs of 73217,2Z Plane transmitted light, fields of view about 2 mm wide. a) general view
showing dark fine melt groundmass and abundant angular mineral clasts, b) view showing area dominated by
gabbroic lithology with melt groundmass prominent only at top; remainder dominated by crushed gabbro, including
plagioclase (white), ilmenite (black), and pyroxenes (pale to gray). Fuzzy phases are small patches of silicic brown
glass.

clasts in a fine-grained, partially
glassy matrix. It consists of two
domains with a gradational
boundary. Domain A contains
coarse orthopyroxene clasts,
whereas domain B contains coarse

Di ,_ _. _ Hd pigeonite c lasts. The py roxene

._, Q trends are analogous to early (A)
and late (B) fractionation stages of

,, terrestrial intrusions. Some other
* small clasts are also described: a
i

_ gabbroic lithic clast, a troctolitic
_ lithic clast, and dusty augite clasts.
,_ The most detailed information on
_x the pyroxenes is presented in Ishii

_v _ v v v ¥ and diagrammed microprobe data
E_ Fs et al. (1983), including tabulated

(Figs. 5-8), and crystallographic
(0) information (Table 1) including

precession photographs. Minor
,_ Relicclosts element compositions for both
x Groundmos$groins high-Ca and low-Ca pyroxenes in

"._Discontinuous zoning trend both breeciadomains vary
Continuouszoningtrend continuously with Mg'. The optical

-_,_Cto_t-,._jt ,_o,,_o_t,_.d and X-ray diffraction studies
demonstrate a great variety of
exsolution textures, but individual

Figure 4: Pyroxene quadrilateral. (Crawford, 1975a). pyroxenes show relatively simple
exsolution. None of pyroxene,
plagioclase, or ilmenite
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D i D i . compositions in domains A and B

/ Ishii ,9   concu ethat both domains could be derived

",,1_ from a single pluton, A at the
,' , bottom (early, 1100 degrees C or

', tens of degrees lower temperature).
I/ (The troctolitic, etc., lithic clasts are

[ O: cote P ii ' ' 1 unrelated to this sequence)./ O: Margin Q, _,,
/ _ mi,.. !II : i "'_,' ttowever, the pyroxene

o ' 6
/ , o (@-_,, O6_ ,, crystallization trend (Figs. 5, 6, 9)

50 5'_ is so complicated that at least two
ErJ Atomic_ A_o_c_ or more episodes am required: an

early plutonic/hypabyssal event,
and a later thermal/anneaiing event.
They propose a first event forming

Di D i layered bodies, a second event
mixing mineral only in the upper

part of a pluton (B) and a third'_,,.., o_ event that mixed lower (A) and

° [3 ° upper (B). During the latter event
temperatures rose to over 1000
degrees C and the rock was

o : co_ partially melted. The precise nature
• : Margln

c : A_te _0_ of this latter event is not clarified
g_"_ _°_ by Ishii et al. (1983).

,_ i, Warren et aI. (1982a, b) described
5o the prominent white clast,

En En ,to,,_ _ estimated to weigh about 1.7 g. The
boundary between the clast and the
groundmass is extremely diffuse.

DJ Di The thin section studied (,41)

"- includes the boundary area. The

_ ,.t__..e; _ central, matrix-free part is almost

entirely plagioclase, whereas the
B , diffuse area, presumably

• contaminated with matrix, contains

:";..v,'(' _ :" about 40% pyroxene. The central

'9',_._'._,,_ "' anorthosite is fine-grained andC,c:_a,,c°_ .. t_., _ cataclasized. The plagioclase is• : _ ,, ,, An90.2.95.4 with a mean of
5o 50 An93.3. The pyroxene, about

E'n atomic _ Atomic *_

En72Wo 4, may not even be part of
Figure 5: Pyroxene quadrilaterals. (Ishii et al., 1983) the anorthosite. Warren et al.

(1982a) refer to the clast as "quasi-

_/ H\,,d pristine," i.e., it is likely to be

o _o_ !_ essentiaily pristine but to have

_: undergone subtle changes.

o i i!i o c..... _........ _ Compston et al. (1984a) describedco_se g..... _ 1_ and depicted zircon grains and their
_o Coarse grain, hOSt

coa_ g,-_,_, associated assemblages from
T • gine arain

o-. • o_a_ 73217, providing zircon
gn ........ F's microprobe analyses. They describe

50 the host as a clast that has a graniticAtomic

melt composition that contains
Figure 6." Pyroxene quadrilaterals. (Ishii et al., 1983) seriate mineral clasts of anorthite,

angite, bypersthene, ilmenite, and
zircon. The zircons are inferred to
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be an integral part of the gabbroic
igneous assemblage, one zircon
being attached to ilmenite. (The
zircons were used for ion-
microprobe U-Pb isotopic studies).

X X _X'/__X/_' Tlae zircons are anhedral and haveevidence of resorption, presumably
A [ k/ V V V _ _6_ .... An during the melting of the matrix,

A"90 and have no overgrowths.v v v vv v v \,, ,, ',,Or
/_ /_/b/_ vc_o_..S'_ ____\//_ Bersch etal. (1988, 1991)reportedB / X/ VVV V VV_V _

An precise minor element and major
Ang0 element compositions for some

V V V V V V V V V \_0, pyroxene grains in 73217,41; theA A /x _

/ V X'v/__ An pyroxene is most likely to derive
An90 from clasts in the matrix and not

\ \ _, from the anorthosite itself.

T Ao
A%° CHEMISTRY

V V V V \/ V V \\o,
S X X "_'"'VA__ AT V"_ X X/_° The only chemical analyses are two/ V V V V " V V \ An

A.90 splits of the anorthosite clast, one at

V V V_ \/ _ \/ \/ V \_0, least of which is rather impure

__-//_/_q_Z__ (Warren et al., 1982a, b). A singleP chip was handpicked to separate as
AnT0 An80 Ang0 much pure white clast as possible

Atomic% from groundmass. The analyses are
presented in Table 2. The purer
handpicked part appears to be a true

Figure 7: Plagioclase compositions. (lshii et al., 1983) anorthosite, as also indicated by the
thin section. The pristine nature of
the sample is ambiguous on the
basis of Au at least, although Ir and
Ni are both low. However, the

FeO impure separate has no more Au or

4 4 -(wt%) 0 Ni than the more pure separate.
o Possibly there has been some

diffusion of elements across theto
O0 boundary with the groundmass.

to (__ The rare earth elements, while low,© kP
have a KREEP pattern (Fig. 10),

•% . also indicating some contamination.
. The sample, on the basis of
•. plagioclase compositions and

" ...'1. incompatible element abundances,
• is not an alkali anorthosite, but is at

4 0 least close to the established range
• : Breccia A for ferroan anorthosites.
0 : Breccia B

Mg0(wt%) | RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES AND
, , , , , , GEOCHRONOLOGY

0 2 4 6

Four zircons were analyzed for U-

Figure 8: llmenite compositions. (Ishii et aL, 1983) Pb isotopes using high resolution
ion microprobe techniques
(Compston et al., 1984a, b) (Table
3). The zircons were analyzed in
thin sections, and are probably part
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Table 1: Crytsallographic data for pyroxenes in 73217. (Ishii et al., 1983)

Crystal Space Analysis* Crystal?
Group:_ number Pyroxenes a(A) b(A) c(A) /3 (°) group number stage Remarks

Ia A 12 Host Augite 9.74 8.91 5.25 106.11 C2/c 19 Aug Plutonic 50
(001) Pigeonite 9.74 8.91 5.22 108.00 P21/c 20 (volume ratio)
(100) Orthopyroxene 18.29 8.91 5.24 - Pbca 20

lla K 13 Host Orthopyroxene 18.27 8.88 5.21 - Pbca 23 Pig Plutonic Kintoki-san type
(100) Augite 9.70 8.88 5.25 105.07 C2/c

Ib A 06 Host Augite 9.75 8.93 5.26 105.6 C2/c 05 Aug A2
(100) Orthopyroxene 18.4 8.9 5.2 - Pbca

lib B 10 Host Orthopyroxene 18.31 8.88 5.22 - Pbca 13 Opx A2 Bushveld type
(100) Augite 9.73 8.88 5.22 105.40 C2/c

lli A 11 Host Augite 9.74 8.94 5.26 106.29 C2/c 16 Aug BI Chemical zoning
(001) Pigeonite 9.74 8.94 5.24 108.85 P21/c

of the gabbroic assemblage (one is further processing. Nonetheless,
attached to ilmenite) whose eventually further chipping was
exsolved pyroxenes are so carried out (1982) to obtain
prominent as clasts. The zircons samples of the prominent white
show zoning that is visible clast (Fig. 2) for chemical and
microscopically and conf'u-med by petrographic studies. Further thin
electron- and ion-probe data. All sections were cut from a chip (,10)
four crystals show little loss of that had been separated from
radiogenic Pb, and give U-Pb ages adjacent,11 in the original
that are within 10% of concordance processing.
at 4356 +23, -14 Ma. (Fig. lla, b).
This age presumably is that of the
igneous event that produced the
gabbro, or whatever parent
assemblage the zircons reflect. Two
of the crystals show evidence of
initial radiogenic lead that evolved
in a source with la =2000. The
lower intersect on the concordia

diagram is earlier than 1000 Ma,
showing that lead loss was not a
very recent event. However, the D i D i

common 3900 Ma lunar event(s) / Af_,_ A_-/ " B4" "

does not show up in this zircon / ,_0_,) : ", 82,3,4

, 1 , , BI

PROCESSING , ,, ,, ' _;_ B

73217 has never been sawn. In t/ Pc,! _ _82,3,4
1973 chips were removed from one / A1 : ,,A2_ ':-:._
end (apparently typical rock) for / ,, c_t_t_, _" , _. 84 _ ._

SO 50
early allocations including thin Era _tooi_% Atomic
sections from potted butt ,11. No
sarnples were taken of the rubbly
lithology or of the white clast.
73217 was designated a posterity Figure9: Summary of pyroxene crystallization trends .(lshii et al., 1983).
sample, hence temporarily denied
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Figure 11: Concordia diagram showing analyses of 73217 zircons,
corrected assuming evolution of initial lead in a low u source (a) and a high
u source (b) (Compston et al., 1984a). Eachpoint represents the mea n oflO
observations of the isotopic composition. In most cases, three such
determinations were made at a single spot. Line in a) is reference line for

207Pb/206Pb age of grains 15A,15B, and 16B, 4340Ma. Age of l6A is
higher. Line in b) is best fit with intercepts of 4356 +23, -14 Ma, and 1680
4-/- 580 Ma.
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Table 3: Summary of ion microprobe data for 73217 zircons. (Compston et al., 1984a).

Spot U* Th* Pb* /_2Th/23SU_- fo/,,_ 2ospb./2obpb * zOspb./232Th 2oTpb./Z06pb * zOepb./Zan U zo_pb./Z_n U

L 3(_±10 [03±4 378±20 0.333±9 0.[0 0.0852±1 0.225±4 0.5370±8 0903±1_ 66.8±1.5
0.32 0_33_ ± 6 0¸900 +_18 66.2 ± 1.4

1 307_+9 215_+6 415±12 0.702_+3 0.04 0A766-+6 0.23I-+3 0.5338±9 0.918±5 67.6±0¸5
0.37 0.5294 ± 17 0¸917 +_2 67.0 ± 02

2 329_+8 240_+5 456±14 0.728_+3 0.03 0.1818_+3 0.234±3 0.5346±7 0.938+11 69.2_+07
0.15 0`5329 ± 12 0.937 -+ I1 68.9 + 0.8

3 396+11 323±8 551_15 0.816-+2 f_01 _2023±6 0.231±2 0.5345±10 0.931-+7 68.6-+0.5
0.00 0`5319 ± 31 0.936 ± 8 6&6 _+0.9

I 154±6 136±4 209±8 0.885±11 0.10 0.222±6 0.224±4 _5394±25 0.896±2 66.6+0.3
0,60 0-5320 Jr 24 6J591 +_4 65.4 ± O_

2-1 165 138 229 0.838 0.33 0.2084 0.228 0.5420 0.919 687

2-2 / 1.30 0.5279 0,910 66.2
213j174-+4 168±8 256±7 0.971±21 0.50 0.2355±5 0233±1 0.5453±8 0.962±1 72.3+_0.1

0.00 0.5455 ± 5 0.962 ± I 72,4 ± 0.l
3 141_+10 137±10 194+14 0.977±3 0.06 0.256-+3 0.233±3 0.5493±23 0.888±8 67.2_+0.8

2.10 0.5225 ± 26 0.872 ± 6 62.8 ± 0.7
I 356 _+49 213 _+30 469 _+64 0.597 ± 9 0.05 6.1547 + 7 0.235 ± 3 0`5371 ± 22 0.905 _+1 67.0 _+0.2

1.00 0,5251 ± 37 0.899 _+3 65.1 ± 0.6
2 373-+31 228±18 532±45 0.610±3 0.05 0.1571-+8 0.252+4 0.5353±20 _978±8 72.2_+0.4

0.80 0.5251 ± 33 0.970 _+7 702 +_0.l
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73218
Impact Melt Breccia
SL 3, 39.7 g

INTRODUCTION from 4 particles was used to make 3 PROCESSING
thin sections. No data has been

73218 is a greenish-gray gray (5GY published. Most of 73218 is preserved in the
6/1) angular breccia (Fig. 1). It is parent ,0 (now 35.8 g). One large
a free-grained impact melt with piece (,10; 1.97 g) was allocated,
small clasts. Its chemical PETROGRAPHY but no data have been published.
composition might be similar to the Twelve small chips, labelled A-L
common low-K Fra Manro basalt The thin sections of the four and predominantly matrix, were

impact melts common at the site, particles show a free-grained chipped from varied locations.
but chemical data is lacking and it impact melt groundmass (Fig. 2), Eight are preserved as ,8. The
was originally described as with mineral and lithic clasts. The others (A, typical matrix; B, olivine

anorthositic. The sample is tough, groandmass has plagioclase needles rich?; H, anorthositic plus typical
crystalline, and homogeneous, with and ilmenite needles, demonstrating matrix; and I, with brown mineral
dimensions of 4 x 3 x 2.5 cm. The growth from a melt. The mineral clasts were used to make make
matrix is dominated by clasts are predominantly serial thin sections ,26-,28.
plagioclases, although small marie plagioclase and olivine, some of the
crystals are also visible smaller of which have coronas. The

macroscopicaUy. Several surfaces larger clasts include recrystallized
are fresh fractures; the other side is anorthositic breccias, feldspathic
rounded with some zap pits with impactites, a coarse anorthosite
pale gray glass. A few small drnsy with a metamorphic texture, and a
cavities (less than 1 nun) are single grain of maltiply-exsolved
present. Splits were taken from and twinned pyroxene (presumably
73218 by chipping, mainly of an inverted pigeonite).
matrix. A composite potted butt

Figure 1: 73218, showing patina and zap pits on top left surface, broken surfaces below. Cube is 1 centimeter.
S-73-24909.
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Figure 2: Photomicrograph of typical groundmass in 73218,26.
Clasts are seriate, and dominantly plagioclases. Plane
transmitted light, fieM of view about 2 mm wide.
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73219
High-Ti Mare Basalt

St. 3, 2.88 g

INTRODUCTION PETROGRAPHY CHEMISTRY

73219 is a medium dark gray (N4), Sample 73219 is a fine-grained A bulk analysis by neutron
small blocky sample (Fig. 1) that is olivine-bearing high-titanium mare activation techniques was reported
a high-titanium mare basalt, the basalt (Fig. 2). It was described by Warner et al. (1975b, c, 1976a)
only mare basalt as an individual with microprobe analyses of its and by Lanl et al. (1975b). It is
rock fragment from the South mineral phases by Warner et al. reproduced here as Table 1 and the
Massif or landslide. It is olivine (1975b, c, 1976a, b, 19780. The rare earth elements are plotted as
microporphyritic. The sample is microprobe analyses are Figure 3. The sample is
coherent and measures 1.5 x 1.3 x diagrammed as Figure 3. Warner et unexceptional, and its slightly high
1.0 urn. It is holocrystanine al. (1976a) reported a mode of alumina (compared with other
(macroseopically microporphyritic, 3.5% olivine, 42.1% pyroxene, Apollo 17 basalts) might merely
with obvious peridotite-green 30.5% plagioclase, 2.5% silica, reflect unrepresentative sampling in
olivine), homogeneous, and with a 19.6% ilmenite, 1.0% armalcolite, that the analyzed mass was only
hackly surface on a very fine scale, and 0.6% of other (mainly opaque) 258 rag.
It has many zap pits on two phases. They described the •
surfaces, with few to none on groundmass as consisting of
others. There is about 1% of tiny irregular titanaugite crystals PROCESSING
drusy cavities, with the largest 0.2 separated by intrafasciculate

nun. Small (2-4 mm) patches of pyroxene-plagioclase intergrowths, Five chips, four from a single
dark glass suggest that 73219 might with the olivines being subequant location, were combined for the
be locally vitrophyric. Five chips and hollow or skeletal. The oxides single allocation in 1974 from
were taken (four from a single include common prismatic, which a thin section and the

location) for one allocation, ilmenite-mantled armalcolite, and chemical analyses were produced.
ilmenite microphenocrysts with an
armalcolite morphology.
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$ Table 1: Chemical analysis of
73219, 258 mg whole-rock

sample.
(Warner et al., 1976a; Laul et al.,

1976b)

,1
wt%

sio 2
TiO 2 12.4
AI203 10.0
Cr203 0.360
FeO 19.3
MnO 0.244

MgO 7.0
CaO 11.2

Na20 0.33
K20 0.04
P205

-_ Sc 80
V 90

Figure 2: Photomicrograph of typical groundmass in 73219,26. Clasts are Co 16.6
seriate, and dominantly plagioclases. Plane transmitted light, field of view Ni
about 2 nun wide. Rb

Sr

Nb

\ Hf 72
_, Ba• \

• ", Yh

"'\ U

/ "\'_ Cs

.... '_ Ta 1.4
La 4.7
Ce 20I _11____J] fl .

. . . n _ -- T T •
O0 9O eO ?'0 e0 _O 4O _0 _ 0 0 Pr

Fo_lent_ conlent of ohvne (mole %1

Nd 20

. , _ _ _ Sm 7.8,o_ _o _o ,o _ _o o o _° '° _ Eu 1.66
Anodhde eomen_ of 0oq otiose Cmoe%)

Cd

,o ,c Tb 2.1
z_ Dy 13

_o,. o, Tm

vb 75
'_ La l.l

o, , (1)o, _ o'8 ,o c, & de
Fe/Fe*Mg Compodtion of spinel group mineeot$ Fe/Fo*Mg References and methods:

ulu (1) Laui et al. (1975b);
. I. Warner et al.,(1975b);INAAdo d, o'_ o'_ d* c_s o_ o'r dB d9 ?o

Fe//Fe* M_I of ormolcolite

I| _=1
ob o', o'_ o's d,_ o'5 d6 o'7 o8 o9 ,o

Fe/Fe.Mg of ilmenite

Figure 3: Rare earth elements in 73219; data of Warner et al. (1976a) and
Laul et al. (1976b).
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73225
Impact Melt Breccia (?)
St. 3, 3.66 g

INTRODUCTION 1.3 cm, and all its surfaces appear
to be fracture surfaces. It has a few

73225 is a light gray (N5) breccia dark glass lined zap pits, possibly
that is equant (Fig. 1). It is tough, on all surfaces, and abundant vugs
crystalline, homogeneous, and with projecting crystals of
originally described as meta- plagioclase. A thin vein of black
polymict breccia. It contains some glass penetrates the rock. 73225
larger plagioclases and is most was picked from a regolith sample
likely to be an impact melt breccia; collected from the upper part of a
posssibly a granoblastic impactite, trench wall. It has never been
The sample is 1.7 x 1.5 x subdivided or allocated.

i_i_iiii!!i_iiii!i!!i iii!̧̧_I

Figure 1: 73225, showing dust-coverd rock. Cube is 1 centimeter. S-73-21764
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73235
Aphanitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 3, 878.3 g

INTRODUCTION There are many zap pits, with feldspathic impactites with a
varied glass linings from dark gray variety of grains sizes, shocked

73235 is a clast-rich aphanitic melt to almost colorless, on most anorthosites, and cataclasized
breccia with a variety of mineral surfaces. Vugs and cavities are not troctolites, and norites. Some
and lithic clasts. It is similar in apparent. The sample was sawn to ophitic/subophitic melt particles,
petrography and chemistry to the produce a slab (Fig. 2); extensive probably of impact origin, and
aphanitic melts of Boulder 1, allocations were made from the glassy/granitic fragments (Fig. 3a)
Station 2 and other Station 3 slab and one of the butt end pieces am present. Many clasts am
aphanites. It has about 75% dense (,8). cataclasized and strung out as
matrix, 10% lithic clasts larger than schlieren within the dense matrix
a few millimeters across, and 15% (Fig. 3c). One prominent white
mineral clasts larger than about 0.5 PETROGRAPHY clast is a cataclasized tloctolite
nun. Poorly-defined Ar-Ar (Fig. 3d) that was large enough for

plateaus suggest an age of about 73235 has a dense, aphanitic melt separate allocation (see below).
3.91 Ga. The sample was collected groandmass with a sedate clast Mineral clasts include plagioclase,
on the rim of a 10-m crater, near distribution (Figss 3a, b), very olivine, pyroxene, and rare
73255. It is tough with several similar to other South Massif pleonaste spinels. Shock features
shallow fractures, homogeneous, aphanitic impact melt breccias. The vary from non-existent to strong
and medium light gray (N6) with f'me-grained groundmass consists and most grains are at least a little
mottling. It is subangular to mainly of plagioclase and pyroxene rounded by resorption.
rounded (Fig. 1) and 12 x 10 x 8 with some opaque oxide phases.
cm. None of the surfaces are fresh. Lithic clasts include granoblastic Brown et al. (1974) and Hodges

and Kushiro (1974a, b) provided
brief descriptions of 73235. Brown
et al. (1974) described it as a
polygenetic microbreccia with
calcic plagioclase (An94), zoned
Mg-olivines (Fo87-81 with low
Cr20 3 that relates them to the
76535 allivalite), and bronzite.
They also noted patches of potassic
rhyolite and purple Cr-pleonastes.
Hodges and Kushiro (1974a, b)
described the sample as being a
fine-grained, dark brown, slightly
metamorphosed breccia with
numerous mineral and lithic clasts.
The mineral clasts exhibit a wide

range of shock features. Hodges
and Kushiro (1974a,b) provide
some microprobe data for
pyroxenes and olivines (Fig. 4) and
spinels, noting that pyroxenes
include grains zoned from pigeonite
to subcalcic augite and that some
augite show thin exsolution
lamellae. The olivine clasts am

more magnesian than those in the
lithic clasts. The lithic clasts am

described as relatively unshocked,
consisting predominantly of

Figure I: Pre-processing photograph of 73235, showing rounded surface gabbroic to anorthositic rocks, and
with zap pits. Some white clasts are visible. Scale divisions and cube 1 cm lacking mare basalts. The clast
S-73-19663. population indicates a wide range
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Figure 2: Post-sawing photograph of 73235, showing main subdivisions of the slab. End piece ,8 was subsequently
substantially subdivided for allocations: Small cube is I c_ S-73-28684.

of sources. Warren and Wasson display little shock effect, but by bytownite (An80_85), as part of
(1979) reported in diagram form mineral fragments have diverse a geochronological study. The
microprobe analyses of olivine shock effects. The light matrix zircons, for which microprobe
(Fo79-92) and plagioclase (An93- materials consist of angular mineral analyses are given, are 10-100
96) in the matrix of 73235 (Fig. 5). fragments, especially plagioclase, microns across and both they and

but also pyroxene, olivine, and the zircons were fractured at one
Dence et al. (1976a, b) described minor ilmenite. There is some loss time and later the zircons had
73235 as consisting of two of porosity along their contacts, overgrowth. Bickel and Warner
lithologies, a coherent clast-rich (1978a) listed the sample in their
dark matrix breccia interlayered Howins and Goldstein (1975a, b) study of ptutonic and granulitic
with lighter more porous clastic analyzed iron metal grains in two fragments, but presented no data or
breccia, with the former clasts of "anorthositic homfels" description. Simonds et al. (1974)
predominant. The light clastic without discussion. The metals listed 73535 as having a subophitic
material has irregular, locally have about 5.5 to 7.5% Ni and 0.5 matrix with groundrnass feldspars
sheared boundaries, and evidently to 0.7% Co on the edge of the 5-15 microns long and pyroxene
is the material existing as schlieren meteoritic field, oikocrysts about 125 microns; this
described above. Dence et al. does not agree with the description
(1976a, b) describe the clast Engelhardt (1979) listed 73235 as given here and may be an erroneous
population as large and distinctive, having a granular matrix and with a tabulation.
as much as 50% and ranging down paragenesis in which ilmenite,
to very small sizes. No sorting of plagioclase, and pyroxene Warren (1979) and Warren and
grain size is apparent. The clasts crystallized simultaneously. Knoll Wasson (1979) described two clasts
are typical highlands samples, and Stoffler (1979) described the (with chemistry, below) from
including noritic microbreccias and matrix as equigranular, with areas 73235. One (their cl), from a
granoblastic or crushed anorthositic of light, coarser matrix. Smith et al. prominent white clast visible
and troctolitic fragments. Most of (1986) described a clast macroscopically, is extremely
the tithic clasts, except for some ("pomegranate") that consisted cataclastic (Fig. 3d) with no grain
coarse plagioclase-rich fragments, largely of zircons entirely enclosed fragments more than about 1.3 mm
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Figure 3: Photomicrographs of 73235, all plane transmitted light. Field of view2ram except b) about 500 microns.
All 73235,58 except d) 73235,83. a) general dense matrix with small mineral and lithic clats ranging from angular
to rounded, b) detail of groundmass and ragged edges of small clats. Clast in lower left is a glassy silicic particle.
c) schlieren of cataclasized feldspathic impactite (across top) in general dense groundmass, d) boundary of impure
cataclasized troctolite (bottom) and dense matrix (top).
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c_,9 . - cor_ which contains the prominent white
7_zs5_\\ troctolite clast described by Warren

and Wasson (1979). They also
reported precise analyses of low-

* \ and high-Ca pyroxene, supposedly
" ' \ from a norite, from thin section
', ' \ ,136 which contains the other

'_ " ' * troctolite.

', ' ". CHEMISTRY

;,_i "'" \\ \ Chemical analyses of the
,,9..... - ' " ......... _ groundmass/matrix of 73235 are

given in Table 1, with the rare earth
Figure 4: Plot of compositions of pyroxenes and olivines in 73235. Open elements plotted in Figure 7. Most
symbols represent lithic clasts, closed symbols represent pyroxenes with of the analyses were presented by
exsolution lamellae, and x's represent monomineralic clasts. (Hodges and the authors with litre specific
Kushiro, 1974a). comment, other than some note of

its general similarity with other
Apollo 17 highlands materials,
including local soil. The chemistry

_,_ __ _ . - _d CJo_:o_,_,_ is similar to that of other aphanitic73235,83 .... \,
.. _r,,,: F,_a melt breccias from the South

', syrnb_s

' Massif, but tends to be slightly

\ more aluminous and with slightly
_,, lower abundances of incompatible

\ trace elements. The sample clearly
\

_, contains meteoritic contamination,

_ °o_6ooo,m_Ic_o_,l \\ but lacks regofith characteristics
En P_toxene composmon (rr_le %) Fs SUCh as high C or S. The ratios of

the meteoritic siderophiles place
73235 in a group 2 (Serenitatis) of

...... , .,+f] ... ..... Morgan et al. (1976) and Hertogen
_0c _ _ _0 _ _0 _0 et al. (1977); however, the sample

Fcestertle content ot oi,wne (mole °/o) is slightly enriched in Br, Zn, and

),_[_ Cd compared with other
[ "Serenitatis" melt rocks. Jovanovic

k60 " s'_"_ ' ' _ .... g .... 8b .... 7'_.... rb and Reed (1974a, 1975c, 1980a)
Anorth,tecon_enlo_p_og*oclose{mo_e%} discussed the sample in terms of CI

(residual after leaching)/P20 5
ratios. Masuda et al. (1974) and

Figure 5." Plots of compositions of silicate mineral phases in 73235,83 Tanaka et al. (1974) noted the
troctolite (open symbols) and groundmass (filled symbols). (Warren and presence of positive Ce and Yb
Wasson, 1979). anomalies in their rare earth

element plots, and even a small Dy
across. It contains about 60% lacking pyroxene. The largest grain anomaly, compared with the
plagioctase, 30% olivine, and 10% fragments are 0.7 mm across, straight line fit (which they call
low-Ca pyroxene. Microprobe Again mainly on the basis of "liquid-type pattern") of the other
analyses are given in Figure 5, and restricted mineral chemistry (Fig. rare earth elements.
show the troctolite to be a member 6), Warren and Wasson (1979)

of the Mg-suite of highlands rocks favored a "probably pristine" Analyses of clasts from 73235 are
Warren and Wasson (1979) favor a igneous origin for the troctolite, given in Table 2 with rare earth
pristine igneous origin on the basis which also is a member of the Mg- elements plotted in Figure 8. The
of the restricted mineral chemistry, suite, two analyses of the prominent
A second clast studied by Warren white clast, characterized by
(1979) and Warren and Wasson Bersch (1990) and Bersch et al. Warren and Wasson (1979) as a
(1979) (their c2) is also a brecciated (1991) reported precise microprobe very probably pristine but
troctolite, with about 2/3 analyses of olivine and high-Ca cataclasized trocolite (their cl) are
plagioclase and 1/3 olivine, and pyroxene from thin section ,83 acceptably similar. The rare earth
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elements, while in low abundance,

D_. _d are only slightly fractionated with
73235,136 , respect to KREEP. The analyses

E_,ro_yeros, / _ probably include a little matrix

contamination (clast boundaries are\ gradational), thus the details of
_opy_o_ trace element chemistry may not

reflect the original pristine

_ lithology. The "probably pristine"troctolite clast c2 of Warren and

Eo P_,o_enecor_pos,hon(mole°/ol r_ Wasson (1979) has slightly higher
rare earth element abundances,

_1 again only mildy fractionated with
_' ' ' _0.... _ .... ;0.... _0 _ _ respect to KREEP. Contamination

Fc*slerllecontentofoily,he(mote%1 with exterior (patina) surface might
account for the fairly high
siderophile abundances, which

could alternatively reflect an
_60.... _ .... _ .... _ .... *b ;s r'0 indigenous componenL The

An_thde content of p_oqLoclose (mole %1 petrographic characters of the two

clasts with very incomplete
Figure 6: Plots of compositions of silicate mineral phases in 73235,136 chemical data (Table 2) are
troctolite. (Warren and Wasson, 1979). unknown. The "anorthositic

inclusion" has such low Fe and Sc

as to suggest a true anorthosite or
plagioclase separate; the "basaltic

73235 matrix clast" is actually extremely similarto the melt groundmass of 73235
I0= E ; t ; ; _ _ ; ; , , , ; for all the reported elements.

_ __._ STABLE ISOTOPES

0 y/ _" _-'------_ Rees and Thode (1974a) reported a

.,_ (8) 34So/oo of + 1.5, substantially
lower than that in soils, and in the'0
field of indigenous rocks,

0 signifying that the bulk of the
components of 73235 had no

O 1o: significant history of surface
residence prior to their

@ incorporation in the melt.i--4

GEOCHRONOLOGY AND
RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES

Nyquist et al. (1974a) presented Rb
and Sr isotopic data for a bulk rock

l_ --I I I t t I I I I I I I I sample of 73235 (Table 3). The
sample falls with other Apollo 17

M Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho ErTm Yb Lu noritic melt breccias on a 3.94 +/-
0.10 Ga line (old constants 4.02 =/-

Figure 7: Chondrite-normalized plot of rare earth elements in bulk rock or 0.10 Ga), whose age significance is
groundmass for 73235. Data from Table 1. uncertain. Oberli et al. (1978) also

presented bulk rock Rb and Sr
isotopic data, as well as data for a
bulk clast (Table 3). The clast
contains much less Rb than the
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Table 3: Rb and Sr isotopic data for 73235.

Split Rb/86Sr 87Sr//86Sr TBabi (Ga) TLuni (Ga) Reference
(I--0.69910) (I--0.69903)

bulk:
,55 0.1010+/-9 0.70539+/-6 4.35+/-0.08a 4.39+/-0.08a (1)

4.26+/-0.08b 4.30+/-08b
,50B 0.1134 0.706(0+/-5 4.35+/-0.04a (2)

4.26+/-0.04b
clast:
,50W 0.02159 0.70030+/-5 4.27+/-0.16a (2)

4.18+/-0.16b

a) old decay constant, lamda (87Rb) = 0.0139 Ga -1
b) new decay constant, lamda (87Rb) = 0.0142 Ga"1.

(1) Nyquist et al. (1974a)
(2)

Table 4: Sm and Nd isotopic data for 73235.

Sample 147Sm/144Nd 143Nd/144Nd Tjuv a TChurb Reference

,50B bulk 0.1688+/-1 0.511057+/-17 4.54+/-0.02 4.73+/-0.13 (1)

,50W clast 0.1656+/-1 0.510931+/-21 4.51+/-0.02 4.86+/-0.13 (1)

a) model age calcuted from the initial 143Nd/144Nd of Juvinas
b) model age calculated from the intersection of sample evolution line with the chondritic evolution line.

(1) Oberli et al. (1978).

Table 5: Elastic wave velocities for 73235,18. (Mizutani and Osako, 1974a, b)

Pressure Kb 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.0

Vp km/sec 5.42 6.02 6.39 6.72 6.88 7.08 7.12 7.14
Vs km/sec. 2.95 3.32 3.48 3.66 3.77 3.86 3.90 3.92
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73235 clasLs
102 _ , , _ _ , _ _ , , i i , 73235

I I .........
I

m 51_

g K

L
'U oo

0

J_ II_ 0001 , ' ' , , ' ' ' '

'-_ ua 42
m

4.0_

Q.< 36

3_
cO 05 10

I01 ] I I I I I I I I I l I I FRACT[ON OF 3_Ar RELEASED

La Ce _Nd SmEu GdTb Dy Ho Er TmYb Lu moo_ .........
-_ , !50oFigure 8: Chondrite-normalized plot of rare earth elements in clasts in __ t

73235. DatafromTable2. __U i_1oo
lO0 56

oo1 - -
_< 10i0 .... . , , , 10

_'v _ _--I - _ 05 _0
0.005-- FRACTION OF 3"Ar F_ELEI-SED

0.002- [ I r I I I ' _ Figure 10: Ar release for 73235,30
(Turner and Cadogan 1975a).

4.o io groundmass and gives slightly9

,_ F younger model ages. The model

"_ / ages require young crust formation- 8 (i.e. about 4.3 G-a)or remelting at

a _ less than 4.3 Ga of materials

relatively rich in Rb llmt had been3.0 73235, 27
= producedbefore 4.3 Ga; loss of Rb
Q.
< as a volatile does not explain the

data.
2.0

Lo I 1 i I I I I ' I Oberli et al. (1978) presented Smo.1 o.2 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 o.s 0.9 Lo and Nd isotopic data for a bulk rock
Cumulativefraction39*Arreleased sample of 73235, as well as for the

same elast that was analyzed for
Figure 9: Ar release for 73235,27 (Phinney et al. 1975) Rb and Sr isotopes (Table 4). The

model ages are older than those for
the Rb system, demonstrating that
there was no change in the Sm/Nd
ratio while events might have been
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increasing the Rb/Sr ratio in source
0.9 1.10 1.20 materials.

I "_ ",, I I [ I I

t.6 _Ipb _'V_ 75235 (899) .60 Phinney et al. (1975) and Turner
(154f5) | "_ 75275 (1410) and Cadogan (1975a, b) presented

4_'_ .55 bulk sample Ar-Ar stepwise heating
isotopic data, depicted in Figures 9

12 50 and 10. Phinney et al. (1975)
reported a plateau age of 3.92 +/-

66075D_. _ 42_ 45 decay age is 3.98 Ga), noting,
0.04 Ga (new decay constants; old

( - 6060_5_ __ however, that the plateau was at0._- _ _ "_..., 40 best "poorly developed" (Fig. 10).The release is dominated by 40*At
_- _ loss over the first 50% of release,

(1899)\\ \

75275/_4.4_ 1,1489) and the total Ar age is only 3.69+/-2021 0.03 Ga (new decay constants; old
0.z (14_0) 4 o""_-- - decay age is 3.74 Ga). The K/Ca

ratio is fairly constant, implying
3fi _ well mixed Ca and K rather than

release from a single mineral. The
bulk K and the K/Ca ratio

I I I determined are much lower thanI 014 , 0!8 1.2 1.6

23aU/z0spb either bulk rock or the Turner andCadogan (1975a, b) samples.
Turner and Cadogan (1975a, b)

Figure 11: U-Pb evolution diagram for 73235 and some other lunar reported a plateau age of 3.91 +/-
samples. The u values are given in parentheses. A reference line is drawn 0.04 (new decay constants; old
through points on concordia corresponding to 4.42 Ga and 3.90 Ga. 12021 decay age is 3.96 Ga), but although
is a mare basalt. (Oberli et al. 1978). the plateau is better defined than

that of Phinney et al. (1975), it is
not a good one (Fig. 10). It is
bimodal with lower apparent ages
at high temperatures (3.90 Ga) than
at low (3.80-3.86 Ga) and perhaps
reflects a recoil effect. The total Ar
age is 3.87 Ga (no uncertainty
stated).

7323582 (POMEGRANATE}

9 "-----' - -- -' _o_ "_- Oberli et al. (1978) presented U,
Th, and Pb isotopic data for the

8 bulk rock sample of 73235 that they

also analyzed for Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd
isotopes. The U-Th-Pb data are
concordant at 4.47 Ga within

° o _ 0.1%. However, the near-tangential
• c _,_,,_ relationship of a discordant data

array as represented by the
reference line with the concordia

.'c,_8,235_. curve (Fig. 11) provides poor
, A , L discrimination between truly

_o ,o 5o 6_ _ _o concordant and discordant data.

Figure 12: Concordia diagram for rim and interior of zircon assembalage The 207pb/206pb age is 4.470 +/-
in 73235,82. Open symbols = 1984 data, closed symbols = 1985 data. 0.001 Ga; the 206pb/238U age is

4.474 +0.018/-0.022 Ga; and the

208pb/232Th age is 4.474 +0.044/-
0.047 Ga.
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Smith et al. (1986) used a high Watson et al. (1974) used
resolution ion microprobeto make thermomagneticanalysis (Js v. T)
Pb isotopic determinationsandages and microscopy to identify the
on zircons in a zircon-anorthite magneticcarders in 73235. The
clast ("pomegranate")in thin carriersaremainly ironmetals,
section 73235,82 (Figure 12). The some nickel freeand others with up
zircons have been throughan to 6% nickel. The totalFeo is 0.31
originalcrystallizationevent at wt %, morethan in busalts.The
4.310 Ga, were fractured,and then averageNRM is 6 x 10-6 emu/gm,
overgrownat 4.183 Ga i.e., the rims less thanabout a thirdthatof
are120 Ma yearsyounger. The busalts.Theiron is f'me-grnined
clast was emplaced in the comparedwith busaits, and is
groundmass (at about 3.9 Ga partiallyoxidized (in the
accordingto the Ar isotopic data)
withouteitherPb loss or gain. experiment)to Fe304, even in 032

of 10-22. Some of the iron is
"newly-formed"iron, that is,

EXPOSURE producedin the impactevent andnotrelictclasts.

Phinneyet al. (1975) calculatedan
Ar exposureage of 195 +/- 20 Ma
forsplit ,27 which could be PROCESSING
interpretedas the age of thelight
mantleif a single-stage model is A smallnumberof chips were
appropriate.However, Phinneyet initially takenfromdifferentparts
al. (1975) arereluctantto assumea of 73235 forallocations.
single stage model. A similarly- Subsequentlya slab(,11) was cut
calculatedAr exposureage by throughthesampleand itself
Turnerand Cadogan (1975a, b) is subdivided (Fig. 2), providing
only 110 Ma (Fig. 10), similar to interior and exterior samples. The
that of Boulder 1, Station 2 and sawing producedtwo butt ends, of
some other South Massif samples, which ,9 at over 500 g remains
Horz et al. (1975) reporteda 110 unprocessed.Butt end ,8 was
Ma exposureage for the sample, completely subdividedsuch thatits
citing Reynolds (pers.comm.) as largestsubsample (,35) is now 50 g.
the source. Thisbutt end is the source of the

conspicuous white troctolite clast.

Padaweret al. (1974) attemptedto Fourdifferentchips fromboththe
obtainahydrogen profilefromthe slab and the ,8 butthavebeen used
exteriorto the interiorof the for thin sections, of which a large
sample, usingLNM microanalysis numberexist.
with a Van de Granfaccelerator.
However, for this sample,
interferenceswere too greatto
obtainhydrogen concentrations.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Mizutaniand Osako (1974a, b),
• referringto thesampleas a "free-
grainedanorthositicbreccia,"
reportedelastic wave velocities,
bothcompressionaland shear
wave, for 73235,18 (Table 5). The
velocities ale lower thanthose
appropriatefor the "lowerlayer"
(25-65 km depth)of the lunarcrust.
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73245
Granoblastic Impactite(?)
St. 3, 1.60 g

INTRODUCTION (Fig. 1). The sample is
homogeneous and fine-grained. The

73245 is a medium gray (N6) tough photomicrograph (Fig. 2) suggests
sample that is probably a that the sample is a
feldspathic granu!ite with a tittle metamorphosed, fme-grained,
adhering light brownish gray polymict breccia. Small chips
regolith breccia. The granulite may representing average rock were
have been a clast in the breccia taken from the same area for the
73245 is cuboidal with dimensions thin section and for chemical

of 1 x 1 x 0.8 cm, and lacks analysis; no data has been
fractures, zap pits, and cavities published.

Figure 1: Pre-processing photograph of 73245, showing white friable
blocky rock. Cube is 1 centimeter. S-73-21775

Figure 2: Photomicrograph of 73245, 4, transmitted light. Field of view 2.4
ram wide.
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73255
Aphanitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 3, 394.1 g

INTRODUCTION generallyassumed to be the Originalsurface is apparently
Serenitatisimpactmelt, althoughR presentin some locations;in others

73255 is an aphanitic impact melt has lower TiO2. The aphanitic melt the vesicular rind has been broken
breccia that is unusual in being an crystallized at about 3.87 Ga, while off. Macroscopically the sample
oblate spheroid that has retained, to older ciasts such as pristine norites appears to consist of about 85%
a large extent, the original shape (one dated at 4.23 Ga), aluminons matrix (less than about 100
and internal structures produced in mare basalts, felsites, and microns), 10% lithic clasts, and 5%
the breccia-forming event. It is feldspathic impactites are contained mineral clasts. A slab was sawn
essentally an agglomeritic bomb within it. through the rock and most
with abundant clasts (Figs. 1-4). It allocations were made from it. The
consists ofa clast-rich, non- 73255 was collected from the sample was studied in detail in a
vesicular, very fine-grained melt surfaceon the rim of a 10 m crater consortium led by O. James.
brecciacore surrounded by a rind on the landslide at Station 3.
(up to 1em thick) of more Exposure appears to have occurred
vesicular,less clast-richmelt about95 Ma ago, which is also the PETROLOGY
breccia that generally has a sharp generally inferred age for the

contactwith the interior (Figs. 3, landslide itself. The sample is The structure and petrology of
4). The core itself is an medium light gray (N5-N6), locally 73255 have been studied in some
agglomeration of melt breccias, very light gray (N8), and is tough detail. It consists of a core of non-
The chemical composition of the with a few penetrative fractures. It vesicular aphanitic melt breecias
aphanitic melts is very similar to is 8 x 7.5 x 5 cm and subrounded. (Fig. 5a, b) enclosed in a rind of
that of the common low-K Fra Its surface is rough and there are a vesicular aphaniticmelt breccia; all
Mauro melt breccias that are few zap pits on most surfaces, were created in a single impact

Figure 1: Pre-processing photograph of 73255, showing cindery appearance of vesicular rind, and prominent littu'c
clasts. Cube is 1 centimeter. S-73-24202.
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"" ,a,

Figure 2: Photograph of 73255, post-slabbing, showing end pieces ,12 and ,17 (and ,20 which was part of the end
piece), and the slab piece, 27 which has been subdivided Cube is I cm. S-74-22994.

Figure 3: Sawn surface of end
piece, 17, showing large clasts and
the distinct vesicular rind. Cube is
I cm. S-76-25842.
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rd(pLttl(k]lONJtJ_DESCRIPTION0|" LITHOL(]_]I[$

HapSy_o| Characzertst leg

&phanttl¢ Lltholo_les

donvesJcular 41gk geay aphanlte

L

?esleular dark 8ray aphanlte:h) highly vesicular; s, slightly vesicular

4ottled ltthology: pa¢ches of dark aphanlte (generally less than
I u across) in • nttvork of more friable, lighter-colored took
coapos®dlargely of n net• rag_nts

_odule of dark 8ray aphanlte mixed ulth _¢hHeren ol _hlte c_al_ygran_lat*d pls81oc]sse

Clast L_

;ranulated eel_spathJc el•st _aterials: whtte in color; frl6ble_

[_ COnSists almost entirely o[ fragments of pla_toclase; IocaH_fragments of btack Material are abundant •.d/or trag_ents of
ollvtne arc present

U_orthositJc, norltlc, and troctol_tlc rocks: very fine grain

size and sugery or cherty appearance: some are lneq_tgran_lar;color ranses [ro_ •ray to ereen-gr•y or blue-gray; so=e sho_
cataclast 1¢ textures

Ilner•l el•st• and bssalt clasts: stnBle crystals nl clear pale

• teen 0tivJne or pyroxene, or cle•r, gray. or Rtlky plngloclJs¢;
wlgy bJsaltl eenststtng of b_n or Breea aafle Blnersl tr•te•
and clesr plJsl_lase 8rstns

Figure 4: Lithologic map of one face of the slab cut through 73255, with key. From James et al. (1978).

event (James et al., 1978). All melt described by James and McGee types is given in Table 1. The
breccias contain mineral and lithic (1980c) and Nord and James groundmasses axe mainly
clasts, and the core aphanites (1978a, b), and five mare basalt subophitic to ophitic, and consist of
include small cryptocrystalline clasts were described by James and plagioclase and pyroxenes, mainly
globular masses. The core contains McGee (1980a, b). Brief 1-5 microns in dimension (Simonds
abundant coherent fithic and descriptions of other clasts were et al., 1974, listed 1-10 microns for
mineral clasts, patches of friable given in James et al. (1978) and both phases, and suggested an
white granulated plagioclase-rich electron petrographic work on some "almost granular" texture). The
rock, and mottled areas, as mapped anorthific fragments was described grain size of the groundmass is
by James et al. (1978) (Fig. 4). The in Nord and James (1978a, b). freer than rock 73215, another
clasts are from about 1 cm across aphanitic melt breccia collected
down to the limits of resolution. James et al. (1978), James and nearby. Table 1 shows that the

Marti (1977), and James and groundmass volume is varied from
The general structure of 73255 and Hedenquist (1978a) described the 59-85 volume % (virtually all melt-
the petrology of the aphanitic melt various lithologies, particularly the derived; clasts smaller than 5
breccia• have been described and varied aphanific melt breccins, and microns have not been identified),
discussed by James et al. (1978), structm_ of 73255. They made a and its abundance is roughly
James and Marti (1977), James and detailed study of four particular inversely correlated with grain size.
Hedenquist (1978a), and Nord and types of aphanitic melt breccia that The abundance of vesicles and their
James (1978a, b), and were briefly dominate the rock: 1) non-vesicular size are positively correlated.
discussed by Simonds et al. (1974) core, 2) vesicular rind, 3) slightly Defocused beam microprobe
and Spudis and Ryder (1981). Two vesicular material at the core-rind analyses show that the melt is close
igneous norite clasts were described boandary, and 4) cryptocrystalline to the same composition in all melts
and discussed by James and McGee aphanitic melt that forms small (see CHEMISTRY section). The_rc
(1979a, b), and Nord and James particles within other aphanitic are virtually no post-consolidation
(1979a, b). These two norites were material in the core. The latter m-e shock features except some
described and used by James most common in the mottled fractures, with no evidence of post-
(1982) and James and Flohr (1982) iithology of the core, in which the consolidation heating or shear.
as representatives of two main aphanites form irregular blebs and
groups of pristine norites among angular fragments. A smmnary of The origin of the groundmusses as
lunar samples. Felsite clasts were the characteristics of these four rapidly-cooled melts is shown in
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a b

Figure 5: Photomicrographs of 73255,287, showing dense aphanitic groundmass and rounded to angular clasts.
Plane transmitted light, a) large plagioclase clast (bottom) and fine-grained feldspathic impactite (center left).
Field of view about 2 ram wide. b) elongated fine-grained feldspathic impactite. Field of view about 500 microns
wide.

electron petrographic _) 1 on in maximum dimension. (15%), about 1% angite, 1%
studies (Nord and James, 1978 a, Nofite ,27,80 is modally a pyroxene quartz+cristobalite, and less than
b), in which the free-grained anorthosite with about 90% 1% trace phases (James and McGee
subophitic/ophitic textures, with plagioclase and 10% 1979a,b). The trace phases are K-
lath-shaped plagioclases, are clear, orthopyroxene, but is probably an feldspar, chromite, ruffle, iron
The plagioclases are a little more unrepresentative sample of a norite, metal, apatite, whitiockite,
blocky in the more vesicular whereas ,27,45 has only about 50% baddelyite, armalcolite, troilite,
samples. Electron diffraction plagioclase. They are rather ilmenite, and zirkelite. The texture
characteristics establish the different in detail, and were used by is igneous, with equant plagioclase
pyroxene as pigeonite. These James (1982) and James and Flohr and pyroxene with sizes of 0.3 to 2
studies also found minor angite, but (1982) as representatives of Mg- mm (most about 1 mm). The
there was no orthopyroxene, norites and Mg-gabbronorites plagioclases have cores with
olivine, or silica in the groundmass respectively. Both cooled beneath inclusions (most almost certainly
in the pieces investigated, the surface of the Moon, but in exsolved) and the orthopyroxenes
Exsolution in the groundmass detail have different thermal and have sparse, widely spaced thin
pyroxenes is of two types, as subsequent shock histories. They augite exsolution lamellae and
established in the TEM studies, and have been described in detail by some exsolved oxides. The
demonstrates rapid subsolidns James and McGee (1979a, b) and plagioclases are fairly
cooling of the melt, and the absence Nord and James (1979a, b) who homogeneorus (An93.1; range
of significant reheating after provide petrographic (including An91.1-95.3), as are the
crystallization. Neither are there TEM) descriptions and microprobe orthopyroxenes (En72.9Wo2.2) and

any shock-induced microstructures mineral analyses and have been clinopyroxenes (Fig. 6). The potash
in the groundmass minerals, so subjected to other types of study feldspars differ in composition
there has been no significant post- (see CHEaMISTRY and from inclusions in plagioclnse to
consolidation shock event (>25kb). GEOCHRONOLOGY sections, interstitial phases (Fig. 7).The

below), metal grains are extremely poor in
Two nodte clasts have been Ni. The clast does have some well-

interpreted as being pristine A thin section of pyroxene developed shock-produced plastic
igneoas rocks. One, ,27,80 was 1/2 anorthosite ,27,80 consists of deformation features, and the
cm across, the other ,27,45, almost plagioclase (83%), orthopyroxene orthopyroxene has some patchy
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Table 1: Characteristics of 73255 aphanltes and 73215 aphanlte. James et al. (1978).

73255 732l 53

Average of all types

Cryptocrystallinc Nonveslcular Slightly vesicular Vesicular of matrix aphanit¢

Groundmass texture Subophltlc to devitrl- Subophitle; locally variolitic or graphic; Subophitlc; locally variol- Subophitic with hlocky Subophitic to intergranular;

fled-appearing; little few percent intergranular porosity itic or graphic; few per pyroxene grains: locally locally graphic or variolioc;

intergranular porosity cent intergranular porosity variolitlc or graphic; intergranular porosity highly

few percent intergranu_ variable

lar porosity

Groundmass grain slze <I _m average _2 _m (1-5 urn) average _2 _m (1-5 urn) average 4 5 _m average _4-5 um (<1 8 urn)

Ve!;ic[e content (vol._,) _1.-41 _22 _52 21-342 none

Vesicle size (ram) average _.Ol average _01 average _.02 average _.04 -

range .01 1.0

Mode (vol.%, normalized to zero porosity)

Groundmass 70-85 t 72.3 (71 4 738) 2 77.22 66.4 (59,4-746) 2 68.3 (65.7 71 I)

Plagioclase clasts >5 ;tin not estimated 13.3 (7.9-18D) 2 10.32 20 3 (I 1.6 254) 2 225 (20 5-237)

Marie-mineral clasts >5 v.m not estimated 7.4 (6.3 9.2) 2 9.12 9.6 (8.8-I I 6) 2 81 (51 Ifl9)

Lithicclasts >5_m not estimated 70(I 4 136) 2 2,82 3,7 (2.7-6.3) 2 I I (0 3 3)

Other clasts not estimated -- 0.62 _

Number of areas counted (3) ( I ) (4) (3)

]From visual estimates.

2From point counts on transparent overlays traced from reflected light photomicrographs of 0.6 × 1.4 mm areas.

3james (1976).

extinction.Fe-S richglass veinlets
have partlypenetratedthe clast
during the 73255 breccia-forming
event.Electronpetrographicstudies
show heterogeneous Wo .,o_ /"-_

microstructures in anonhites, the _ /_

most strikingof which are
polygonal grainsabout I micron in
diameter, other areas show
recovery anddefect-free patches.

The potash feldsparinclusions have En Fs /glass and some dislocations. The
orthopyroxenes have 1000 30
angstrom-thick augitu lamellae, and
abundant stacking faults. The silica
polymorphs show a wide range of
shock features, including glass. 20
The glasses in silica, ancgthite, and
K-feldspar indicate shock lm_ssures
of 250-450 Kb;only the glasses in

anorthite devitrified later. The only 10 ._

subsoildns, post-crystallization
events, apart from shock,are the
exsolutions; the orthopyroxene
exsolufions suggest equilibrationto
800 degrees C. The noriteappears 10 20 30
to have crystallizedfroman 0 En Fs0
indigenous melt, slowly beneath the
surface of the Moon. There are no Figure 6: Compositions of pyroxenes in pyroxene anorthosite (norite )
recognizablexenocrysts and the 27,80. See James and McGee (1979a) for details.
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Only slight modification by post-
shock events occurred.

Or+Cn

Two tiny felsite clasts were
described with mineral analyses by
James and McGee (1980c). One
(27,3) consists of a vermicular
intergrowth of quartz and K-
feldspar, with optically continuous
quartz us ribs 15-45 microns thick.
Shock has converted K-feldspar
largely to glass, but original
textures are preserved. The ciast is
cut by a veinlet of host aphanitic

2 f) Z _,2 0 melt breccia, with reddish brown
7" \- glassat the contact that is higher in

,C_._/., , v v _' '_'__, " SiO2 and K20 than h°st breccia"The plagioclase is rich in both K
and Na (An56.3Ab39.0Or4.7),and
the K-feldspar is rich in Ba. Ca

Figure 7: Compositions of potash feldspars in pyroxene anorthosite contents are higher in shock-
(norite) 27,80. Open circles are inclusions in plagioclase; filled are vitrified K-spar than in non-
interstitialgrains. James and McGee (1979a). vitrified K-feldspar. The other clast

(253,24) is more strongly shocked,
melt appears to have been rather homogeneous (An88.6, range although it originally had a similar
evolved (to give an early An86.7.90.5 ) and more sodic than texture of vermicular intergrowth of
plagioclase capable of exsolving K- in pyroxene anorthosite 27,80. The quartz and K-feldspar. The K-
spar and the many trace phases; see pyroxenes show significant feldspar was converted completely
also CHEMISTRY). There may correlation with texture, with to glass by shock and flowed. The
have been two generations of exsolution lameUae differing from contact with the surrounding
plagioclase growth, host grains of the same phase; breccia is marked by a band of

individual grains are not zoned devitdfied glass. Neither clast
Gabbronorite 27,45 did not retain (Fig. 8). All of the iron displays textures unequivocally
an igneous texture, although a few metals,which seem to be part of igneous or metamorphic in origin,
relict grain boundaries are injected veins, contain significant but by comparison with a clast in
preserved; instead it has a Ni (Fig. 9), unlike those in the 73215 is almost certainly igneous.
granulated texture, with a regular pyroxene anorthosite 27,80. The shock event(s) occurred lrior
variation of intensity across the Electron petrographic studies show to the incorporation of the feisites
clast. Most grains are angular, that the bytownite is mainly defect into the breccia, and melted and
Grains up to 1.8 mm and free, with a low density of anti- injected material into the clasts. At
monomineralic areas suggest an phase domains. All pyroxenes the time of incorporation into the
original grain size of about 2 nun. contain exsolution, and breccia the clasts were hot or were
James and McGee (1979a, b) gave orthopyroxenes have abundant heated at that time. Electron
a mode of 53% plagiocluse, 40% stacking faults and Ca-enriched petrographic work on a separate(?)
orthopyroxene, 5% augite, 0.5% (GP) zones in varied density. The felsite was reported by Nord and
ilmenite, and <1.5% all other subsolidus effects indicate that the James (1978a, b), although this
phases. The trace phases are gabbronodte cooled at rates similar felsite is similar.to the others in
apatite, whitlockite, chromite, to the Bushveldt intrusion, down to having the same textures and shock
troilite, iron-metal, stanfieldite (Ca- 600 degrees C, and cooling to those glass in K-feldspar. The TEM
Mg-rich phosphate), armalcolite, temperatures in about 3000 years, studies confirm glass at the grain
and mtile. Single grains of K- This, with the compositional boundaries and within K-feldspar
feldspar and K-Si-dch glass were variation of pyroxenes, suggests and a lack of glass in quartz. No
also found. The plagioclases do not cooling in the upper part of the microstructures indicative of
contain inclusions, but the lunar crust. The gabbronorite was deformation, or deformation
orthopyroxenes do contain shocked and granulated, with no followed by recovery, were
inclusions us well us thin, widely significant production of observed in either the K-feldspar or
spaced exsolution lamellae. The tbetomorphic glass, at about 50Kb, the quartz. Pigeonite grains contain
augites contain abundant exsolution substantially lower than the shock antiphase domain boundaries,
iamellae of low-Ca pyroxene, pressures of 27,80. This was abundant twins, and exsolved
Plagioclase compositions are fairly accompanied by an Fe-S vapor, augite lamellae. Some glass at
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cores to ferroaugite rims) and
plagioclase. Pyroxene andolivine

_ ,/'-----7--/ _ I analyses are showninFig. 10; thoseWo

40_bi_ 1 phasesare iron-rich(e.g. olivine

Fo<66) as they me in marebasalts.
The plagioclases me calcic,
averagingaboutAn93. The basalts
me high-aluminamarebasalis,
petrographicallymost similar to

E n Fs / J(i_ I high-aluminamarebasalt 14053.

_i / ' The granulationofthe fragments

appearsto have takenplace before
the basaltshad finished
crystallizing;because the
granulationappearsto be a resultof

breccia,the basalts are infened to
be about 3.87 Gaold. The fragment
consisting of basalts in a fine-

grainedmatrixalso has some• _ ,, patchesof very f'me-gminedmelt

_i thatis aluminous like the host_ _ a--_e_ h aphanite.
l0 20 30

0 E n Fs C> Nordand James (1978a,b) reported
electron petrographicstudies of an

Figure 8: Compositions of pyroxenes in gabbronorite 27,45. For details see undeformedanorthite(An97; about
James and McGee (1979a). 540 x 700 microns)and a shocked

anorthite (An94, 450x 200
3 microns). The undeformed

Co anorthitcshowed no visible
deformationin normalmicroscopy.

2 • The TEM studies showed a low

_. dislocation density andunusually
small type (c) antiphasedomains;

1 the formerindicatesno significant
• shock effects, the latter that the

• latest eventwas rapidcooling

I I f I lb i I I I 210 _ J through600 degreesC. The
N i shockedauorthRehad

microscopically visible deformation
Figure 9: Ni-Co contents (wt%)of metal grains in gabbronorite 27,45. lamellae and undulatoryextinction.
James and McGee (1979a). The TEMstudies showed the

presence of tiny crystallites,each
grainboundarieswas producedby and providing microprobeanalyses, with minute twin lamellae. The
heatingwithin thebreccia, notby They me fracturedand locally anorthitehad been shocked into a
directshock heating,whereasK- gauulated;one is a cotle_on of glass and then devitified" cooling
feldsparglass shows characteristics basalt fragmentsin a fine-grained rapidly,perhaps in two stages, to
indicative of both thermaland matrix.The fragmentsme rounded less than 840 degrees C.
shock melting, injection of veinlets and concentratedin the mottled
andglobules of marie melt lithology of thecore. The basalts The petrographicstudies of the
probablyaccompaniedthe shock me generally subop_tic but me all structureand lithologies of 73255
event The evidence suggests that at least slightly differentin grain show thatit crystallized from a
the clast was heatedto morethan size and texture;they probably mass of aphaniticmelts of similar
990 degrees C afterincorporation forma sequence related by composition, including the
into the breccia, differentiation. The finest-grained vesicularrind, that contained

fragmenthas some variolitic numerous mineraland lithic clasts
James and M__,-ee(1980a,b) patches.Olivine and Cr-spinel of varied shock history. All clasts
extractedfive smallmarebasalt crystallizedfirst, followed by were heatedby themelt to above
clastsfrom73255, describing them composite pyroxenes (pigeonite
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Di.a " ° _Hd /_/_b " _ - - Hd
En Fs En Fs

Fo D, c .Hd FaFo _d .... __d Fa

j ,-'"

En Fs En Fs
Fo Fa Fo Fa

Figure I0: Compositions of pyroxenes and olivines in basalt clasts in 73255. Diagram d) contains data from 3
clasts; the others each are data from a single clast. James et al. (1980a).

900 degrees C and then cooled
rapidly. Following crystalli7ation,
there were no signifioxtt shock l°t • _ t J _ J _ , _ t _ J J ,
effects.

CHEMISTRY

01
Major and trace element analyses Q)

of the bulk rock and aphanitic melt

phases are compiled in Tables 2 _ 1021and 3, with plots of the rare earths
abundances in Fig. 11. A plot of
rare earth abundances in 0
comparative vesicularhaon- ,£_
vesicular aphanite pairs (James et (.)

al., 1978a) is given as Figure 12. "_
Defocused beam microprobe _)
analyses of the melt phase of the

aphanitic melt phases are given in Q-4 10:
Table 4. Major and trace element
analyses of separated clasts are
given in Table 5, with a description t_
of the elasts as analyzed by 0'_
Blanchard and Budahn (1979a)
given as Table 6. The rare earth
element plots of Blanc.hard and
Budahn (1979a) for different clast

groups are presented as Fig. 13a-c. 1¢ I I _ I _ t _ _ z 1 1 I I
Mineral separates for pyroxene
anorthosite (norite) 27,80, and not a LEt Ce Nd Sm Eu Tb Yb Lu
bulk rock sample, were analyzed
for trace elements by Blanchard
and Budahn (1979a); the rare earth Figure 11: Rare earth elements in aphanites from 73255 (James et al.,
element plot for these separates and 1978).
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VESlCULAR/NONVESICULAR MATRIX FROM 73255

5
La Ce Nd Sm Eu Tb yb Lu

Figure 12: Comparison of rare earths in vesicular�non-vesicular aphanite pairs in 73255. (James et al. 1978).

ANT SUITE CLASTS FROM 73255
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i : -- " : • Figure 13: Rare earth element plots for different

20- _ ClaStgroups. (Blanchardand Budahn,1979a).
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PX-ANORTHOSITE FROM 73255
2OO

100

_,_ CALC LIQ A

- ', ill'o; ........,x-A,OR,,OS,,E.FROM73 55 50 Xo;2

g 5 ,, /

I j//
O O s /

!" i' J. ....... II0 • _ OPXcALC
!

i 10 1 _5 VED .5 \/'

D DRAKE & WEILL 19752 PLAG .2 Dop x WEILL & McKAY 1975w

1 .13.10 .09 .08 1.8 .07 .04 .03 D1.013 .017 .02 .02 .05 .18 .20
f I I I I I .1

i i i i i i i

a La Ce Nd Sm Eu Tb Yb Lu b La Ce Nd Sm Eu Tb Yb Lu

Figure 14: a) Rare earth element plots for mineral separates for pyroxene anorthosite (norite) ,27,80 and parent
(LIQ A) calculated from plagiclase separate, b) Rare earth elements calculated for pure orthopyroxene and impure
orthopyroxene separate for,27,80. (Blanchard and Budahn, 1979a).

calculated parent melts are given as Petrie, 1979a, b). Defocused beam from an evolved parent with
Fig. 14a, b. The uphanitic melt microprobe analyses of the incompatible trace elements not
breccia data show that the groundmass of the aphanites, unlike the host aphanite breccia;
compositions cluster very tightly, avoiding clasts and thus however, clearly the norite did not
more so than those in 73215, and corresponding with melt, indicate crystallize in place from such a
are rather similar to other Apollo 17 that the melt is fairly homogeneous parenL
fragment-laden melts, such as the and corresponds closely with bulk
Station 6 and 7 boulders. However, rock (Table 4). This indicates that The felsite sample analylzed was
the 73255 aphanites do have lower the clast population has a bulk tiny (2.0 mg) and can hardly be
Tit2 Oames ct al., 1978, Blanchard composition similar to that of the representative. It is similar in major
et al., 1978). The 73255 aphanitic melt (James et al., 1978). elements to the 73215 felsite and to
melts differ from others such as 12013; it lacks the negative Eu
73215 and the Boulder 1 Station 2 The gabbronorite clast 27,45 was anomaly of these others (Fig. 13b).
samples in being less feldspathic analyzed as a tiny (10-12 mg) bulk Blanchard and Budahn (1978a, b)
and having a lower dispersion of samples (2 chips with different t-md their data indicative of an
A120 3 and FeO among samples; compositions) by Blanchard and origin by liquid immiscibility.
however, most trace elements are Budaim (1979a, b) and for Sm and
virtually indistinguishable. The Nd by Carlson and Lugmair (1981). The three basalt fragments analyzed
vesicular aphanites in 73255 appear The coarse grain size makes these (Blanchard and Budalm, 1978a, b)
to be slightly enriched in rare earth unrepresentative. The incompatible have major clement compositions
elements by about 10-30% dement contents are fairly low similar to high-alumina mare
compared with the non-vesicular (Table 5, Fig. 13a) The norite has basalts, particularly Apollo 14
aphanites (Table 3, Fig. 12). Other low enough Ni to be considered examples such as 14053, but the
data suggests that the vesicular lacking in meteoritic rare earth elements are more similar
samples are enriched in some contamination, although one of the to very low Ti mare basalts (Fig.
volatiles, such as Rb and Bi (Table subsamples has some black veins. 13c). The samples are generally
3). The aphanites are contaminated The pyroxene anorthosite (norite) similar but differ in detail; again,
with meteoritic siderophiles and clast 27,80 was analyzed only for these are tiny analyzed pieces (less
volatiles, corresponding with the trace elements on mineral separates than 10 rag).
Anders Group2 assigned to (Blanchard and Budahn, 1979a, b);
Serenitatis rocks (Morgan and the data indicates crystallization
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Table 4: Defocused beam microprobe analyses of dast-free groundmass areas of 73255. (James et al. (1978).

732551

315 316

Section number 314(78) 9009(124) 280( 171 ) ( 158 ) (265 )

Analysi.... ber I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 II 12 13

Tyl_ C NV SV V BFC SV V V(VAR) NV(F) NV(M) NV(C) C NV

SiO2 47.6 48.3 48.3 48.5 48.7 48.3 47.4 48.0 48.4 48.3 48.5 48.8 48.0

TiO_ 0.87 1.01 1.07 0.96 0.83 1.21 1.50 1.46 0.99 1.02 1.05 0.98 1.07

AI203 17.4 17,6 17.1 17.6 17.4 17.7 17.6 18.0 18.4 17.9 18.l 18.0 17.5

FeO 9.03 8.84 9.37 9.37 9.40 10.2 11.8 10.3 9.10 9.54 9.64 9.08 9.34

MnO 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.17 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.13 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.16

MgO l 1.8 l 1.5 I 1.4 I 1.2 12.2 10.8 9.12 9.58 11.4 I 1.2 I 1.2 11.4 I 1.5

CaO l 1.2 l 1.4 11.4 11.2 10.5 I 1.5 12.0 l 1.9 I 1.4 ] 1.3 I 1.4 11.0 I 1.4

Na20 0.54 0.54 0.57 0.59 0.89 0.55 0.59 0.58 0.43 0.48 0.48 0.50 0.49

K20 0.30 0.38 0.40 0.47 0.57 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.27 0.26 0.29 0.33 0.32

Cr203 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.29 0.29 0.27 0.23 0.25 0.31 0.29 0.28 0.26

P20,.t 0.20 0.21 0.23 0.22 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.25 0.22 0.19

Total 99.33 100.16 100.23 I00.55 101.07 101.21 100.97 100.78 100.97 100.66 101.33 100.70 100.23
Number of

spot_ analysed 15 I l 15 8 4 10 10 10 1 I 10 12 7 3

73255 ] 732152

Average Average Average Average

Section number 286(265) 219(120) C NV SV V Average Average Average
black gray Schlieren-rieh

Analysis number 14 15 16 17 18 19 (1 + 12 (2 + 9 -- I I (3 + 16 (4 + aphanitic aphaniti¢ gray aphanitic
Type C NV SV SV V V(C) + 14) + 13 + 15) + 17) 18) matrix matrix matrix

SiO2 47.6 47.7 48.1 48.7 48.5 48.7 48.0 48.2 48.4 48.5 47.6 46.7 48.1

TiO2 0.99 1.05 0.98 1.09 1.08 1.08 0.91 1.03 1.06 1.03 1.00 1.09 1.04

A1203 18.3 17.5 17.5 18.3 17.4 18.7 17.6 17.8 17.6 17.5 19.0 19.0 18.0

FeO 9.49 9.71 9.27 9.37 9.52 8.61 9.08 9.41 9.35 9.45 8.26 8.27 8.73

MnO 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.15 0.10 0.09 0.13

MgO l 1.5 11.8 I 1.2 10.4 11,1 9.49 11.7 l 1.4 11.1 I 1.2 10.5 11.7 10.9

CaO 1 1.4 I 1.0 I 1.0 11.6 l 1.3 12.0 11.1 11.3 11.3 l 1.3 12.0 I 1.9 11.8

Na2C, 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.55 0.57 0,60 0.52 0.48 0.54 0,58 0,76 0.64 0.62

K20 0.32 0.34 0.29 0.35 0.39 0.43 0.31 0.31 0.36 0.43 0.29 0.30 0.31

Cr203 0.25 0.26 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.24 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.27 0.15 0.16 0.19

P205 0.16 0.22 0.14 0.19 0.12 0.17 0.20 0.22 0.20 0.16 0.41 0.25 0.31

Total 100.63 99.90 99.37 100.95 100.39 100.19 99.81 100.55 100.31 100.57 100.07 100.10 100.13
Numt_r of

spots analysed 2 20 7 9 10 5 24 67 31 18 14 4 7

tC---ctyptocrystalline; NV--nonvesicular; SV---slightly vesicular; V--v_icular; (VAR)--variolitic; (F)---relatively fine grained; (M)--telatively medium grained; (C)--relatively coarse grained;
BFC--within 60 ,m of edge of felsite clast. Sample numbers are thin section numbers; parent piece for thin section is given in pal'entheses.

2Frorn James (1976). Analyses were done at University of New Mexico by G. H. Conrad and K. Keil; SiO z and MgO value* tabulated here have been corrected for systematic interlaboratorybie.a:s.
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Table 6: Description of samples listed in Table 5.

Type Analyzed
sample sample
number number Sample descriptions

8asalts
27,76 27,76,1 Single, clean piece of vuggy basalt (6.69 rag)
27,24 27,25,1 Basalt chip, black vuggy (9.33 rag)
27,105 (27,109) Coarser grained basalt, subophitic, vuggy

(110,1) (3.87 m8)
Anorthosites

8,1 Anorthosite analyzed in 1974; major elements by AAS
27,101 27,101,7 White material from the black and white nodule (see 27,101,10 for black)

(9.96 rag)
Gabbroic Anorthosite

253,12 253,t2,1 3 plagioclase clasts (13.5 rag) from coherent gabbroic anorthosite clast
Anorthositic Gabbros

228 228,13,5 Fine-grained, sugary clean piece of G-A (22.72 mg)
27,1 27,12,2 Fine-grained, sugary clean piece of G-A (30.70 rag)
27,48 27,48,7 Medium-grained, clean G-A (23.66 rag)
154,1 154,1,2 Very fine-grained G-A (8.32 rag)

Norite
27,45 27,65,2,1 Clean sample of granulated, coarse-grained norite (12.91 mg)
27,45 27,65,2,2 Norite chip same as 27,65,21 but containing black veins (10.63 rag)

Felsite
27,3 27,3 2 mg sample of hand picked, clean felsite and felsite and felsite glass

Plagioclase-
27,95 :_7,95,1 Pure plagloclase sample (3.9 rag)
27,80 27,80.1 Hand picked plagloclase separate from coarse grained pyroxene

anorthosite--very clean
(2.5 mg)

Pyr_sxene
27,80 27,80,2 Hand picked pyroxene separate from coarse grained pyroxene

anoUhosite--probably not pure (0.7 rag)

The other highland breccia samples a slightly youngerage than the high
analyzedappearto be fairly typical RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES AND temperatureone (Table7). The
lunaranorthositicbrecciasand GEOCHRONOLOGY preferredinterpretationof the
feldspathicimpactites, authors is thatthe high-temperature

contaminatedwith meteoritic 40Ar-39Ar stepwise heating region dates clasts and the low
siderophiles.They have low rare analyses on severalsamplesof temperatureregion the melt; the dip
earthabundancesandpositive Eu aphaniticmelt brecciaswere might be a recoil effect. There are
anomalies (Fig. 13a).One (,154, conductedby Jessbergef et al. nOclear differencesbetween the
not shown on Fig. 13a) is like a (1978) and Staudacheret al. melt age for vesicularand non-
"veryhigh aluminabasalt"and (1979a, b); a single samplewas vesicular samples, but the vesicular
appearsto be an impactmelt. Two similarlyanalyzed by Eichorn etal. samplesappearto contain clasts
of the feldspathic impactites (1979a, b), whoalso included thataremuch mole degassed than
("anorthositicgabbros")were aphaniticmelt phases in their laser those in the non-vesicular melts.
analyzedformeteoritic siderophiles pulsedAr studyof materials in Jessbergeret al. (1978) conclude
andvolatiles and appearto be 73255. Jessbergeret al. (1978) thatthe age of the melt andbreccia-
differentin totalabundancebut fall analyzedfour samplesof different formingevent is 3.88 +1-0.03Ca.
in the same group 3 inferredto be a aphanitetypes, summarized in Standacher et al. (1979a, b)
pre-Serenitatismeteoritic Table 7 and Fig. 15. The apparent analyzed four more aphaniticmelts
component(Morgan and Petrie, age spectraall show some structure, (Tables 8 and 9 and Fig. 16), with
1979 a, b). similarresults, and further

with clear low-temperatureargon discussed the significance of theloss, thena low temperature
"plateau"succeededby a dip thena structurein the temperature
high-temperature"plateau".The releases. The age inferredfor the
low temperature"plateau"indicates melt, i.e. the low-temperature
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8.0 , , , _ 8.0 / ' / =- "plateau", depends on the model

_ L, _ _ n _ _ used to understand the structure, as,, 4.0 L= _ 4.0 _ listed in Table 9. In model A the

o _____ _ [-_ _ _ dip is explained by gas loss fromo microclasts during breccia

_ | formation; in model B the dip

4.0 ._4.0 j resultsfromrecoilfromthefine-

_gw __ -- cgw _l_ ' grained groundmass and results in

< 3.8 < 3.8 slightly younger ages for breccia
_- formation. Eichom et al. (1979a, b)ZX

Ww analyzed one sample of aphanite
tw 3.6 ,130,1 _ 3.61 ,124,9005 and obtained a roughly similar

< II , , < , , , , release structure (Fig. 17), although
0 0'.5 1.0 0 0.5 1.0 the dip is not so prominent. The

FRACTION39Ar_*RELEASED FRACTION39Ar* RELEASED preciseage of the melt is difficult
® 8.0 , © 8.0 _ , to infer from this release.

v Eichorn et al. (1979a, b) used laser
x 4.0 L_ x 4.0
o _ _ release from polished surfaces to

_ obtain gas for Ar analyses of
various phases in 73255. Samples

,_4.0 , were pre-beated to remove low-4.0
/

w "- "" w ..d_ td temperature gas, and the data

3.8 _ _ 3.8 / _ correspond with K-At ages of an

_- assumed higher-temperature

z _ 3.6
w I plateau (assuming therefore no
m 3.6 ,124,9002 ,156 structure in the high-temperature

_ , release) because temperatureI I I i

0 0.5 1.0 0 O.S 1.0 cannot be controlled in this
FRACTION39Ar_ RELEASED FRACTION39Ar* RELEASED experimenL The inferred age data

for the aphanites (included in the

Figure 15: Ar-Ar and K/Ca release diagrams for 73255 aphanitic melts, summary Table 10) are varied and
Vesicularlity decreases from top left to bottom right. Jessberger et aL determination of the age of the
(1978). breccia-forming event is difficult at

best. Clearly much material did not

0 _ .1_ .1 .1-_c .01 .01 .0" .01
ILl , .... I 1

4.3 4.3 4.3! 4.3

< 3.9 ' 3.9 3.9 3.9
FL, J

3.5 ! 27,101 3.5 .r- 253,13 3.5 F 135,5 3.5 27,46
3.1 io_ 3.1 m 3.1 3.1 . , /

< 0 50 100 0 5 100 0 50 100 0 5u 100

Figure 16: Ar-Ar and K/Ca release diagrams for 73255 aphanitic melts. Staudacher et aL (1979a).
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Table 7: Sunmmry of Ar-Ar release age data for 73255 aphanitic melts. ,156 is non-vesicular core; ,124,9002

is a less-vesicular core/rind boundary sample; ,124,9005 is a more-vesicular core/rind boundary; ,130,1 is
vesicular rind. Jessberger et al. (1978).

Exposure
Sample K Ca Agea) K-Ar Ageb) 40Ar.39Ar

Snbnumber [ppm] [%] [m.y.] [AE] [AE] Plateau Agesc) Temperature Ranges

Plateau 1 Plateau 2 _Ar-loss corrected K-Ar Age

,156 1090 8.0 104 3.90 3.88 + .02(670-810) 3.98 + .01(1160-1440) 3.94 ± .03(670-1440)
,t24,9002 1420 9.6 99 3.89 3.88 ± .02(700-820) 3.92 + .01(1150-1400) 3.90 ± .02(700-1400)
,124,9005 1280 9.9 93 3.84 3.92 ± .02(720-780) 3.91 4- .01(1140-1410) 3.89 ± .03(720-1410)
,130,1 1350 7.7 86 3.80 3.90 4. .03(670-860) 3.86 4. .01(1160-1360) 3.86 + .03(670-1360)

'*)Erroris 15 m.y.
I')Absolute uncertainty is 0.03 AE (ltr).

':)Uncertainties listed are 2 o and appropriate for comparison of the results within this study. Plateau ranges are given in brackets.

Table 8: Summary of Ar-Ar release age data for 73255 aphanit/c melts and dasts. Plateau 2 is the high-
temperature region inferred to represent clasts. Staudacher et al. (1979a).

4_'Ar-_aArage d
Exposure

Sample K Ca Agea K-Ar age _ Plateau 1_ Plateau 2
subnumber [ppm] [%] [m.y.] [AE} [AE] [AE]

253,13 aphanite coating 1380 7.2 97 3.92 4.00 -+ .01
135.5 aphanite in 1430 7.2 96 3.89 3.99 _+.01

mottled lithology
27,101 aphanite from black 1130 7.3 92 3.89 3,99 --_.01

and white nodule

27,46 aphanite coating 1670 7.4 94 3.87 3.94 -+ .01
156 core 1090 8.0 96 3.90 3.98 -+ .01

aphanite

124,9002* less vesicular aphanite 1420 9.6 91 3.89 3.92 -+,01
from core-rind contact

124,9005 vesicular aphanite 1280 9.9 86 3.84 3.91 -+ .01
from core-rind contact

130,1- highly vesicular 1350 7,7 79 3.80 3.86 -+ .01
rind aphanite

228 ] 450 9,7 92 3.95 3.96 + .01 4.20 + .01

27,1,2 l anorthositic - -
27,i,I gabbro 600 9.2 94 3.90 3.93 *- .0l 4.14 -* .02
27,48 clasts 630 I0.1 88 3.85 3.91 ± .02 --590 9.7 89 3.89 3.93 -+ .02 --

a Error is 10 m.y.
bAbsolute uncertainty is .03 AE
c Low temperature ages for aphanites are listed in Table 3.
d An absolute error of -+.03 AE is not included.
• Results are taken from Jessberger et al. (1978).
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Table 9: Model ages for low temperature regions of Ar-Ar release data for 73255 aphanitic melts.
Temperature range for corresponding fractions given in parentheses. Staudacher et al. (1979a).

Model A Age Model B Age _"Ar redistribution

Sarnpte Plateau I in Region 1
subnumber [AE} IAE] [%]

73255.253.13 q.92 z .02 (710-9001 3.89 -+ .03 (710-10801 1.2

135.5 3.93 -+ .02 (730-880) 3.90 ± .02 (730-10901 1.4
27,101 3.90 = .02 (650-890) 3.88 + .02 1650-10101 1.1

27,46 4.01 -+ .02 (680-890) 3.89 z .09 (680-1030) 5. I

156 3.88 -_ .02 (670-8101 3.83 -+ .03 (670-10101 1.7
12&9002 3.88 -+ .02 (700-820) 3,85 -+ .02 (700-10301 .8

124,9005 3.92 z .02 (720-780) 3.82 ± .04 (720-10601 2.0
130,1 3.90 -+ .03 (670-860) 3.85 ± .04 (670-1080) 2.2

release. This is inferred to date the[

melting and degassing of the felsitei
as it was incorporated into the melt,

i ,_5o thus dating the melt event.
4oI 8oo8__ ,zoo ,_o_2_o_-i 750m"I'- I'I"'d

I _ Eichorn et al. (1979a, b) used laser
.. 3s_ release from polished surfaces to_5
- _oo obtain gas for At"analyses ofg,
< 3o_ 73255.312 Aphonile ValiOUSphases in 73255. Samples

were pre-heated to remove iow-
e 5_ temperature gas and the data

" correspond with K-At ages of an
L ....... assumed higher-temperatnre
o 5o _oo plateau (assuming, therefore, no

Froetion of 3°At I%1 Stl'l_ttlTCin the high-temperatnre
release) because temperature

Figure 17: Ar-Ar release diagram for a 73255 aphanitic melt. Eichorn et cannot be controlled in this
al. (1979a). experiment. The inferred age data

for the clasts are summarized in

completely degas at the time of Staudachex et al. (1979a, b) Table 10. They show a wide variety
melting, which is best inferred from conducted thermal release At-At of ages, including some that are
the best-degassed clasts and the studies on clasts in 73255: one rather younger than the inferred age
thermal releases (such as those of felsite and three "auorthositic of the host melt, e.g. felsites range
Staudacher et al. (1979a) which gabbros" (one duplicate). The data from 3.48 to 3.98 Ga.. Devitrified
agree at 3.87 +1- 0.03 Cra. are summarized in Table 8 and the maskelynites give "ages" as old as

release diagrams shown as Fig. 19 5.5 Ga (Table 12), hence
James et al. (1978) reported Rb and (auorthositic gabbros) and Fig. 20 maskelynites must be considered
Sr isotopic data on 7 aphanitic melt (felsite). Two of them (,228 and unreliable for determining ages. No
phases from 73255. one chip of ,27,1 are stated to have other samples except some
Calculated to about 3.9 Ga, the data a marked 2-step release, with low groundmasses suggest ages older
show that there were significant temperature release indicating than 4.0 Ga.
differences in 87Sr/86Sr at that lower ages. The other two show

time (Fig. 18), thus the melt did not low temperature releases that rise Carlson and Lugmair (1981)
then equilibrate over a scale of a more gradually to high- reported a Sm-Nd isotopic analysis
few millimeters. The data indicate temperature, higher ages (Fig. 19). of the pristine igneous gabbronorite

similarities with other aphanitic The felsite (Fig. 20) is the same ,27,45 (Table 13, Fig. 21). The
melts (Fig. 18) with the bulk data clust analyzed by Blanchard and three-point isochron gives an age of
reflecting mixing of materials. Budahn (1979a, b); it shows a high- 4.23 +/-0.05 Ga and is well defined.

temperature plateau age of 3.89 +/- The TIC E age is similar to the
0.03 Ga over the last 50% of At isochron age, thus the
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Table 10: Summary of laser Ar ages (Ga) in 73255, for melt and clasts (preheated samples).
Eichorn et al. (1979a).

Preheating temperatures _:J

Sample 650°C 700°C 900°C

Groandmass

73255,255
nonvesicular 4.10 ± .01 4.09 .4-.03* 4.21 ± .01"

(- 2 tim grain size) 4.07 ± .01" 4.03 ± .01"
4.00 ± .01

cryptocrystailine 4.02 ± .01"
(< I tzm grain size)

73255,310
highly vesicular 3.76 ± .01 3.78 ± .01" 3.86 ± .03*
(- 4-5 p.m grain size) 3.80 ± .01"

3.78 ± .01

slightly vesicular 3.91 ± .02*
(- 2 t_m grain size)

73255,309
fine-grained (- 1 p.m) 3.91 ± .01 4.09 ± .01 4.07 ± .01
coarse-grained (5-10 _'n) 3.80 ± .01 3.81 ± .01 3.70 ± .02

Felsic clast material

73255,255
glass A 3.77 ± .01 3.72* ± .01 3.73* ± .01

3.58* ± .01

K-feldspar A 3.96 .4-.01 3.93* ± .01 3.92* ± .01
3.98* ± .01

K-feldspar C 3.94 ± .02
K-feldspar B 3.73 ± .03

73255,310
partly melted

vermicular intergrowth C 3.72 ± .01 3.97 ± .02*
3.69* ± .01

partly melted
vermicularintergrowth 1 3.77 ± .01 3.82 ± .02*

glass H 3.69 ± .01 3.87 ± .02*
plagioclase H 3.87 - .03
partly melted

vermicular intergrowth D 3.86 -+ .02*
vermicular intergrowth F 3.48 -+ .03*

73255,312
glass D 3.59t ± .01

Lithic clasts

ANT-suite fine-grained
anorthositi¢ gabbro

73255,310
shocked clast M 3.81 ± .01
small plagioclases in elast J 3.74 ± .01 3.84* - .02
large plagioclases in clast J 3.93 ± .01
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Table 10: Continued.

Preheating temperatures _"

Sample 650°C 700°C 900°C

Lithic clasts

73255,309

clast B 3.67 ± .01 3.77 ± .05

73255,312

clast B 3.73t +- .01

ANT-suite coarse-grained

pyroxene anorthosite
73255,309

relict plagioclase of clast D 3.66 -+ .02 3.92 + m 08

shattered plagioclase of clast D 3.62 -+ .02 !

Fine-grained quenched basalt
73255,309

Groundmass AI 3.84 ± .0l 3.81 ± .01
Groundmass A2 3.99 -+ .01

Devitrified maskelynite clasts

73255,255
Centers of two 0.5-ram clasts 3.99 -+ .01

73255,310

center of 0.3-mm clast A 3.99 -+ .01

center of 0.5-mm clast B 4.82 +- .02
4.96* ± .05

intermediate zone within

0.5-mm clast B 4.34 -+ .03

4.36* ± .04

centers of 5 0.2-ram clasts 3.89 +- .01

73255,309
center of 0.3-mm clast 4.14 -+ .02 4.20 ± .02

_1_Samples were preheated for 1.5 hours at each temperature successively. Ages marked with

an * were obtained on samples that were preheated twice, for a total of 3 hours, at 650°C. Ages

marked with a t were obtained on a sample that was not preheated.

Table U: Rb-Sr isotopic data for 73255 aphanites. James et al. (1978).

Rb Total Sr

Sample (ppm) (ppm) 87Rb/S6Sr 87Sr/S6Sr

Vesicular rind aphanite
122 9.85 128.6 0.2214 0.71251

Slightly vesicular aphanite, at core-rind contact

9006 (110) 9.93 126.1 0.2276 0.71287

9004 (124) 5.47 126.0 0.1254 0.70705

Nonvesicular aphanite
9003 (124) 5.56 127.3 0.1261 0.70698

9007 (148) 5.31 122.8 0.1248 0.70679
176 5.54 125.4 0.1276 0.70701

9008 (245) 5.28 118.1 0.1291 0.70723
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Table 12: Summary of laser-released Ar studies of a 1.4 nun clast of devitrified maskelynlte in 73255.
Eichorn et al. (1979a).

Center Zone 4 Zone 3 Zone 2 Edge

Surface 1 4.20 -+ .05 4.03 -+ .01 4.49 ± .02 4.51 ± .02 4.13 ± .01

4.20 ± .01
Surface 2 3.99 --- .02 4.39 ± .02 4.26 ± .01 4.96 - .02 4.02 - .02
Surface 3 3.99 ± .01 4.01 -+ .01 3.99 -+ .02 5.53 -+-.01 5.68 -+ .02

Table 13: Sm-Nd isotopic data for mineral separates and whole rock of,27.45 gabbronorite.
(Carlson and Lugmair, 1981)

Sample Weight [Sin] [Nd] 1478m/144Nd a 143Nd/144Nd a TICE b
(mg) (ppm) (ppm)

Pl-I 14.2 0.841 4.52 O.1124 0.510393
2 42

TR 12.3 1.68 4.27 0.2380 0.513899 4.23
2 45 : 17

Px-I 18.3 0.523 0.976 0.3237 0.516332
9 55

a See foomote for Table 1.

b ICE = "intercept with chondritic evolution" line; model parameters are: (143Nd/144Nd)JuV = 0.512636, (147Sin/

144Nd)JuV = 0.1936.

APOLLO17 LIGHT-GREYBRECCIAS:

Rb-Sr PATTERr(AT 3,9 AE

Figure 18: Modified Sr evolution o r3zss "ATRIX /
diagram for samples from Apollo • 73215 /

17 aphanitic melt rocks. The .7ol -- • BOULDERI %%% /'2=0(_1_

diagram shows how the pattern
would have appeared if measured
just after the breccias formed about
3.90 Ga ago. James et al. (1978).

Y  _Yo
.700 -- _• '-_:O:_'_'O• e -I•• •. _m ,00_ ••o,-"

CLASE-RICH CLAST$

•699 I

I I I
.10 .20 ,30

87Rb/SEsr
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.1 .1
,z .01 ,

" ........ _ .01 .01 .01
"'.001 , , , , I

,_ 4.3 !4.3 _.,....,- 4..3 4.3 B
< 3.9 " [3.9 " --- 3.9 3.9

c 3.5 f,_ 3.5 i 228 I 2%1,2 3.5 27,1,1 3.5 2?,48
& 3.1 i3.1 .... , 3.1 ..... , 3.1., ,i
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Fraction 39Ar _ Released

Figure 19: Ar -Ar and K/Ca release diagrams for "anorthositic gabbro" clasts in 73255, including 2 splits of a
single sample. Staudacher et al. (1979a).

listed exposure ages for clasts and
aphanitic melts (Table 8) that

10. include revisions (apparently
corrected for Ti- and Fe-

co 5. _ t.. - contributions to to the 38Arc
production) of the exposure ages

x/ reported for four aphanitic melts by
1. Jessberger et al. (1978). These

4.0 I :_o ,- ,,_ = exposure ages average 91Ma with--_ _- a range from 71Ma to 97 Ma. The

t_td I-- _ laser study of Eichom et al. (1979a)
<I_ I , produced a similar range of At

: exposure ages for clasts and
t_ aphanitic melts (86-104 Ma,

< 3.0 r-- average about 97 Ma). The
stepwise heating experiment on a

E. , 27,3 single sample of aphanitic melt
_- 7-_ produced a similar exposure age.
r_ ._ This age has occurred for otherta.

< 2.0 .-_ I ._ landslide samples and is inferred to
be the age of the landslide.0 50 100

Fraction 39Ar _ Released James and Marti (1977) reported an
81Kr-83Kr age of 149 Ma for an
interior, non-vesicular aphanitic

Figure 20: Ar-Ar and K/Ca release diagram for a felsite clast in 73255. melt. This age is substantially older
Staudacher et al. (1979a). than the At exposure ages. The

high spallation 78Kr/g3Kr suggests
granulation and breccia formation little shielding during exposure and
did not disturb the Sm-Nd system. EXPOSURE AGES the xenon isotopes too suggest that
Sources at 4.23 Ga had not the entire radiation took place
sufficiently fractionated Sm/Nd or Microcraters on the surface of within a few centimeters of the
had not existed long enough to 73255 are sparse and tiny on all surface.
evolve a Nd isotopic signature surfaces, and nowhere approach
reasonably different from the saturation. The uniform coverage Yokoyama et al. (1974) found that
assumed chondritic reference. This shows that the sample must have 73255 was saturated with both

implies that liquids with highly been tumbled at least once (James 22Na and 26A1, thus the sample has
fractionated relative rare earths and Marti, 1977). been exposed for at least a few
were crystallizing to produce melts million years.
of the Mg-suite 4.2 to 4.3 Ga ago. Exposure ages have been

determined from the At isotopic
studies. Staudacher et al. (1979a, b)
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PROCESSING

Following separation of a few small
pieces forpreliminarystudy,a slab
about 1.5 cm thick was sawn
through 73255 (Figs. 2, 4) in 1974
for the consortium study led by O.
James. Buttend piece ,]7 (Fig. 3)
remains intact at 102 g. Sume
further processing of butt end piece
,12 (Fig. 2) was done but its mass
too remains close to the original at
127 g. The slab piece, consisting
mainly of ,27; ,20; and ,29 has been
extensively subdividedand many
allocations made from both interior

and exterior parts. More than 100
thin sections or probemountshave
been madefrommanydifferent
pieces of 73255.

0.51"/' I I I I I I I I I I I [ /

73255,27,45 _°Px-I

0.516 T = 4.23 :t:0.05 AE

TO = 0,50723 ±7-

0,515 EJUV(4.23,E) = 0.5±1.4

._ 0.514
z °TR-I

"- 0.513x3
z

so

0,512 i t i i i r

0.511 =

0.510 / 0,12 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.28 0.32

I I I I I I I I I ;47Sm/ 144Nd [ I I

0.10 0.14 0.18 0.22 0.26 0.30 0.34

147Sin / 144Nd

Figure 21: Sm-Nd isochron for gabbronorite, 27,45. Carlson and Lugmair
(1981).
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73275
Micropoikilitic Impact Melt Breccia
St. 3, 429.6 g

INTRODUCTION with no penewativefractures,and is PETROGRAPHY
homogeneous. Ma0"ixmaterial

73275 is a clast-bearing smaller than about 100 microns No detailed description of 73275
micropoikilitic impact melt breccia constitutes about 95% of the rock. has been published. It is a ciast-
that has a chemical composition It is 10 x 7 x 7 cm and blocky or bearing impact melt with a
similar to the low-K Fra Mauro subangular. Its surface is aneven, micropoikilitic texrUne (Fig. 3a, b,
melts common at the site and with many zap pits on most sides, c). It is a homogeneous melt with
generally presumed to represent the but one area has a fresh fracture an appearance very much like that
Serenitatis impact melt An At-At surface (Fig. 1). It has 2-3% vugs of finer-grained "Serenimtis" melts.
age of about 3.90 Ga has been up to 6 mm in dimension, ranging Large clasts are uncommon in the
determined and it had a multi-stage in shape from near-hemispherical to thin sections; those lithic dusts
exposure history. 73275 was slit-like; some have drusy linings, present are dominantly granoblastic
collected frum the surface on the A slab was sawn through the rock impactites and coarse-grained
rim of the lO-m crater at Station 3. (Fig. 2) and provided most but not feldspar-rich samples with plutonic
The sample is fight gray, tough all of the allocated subsamples, igneous texttues. Mineral

;iil

Figure 1: Pre-processing photograph of 73275, showing common eroded surface with patina and zap pits (left) and
fresh broken surface (right). Scale divisions I crn S-73-16929
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Figure 2: Slab cut of 73275. Small butt end,2 (left) was partly broken. Largebutt end,1 (right, 274 g)) was
retained intact .The slab piece (center) is ,3. Further subsample numbers not shown. Small cubes are I cm.
S-73-34459.

clasts are dominantly plagiclase, recrystallized breccia with low also coarse-grained granulites and
with nonetheless conspicuous porosity. They found that the rock devitrified plagioclase glasses. The
olivine and some pyroxene. The consisted of large elasts of focus of the study by Goldstein et
groundmass consists of tiny equant plagioclase (0.3-1.00 ram), with al. (1976a, b), however, was the
plagioclases and larger but still smaller olivines (0.05-0.2 nun) and presence of the carbide phase
small (less than 150 micron, orthopyroxenes (0.1-0.2 ram) in a cohenite ((Fe,Ni)3C) which occurs
generally) oikocrysts of pyroxene; free-grained recrystallized with kamacite interstitial to
illmenite is prominent as lathy to grotmdmass of the same phases, silicates.They depicted an example
equant grains (Fig. 3a, b). In a few Many of the plagioclases have rims and made microprobe analyses
areas, tiny clasts are less abundant separated from the clasts by a ring across grains (Fig. 5).
and the groundmass consists of of dark inclusions; the clasts are
elongated plagioclases ophitically more calcic (An90-97) than the
enclosed in more clearly visible presumed overgrowth rims (An85. CHEMISTRY
pyroxenes (Fig. 3c). 90). Electron transmission studies

showed that their were dislocation Chemical analyses are given in
Simonds et al. (1974) listed 73275 substructures in plagiociases and Table 1. Most of these were

as a rock with 50-60% feldspar and are associated with pores; there is originally published with little
a subophitic-micropoikilitic texture, some evidence of recovery. These specific comment, other than the
The tabulated matrix feldspar as authors provide electron general similarity with typical
10-50 microns and matrix marie transmission photographs. There "Serenitatis" melt rocks. The little
grains as 10-100 microns in are well-developed type (b) available rare earth element data
dimension. Their pyroxene and antiphase domains in plagioclase, are consistent with that similarity.
olivine analyses (Fig. 4) are similar and features due to movement of The analyses demonstrate the
to those of the other common melt disassociated dislocations. In similarity with common meteorite-
rocks at Apollo 17, although some clinopyroxenes there are thin contaminated melt rocks such as
of the groundmass pyroxenes are of widely-spaced exsolution lameliae the Station 6 boulder and not with
more magnesian composition (as suggestive of prolonged annealing, the aphanitic melt rocks, which
much as Mg' 86). Engelhardt Goldstein et al. (1976a,b) described have higher alumina and lower
(1979) tabulated the paragenesis as the rock as having a l'me-grained titania. Morgan et al. (1976) assign
one having iimenite crystallization groundmass with plagioclase laths the sample to their Group 2, the
entirely post-date that of pyroxene, enclosed by poiklitic pyroxenes "Serenitatis" group, on the basis of
Heuer et al. (1974) and Radcliffe et 0.1-0.5 mm across. Most of the meteoritic siderophile ratios.
al. (1974) described 73275 as a dast are single crystal, but there are
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a b

Figure 3: Photomicrographs of
73275,62. a,b) Same view with
plane transmitted light (a) and
crossed polarizers (b) of general
clast-bearing micropoikilitic
groundmass. Small clasts are
obvious. Field of view about 2 ram
wide. c) detail of ophitic, clast-poor
area with lathy plagioclases.
Crossedpolarizers; field of view
about 500 microns wide.
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En v v v v Fs

Figure 4: Microprobe analyses of pyroxenes and olivines
in 73275,60. Open symbols and dots are groundmass phases;
closed symbols are clasts. Simonds et al. (1974).
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Table 1: Chemical analyses of bulk samples of 73275.

Svlit ,30 ,0 ,23 ,24 ,27 ,28 ,22
wt_
SiO2 46.16
TiO2 1.43
A1203 18.49
Cr203
I_O 9.05
MnO 0.13
MgO 11.54

CaO 11.30 10.5
Na20 0.67

K20 0.27 0.269 0.28
P205 0.26

Sc
V
Co
Hi 182
Rb 6.62 6.9 9.11
Sr 171.8 185.5
Y
Zr
We
Hf
Ba

Th 4.53 4.97

U 1.20 0.136 1.1 1.31• 0.270
Ta

Pb 2.8
La
Ce
Pr

Nd 50.67
Sm 14.30
Ha
Cd
Tb
Dy
Ho

Tm
Yb
l.u

Li 9.4
Be
B
C
N

S 800 927
F 3O
CI (a)l 1.89
Br 0.073 (a)0.115Ca

Za 2.5

Au 3.34
k 5.71
I 0.9
At
C1

Ca 265
As
Se 92
Mo
Tc
Ru Referenc_ and methods:

Rh (1) Rhodes et aL (1974a,b), Nyqtfist et al. (1974a);XRF, AA, IS/MS
IM (2) Bkklds¢ ¢t al. (1974a,b); Gamma-ray _ectroecolpy
Ag 0.74 (3) Morgan et al. (1974a,b, 1976); RNAA
Ol 4.1 (4)GL_bsonand Moore(1974a,b)
In (5) Jo,,_anovi¢and Reed (1974a,b,c. 1980a); RNAA
Sn (6) Ob_li et el. (1978; ID/MS
Sb I. 19 (7) TumcT and Cadogan (1974a); from A.r-Ar_-adiafion
To 5.5
W Notes:

Ire 0.494 (a) Combined leach mui residue.
OI
Pt

HS
T1 1.60
Bi 0.16

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
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loo _5o._ corresponding with 4.42 and 3.9 Ga. Oberli et al. (1978).

_ _ to theother "noritic breccias" that these model ages areolder than the
_o , ....... ___1o _ they analyzed, falling on the same Rb-Sr model ages, implying that

0 05 _0 3.96 Ga (new decay constants) line the events that lead to Rb/Sr
FRACTFON OF 3TAr _ELEASED of unclear significance. The increases in the history of these

87Rb/86Sr = 0.1112 +/-10 and the samples were not accompanied by
Figure6: Ar release and apparent 87Sr/86Sr=0.70619 +/.5. These changesin the Sm/Ndratio TheU-
age with K.Ca, and Ar exposure data provide TBabi of 4.39 +/-0.07 Th-Pb isotopic data are marginally
age of 73275,22. (Turner and concordant at 4.42 Ga. (Figure 7).
Cadogan (1975a). Ga (new decay constants)and

TLuni of 4.42 +/- 0.07 Ga. Oberli However, the tangential relation-
et al. (1978) provided ship (again, like 73255) is poorlysuited to discriminating a
corresponding isotopic ratios of disconcordant array. The 207pb/GEOCHRONOLOGY AND 0.1598 and 0.70870 +/-5, and

RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES TBabi of 4.18 +/-0.03 Ga (new 206pb age is 4.418 +/-2 Ga, the
decay constants). As for sample 206pb/238U age is 4.404 +16/-17

Turner and Cadogan (1974a, b) 73235, the young Rb-Sr model Ga, and the 208pb/232U age is
reported Ar-Ar release data. The ages imply that either crust 4.379 +/-41 Ga.
data provide an extended plateau formation occurred at these late
(Fig. 6) with a small high- model ages or that remelting of

temperature release. However, their materials relatively rich in Rb/Sr RARE GASES AND
is a fine structure in the plateau tookplace then.which is real and outside of EXPOSURE

experminental error.The apparent Oberli et al (1978) also provided It is apparent that 73275 had a
age is 3.90 +/-0.05 Ga (new decay Sm-Nd and U-Th-Pb isotopic data.
constants; old decay constants 3.96 multi-stage exposure history.
Ga), and the total Ar age is The 147Sm]144Nd of 0.1708+/-1 Tumor and Cadogan (1974a)
identical, and the 143Nd/144Nd of derived a nominal exposure age of

0.511092+/-19 give Tjuv of 4.51 160Ma from 38Arc/Ca data
Nyquist et al. (1974a) provided Rb +/-0.02 Ga and TChur of 4.91 +/- (Figure 5). Crozaz et al. (1974a, b)
and Srisotopic data that is similar 0.15 Ga. As for sample 73235, reported Kr isotopic data and
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spaUation spectra. They derived an Yokoyama et al. (1974) found the PROCESSING

exposure age of 139 +/-5 Ma. This sample to be saturated in 22Na and

Kr data and also xenon isotopic 26AL the latter requiring exposure A sawn slab (,3) was produced in
data was also discussed by of at least 2 or 3 Ma. 1973, with exterior and interior
Arvidson et al. (1976). The pieces. Several chips were taken

relatively high (131Xe/126Xe)c of from exterior areas for exposure

5.7 and the fact that the PHYSICAL PROPERTIES and other studies (Fig. 2). Two of
(80Kr/83Kr)c and (82Kr/83Kx)c are these (,4, and, 6) were made into

potted butts for thin sections. Some
the highest among the samples they Huffman et al. (1974a) and subdivisions and allocations were

analysed indicates substantial Huffman and Dunphyre (1975) made from end piece ,2, which is
shielding and is inconsistent with a used Mossbauer and magnetic now 26 g. Further chipping from
simple surface history. They methods to understand the state of the subsamples was conducted in
suggest that the Kr age of 139 Ma iron in various phases of 73275. 1975. The large end piece ,1 is now
overestimates the true surface 96.1% of the total Fe is in silicates 274 g, and the largest remaining
residence time. (66.3% in pyroxenes, 29,8% 9 in slab piece (,3) is 69 g. The three

olivines), 3.2% in ilmenite, 0.7% in large pieces account for all but
Crozaz et al. (1974a, b) also FeS, and 0.735% as Fe°. The total about 60 g of the original sample.
reported nuclear track data for Fe2+ is 8.5%. They were
73275, giving 4.7 +/-1 Ma for a
single point determination at 2.9 +/- conducting low-temperature Table 2: Magnetic data for

Mossbauer studies of 73275,25. Nagata et al. (1974a).
0.4 cm depth, which provides a supcrparamagnetic clustering of
maximum surface exposure. They 73275-15
suggest (using soil radiation data Fe2+ spin in lunar olivines. Parameter (Br) Unit
also) that the age of Ballet Crater is
5 to 20 Ma. Goswami and Lal Nagata et al. (1974a, b, 1975a) L 13.4 xl0-" emu/g
(1974) also studied track densities, tabulated some magnetic data for to 1.I x 10 ' emu/g
giving a "sun tan" age of 1.2 Ma 73275,15 (Table 2) in a study that t_,, 105 oe. rms
and a subdecimeter age of about 8 was partly meant to elucidate the h 13 Oersteds
Ma. The "sun tan" age suggests origin of lunar iron. Housley et al. /_; 3 Oe. rms
frequent chipping of the rock. The (1976) found no FMR intensity al,/I 0.08
flattening of the track profiles at (unlike soils) in their magnetic
depths greater than 1 on clearly study of 73275,25. Stabilityof NRM (3)
show a multiple exposure history.
No pre-in-adiated components were
found among feldspar clasts.
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73285
Glass-Coated Polymict Breccia
St. 3, 2.58 g

INTRODUCTION It is of very irregular shape with somewhat less abundant pale gray
approximatedimensionsof 1x 1 x andyellow marie minerals.

73285 is a friable polymict breccia 2.5 on. The glass is not uniformly Anorthositicclasts, possibly
that is dustyand partly coated with distributed,being more common on granulites, up to a few millimeters
dark vesicular glass (Figure 1). It one highly fragmented end of the across are present There are a few
was picked from the regolith sample, where it partly veins the zap pits on one end, and cavities in
sample 73280 taken from a trench breed& The glass has a smooth the shattered part. No subdivisions
on the rim of a 10m craterat surface. The breccia is fine-grained of 73285 have been made.
Station 3. The sample is medium (mainly less than0.1 nun) and
light gray (N6) andbarely coherent, consists of white plagioclase and

Figure 1: Photograph of 732851showing dark glass andpaler gray breccia.
Scale divisions I cm S-73-19445.
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74115
Friable Regolith Breccia

LRV-5, 15.4 g

INTRODUCTION a trace of dark clasts in a light gray PROCESSING AND
matrix. All the samples are rounded SUBDIVISIONS

74115 is a rounded, very friable and shed fine-grained material.
sample of regolith breccia, Little was originally done with the
collected from the light mantle 700 5 samples (74115-74119) following
m northwest of Station 3. It is a PETROLOGY their original separation from the
light gray polymict breccia. The regolith sample because they were

sample is the largest of 5 similar 74115 has a fine-grained matrix so friable. 74115 was partly
pieces picked from regolith sample consisting of angular mineral and subdivided in 1984 to produce
74110 that was collected as light glass fragments (Fig. 1). Some of subehip ,1 (then 0.91g) and some
mantle material. LRV-5 is on the the larger elasts are lithic fragments smaller pieces. ,1 was made into a
ejecta blanket of a 15-m crater and including very dark glassy breccias, potted butt and partly used for four
74115 probably represents ejecta, granulites, feldspathic breccias and thin sections. Other splits were
possibly lithified by the impacL feldspathic impact melts, as well as allocated for analyses but no data

The fragments were observed some high-Ti mare basalts. Orate has been reported.
during preliminary examination to glass balls and shards are
contain about 10% white clasts and conspicuous.

Figure 1: Photomicrograph of thin section 74115,8, showing dense
matrix and mineral clasts. At top is a dense glassy breccia clast; center
is a granulite. Plane polarized light. Field of view about 2 ram wide.
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74116
Friable Regolith Breccia
LRV-5, 12.8 g

INTRODUCTION the ejecta blanket of a 15-m crater
and 74116 probably represents

74116 is a rounded, very friable eject& possibly lithified by the
sample of regolith breccia, impact The fragments were
collected from the fight mantle 700 observed during preliminary
m northwest of Station 3. It is a examination to contain about 10%

light gray polymict brecci_ The white clasts and a trace of dark
sample is the second largest of 5 clasts in a light gray matrix. All the
similar pieces picked from rcgolith samples are rounded and shed fine-
sample 74110 that was collected as grained material. No subdivisions
light mantle material. LRV-5 is on of 74116 have been made.
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74117
Friable Regolith Breccia
LRV-5, 3.69 g

INTRODUCTION the ejectablanketofa 15-mcrate_
and74117 probablyrepresents

74117 is arounded,veryfriable ejecta,possibly lithifiedby the
sampleof regolithbrec.c'm, impact.The fragmentswere
collected from the lightmantle 700 observed duringpreliminary
m northwest of Station 3. It is a examination to contain about 10%
light gray polymict breccia. The white clasts and a trace of dark
sample is one of the smallest of 5 elasts in a light gray matrix. All the
similar pieces picked from regolith samples arerounded and shed fine-
sample 74110 that was collected as grained material. No subdivisions
light mantle material. LRV-5 is on of 74117 have been made.
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74118
Friable Regolith Breccia
LRV-5, 3.59 g

INTRODUCTION theejectablanketof a 15-m crater
and74118 probablyrepresents

74118 is a rounded,very friable ejecta,possibly fithifiedby the
sample of regolithbreccia, impact.The fragmentswere
collected fromthe light mantle 700 observedduringpreliminary
m northwestof Station3. It is a examinationto contain about10%
light graypolymict breccia. The whiteclasts anda Wac_of dark
sample is among the smallestof 5 clasts in a light graymatrix.All the
similarpieces picked from regolith samplesareroundedand shed free-
sample 74110 that was collected as grained material.No subdivisions
light mantlematerial.LRV-5 is on of 74118 have beenmade.
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74119
Friable Regolith Breccia
LRV-5_ 1.79 g

INTRODUCTION ejecta blanket of a 15-m crater and
74119 probably representsejecta,

74119 is a rounded, very friable possibly lithified by theimpact.
sample of regolith breccia, The fragments were observed
collected from the light mantle 700 during preliminary examination to
m northwest of Station 3. It is a contain about 10% white clasts and

light gray polymict breccia. The a trace of dark clasts in a light gray
sample is the smallest of 5 similar matrix. All the samples are rounded
pieces picked from regolith sample and shed fine-grained material. No
74110 that was collected as light subdivisions of 74119 have been
mantle material. LRV-5 is on the made.
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